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ABSTRACT 

The ~5esis is a hermeneutical investigation of the notion of irony couched within 

Kieran Egan's theor). of curriculum. To come to a fair undentandhg of Egan's theory, one 

must perforce understand what it aims for: in its author's words, a "kind of person" or 

Yom of consciousness" which "lies at the heart of both modernism and postmodemisrn." 

What tmth Lies at the heart of this way of expenence, in the disposition or ethos of irony? 

Part One of the thesis constitutes a set of critical readings whose main thread or 

topos is 'experience.' Chapter One discusses the question of expenence in light of writings 

by Hans-Georg Gadamer and Martin Heidegger (among others) on the aith and aesthetics 

of Dasein's dweiiing cum belonging. Chapter Two, in tur~, is a hermeneutical appraisal of 

the notion of experience in certain works by Descartes and Locke, Wordsworth and Frost. 

AU in di, these chapters serve as the philosophical background to the readings in Part Two 

of three related accounts of ironic expenence: Richard Rorty's, Plato's, and Egan's. 

Part Two of the thesis shows that Socratic irony is an eariy sign of what 

inescapably occurs to those of us still caught in the drift of so-cded enlightened European 

traditions, Say, what Egan the cultural historian runs towards, and Richard Rom the 

iiterary critic nuis up against: the ethicd mith of o u  skeptical age. In other words, the 

thesis hds that the wntings of Egan and Roay stmggie to come to grips with what Stanley 

Caveii has c d e d  the ''tr~~th or moral of skepticism" and hence, more or less unwittingly 

preserve the etbical way, the ethos, of Socratic irony. How might one iïve well in the midst 

of others by foregoing knowledge of thern? Rorty's account of irony, it is argueci, 

stniggies for the most part to avoid or elide the mth of Socrates' way. Egan's, on the other 

hand, endeavours to ctiticaily accept the condition of skepticism; more exactiy, his 

&cuiim>. theory reveais the ethicai sense in teaching our cfiildren to become ironically 

experienced. 



To B. M., 
from whom 1 first heard the sound of sense; 

and to Rosalyn and Elise 



And thus do we of wisdom and of reach, 
With windlasses and with assays of bias, 

By indirections find directions out 
- Shakespeare, Harnlet 
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Introduction 

Current scientific or logica1 discourse promcds according to deteminant 
judgemenrs, the exampIes folbw in order Co dctmine or, in didactic drawing, 
to illustrate, But in art and life, any place where we must, according to Kant, 
pmeed by means of reflective judgemtnts and rissume., . an end whose 
concept is not given, the emnple precedes. The result is a singuku histocicity. - Jacques Denich, 'Thc Parergon" 

Although we often appmach them in the spirit of deepstrucnire logic, 
narratives are not forms of mediation Iikc conceptual schemes. They do not 
inculcate pnnciplcs and views; cacher, they remind us of what we leave out of 
account and so tend to expose us to what m o t  be done away with or bmught 
under contro1 (history. for example, not CO Say wagrxly). - G d d  L. Bruns, 'Towards a Hermeneutics of Freedom" 

Speech is not dirty silence 
Clarifieci. It is silence made still diaim. 
- Wallace Stevens, T h e  Creations of Sound" 

What follows is meant to be original, not singuiar or novel in its approach. 

1 mean, as Georges Steiner d e s ,  that "Originality is antithetical to novelty. The 

etymology of the word derts us. It tells of 'inception' and 'instauration,' of a r e m ,  in 

substance and in form, to beginnings. In exact relation to their originaiity, to theù 

spintuai-formai force of innovation, aesthetic inventions are 'archaic.' They carry in them 

the pulse of the distant source."l hi t  more enigmaticdy s a ,  the readings which foilow 

are haunted and yet countenanced by what 1 would cail ancestral traces, both ancient and 

modem. Consider them readings in which certain exemplary accounts of 'cornhg to an 

understanding' occur to me, readings, that is, in which 1 fid myself ninning toward and 

George Steiner. Red Presenccs (Chicago: Univenity of Chicago Ras, 1989), 27-28. 



against different, at times, incornmensurate, accounts concerning the question of 

interpretation, while trying to come somewhat to grips with the notion of irony as an 

ethical way, as an ethos.2 

I don': daim to be inventive, therefore, in the way a Nietzsche wishes he were 

strong, that is, by defiantly refusing to parrot othen' lives, enacting myself as a first 

person (time and time again) by speaking Adarn-like words. But neirher am 1 much p d e d  

toward the self-forgedulness of nostalgia, to the rather debased romantic idea of getting 

so thoroughiy inside the other that I become utterly Lost to myself for awhile. 1 refer here 

to the sentiment underfeeding, for instance, Friedrich Schleiermacher's "theory of the 

divinatory ac t, by means of which one places oneself entirely within the writer's mind 

and from there resolves ail that is strange and alien . . ." (T'h and Mefhod, 293); or, 

again, Wihelm Dilthey's proposition that human scientific studies are motivated by the 

"infinite desire to surrender to, and lose oneself in, the existence of others."3 1 don?, in 

other words, see understanding and interpreting (and concornitantly, reading or writing) 

as in anyway &in to the shedding of one's own 'self' or 'charactef in order to take 

cornplete possession of another's. But neither do 1 imagine that coming to an 

understanding is ultimately reducible to a kind of wilful insertion of one's own meaning 

hto  a monbund world, or, then again, a dehirate, strategic act of rnisreading what is 

apparentiy given in thîs or that text, seems inescapably there, seems to exude real 

presence, Say, the weighty influence of traditi~n.~ Instead, to put it tendentiously now, 1 

hope that the readings 1 provide come near to expressing the force and subtle practicality 

as weil as the provisional and pathetic tnithhhess of a crïticism which works to appraise 

Richard Poinu mites that "ocCUmng" is a Word whose derivations d o w  if to mean to run roward and aiso to nui 

against. It is necessary to ntn t o d  the past while ninning against the pas& if. in lRobert] Frost's Jarneskia phrase. we 
are ever to 'beiieve ttie friture ia'" Richard Poirier. Poetty and Pmgmatimr (Cambridge, Mk- Harvard University 
Ress, 1992). 33. See aiso Ham-Georg Gadamer's discusslCUSSlon of the rem in Trurh rmd Meth& 2nd ed trans, Joel 
Weinsheimer and Donaid G. MarsûaiI (New York: Continuum, 1989). 266, 

Ceraid L Bruns. Henneneuriçs. hckm d Modem (New Havelc Yale University Ras. 1992), 160- 
See Manin Heidegger's disassion of hemweurics and expience (CO which my m a r k s  here =fa) in On the Ww 

ro Lmrguage, trans. Peter Hertz (New York Harper, 197 l), esp. 28-39- 



its subject matter both poetically and philosophically. This because I've tried to interpret 

the texts I take up here in the "answerable style" of what 1 want to call imaginative or 

lykal empincism5, with a "conscious ear" as GeoMey Hartman puts it, and not with the 

exacting rnindfulness and reserve of a spectator, not just by looking (or even Listening) in 

as it were. That is, I find myseff more or less swayed by what these various texts have to 

Say with respect to the appearance, Le., the emergence and shape, of so-called acts of 

interpretation. As Gerald Bruns notes regarding the writing of literary histones: "This 

means that what is written is to be taken in as that which speaks to us, not as if across an 

aesthetic or analytic distance, but intimately as a possessive voice sounding us out and 

staking a claim in every nook and c r a ~ y  of our being. . . . IW]e become implicated in 

what we understand,"6 

Now queer as it may read., this notion of looking with the ear is not merely the 

latest pet idea of modem iiterary theory, say, the sort of oxymoron a Yale critic might 

think up while lost in the wilderness of highbrow scholarship. In fact, it would have made 

a great deal of sense to any number of ancient and medieval 'readen,'7 insofar that 

Hartrnan's idea underscores, on the one hand, the ùsaginary forcefuhess of language, the 

fact and efficacy of illocution, what the poet Robert Frost once cded  "the sound of 

sense" and, on the other, the hearkening or draw of words, which involves, if 1 understand 

Iater Heidegger on the nature of Dichten or Stanley Cavell on the import of skepticism, 

the ~ b l i n g  question of language's b'geniaüty," its very opemess to our seffish or 

As 1 explain befow. the Iyricai movement ofmy t u t  U accomplished vï-&-vis a ceading of phiïosophicai henneneutics 
or Gadarner's version of the art of fidon, the art of turning, more exactly, of retumhg or recouecting origîas, I have 
uied, that is, to compose a series of phiIosophicai verses instead of a piece of pbiiosophlcai prose* ('The verse - V~~SLLT,  

h m  verra the act of mrning. to retum, as opposed to prorsru. to proceed düectiy, as in prose. -, ." Giorgïo Agamben, 
Language and Dearh, tram* Karen E Pinkus (Minneapolis: Uaivdty  of Minnesota Ress, 199 l), 78)- 

Geraid L B w  *Writing Literary Cnticism,n fma Revim. 12 4 (Sprin& l98L)* 4 2  
Reading to uacover a tnt's meaaing is a 'modern' idea and thrratnis to d l s p h  the spirituai sensiiility of the 

anaents and medievais- in a Jimüar contex& Bnins ~15tes, "What we have here is a complicated hermeneutical 
sinration, one that needs to be characterued in teaas of meditation ratttet than in terms of reading, since it is c h  that 
the iatelligiiility of the text cannot be isolated h m  that which occurs to the reader in the course of his meditarions 
upon what is written, Aiïegory is not amethod of interpremion: it is not any son of formal approach to the  tex^," T h e  
Problem of Figuration in Antiquity.w inHennenewics: Questions and Pruspecl~. ais. Gary Shapiro and Man Sica 
(Amherst: University of Massachusens Press. 19%). 151, See aiso Ciifton Wolters cemarks on ̂ meditarion" in his 
introduction to ï7ie Chud of Unknowmg, trans- and ed Clifton Wolters (Maddiam. Ontario: Pengui& I961), 9-27. 



egotistical advances, and thus the matter of its temQing reserve, its awful propensity to 

withdraw from us! Both dimensions of langage, that is, raise the abiding, crucial issue 

(whence the traditions of rhetoric and (the viu negativa of) mysticism among others) of 

how one might thoughduily receive or gather in wbat an other, Say, a human beiiig, a 

god, or nature, speaks and writes, or, more radically, what an other gives. 

This is, I gather, why Hartman dwells so much upon Jacques Demda's strategies 

of insulting or misreading sosalled 'canonical texts' - for deconsmiction (as Derrida 

perfonns it anyway) seeks to unnerve and innervate by tums, chooses not to present us 

with anything remotely resembling the text's meaning or the author's intent (whatever 

these are, they are supernarural, fantastical things as far a s  the deconstructionist is 

concemed), but affront us with di the perversity and deceit of writing itself. So, for 

instance, Derrida says he stmggles to philosophize in a nonphilosophical space because 

thinking, on his view, ought to "appear to itseif as other thm itself, so that it can 

înterrogate and reflect upon itself in an original marner" (Quoted in iYenneneu.Scs, 245). 

Very simply, Derrida's negations are exemplary for H a m  because they demonstrate 

art as power, suggest that each of us ought to now read in an effort to occupy the massive 

spaces or possibilities that texts represent instead of attempt to faithfully exhume their 

'presence,' discern what presentable tniths they so effectively taily up for us? Of course, 

For an excelient account of the "sound of sense" .see Colin FaIck's Myfh, Tmh, and Liremure, esp. his chapm on 
poetry wherein he discusses "the speciai importance of l@c poetry," an importance which lies in its udiscernment or 
disclosure of the most essentid forms and rhythms of human tifew Henœ Northnrp Fiye's clalln that lyric poetry is akin 
to "what we think of as typidly the poetic creation, wbich is an associative rhetorical process, most of it below the 
threshold of consciousness, a chaos of paronornasia. sense-links, ambiguous sound-links, and memory-links very iike 
that of the ciream. Out of thrS the dirrincrivefy fynid union of soundandsense emerges" (quoted in Myrlt, Tnuh, and 
Litemtwe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, i994), 60; emphasis added). 

"Geniality" is the tenn of art Stanley CaveU offers in a recent discussion of the idea of a text's power, "a 
work's 'intention.' or an author's taking of the reader into his or her cordidence." Thi;r New Yet OnapprcmchabIe 
Arnerica Lectures afler h r s o n  @er Wittgenstein (Aibuquerque, New Mexico: Living Batch Press, t989), i2. 

Conùary to popular k t i e 2  Derrida insisu that wdec~nstm~tion is nurnegarivee Ir's not destructive. not having the 
purpose of dissolving+ distractllig or subtracting eIements in order to r e v d  an etmai essence. It asks questions about 
the essence. about the presence, indeed about this in&noriexterior, phenomenonfappearaace schema, aii tbese 
oppsitions which are inhan t  in the image you used - -, [StÏü. 'deconstruction'] is a rnaner of gaining access to the 
mode in which a system or senicnrret or ensemble, is conshucted or coostituted, histoücally speaking, Not to destroy it, 
or demolish it, nor to puriS. it but in order to accede to its pssi%Zties and its meanhg; to its construction and its 
history," Quoted in RaouI Mortley, French Phifusophets Ur Co~~ersation (London: RontIedge, 1991), 9697; e m p W  
ad& 



Hartman says as well that he wants to "save the idea of a text," or perhaps it is bener to 

say that he does not believe texts cm ever be fully occupied, appropriated, or worked 

over at will, to quite the extent that Demda would have us believe. For Hartman, texts 

possess a standing rescrve or remainder as well, texts repose in ways that tend to subvert 

our readerly prejudices and intentions, put claims upon us, and what may be worse, 

remind us of what is always and for the most part at the back of us, whzt appears 

mystenous, even anarchic to a reader, or, then again, inscmtable, maddeningly singular, 

and thus, untranslatable, untheorizable. So Hartman is W y  intrigued by what goes on, 

and has gone on, at different times, befween readers and texts, or between new readings 

and older ones, in what one might call, after Hans-Georg Gdamer, the various, highly 

conflicted situations or relationai scenarios of interpretation, the experiences of being in 

fanguage. For Hartman, at any rate, reading as the art of corning to an understanding is 

not ever one thing, purely and simply, but something that happens repeatedly (though 

never very uniformly), has a long, varïegated history, a labyrinthine history or, better, 

several hcnired histories to which we belong, cannot help belonging to, because we are 

creatures after ail whose experience is carried away with language, caught in its "sway of 

usage," to echo later Heidegger (On the Way to knguage, 33). It is a natural predicament 

justifiably discussed by us, Hartman says, as both a blessing and a curse. This is why it 

occurs to him to caii reading "an active kind of hearing," principally because it "is not 

only the reception (Rezeption) of a text, but also its conception (Empfmgnis) through the 

ear."'o He is concerne& in other words, to articulate the kind of literary history which 

Bruns describes as "traditional rather than milleniai or progressive. It is, as  a matter of 

Io GeoEfiey Hartmn. SavVtg ihr Trrc Liimuud D M  Philosophy (Baltimorr The John Hopkins University 
b. 198 I), 141-42 Cf- a statement by the poet and critic. Mary Kinzk "1 have bxpently experienced the sensation 
that to study a work, a painting or poem, was to be smdied in retum, uncil studying, listening, or reading became &O a 
process of beîng smdied. [of béing Listeneci to?'f of being read. It may wellput us closer to the mth of arr to wait rathrr 
than Ulterpret." Mary KlnPe, The Cure of Poeny in mt Age of Prost (Chicago: University of Press, I993), x; 
emphasis added. But bow do we leam to wait and then wrîte whar occurs to us? This is an issue later Heideggerponders 
at Iength, For my part. in Chapter Four, 1 attempt to think of it in te= of what Socrates' ethicai disputation or dunchns 
in Book 1 of The Republic b i s  at, 



disciplinary principle, preoccupied with whatever has been written" ("Writing Literary 

Cnticism," 34). 

Preoccupied, yes, but as well, brimming with anticipation about what texts might 

have to Say hith respect tc r given situation, that is, pulled by a desire to snidy texts for 

whatever Iight they (majr) shed on a reader's circurnstances. Or then again, J = ven 

Derrida's remindes, for how understanding tends to get too starkly defined (and hence, 

confiined) by the manner in which a text's light sweeps over what is in question. So 

reading a text can help us  at times to cl&@ what matters, is sometimes a means to a 

plainer view of crucial issues. But if taken too seriously, as the defïtive or true reading, 

and not merely as a more or less thick account of the issue at hand, a given interpretation 

of a text may well lead us to sweep certain other, si@cant tniths brusquely aside or 

away, Le., what appear to be shambling thoughts by its iight, yet nonetheless matter, 

matter profoundly, according to rival accounts. ' In short, Hartman is aware that criticism 

always provides what might best be termed local or mortal eniightenment. It sensibly 

I The terni nbnisque"deriva fmm the medieval Latin 3niseus." which mughly translates as %utcher's bmom." 
Hence my play on the adjective "shmbiing" which is related to the Latin "scamnun," a tenn dcnoting, Eünzie writes, 
"footstwl, counter, especially for mat; slaughterhouse; [metonymicaüy] the place wheie much killing bas been done; 
[further metonymically, often ironic] any condition of disorder ( The Cure of Poerry. 278). 

Here, curïously enough, the suspicions of the deconstrucûonist are alike those feeding Locke's earlier 
denunciation of the activity of interpretation, of the venerable vadition of exegesis. k k e ,  you may recall, believes in 
what he rems the "historicd. plain methad" of radins (and writino), one chat essentially entails "cteasing _mund a 
Little and removing some of the rubbish that lies in the way of knowledge," Reaily origïnat texts, on his view, are seif- 
interpretùig; that is to say, theÏr truths are self-evident, and therefore we need only methodically approach hem in order 
to fathom their meaning, their ceai presence. "~ 'nr t f i  makes] her way into the undersmding &y her own light," Locke 
writes, and not by the Eght of incerpretatioa, in oher words, coming to undentand a text does not in any way entail 
startiag up a conversation with it, is defhitely not a hermeneutical activity; rattier, understanding is obtained by 
powerful techniques of analysis, by Iucidiy perceiving what the text dispiays, As Heidegger wcites: ̂ Modern 
philosophy expaïences beings as objects (Gegc~rand). It is through and for perception that the object cornes to be a 
'standing against'. As Leibniz clearfy saw, pemipere is iike an appetite wfrich s& out the particular k i n g  and attacks 
it. in order to grasp it and wholiy subsume it under a concept - . . -* Locke's method is basi&y a caidated meaas of 
receivuig. or appropriaring, instead of attempting to respond to or &Ive into or fidl in with the text's way of tbkïng. 
Martin Heidegger, M y  Greek ThinkUIg, tramtrans. D. F. Kreii and F. A Capuzzi (New York Harper & Row, 1 975). 

Thedeconstnictionlst, too, as Bruns wn'tes, "removes [himIselfbm the possiiity of dialogue. if not by a 
negatîve then at aii events by a methodoIogicaI tum, that is by adopting an analyrkai attihidew- in this respect, in 
terms of their conception of understanding, Locke and D e d a  see eye to eye: given the mad state of a linguish'caiiy- 
bound world the "prison-house" of bguage. persoas cm't heIp but be systeniatic and monological in their reIations to 
others- More on this below- John Locke, An Ersay Concemihg H w ~ n  Undentrmding, ed, Iobn W- Yolton (Tandcrri: I 
M, Dent, f 993). 10; Heidegger, b I y  Greek ThUrking, ,82; and Gerald L Bruns, "Stnicturalism, Dec~nscni~on,  and 
Hermeneutics," Diacriiics ( S p ~ g ,  1984). 15- See aise "Systems versus Tongues" in Geratd L Bruns, imenhm 
Wriring, TTedu*, a d  andridmsrding bx Liremry K'story (New Haven= Yale CTnivemity Press, 1982); and Ioei 
Weinsheimer. "Locke on Xumrin Understanding" In Wmreetirh Cenfzuy Uennareurics (New Havenr Yale University 
Ress* t 994). 



cails attention to this or that feature of a situation, but not dl, because discussing any 

topic always depends on taking much else for granted, say, as understood. For that very 

reason, because interpretation invariably exhibits the natural partialities of human 

understanding, it cm be experienced as a dreadful encurnbrance, a condition which sorne 

wiU consider more prohibitive than fecund. Bruns writes that 

Literary history is, for this reason, always a twotdged sword. It can be 

characterized in terms of what Gadamer calis "effective-history:' in which 

what is written lays a claim upon us - caiis upon us and, Gadamer 

beiieves, enables us to enter into the tmth of things; or it can be 

characterized in terms of the oedipal sauggle that Harold Bloom has 

discussed, where ~reoccupation with what has been written makes the 

attempt to write a bloody business. Whichever way we regard it, however, 

what is written cannot adequateiy be taken as so many museum pieces to 

be admired from a distance, or in a disinterested (or edightened) spirit; 

what is written, insofa. as we undentand it at ail, always impinges on us in 
diverse, troubling and productive ways. ("Writing Literary Cnticism," 34) 

Now the c d  (or claim) of words, Gadamer has argued, is a question Socrates is 

forced to reckon with while discussing the moral behavior of rhetoricians in the 

Phaedrus. It is there, for instance, that we heu  him suggest that in articulahg what is at 

issue or near at hancl, right-minded speakers wiil prepare and deliver a credible itinerary 

of its earlier figurations, atternpt to retrieve and suasively remark upon its history; which 

is to Say, in a rnanner and with a content that best fit the occasion of their speech.12 The 

latter qulification is a vital one to those who, like Socrates, wish to speak truthfully. In 

short, acceptable fittings only corne about when oratory succeeds in prudently Uustrating 

how a communiy's ethos a d  its nVais, that is, a commimity's praxis or active sense of 

what are p r e s s e  at times disparate, concerns, can be brought to bear upon the issues 

l2 S a  George Kennedy's discussion oCGorgianic r h e m n ~  whîch he niggatr may k based onkitos. that is, asense 
of the vitd importance, a sense of the direction of "tirne, phce* and circmnstance-* George Kennedy, The Art of 
Persucrtion in Greece (Rincetom Princeton Umversity Press. 1963)- 6668, 



confronting it. Speaking to the matter at hand in t e m  of one's praris is not just the 

ventnloquating of a tradition tout à fait, a straightforward, al1 too respectful or, then 

again, utterly servile act of rnimesis; it is rather, and exceptionally so, a productive and 

critical event, an original son of reuievd curn application, a restauration, of what 

genuinely rnatters, undoubtedy needs speaking to because the occasion calls for if. One 

is destined to repeat, therefore, with a difference; one's speech (or writing) wisely 

attempts to "nudge" mattes along.~3 As Bruns writes, there is a distinction to be made, 

and Plato makes it in the Phaedrus, "between giving a correct reproduction of what was 

said and giving the truth of it" (Henneneutics, Ancient and Modern, 48). When Socrates 

recounts, for instance, the love speech oPStesichorus, ". . . he is not the author of it, yet 

neither does he reproduce from memory and word for word a speech aiready composed. . 
. . And yst Socrates speaks the mith, not in the sense that he speaks Stesichorus' mind but 

in the sense that truth here is the tmth or emergence of a subject . . . and not the tmth of 

an intention. The difference between faIse rhetoric and tme werefore] might be the 

difference between saying what has k e n  said and saying what must be saici"(59). Given 

Socrates' interpretation, the telos of rhetonc is to allow a 'subject matter' to speak with 

respect to the predicaments of your world, that is, to aiiow the truth (of what has hitherto 

been saîd on a pressing issue) to appear in a thne. way. once again. as this or that 

situation caüs for its disclosure. One could Say, to put it in popular tenus, that the early 

l3 Hence Gadamer's mer enigmatic daim in Tmh rmd Methd (and ekewhere) that if one understands anything at 
aii, one understands differently, Cf- Poirier's idea that RaIph Emerson saw wrïting as a means of nudghg readers into 
feeling that social and po l i t i d  change is possible, Poehy and Pmgmcltr'sm, 64; and sigain, Falck's point that in "our 
cornparatively unsuperstitious modemcultue* poetic reminden wiU not "be tikely to stand in any simpte relationship 
to action or bcommitment'w, This thonght helps to explain Frost's curious reply, "How soon?" when asked if he did not 
think that "art cm be considered goodoniy as it prompts to a c t i o ~ ~  (A reply ech& by the poet Mary KInzie - "Tt m y  
weii put us closer to the mth of art to wait rathertnaa i n t e r p r e ~ ~  See a IO-) Quoted in Falck. Myth. Truth , a d  
Lîteranrre, 137, This is w k t  1 try to adumbrate hete and in the next chapter - the indefinite bat real connections 
between ttuth-telling, rfietorïc, md praxis. Ifthïs seems a r a c k  Iogocentnc approach, consider Heidegger's reffections 
on raiking, saying, Listenhg in h l y  Greek Thr'nkOrg, esp, 6068; and Geraid L Bruns, Heiciegger's Ertmngemenfs: 
Langutrge, Tmth. and Wdürg rir the Later Wrirings (New Haven: Yale University Press* L989), esp, L65-73. me 
chetorïcal ment wouid be, if 1 understand, a 'waywatd' experknce of gaîhénag-ln and safekeeping what we beiong to, 
a s  Cve said above. what we can't hefp belonging CO, The way into speaking tmthfblly is a giving way, a letting-go, an 
opening towards others- As Bnuis writes, it is ' b o t  just moving dong apaîh [I.e, one prepared by the powerftd 
chetonclan], - - - but breaking open, setting free, wandering off the strai.*&ht and narrow" (Heidegger's Emangunentr, 
17 1)- 



Socmüc elenchi exempli@ what Aristotle wouid later describe in  the Nicornachean Ethics 

as phronesis or the art of ethicai reasonableness. 

So  Plato may be understood as resisting the sophistic notion of eloquence which is 

d l  about speaking well or, almost any topic that strikes you as worth taking aboui, i.e., 

whatever pleues and coddles one's self-interest. and cm be cleverly, that is, powemilly 

or forcefully spoken about, in fact so cleverly spoken about that your version prevails in 

the end over a i i  the others. Differendy for Plato, the motive of eloquence springs fiom a 

desire to Say what must be said, is the right or true thing to Say i n  the circurnstances. Thus 

Socntes' daim in the Apology that "an orator's virtue is to speak the truth''; or, again, to 

those who wouid judge his character, that it wouid be a rnistake (boni of a terrific lie) to 

consider him merely a "clever speaker? Socrates wants rather to be undentood as "a 

clever speaker who speaks the cnith"- but only or a i i  the tmth. he aclaiowledges, that the 

occasion of his aial cm possibly bear, that can be disclosed in such a place, at this 

moment in tirne. Socrates recognizes, then, that in bringing the tnrth out, a great deal 

depends on who you get to speak with, and M e r ,  where you get to speak. As Gadmer 

writes, 

"his own knowledge is docta ignorantia. and it is not called dialectic for 

nothing: . . . Only he is truiy capable of speaking who has acknowledged 
that to which he knows how to persuade people as something good and 
right and thereby is able to stand up for it. This knowledge of the good and 

this capability in the art of speakùig does not mean a universal bsowledge 

of 'the good'; rather it means a knowledge of that to whkh one has to 

persuade people here and now and how one is to go about doing this and 
in respect to whom one is to do it."I4 

l4 Hans-Gmrg Gadamer. uHermeneuticr as a Theoretid and Pracu'cai Tyk" in R w o n  UI the Agc of Si5imcc 
(Cambridge. MA: MIT Press), 120. See also Gregory VIastos's dixussion of what Socmes unabashedly admits to 
knowbg, Gregory VTastos. "Socmes' disavowai of imowledge* in Socran'c Snrdies (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Frws, 19941, 39-66. 



Now, these remarks on some of the conditions for speaking or writing the tnith 

sensibly prompt me to note to Heidegger's etymology of the Greek term alethein which, 

Bruns writes, "frequentiy is translated as 'tnith' but which Heidegger rendea as 

'unconcealedness.' Aletheia is rooted in the word for forgetfulness, Zethe, which for 

Heidegger means that lethe belongs to truth, is internai to it; but aletheia aiso entails 

words for secrecy, hiddenness, or escaping notice (as in the farnous mono of Epicurus, 

lathe biosas: 'Live in hiding')" (Hermeneutics, Ancient and Modem, 22,25).15 With the 

later Heidegger (who is in mm interpreting a well-known fragment of Heraclitus), one 

rnight consider that it is in the character of earthly t b g s  to hide as weii as to appear 

beyond our willing. Tmth tehng, on this antique view, is not the deliberate and irnpassive 

act of b ~ g i n g  words into obvious correspondence with a world; but neither is it, purely 

and siniply, a human act of reasonableness. For at times, uttering the mith arnounts to a 

paihetic and limited disclosure, really, a beuayai of things at hand, an uifdeity shown by 

ail who wouid speak of being in the world, a relatively unorchestrated event in which 

what is and is not the case appears and (yet) withdraws vis-à-vis the veil, the lethe, of 

words, in our speaking of if. Hence, for Heidegger, as Bruns writes, "mith itseif is 

inscnbed by a rift that spiits it, so to say, lengthwise, joining the familiar and the strange, 

openness and refusai, clearing and dissembling, mconcealedness and withdraw al" 

(Heidegger's Estrangements, 3 4 ) F  In h e  wîth this ùiterpretation of aletheia, Bruns 

writes elsewhere of how the ancients conceived of Ianguage as essentidiy a darkening 

radiance, that is, as figurative speech or allegory. "ALlegory is an instance of darkening 

by means of words. It preserves us fiom annihilating vision, yet does not leave us so 

entirely in the dark that we cannot work things out on o w  own" (5). Again: '?n antiquity, 

l5 See also Heideggds asay on %iethdaW in Eirriy Greek îïühkhg. 
l6 This is why I characterïze muh-teUg as beaayai. where this bar the double meauhg of a lettïng go. an exposing of 
something, and concomitantly, a proving faithïess. a decepcion, A rwiark by George Steiner on the betrayal of 
Heidegger is haunting, "One of the principal works chat we have in the phiiosophy of language . . . was composexi 
almost withîn eiushot of a deathamp." George Sttiner. Bfuebeard's Cade: S m  Notes Towards the Redcfinion of 
Cultwe (New Havenr Yale University Press, 1971). 63, 



speaking the truth Frequently meant speaking darkly, where a dark saying is not so much 

secret speech as a saying of what cannot be put into words and which must be looked for 

elsewhere (as, for exarnple, in one's life)" (22: emphasis added).l7 One might Say, 

therefore, that Socntes' rnanner of speaking or, more precisely, what is temed the 

"Socratic elenchus," does not serve to penpicously represent the truth of things so much 

as it signds how human beings ought to wisely inquue after or approach what is or is not 

me. The elenchus is therefore an ethical way for the thinker, in fact, the way of caring for 

his and others' souls, a way, as 1 put it later on, of gbing way. This is why, as Gadarner 

wrïtes, Socrates allows himself, and persists in asking that others do ikewise, "to come 

under the influence of the trtxth of the object" (Truth and Method, 379). In other words, 

he unflinchingly holds to the belief that those he addresses cm ody come to the m t h  of 

an understanding by playing or living it out, or better s a ,  by lening go their very 'seives' 

(say, thinkuig of Thrasymac hus, their sop histical composure), through the wayward, 

logicaüy untidy, course of a dialogue.18 This, it needs emphasinng, may be ail the tmth 

that ever gets disclosed in elenctic argument, in that eihical version of aversive 

questioning or disputation which has long been misconstmed as "the Socratic rnethod." It 

is, I suggest in Chapter Four, a tmth telling which lives in hiding, makes an early, furtive 

appearance in S ocrates' kWildering style of rhetoric. 

If nothing else, Heidegger's interpretation of aletheia helps to explain why 

Socrates repeatedly maintains that he speaks on the "god's behest," that his words and 

deeds bear wimess to the tnrth of the oracle's cryptic saying - that no one is wiser than 

he. For Socrates firmly beiieves he has been cailed to speak of what mattea, to articulate, 

as far as it is humady possible, the tme nature and scope of his and others' self- 

L7 See &O Vlartos. 'Socrates' Disavowai of KnowIalge," w h m i n  Socrats is d e d  a 3naveridc phiiosopher -. . a 
teacher who shuns didacticism, bdieving tbat moral truh has a dimension t h  eIudes direct expressrpressron - adepth üest 
reveaied not by instruction but by provocatÏoa" 
l8 For a demiled discussion of the diaracm and poim of elmctic argument sec Viastos, "The Socratic Elenchus: 
Methoci is AU," and its cornpanion piece, +'Eienchus and MaihemaîïcsT in Socmric Shrdies, 1-37,107-37, See &O 

Bnuis's cemarks on Socrates' "rhetoric of bewüdennent" in Hennenezuim: Quesrions mrd Prospects, 154. 



knowledge. The riddle spoken by the Pythia, Socrates tells those attending his trial, long 

ago hinted at his righthil "station," as he "believed and understood" it, to "spend his life 

in philosophy and in examining [himselfj and others" (Apology, B e ) .  As Bruns writes, 

Socntes "takes the oracle's saying as binding on him in the way of action (what is to be 

done?), that is, binding as a law or a cal1 - kata ton theon: a motion of the god, which is 

perhaps something iike a hint or a wuik that one c m  rnake sense of only by following it 

out to see where it leads (it could lead nowhere). 'The lord whose oracle is at Delphi 

neither speaks nor conceals but gives a sign' - not a sign in the serniotician's sense but 

nther in the sense of hint or wink. The oracular text does not express a meaning but 

opens up a path. . . . m e  god's] saying gives [Socrates'] life its direction or iu meaning" 

(Herrneneutics, Ancient and Modern, 42,57).19 To reiterate Hiutman's point about 

writing literary histories, then, one might say that Socrates knows, in fact has long 

known, that he has been cailed to speak and Listen in an bbmswerable style" if the truth is 

ever to be disclosed. But what kind of truth, one wonden, is in that style - however does 

a Socrates live ironicdy, day in and day out??O 

Say, to begin with a few commonplaces, that the 'truth of Socrates' appears in 

t h e ,  chronicled by Plato in a senes of twenty-eight dialogues, chimeric, preachy, 

enlightened. prosiac. and cryptic by tum. and fiixther. that this truth is on the whole a 

charneleon-like or kinetic 'thing,' endessly shifting as it does between darkness and 

light, openness and refusal. As such, it captivates and delights some readers and utterly 

violates or insults the sensibilities of others. Next, go at the "'truth slant," as the poet 

Emily Dickinson once advised her readers to do. Suggest that the truth Lies in what words 

do to Socrates, not in what Socrates manages to do with words, is to be discovered there 

l9 See also the account Viasua giva oCS0cfatesv ~lïgious faith in "Sacrark Pieiy" (Socmsic Sordts 157-78). 
20 I allude to discussion of Nietzsche*~ styles of dissmbling Ui Sprm "With iîs spur [or pointeci thmJt] style 
c m  aiso protect against the terrifling, blinding or mortal danger of whatever presents itseff or is obstinately 
enmuntered: presence, content, the thing irself, meanin& or crutb," Jacques Derrida, Spws: ~ ~ c h e ' s  S i y k  (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1979),97, See also the account of style given in Jan Zwicky* Lyn'c Philosoplry (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1992). 



in the course, the bias, of a long life conducted and sustained by (what Plato cails) the 

Frequent and close conversations he has, or attempts to have, with others. In a word, 

imply that whatever inith Socntes' "cirastic interrogations" reveal, for the most part it is 

there in his raising or revieving of the questions that mark as well as mar his own and 

others' lives. Say, then, that it takes shape as a radical openness to questions, cornes to 

resemble what Hannah Arendt, for one, tried to capture in the phrase, "wind of 

thought."?I Say, after Demda, that such a Me exposes the gift of speech-writing as Gfi 

that is, illustrates how language has a iremendous and dreadful capacity to intoxicate 

speakers and Listenea alike, "to gyre and gimble in the wabe, to rnultiply itself, Babel- 

like, into a confusion of tongues" (Henneneutics, Ancient and Modem, 256); or, after 

Hartrnan, that the art of criticism shows itself to be in no small part a matter of blessing 

and cuning human and n a t d  othea, that criticai readings are fundamentaliy not 

epistemological events, but thaumaturgical ones. 

The 'truth of Socrates,' 1 mean, could not be otherwise than inscrutable, replete as 

it is with maddening ambiguities, twists of logic, apona and the me. This is why 1 

entertain the idea (in Chapter Four) that Socratic intercourse unsetdes and moves those 

who partake of it - for it is a deinon thing, and thus marveiious and chi lhg in its vvious 

guises. There is something appalling-appealing in how Life and death get figured in 

these texts, something which is phüosophically unbearable because it is extravagent, 

impudent, because it exhibits, 1 suggest, the composure and density of poetry. The 

dialogues, that is, reved a Socrates who Iimns the non-human, a style of living that is at 

11 in Cbapter Four. I m m p t  to linlr Are~dt's characrerization of Sorrati-c ihinking to Heidegger's 'appraisal' (in the 
late essay "What are Poets for?") of two lines h m  Ebinïer Mana Rilke's Sonette un Orplieux T o  sing m enith is 
another breathJ A breûth for nothingf An afflatus in the goci A wind" Quoted in Bruns* Hecdegger's ErtfangemenrsT 
t 55-56, 
22 1 aiiude here to Madm Nuwba~rm~ri account of this Greek t a m  in The FmgiIiiy of Goodness. "No uttique Engiish 
translation for [&inon] is avaiiabk Most generally, it is used of chat which inspires awe or wonder, But in different 
conwtts it can be used of the d7nlr-ng bnll-ance of the human ùiteiiec3, of the monstrousness of an eviI, of the tem'bk 
powerof fate. That which is &ùton is sumehow strange, out of place: its strangeness and its capacity to inspire awe are 
intïmateLy connected. , , . DeUton fiequentiy implies a disharmony somethhg is out of keeping witb its su~~undbgs. 
or with what is expected or what is desired" Martha Nussbaum, The Fmgihy of Goorlness: Luck mul Eriü" ùt Greek 
Tragedy Md Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University MT 1986). 5 2  



times far too light, anti-uagic, quite silly even, for most of us to cope very well with. 

How do you corne to grips, for exmple, with someone (some-mg?) who stands 

barefoot in the snow, in a kind of ecstasy or rapnire, for a whole day and night, during a 

rnilitary campaign; or, then again, someone who, when given the climcc to plead for 

leniency after a jury has condemned him to death, Bippantiy suggests that he be 

"rewarded" free meals in the Pryntaaeum? 

So one may very well respond by putting the Platonic record down, as Richard 

Rorty, for instance, does, writing it off as just too dull, decent, and dogrnatic, belittling its 

questions as more authontarian than authoritative. In other words, one may choose to 

ignore its riddles. Or else, one may hold it up with a certain doting reverence. as countiess 

philosophen have, declare it to be an absolute blessing for epistemology or moral 

philosophy or logic or metaphysics, which consequently obliges you to make up all  sorts 

of excuses for the perversities and defecu of its reasoning. 

Given either of these opposed readings, it wouid appear that such a way of 

corning to life in language, of tmth-telling, ought to be withdrawn as a matter of course, 

either definitively degorized or else just satirized to death and abandoned, summarily 

lefi in the place where it fint ran fiee, that exclusive, tiny, public world, the u d y  world 

of the Agora. But 1 donTt h d  either of these attitudes toward the Platonic texts 

particularly satisfying. Instead, I nnd what they ignore quite revealing - and this because 

each works in its own way to disacknowledge what the tex& address (unsystematicdy, 

and among other rnattea) as the ethos of irony, which is mainly, as 1 niggested eatlier, 

about how one ought tu endure aletheia, that is, 'know oneself' to be in the sway of 

language, which entails for the most part knowùrg how to care about one's monal 

condition. Granted, 1 hear the reply: but how do you make inteIligiile Socnites' 

responsiveness to the fact that whenever an understanding of how one might care seerns 

withh conceptual reach, something withdraws or slips away, that things which matter to 



us dso love to hide? One might, if I understand Bruns, begin by gestuting toward 

Alcibiades who in the Symposium, you may recall, has to get dru& in order to address 

the spectre of his teacher. But can one do more than make artful or dense, poetic 

gestures? In other words, I wonder how one might begin to clarify these figurations of 

Socntic irony in a style that doesn't, on the one hand, dismiss or condone its relentless 

search for certain knowledge; or, on the other, ignore or repress its poetic errancy 

(errantry?) and wisdom? Because, as Bruns succinctiy puts it, Socrates lives to "display a 

character -- not an ego, however, but an ethos in the antique sense of ethical difference" 

(Hemeneutics, Ancient and Modern, 27). Hence. the leading question of this work: what 

is the ethos of irony, early and late? 

How, though. does a l l  this taIk of right-minded or me rhetonc actually get played 

out in my own work? Weil, for one thing, I haven't set about analysing, at least in any 

forrnal, demonstrative way, the veracity of a given set of ideas; in this case. those recently 

presented by Kieran Egan concerning the educational ongins and emergence of irony. 

Instead, I've tried to illusuate some of the breadth and depth of the educator's sketch of 

irony by way of allegory and satire. that is, by figuratively indicating how it may be 

broadly comected to several of the pressing concems of what Heidegger calIs the "age of 

rnetaphysics" and yet deeply motivated by what some will consider distant. perhaps 

archaic, mord sources. In other words, I don't think one can arrive at even the barest 

understanding of Egan's subject without having first tried to address the question of what 

might constitute its moral-politicai background, Say, thinking of Demda, the sweep of its 

history. For my part, I've attempted to explore the promise of this cunicuiar end by way 

of a senes of perspicuous examples; that k to Say, by recoilectîng a few of what 1 

consider exempiary articulations of what Egan's notion of îrony is meant to deal wi& 

and consequently, what it ignores or eiides. So my work in Chapters One and Two 

coosists of a series of rhetoncd or hermeneuticai readings on the topos of 'human 



experience'; more exactly, on what some have counted and nowadays count as, on the 

one hand, understanding in experience and, on the other, as understanding (or know!edge 

or interpretation) of that experience. These readings stand as objects of cornparison then; 

they are the figuresz by which 1 corne somewhat to grips with the size, age, and 

economy, that is, again, the breadth, üepth, and currency of Egan's mode1 of ironic 

experience.24 

The purpose of my study will be largely served, therefore, if it indicates the 

significance of a hermeneutics of expenence for educational studies, especially w*th 

regard to how such a hermeneutic helps to c l a m  what stands at the back of or enables 

certain modem self-understandings and their routes of interest, what the Iater 

Wittgenstein calls "forms of Me." Here, of course, my attention wili be on that form of 

understanding, form of Me, Egan and Rorty have bot.  described (mind you, each in their 

own distinct way) as Liberai and ironic. Irony, i suggest in the Part Two of this work, is 

more or Iess comected to such moral goods as dignity, self-dependence and expression, 

on the one hand, benevolence, care and respect for one's own and others' lives, on the 

other. I'li initially try to draw out the romantic temper of these connections in Chapters 

Two and Three, when 1 set about distinguishing Rorty's notion of irony in iight of what 

Cavell cails the "mith of skepticism." 

Now, why in tum do 1 raise Cavell's work? Very simply, because. on my reading, 

the versions of hiberal irony presented by Rorty and Egan are best comprehended as 

powemil responses to the conditfion, and not, as some philosophers would have it, the 

probkm of skepticism. In other words, my study of irony rests upon what Cavell claims 

is "the moral ofskepticim, namely, that the human mature's basis in the world as a 

23 So whm Socrates mes to disdose the idea of 'soui' in the P hedrus. he is baisfaof evasive, or perhaps humble: 7'0 
tell what it reatty is wodd be a matter for utteriy superIiuman and long discourse, b u  u i;s wirhiit human powerro 
describe it briefly h a figure; let us thersfore speak Ut that way-" Quoted in Bruns, Henneneutiks+ Ancrent and Mo&m, 
33; emphasis a d d d  
24 Again, by way of these examples, 1 turn toward the pivotai essay of this thesis, Tmding and Losing SocratesW. 
which interprets the idea of the oikos, the domestic economy of  h n y  in Book I of The RqubE'cl 



whole, its relation to the world as such, is not that of knowing, any way not what we think 

of a s  knowing," but of receptivity or listening as well as enactment or saying, the 

acknowledging, that is, of ourselves and othen.5 Al1 in dl, my considerable hunch is as 

follows: if skepticism bears witness to the naninl fact of ow own and others' 

separateness, is the portent, reaiiy, of a binding difference marking 'human' 'experience' 

as a 'whole', a fact moreover which gravely threatens the widespread belief that human 

beings are, fint and mostly, self-dependent beings or subjects, self-beings as Hegel put it, 

then (liberal) irony may be considered more or less a post-romantic way of 

acknowledging, meeting, or Living with, this threat. In the age of metaphysics, irony is 

basicaLiy a late or weakly romantic style of answering or, better s t i l l ,  receiving and 

enacting mortal questions. Ironists suffer the malaise of a debased romanticism. 

Now those weii-schooled in critical phiiosophy will perhaps wonder if this is just 

more lîterary cant. and nothing else. Suggest that you cadi or won? argue exactiy, and 

thereupon c l a h  that what you do is nonetheless a kind of philosophuing, and a few 

world-weary eyebrows (or, then again, middlebrow airs of inMerence) are bound to rise. 

Because of the ongoing skirmishes between advocates of philosophy and those of poetry, 

or between "agents of tnith" and "agents of love" as Rorty has so wryly distinguished 

these rival extremes, not to flatly declare at the outset that one is a positive sort of criticai 

thinker, that is, prone to making a case by ultimately appealing to sorne set of defensible 

or warranted assertions, those anyone would reasonably make as an ideal observer of 

reality26, cm easiiy get one dismîssed as yet another araul mature, slouchùig toward a 

Babylonian scandal. 

;Lb Or as a meraber of an ideal collective, I'm thinking here of rurgen H a b d s  conception of communicative etblcs. 
S e  for instance, Sabina Lowind's discussion of what is at issue here in Realimr and ImagUtarion in mer; 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983). 59. 



It's only fair, then, to Say that I discern an u m l y  poetic impulse within the 

discourse of criticai philosophy itself, one that can't ever be tarned or rechannelied or 

fùlly ecorzornized by the discipiinary meditations of a mind, and thereafter put to some 

good use, as Descartes, for instance, supposed it could, but only suffered and 

acknowledged (or else denied), live4 with in perhaps cornic or mgic ways, as the 

ancients, for instance, imagined botii their heroic and puny selves enduring or resisting or 

succumbing to Fate's call. Moreover, one rnight observe, d e r  Bruns, Cavell, and 

Heidegger, among othersy, that the uncanny or extraordinary is an inescapable feature of 

ordinary life, and thereupon suggest that the refiective professionai philosopher, whose 

main responsibility, I take it, is to delve into Me's mck, or what Ralph Emerson termed 

the "familiar," the "low," and the "near," ought somehow to recognize this naturai fact of 

human existence, and work to reveal its sense in histories, vis-à-vis the several iiteranues 

of its appearance. Given this picnue of things, my study is an attempt to imaginatively 

discuss not oniy the range and significance but as weii, the very recdcitrance, the 

blasphemous refusal to be sigrilfied, written up or down as it were, of this dimension of 

expenence, of what (thinking of Luce Irigaray) male subjects ordinarily endure over the 

course of their iives. CaU it an effort to speak to the infelicitous tmth of (hu)man 

suffering. Again. as 1 try to show in Chapter Four, my essay on the aïetheia of Socrates, 

such disclosures (of what Irigaray calIs the metaphysicai tradition of 

"hom(mo)sexuality") are best made by inventive, henneneutical readings of exemplary 

accounts of expenence, not obtained through ngorous argument, that is, convincingly 

proved by any sort of logîc, formal or informai. Doubtiess this understanding will worry 

or annoy some people, and baffle others. As Bruns writes, "For phiiosophy, the worst 

thing that could happen would be for it to f a  into the hands of people who cannot tell the 

ciifference between philosophy and poetry, or between statements grounded upon 



unshakeable foundations and those that are just 'in the air,' circulating like songs, stories, 

sayings, and memones of the intoxicating presence of hurnan beings."'8 (Or, as Luce 

irigaray murmurs in The Obliviun of Air, "What has been forgotten [in the history of 

philosophy], as thin as it may sound, is air.") 

With this in mind, 1 practice what 1 described eariier as imaginative or lyrical 

empincism: in this case, I've lain alongside each other, mn together and against each 

other, writings which appear to be saying something (not always the same thing) about 

the progress and scope (or temtory or locations) of ironic self-knowledge. 1 consider 

these texts more or Iess apt figurations of how we might begin to f d a r i z e  ourselves or 

reach an understanding of the ordinary, the strange, and the obscure; then again, how both 

'a world' and 'others' have been allegorized by (some of) us, for (sorne of) us, at different 

periods in history. You might Say these figurations provide conflicting as well as shared 

insights as to what constitutes a good mending wd29 to paraphrase the titie of a weii- 

known poem by Robert Frost, and thus, what it means to be 'neighbourly' or not, how 

anyone might dwell amongst or near to an other as weiI as in the world. (Frost begins 

"Mending Wail," you rnay recall, with an inkling of the mystery, the uncanniness, of 

living amidst others, of ethical ciifference (or perhaps ciifferunce?) - "Something there is 

that doesn't love a wall"). The hermeneutics of truth-telhg is snickened, if 1 understand. 

by the question of dwelling-belonging.30 

28 Gerald L Bruns. The New Philosophy," in the CoIum6in Li~emry History o w e  Clnired Smres, eds. Emory m o t  et 
al (New York: Columbia University Ress, 1988), 1045, 
29 Robert Fmat uMending Wall" in nic Poerry of Robm Fmsr, ed. Edward Cannety Lathern (New York Henry HoIr, 
1979), 33. 
30 A s  Vanimo w n k .  "Hemeneutia cephces mith. as the appmprintion of a thïng via its adequatte repfescnt~on, wïth 
thought as dweüing and as aesthetic experience- But this aesthetic experience is in its nun thought on the basis of its 
actuai configuration in the epoch of the end of metaphysîcs, to wtrich hermeaeutic ontology also bdongs-* Gianni 
Vattimo, The Tntth of Hermeneutlcs," in Quesn'onhg FoWtc[afiOmP eâ. Hu@ J. Silverman (New Y o k  Routiedge, 
1993). 20-21. As C try to ülustrate in Qapters Four and Five, what is calleci imnic ihinking Ieaves one circumspectively 
on the way toward an other. in the sway of what Heideggercalls the "rift of dinerencen Whence the importance of the 
question of dwelling in my essays of irony. As ïrïgaray might say, if 'one' is listeoiog weii, the question of ethîcal 
ciifference repeaiedly -and inescapabLy it seems in this the era of metaphysics - ?ouches upon" the question of 
sexualities, of what cornes to matter in speaking of the tmth - bodies that matter, to use the tide of Judith Buder's 
cecent work- 



Figunng a figuration, as I've intimated throughout this introduction, is therefore 

essentidly a hermeneuticd act, not a methodical or analyticai one. It doesn't just proceed 

in the manner of a Descartes or present an argument in the style of a Kant or Hegel. It 

doesn't serve to extol the kind of subject (or reader) who intently and systematicdy 

works upon an chject (or text) that is something of a curiosity and needs dealing with, 

i.e., which presents itself as a problem to be fixed or rebuilt to order, unpacked and then 

repacked logicdly and systematically. The modern scientific approach to understanding, I 

mean, is quintessentially a matter of operating well or authoritativeIy: it expresses 

nothing less than a proceduml ethic. In contrast, the hermeneuticai idea of interpretation, 

at any rate, the Gadamerian mode1 of corning to an understanding with which 1 find 

myself working here, is pretty much social and practical. One begins to understand 

something when one finds hirnself in the sway of its uses and possibilities, cornes to 

recognize the situations to which this something ordinarily belongs, those to which it 

rnight, and just as împonantiy, those to which (for ail apparent purposes) it plainly could 

not, Le., those it refuses or ignores. I Say begins to understand because of what Gadamer 

writes in Tmth and Method about Aristotle's conception of phronesis: the seIf-knowledge 

of such mord reflecùon is "not a perceptual seeing . . . For although it is necessary to see 

what a situation is asking of us, this seeing does not rnean that we perceive in the 

situation what is visible as such, but that we leum tu see it as a situation of action and 

hence in the light of wtüu is nght" (322). Turn about understanding and one senses that to 

hermeneutically 'stand under' something like a text is to attempt in one way or another to 

bear its horizon of meanings, just as, I suppose, the ancients believed Atlas stniggled to 

endure the sky's expanse? To figure hemeneuticaily is to express how something 

claims your attention, how its questions, its possiiilities, weigh upon you, how it emerges 

Amrding to the O%rd C&.ss<id Dicicnety. Atlas means * m o a  enduring one" 1 ttiink (after Heidegger) of an 
&y figure which ben& beneath yet Cames a world; in other words, Aths is an image of the event of wbat is carrieci 
over, or the pathetic, hermeneutid action of tm&-temg. 



as a rnatter of concem 'for (some of) us,' given where 'we' stand here and now32; better 

still, it is to endeavour to disclose how we are fraught by questions of ethicd dserence. 

As a hermeneutical term of criticism, then, figuration is mostiy about learning how to 

trope a text's words and lines without reducing or merely repeating them, being 

responsible or receptive to (at Ieast a few of) its ethical consequences and anticipations, to 

the hints and winks a text yieIds on occasion to those who iinger with it, hints and winks 

that make sense, to muse a notion of Bruns, oniy if you follow out where they lead (they 

may lead nowhere). 

So, given my preoccupation with the meaning of irony in Egan's thought, 

consider what follows a study of how some writers have attempted to redeem their 

expenence, supposed they couid note their own and others' appearance in time, render 

what occurs to them meaningful or nonsensical, even perhaps, unspeakable; and thus, on 

the one hand, unrecognizable, not worth speaking about; or else, on the other, something 

inccnceivabh and yet not to be denied, that which can ody be (dis)acknowledged in or 

through sorne form of ethical aminement; more exactiy, through what 1 c d  the ethical 

experience of being in langage (or living weU in the rnidst of others). 

AU in ail, what 1 sketch out in Part One of this study constitutes a veil of readings 

whose main thread or topos is experience. Chapter One discusses the question of 

experience in light of writings by Gadamer and Heidegger on the tmth and aesthetics of 

Dasein's d w e h g  cum belonging. What can one say, after Gadamer and Heidegger, 

about the experience of coming to an understanding? (Then again, what do 1 mean by the 

hermeneutics of ironic experience?) In addition, the chapter characterizes my stidy as 

critical and ûue in the rhetorical sense, by contrasting the motivations of a weak ethic of 

32 He= 1 *de to (and mempc to CO-) the Hegeliau notion of a u n i v d  '%or us: the absolutc knowing of Spirit 



interpretation to those evident in k g e n  Habermas's progressive ethic of 

communication.33 

Foilowing this, Chapter Two is a hermeneuticd essay of the experience of 

Enlightenment science and poetry (in certain works by Descartes and Locke, Wordsworth 

and Frost). It serves in tum as the historical mise en scène for my discussion in Part Two 

of three versions of the wayward experience of irony - the fmt and last being Rorty's 

and Egan's, and the second, the Sache of hermeneuticd experience, the 'matter' which 

'cornes between' them as it were, Plato's drarnatic figuration of Socratic eristic in Bk I of 

the Republic. In other words, Part Two is where 1 draw out my notion that Socratic irony 

is an early sign of what inescapably occurs to those of us still caught in the drift of so- 

cailed enlightened traditions, Say, what Egan the cultural historh runs towards and 

Rorty the literary critic runs up against: the deinon tmth of our scepticai age. in short, 

both versions of irony ment careful consideration because they are provident, historicai 

effects of what Caveil tems the skeptical condition of modernity. If 1 undentand, Egan 

and Row provide us with more or less acutely self-conscious accounts of how we might 

best cope with skepticism' s threat, 

This is a i l  weLi and good, but what is the educational point of such a study? My 

weak c l a h  is that it serves to interpret a notion of irony couched within a theory of 

education. The image of iroay justifies the detailed prescriptions of Egan's curriculum.~ 

If one wants to corne to a fair understanding of Egan7s theory, one must perforce 

understaad what it aims for, as Egan's writes, a "kind of person" or 'Yom of 

consciousness" which "lies at the heart of both modernism and posmiodemisra" In short, 

one must try to la i ry  grasp what Egan means when he says that his curriculum would 

33 The two phmes are h w n  h m  Gianni Vartirno. "Ethio of Cornmuru-cation or =CS ofiuterpremion?" in Thr 
Tmnspoenr Soaëry , crans. David Webb (Baltimore: Tfie l o b  Hopkins Uaivemity Press, 1992), 105-120. 
34 Sec Kieran Egaa 2ducatïoaaiiy-Usefui Theones" i. Eilucdn <md Psychofogy: Piao, Piirgn. Pnd S-rijk 
Psychology (New Yodc Teachers Coiiege Press. 1983). 



recapitulare the "master trope of our age? That is what this study attempts to 

accomplish in  part. 

Of course, the very notion of the trope or tuming of irony is connected, 1 think, to 

the pivotal event of education per se, that is, to the experience of becoming educated; or, 

as Plato writes in the Republic, the truth and art of turning th= soul.Js Given this 

connection, my swng clatm is that this study provides a thoroughgoing reading of the 

kind of 'soui' imagined by Egan (and Rorty) as weU as an onginal inquiry into the ethos 

of irony, more exactly, the way, manner, or style of its nuning. 

Plato, you rnay recaü, thinks the soul divine and the right tuming of it, "usefid and 

beneficent." In other words, education ought to provide useful and beneficent direction 

for the soul's eye. After later Heidegger, 1 would cdl  Plato's conception an eariy and 

lasting fi yration of politicai subjection. For education is, on the ancient's view, 

essentially a matter of turning the soul toward the Law of the Republic or, then again, the 

Idea of the Good. The individual leams citizenship by subjecting himself to the Good, by 

leamhg to contemplate what he already and aiways belongs to. 

My hunch, though, which I try to foilow out below, is that the way of Socrates in 

Bk I of the Republic is an image of yet another kind of himing: the trope of irony (ever 

SO) briefly evokes another process of subjection, bat  of becoming subjecf tu un other, 

rather than subject to an Idea The encounter of Socrates and Thraspachus thus opens 

up another destination, one impiicitiy recollected in the writings of Egan and Rorty, a 

destination which is, so to speak, educationalIy usefui and beneficent in an age that is 

ody apparently modem. This destination concems, 1 suggest, what Luce Lngaray has 

cdied an ethics of sexual difference.37 

35 Kim Egan. îhe Educated M M  How Cognirive Tooh S@e our UiuièrslDnding (Chicago: The Univmity of 
Press, 1997). 140- 

36 P b .  Repubüc. 51&e 
37 Luce Irigaray,An Efhics of S-L DjBermce. trans. Camlyn Burke and Gian C Güi ( I h c x  Corneiî Universi& 
Press. 1993). 



Part One 
'l'he expenence ot power 

My question is this: How much does it cost the subject to 
be able to tell the mth about itself? - Michel Foucault 



1 
Three essays on the adolescence of rhetoric, 
the matunty of critique 

Tell all the Tnith but tell it slant - 
Success in Circuit Lies - Emify Dickinson 

me1 subject cannot be cognized. 
- Cmrnmuel Kruit 

In the next two chapters 1 explore in a variety of ways Gadamer's claim 

that "seeing does not mean that we perceive in the situation what is visible as such, but 

that we learn to see it as a simation of action and hence in the light of what is nght." 

After Gadamer, my thought is that coming to an understanding is coming (paaidy, by 

"assays of bias") into an ethical way of We. representing the erhos of one's way, which is 

a far less certain or de-bound activity than many 'thinkers' in the epistemological 

tradition have supposed Cora Diamond puts it well: " m e  think of learning to use a term 

as leaming to foLlow the d e s  for that use; we think of Ianguage in tenns of mies fixing 

what can and cannot be done. But the most essentiai thhg about language is that it is not 

f i e d  in that way. Learning ro use a t m  is cornhg atto Ire with thut rems whose 

possibiiities are to a great extent ro be made.'' Now what, 1 begin to wonder here, 

cornes into Me' what possibilîties happen to occur, when anyone learns to be ironic? My 

38 Cora Diamond. 'LosUtg your Concepts.'' Ekfics; 98-2 (January L988), 268: empbacis addeb 



hunch is - a so-cdled 'experienced' 'self cornes into being, becomes, that is, something 

both magnanimous and enlightened, something receptive yet intensely self-possessed. 

lrony is a literary, Iate romantic style of coping with the contingencies of ordinary Me, 

with what Ralph Emerson celebrated as the common, the low, and the near. Chapters One 

and Two comprise, therefore, a series of essays which address the question of how 

corning to understand gets recounted in Western Literanire as becoming experienced ic 

one way or another, say, for instance, by finding, or else, and this is the more typical 

narrative, by founding oneself in relation to a world; put slightly differentiy, how various 

writers cum readers have counted on, hence counted out, certain aspects of what 'their 

world' @es up or brings clearly and distinctiy to mind. 

1 
The question of historical 

But, first of ail, what constitutes the authority of experience, on my view? To take 

up this question, 1'11 follow Gadamer in Linking rhetoric to hermeneutics. Gadamer says 

that in the Phaednrs Plato is actudly recanting an eariier opinion of rhetoric, the one he 

set d o m  in the Gorgias, which Iücened it to mere flattery, the popular art of cooking up 

nice but patentiy false ideas in trusthg minds. In a rather surprishg about-face, writes 

Gadamer, the philosopher now argues that a true rhetork is "indissoluble h m  dialectics; 

[since] persuasion that is reaily convincing is indissoluble from knowledp of the tnie . . . 
What is at issue for the truiy didectical rhetorkian as weil as for the aatesman and in the 

leading of one's own life is the good." Further, to comter the common modem view of 

Plato as basicdy a dogmatist, a tireIess promulgator of the 'Doctrine of the Forrns,' 

Gadamer remiads us that, for Plato (and, of course, for AnstotIe, who iç more readily 

associated with ihis notion of phrunesis), 'the good' made manifest through the art of 

rhetoric "does not present itself as the ergon, whîch is produced by making, but rather as 



praris and eupraxis (and that means as energeia) :39 Again, as I wrote in the introduction, 

Plato believes that the tmly chetoncal occasion marks a pattern of original activity, one in 

which a cornrnunity recollects certain of its pressing concerns by way of a speaker's 

convincing delibentions. An array of shared evaluations emerge during the course of an 

ontor's weighing of words, in his judicious, self-effacing appraisal of what acnialiy ües 

before him and his audience, and needs to be accomplished or engaged, ought to claim 

their bill attention. Wise oraton and their public, Plato might Say, are both prudent judges 

and advocates of what matters, what is at issue and needs addressing, given the situation 

they find themselves in. 

This affords Gadamer reason enough to clairn that Plato's conception of rhetoric 

in the Phaedm has "a very close relationship" with philosophical hermeneutics since 

both are grounded upon the fact that "the abiliq to speak has the same breadth and 

universality as the ability to understand and interpret" (Reason, 119). Which is to Say that 

hermeneutics and rhetoric inhabit "the r e a h  of arguments that are convincing (which is 

not the same as logicaily compelling)" - the principal "aim and measure" of both 

disciplines is to be insightfd, "convincing and persuading, without being able to 

prove."40 Hence, the locus of any human community, the recoilective experience of being 

in ianguage, emerges vis-à-vis the circulahg power of its sensur commmis or common 

sense, which rhetoric and hemeneutics endeavour to bring out. 

This is why Gadamer seeks in his various studies, both early and late, to 

dishguish the procedure or process of forrnd rationality from the experience of 

phronesis or ethicd reasonableness. For validity, on the hermeneutic view, as Bruce 

Krajewski acutely observes, "'is not the same thuig as truth or insight, for validity is a 

39 b-Georg Gadamer. Remon ut the Agc oJSEence. tramtrans Frede!rick G. Lawrence (Cambridge, MA: h4JT Press* 
f 98 1). 122-23. 

Ham-Georg Gadamer. nAfterword" in Tmh and Method 2nd eb, EV- wm. Joel Weinshe$mx and Donaid C. 
Marshall (New York- Continuum, 1993). 568- 



process, not an expenence."41 Say then that validity is somediing persons accomplish or 

achieve according to a wel1-laid plan, not ever something they (often) undergo or suffer 

for no good reason. Wherefore the expectation that the wel1-schooled philosopher will 

argue in a quite deiibente, progxammatic fashion, with (near to) the rectitude that Bacon 

or Descartes, for instance, (attempt to) display in dieir writings, from fmt principles 

toward what aIi (it is hoped) would agree is a valid conclusion, regardless of the 

circumstances." (If the expectation is met, it is largely because the philosopher and his 

audience have been weil-trained to think in that presentable style, know how to foilow 

out a thought in that disciplined way, in the high style of the legislator. Think of al1 that 

Wittgenstein has to say in Philosophical Investigations concerning 'following a de' in 

mathematics - the game of formal reasoning is, to use Michel Foucault's striking temis, 

an event of "feiiowship" in the "prodigious machinery of the wilI to auth.") Being fomd 

and thus portable, the procedure of one's thought is meant io generate results that can 

stand to reason Ume and time again. IdeaUy, then, philosophical analysis composes a 

theoretical bent of mind, keeps it from going astray, fkom being too readily impressed by 

how things ordharily appear, Say, by their exemplary, lyrical behavior. It works to ignore 

the dimension of everyday Me that is unca~y ,  extravagant, unrepeatable; in he, that 

which seerns convincing or deeply attractive to us, because it is unique. One evinces a 

tidy dignity in what h a n u e l  Kant, for his part, named the act of ''detemllnant 

judgement," the process of bringing something particular under a given d e  or concept, a 

dignity one doesn't notice in its sister faculty, aesthetic or reflective judgement. 

According to Kant, forma1 reasoning has validity because it is a science. So, in the 

41 Bruce Krajewski, Traveling wilh He-~(Amheerst ü n i v d t y  of Massachwtt Press, 1994). 13. 
42 Thus Descartes's ûrst de: a- . - nwer to accept mything as rme unies I recogzüzeâ it to k ce&y and evidently 
such . - and to ùiclude nothing in rny conclusions uniess it prrsented itseifso cIearIy and dlstinctly to my mind that 
there was no reason or occan'on to aoubt it René Descartes* Discourse on Method in Tlte Phikbsophical Wokr  of 
Descmes, eds- E Haldane and G- R T- Ross  (rambridgc Cambridge University Press, 1969). 6-17; emphasis acide& 
Or Francis Bacon's conviction that me mind itself [mut] be h m  the very outset not left to take iu  own course, but 
guideci at every step; and die busUreJs be clone as if6y machureryery* Fianas Bacon, N m m  Organum , N.40 in Fnmcis 
BLICOR- A Sekction of iUs Wonbs, ed, Sidney Warhaft (Toronto: hbmï i h .  1965); ernpbasis addeci 



Critique of Jtidgement, one reads that it can be learned and "exactly followed" by anyone 

with a "good head," by anyone, that is, well-schooled or well-versed in retracing the 

"intuitively plain and definite" steps of a leading the0retician.~3 This is why the critical 

philosopher flatly declares in a later passage: "There is no science of the beautiful." For 

that which is singular and unrepea~iible, such as a work of art, can't be comprehended in 

this manner: one can7t b e  ntionally drawn, as it were, to the beautifil. 

in striking contrast. as Gadamer quite readily adrnits, rhetonc "is tied to the 

immediacy of its effect . . . . ['ïlhe orator carries his listeners away with him; the 

convincing power of his arguments overwhelms the listener. While under the spell of 

speech, the listener for the moment cannot and ought not to induige in citical 

e~amination."~~ Unlike the process of formal argument, rhetonc endeavom to discem 

and stir the passions of experience. It works to recail and bring eut what effects ordinary 

life, which is sometimes for the good, sometimes for the bad; a lot depends, that is, on 

who or what you manage to stir up. This is in part why Plato denounces the Gorgian style 

of rhetoric - because its author acknowledges, but says he WU not (or cannot) resist, its 

dangers. For instance, in his influential work, Helen, Gorgias likens the magic of his 

stylish techne to a potent, highly intoxicating dmg, one thar couid be used to hed or, i f  

p u  were so inciined. to poison. Plato was, of course, tedfied and appailed by this 

unabashedly pragrnatic vîew of the art of speech (the persecution and death of his beloved 

Socrates was a direct resdt of such moral inclifference). He M y  believed that what 

each of us says ought to matter and matter profoundly to us, and certainly more than the 

style in which it is presented. How couid a society ffourish if its m s d e r s  did not at least 

ay to speak the a i t h ?  Thus, the rhetonc Socrates admices in the Phuedms is a far cry 

43 ImmanueI Kant. Crirzïzue of Judgemem, tram. .i K. Bernard (New Y o k  Hafier. 1951), 156.161,1S1. Kant w&s. 
for ïnsmce: T h u s  we can readily Ieam aU that Newton has set forth in his immortal work on the PrUtcipIes of N a t d  
PhiIosophy, however great a head wa. required to discover it, but we cannot Iearn to wn'te spiriteci poetry. - , The 
reason is that Newton could make ail his steps, h m  the k t  elements of gemmetry to his own great and ptofound 
discoverïes, iablitively plain and d e f i t e  as regards consequences, not ody to hirnseff but to everyone &" (151)- 

Hans-Georg Gadamer* "On the Scope and Funch'on of Hermeneutid Refieztionw in Pltilosophicuf Hemuneun'cs, 
sans, and ed, David E Linge (Berkeley: University of laüfornia Ress* 1976). 23- 



from being rneie sophism, a speH-binding art of flattery: the practical insights of right- 

minded orators c m  and ought to be distinguished, Plato believes, From the pra,patic 

inclinations and self-possession of wily sophists. As Dominick LaCapra writes, "rhetoric 

involves a dialogical understanding of a discoune and of 'truthT itself in contrast to a 

monoiogical idea of a unified authorid voice providing an ideaily exhaustive and 

definitive (total) account of a hl ly  mastered object of knowledge."45 The tme rhetorician 

imagined by Plato does not. in other words, self-consciously set out to manipulate his 

audience, does not find joy in playing them dong at will, with his stunning deployment of 

words; but neither does he condescend to every last one of their ordinary sensibilities and 

illusions. Socrates is wise, his epithet goes, because he knows he does not know, which is 

to say, because he does not presurne to see through his interlocuten' ideas but with them. 

He is not merely a speaker, but a speaker who wants to disclose a bearable truth, a tnith, I 

suggest, which has everythhg to do with an active, lyricai kind of listening and reading, 

with having what Hartman describes as a b'conscious ear." 

P. Chnstopher Smith nicely sums up the Gadamerian image of receptivity in 

Henneneutics and Human Finitude. In Plato's mode1 of the "art of conducting a 

discussion," he writes, Socrates submits hirnseif (and asks that others do so as weU) "to 

the loge of the subject matter. Both are patients (puthontes) insofar as they yield to the 

pathos ton logon, the experience, to paraphrase Austin, of what words do to us."46 AU in 

aii then, Gadamer discems in the rhetorical experïence an element of truth that more 

p ~ c i p l e d  modes of discursive thought are bound to temper or pretty weu eliminate - 
what I spoke of in my introduction as the unnily sense of k i n g  carried away with 

language, caught in its sway. According to philosophical hermeneutics, in speaking truiy, 

one has somehow (been) caught (ÏE) the drift of language. Call this a 'patho-logical' 

45 Quoted in Krajewslri Truveiirrg with Hemes* 13. 
P. Chnstopher Smith, HennenericF Md Hwnan FmUUnrde: T w d  a nteory of E~hicai Un&mandiirg (New York: 

Fordham University Press. 199 I), xxv. 



account of linguistic expenence, keeping in mind the Greek roots of this ierm which 

denote 'suffering discourse.' 

Hence Gadamer's daim that "Rhetorica and C~XCU are two competing 

approaches, insofar as rhetorica is obviously based upon common sense, on the 

probability of arguments insofar as they are weil received and assured by appearances. 

On the other hand, the cntical attitude stands against appearances, on the side of the new 

physics, with its insistence on method."47 In Tmth and Method, Gadamer mdces an even 

stronger claim: critica itself is grounded upon the sensus comrnunis, upon the evidence of 

s h e d  concems that oniy rhetorica can bnng adequately to iight. This thought Leads him 

to dismiss the popular admonition that rhetoric (and hermeneutics) are unreliable and 

unscientific modes of understanding and therefore ail too readily deployed as tools of 

coercion, not emancipation: 

Rhetonc . . . frorn oldest tradition has been the only advocate of a c l a h  to 

tnith which defends the probable, the eikos (verisimile), and that which is 

convincing to ordinary reason, against the claim of science to accept as 

m e  only what can be demonstrated and tested! . . . And this whole wide 

realm of convincing 'persuasions' and generally reignhg views has not 

been gradualiy narrowed by the progress of science, however great this has 
been; rather this realm extends to take in every new product of scientific 

endeavour, claiming it for itseif and bringing it within its scope. 

This understanding of the rhetorical tradition, moreover, Lies behind Gadarner's 

rather pointed reply to his contemporaiy, Jürgen Habermas, who bas been kmwn to 

inveigh at times against what he beiieves are the universal, seemingly 'ca sera, sera' airs 

of philosophicaI hermeneutics. Y find it frighteningly meal," Gadamer retorts, "when 

people like Habermas ascribe to rhetoric a compuisory quality that one m u t  reject in 

47 Gadamer. "The Hermeneutics of Suspicion" in Henneneurics: Qucmims mrd Pmspecrs. eb Gary Shapiio and Alan 
Sica (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1984). 55. 
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favour of unconstrained, rational dialogue. This is to underestimate not o d y  the danger of 

the glib manipulation and incapacitation of reason but also the possibility of coming to an 

understanding through persuasion, on which social tife depends" (Tntth and Method, 

568). 

But if Gadamer is correct in beiieving that the critical theorist has failed to 

acknowledge the right-mindedness of (this style of)  rhetonc, how does his own work, in 

contrast, provide us with a good or convincing estimation of "the possibility of coming to 

an understanding through persuasion, on which social life depends?" What is it to achieve 

understanding through hermeneutic "insight," as Gadamer puts it, to 'discover' (in the 

double sense of to 'find' and 'expose') some aspect of the truth of a subject if not vis-à- 

vis sound argument, constituted in the giving of justifiable or testable reasons? Or better 

stiil, imagine yourself standing in here for the critical theorist and pointedly asking 

Gadamer: 'And what, on your view, is (so) phîiosophical about philosophicai 

hermeneutics?' Clearly, this is an offensive query but one, 1 think, necessariiy put in 

response to a statement that could only have slighted a philosopher like Habermas whose 

studies are fundamentaiiy about remaining keedy sensitive to the hightening realities of 

everyday Me in the modern industrial state. Gadamer's claim that Habermas 

''~rrderestimate[s]. . . the danger of the giii manipuiation and incapacitation of reason" is 

a tendentious one if nothing else. 

An important due to answering this question lies in Gadamer's intellectual 

relation to Kant. Considcr, for instance, the claim that his version of hermeneuticai 

inquiry, like that he conducts in T'h and Method, is deeply philosophical in character, 

principally because it endeavours "to discover what is common to aiI modes of 

understanding" (-1. Gadamer's study is thus akin in at least one vital respect to the so- 

caed "Transcendental Analytic" set down by Kant in his Critique of Pure Ream. In 

vmiting the Critique, Gaciamer says, 



Kant cenainly did not intend to prescribe what modem science must do i n  

order to stand honorably belore the judgement seat of reason. He asked a 

philosophicd question: what are the conditions of our knowledge by v h e  
of which modem science is possible, and how far does it extend? The 
following investigation also asks a philosophic question in the same sense. 

But it does not ask it only of the swalled human sciences . . . . Neither 

does it ask it only of science and its modes of expenence. but of ai l  human 
expenence of the world and human living. It asks (to put it in Kantian 
ternis): How is understanding possible? (xxix-xxx) 

Still, one might Eeasibly wonder how this hermeneutic "investigation" is 

dis~guishable nom Habermas's longstanding efforts to determine, again foliowing 

Kant's initiatives, the grounds or conditions of possibility of "coming to an agreement"? 

For the criticai theorist clairns as weU to have aniculated that on which our social Iife 

dependr. Habermas wrÏtes, for instance: "If we assume that the human species maintains 

itself through the sociaily coordinated activities of its members and that this coordination 

has to be established through communication - and in centrai spheres through 

communication aimed at reaching agreement - then the reproduction of the species also 

requires satisQing the conditions of a rationality that is inherent în communicative 

ac tien."@ 

So it's woah considering, on the one han& Gadamer's claim that philosophical 

herrneneutics discloses the grounds of comuig to an understanding and, on the other, 

Habermas's that his "reconstroctive science" establishes the grounds of coniing to an 

agreement. Is there a merence here that c m  stand as a difference; more exactiy, are the 

te- 'understanding' and 'agreement' beuig used in markedly dissimilar ways? 1 believe 

so. What is more, I think that once again the difference in usage stems largely from what 

each have made of Kant's critical project. To put a gloss on it, one could Say Habermas 

49 Jürgen Habarnas, nit Tlieory of Corn-arive Action Voiume Omc R e m  and the Rotionaiizatio~~ of SoOq. 
trans. Thomas McCarthy Bastoc Beacon Ress, I984),397- 



believes that it is crucial in the present age to resurrect and enlarge Kant's critique of 

rationalisrn and metaphysics. Gadamer, in contrast, and here he follows closely the early 

Heidegger of Being and T h e ,  is convinced that our main task is to develop a more 

adequate ontology of the Me-worid, to recollect, you might Say, the primitive, lyrical 

"sources of the self,"50 and consequentiy, to put into question, to overcome, the basic 

categorïes of Kant's cntical system of thought. And so, up until very recently, 1 believed 

that the transcendentd interpretation Gadamer provides in Thth and Method could be 

adequately distinguished from Habermas's aanscendentd reconstructions dong roughly 

these lines: Gadamer's refiections on the conditions of understanding serve pnmvily to 

deepen Kant's analyses of reason. agency, and judgement whereas Habermas's work in 

this regard is meant to broaden the formulations of his philosophical predecessor in the 

Enlightenment tradition. I'm no longer satisfied, however, that puning it this way helps to 

cl&@ their ciifferences; in fact, it may serve o d y  to obscure what is at issue here. 

For one thing, the idea of a hermeneutics of depth raises the spectre of 

metaphysicd presence, and therefore m.ight lead some readers to quickly judge 

philosophical henneneutics to be a nice, contrite, very consemative theory of 

interpretation, a grand narrative or metarècit of what is real, to use Jean-Francois 

Lyotard's critical term. This is obviously what worries Habermas, among other things. 

But to imagine that Gadamarian hermeneutics is yet mother form of inqujr seeking to 

fomally represent the 'Ground of Being' is to utterly misconstrue i t  Bnefiy consider 

Gadamer' s remark that in our efforts to overcome the tradition of metaphysics we are 

undoubtedly getting over it, "in the sense of 'coming to grips with' (VeMRnden))." 

Nonethdess, he warns (and here he is drawing out an intuition of Heidegger), "that which 

we 'get over' or 'corne to grîps with' [Le., that which we recollect] is not simply past and 

forgotten. Getting over a Loss, for example, consists not merely in onr gradualIy 

50 This is the title of a recent hetmeneuticai study - Cbaries Taylor. Sowces of the Se& The MakUtg of rhe Modent 
Idenriry (Cambridge. MA= Harvard Univenity Press* 1989)- 



forgetting it and 'taking it.' Or better, let us say that we do in fact 'take it,' but in the 

sense that the pain is dealt with rather than that it gradually lets up. And far from being 

gone without a trace, the pain in our conscious achievement of enduring it, lastingly and 

irrevocably determims o u  0% being. We stay with it, as it were, men when we have 

gotten over i t "51  One might dso think of 'the pain' as what stays with you, iingers or 

stubbomly crops up in dl your practices, piercing your self-composure when least 

expected, and despite your very best intentions, your self-effacing strategies of critique; 

as if being subject to a tradition such as 'metaphysics,' and coming to understand it, 

requires that you somehow face up to the daim of what amounts to an existentid malaise, 

a condition you can't seem to rid youaeif of? Overcoming a tradition is therefore never 

simply a matter of getting out from under what oppresses you, in the beiief that it comes 

from beyond or outside of you, that it overpowers you, as it were. It is also a question of 

working it throughj?ottz the inside out, and what one retrieves there is hardly 

philosophicdy consoling, and not, by any stretch of the imagination, a logicai unity or, 

then again, a uniQing presence. As Bruns writes: "[Olne could Say that the understanding 

of anything is not the product of interpretation, rather it is the product of the failure of 

interpreration to hoid its groimd." In effect, Bruns continues, Gadamer recognizes that 

any reflection on the nature of tradition entails a corresponding need ro 

work through the nature of authority. . . . Gadamer speaks of rehabilitating 

authority as weii as  tradition on the idea that what comes down to us fiom 

the past is binding on us in some way [Le., is bea imagined as a mortal 

condition, rather than an inteuectual problem]. In what way? . . . There is 

Hans-Georg Gadmer. He@ S Dlaken'c: me HermeneunCOI Snrdics, tmns- P. Chnstopher Smith (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1967). 100-101; ernphasis added 
52 kt tallMg of mdersmding what is past in temis of pain. Gadamer dudes k to iater Heidegger's uorion of the 
" r i r  or "ciif-ference- consh'tuting historïcal We. As Heidegger in The Ongin of the Work of Art", "Pain rends- 
1t is the rift. But it does not tau aparc into disparare Eiagments. Pain incieed tears asundex, it separates, yet at the same 
cime it draws evqttûng together, @ers it to itself, Its rending, as a sepataring that gathers, is at the same rime that 
drawing [Zehen J which, Else the pen-drawlag of a plan or a sketch [ w u  der Virriss wrdAum3, draws and joins 
together what is held apart in sepdon,  Pain is the rending that divides and gathers. . , , Pain joins the rift of the 
diffkreace- Pain is the dif-ference [ü'ntt~afiied itseKn Martin Heidegger* Poe@, h g u a g e .  md Tlrougitr, traas- 
Albert Hofstader Wew York= Karper & Row, 197 1 ), 204. 



most obviously the authority of mle in which we are coerced dong a 

certain path. In our own time we have dreamed of a nonideological place 

or region of discourse and action that is free from coercion, and this means 
freedom from authority, where authority means essentially the (most 

unjustified) exercise of power or force. Tradition, [as John D. Caputo 

says], is a 'power play and its unity something that has been enforced by 

the powers that be.' But this seems too simple. For there is, after dl, a 

difference between being under a rule or under someone's power or 

control and being under a claim. The authority of the daim is not 

imperialist. It cannot be institutionalized, that is, it is not a clah whose 

power lies in its self-justification - the only daim that philosophy 

recognizes. Hermeneutics acknowledges another son of claim, however, 

which does not need to be backed up by force or domination, whether by 

argument or superior numbers. This daim demands not obedience but 

openness, acknowledgement, and acceptance of what is singular and 

~therwise."*~ 

This is not, 1 ihink, the sort of notion a metaphysician (under any guise) would 

choose to propound. Beariog this in mind, I want to go on now to discuss how coming to 

an understanding is, for Gadarner, essentially a matter of leaming through suffering, of 

being drawn to speak of what is and is not tme through the unculy passion of ordinary 

me, the pathos ton logon, which means learning to confront, and be confronted by. the 

pathos of one's own and others' intersecting, conflicted histories. As well, 1 want to argue 

that Habermas's idea of coming to an agreement expresses the wish that one can proceed 

fairly self-consciously (with others, of course) toward a truth that isn't pathetic to its core, 

i.e., isn't nearly so questionable and hence forever renewïng iiself; a wish implying that 

you and 1 can deliberately getthg out fiom under the yoke of whatever aMicts us in He, 

coiiectively or individually. In sum, 1 think that one of the crucial merences between 

philosophical hermeneutics and critical theory, between rhetoricd criticism and 

53 GeraId L. Bruns, Hermeneutfcs. IIricient a d  Modm (New Haven: Yak University Ress, 1992). 205,21142; 
ernphasis a d k L  



enlightened critique, is rooted in the sense each has of the ordinary, the historical, the 

vulgar, the cornmonphce. Wherefore the question - is 'experience' sornething that can 

for the most part only be suffered, that is, endured and (dis)acknowledged, or else 

something that is fundamentally an affliction, an imposition, and so may be ultimately 

escapcd by systematically fashi~ning, as it were, a reign of ends? 

In the chapters which follow 1'11 attempt to identiQ some of the ramifications of 

the hermeneutical and critical readings of Kstorical consciousness (i.e., the experience of 

being in lmguage), readings which are vitai but incommensurable constituents of the 

ethos of irony, at l e s t  in the two liberal versions of it that I perme here. Put simply, the 

notion of Liberal irony found in the writings of Rorty and Egan is a way of r e g i s t e ~ g  

how pesons ought to cope with the malaise of modemity, what Nietzsche thought of as 

the rornmtic sickness caused by our extravagent sense of the effects of history; or, then 

again, what Cavell describes as our longing to deny the inescapable "threat of 

skepticism." But h t  of dl, in the remainder of this chapter, 1 want to draw out certain of 

the principal motifs (motives?) running through the readings of historical life prepared by 

Gadamer and Habermas. This WU, I hope, help to explain why 1 foilow Gadamer's ethic 

of interpretation in this study of irony rather than the ethic of communication Habermas 

espouses, 

In Tmth and Method, Gadamer c l a h  that the aspiration of philosophical 

hermeneutics is to make manifest universal features of understanding, Say, what actually 

underfeeds, are the indispensable conditions for, the singuiar yet comrnon enough 

appearances of "seIf-interpreting animais," to use Charles Taylor's hermeneutical term of 

a d 4  As Gadamer pub it, his "real concem @ this respect] was and is philosophic: not 

what we do or what we ought to do, but what happens to over anci above o m  wanting 

54 See "Self-interpreiing Animais'' in Charles Tay lot, Hwllcm Apzcy rmd h g u a g e  (Cambndger Cambridge 
U~versity Press, L985), 45-76- 



and doing;" or, then again, it is "to discover what is common to dl modes of 

understanding and to show that understonùing is never a subjective relation tu a given 

object" (xxviii, xxxi; emphasis added). Towards this avowed ontological end, Gadamer 

draws" extensively but often impiicitiy upon the ideas of his teacher and mentor, Martin 

Heidegger, in particular, those first presented by Heidegger in Being and Time, his 

pioneering rneditation on the phenomenon of ordinary experience.56 A bnef sketch of the 

principal motifs compnsing Heidegger's analyses in Being and Time wili indicate some 

of what is at stake in a hermeneutics of experience. 

Now, as Taylor observes, where Kant's focus in the Critique of Pure Reason is 

"on the rnind of the subject and the conditions of his having what we can cal1 experience, 

the Heideggenan formulation points us rather toward another facet of this same 

phenomenon, the fact that anything appears, orcomes to iight at aLl.'57 We need, on 

Heidegger's view, to develop a more thorough and profound understanding than Kant 

(among others) exhibits of the "subjectivity of the nibject."sB F i t  and foremost, we must 

rekindle the sense of a vital question which philosophy has long since forgotten: in what 

tupoi or places does experience, or more precisely, an understanding subject or self- 

interpreting animal, emerge? Very simply, in the tenns Heidegger uses in Being and 

Tirne. how might one best inquire into the "meaning of Being" itself? 

So far as Heidegger is concemeci, Western philosophy has been muddleheaded 

ever since Arîstotie chose to defend an ontology of occurrence, that is to say, mistook the 

55 For instance. Gadamer cemarks in the introduction to Tmh ad MeiiwcE 'Heidegger's temporal andytics of Dasein 
has, 1 think, shown convincingIy that understanding is not jusi ane of  the various possibIe behavios of the subject but 
the mode of king of Dasein itself , , , and hence embraces the whole of its experlence of the world? (xxx). 

Swn a f m  wi-ting B e h g  mid Tm, however, Heidegger abandon& phenomenologicai d-plioas of Beîogperrc 
and began raising the quesrion of language as bah thinking and poetry. His laier works attempt CO overcome the history 
of metaphysics. which phenomenologicai descriptions inesupabIy Mong to, by recoilecting the epochd or evendiri 
character of that history. For him, the activity of recoliection does not seek tofiwrdDasein in the 'presence of Being' 
so much as it labours to discover Dasein's historicity, again. tom and expose its diverse ways of appearing 

Charia Taylor, uOvercoming Epirtemology" in Afer Phüosophy: Etrd or TrmtSfonnation?. cds K Bayna. l. 
Bohman. and T- McCarthy (Cambridge, MA= MIT Etes, L9û7). 434; emphasis added 
5s Matin He5degger. Be& Md Tm, tram. l o b  Maquade and Edward Robinson (New Yodc Harpr & Row. 
1962). 45- 



guiding question of pre-Socratic thought, What is being?, to mean, purely and simply, 

What is the substance or thinghood or reality of being? The fatal error here, one rnight 

say. is in approaching and recounting the subject matter of being N, light ofan 

epis~emology. As Dorotka Frede explains, "[This] makes the world a surn total of 

independently existing entiiies that exist for observing subjects insofar as  those subjects 

manage to make contact with them. meidegger] blames this ontology for ail the 

difficulties philosophers have been unable to solve through the many t u m s  that 

philosophy has taken since its ongins with the Greeks, difficulties that did not end when 

phiiosophy becarne 'subject-centered' in the Cartesian-Kantian uadition. . . . How c m  

there be tmth if it is conceived of as the correspondence between our thoughts (or the 

content of our consciousness) and the outside world?'59 Believing this, Heidegger 

attempts in the f h t  part of Being and The to convincingly redescni 'subjcct-centered 

phiiosophy' as merely one "aspect of Dasein" or Being-there, "the standing within the 

iUumination of being," the "there" (Da) where "'being" (Sem) shows itself, where being is 

of concern or "an issue" to itself.60 

Take, for instance, the experience of an early modem subject, John Locke's 

empirical self, as recounted in An Essay Concerning Understanding. Experience here is 

descnbed in t e m  of a subject's perceptions and interpretations of a socalled objective 

world, a world of brute "Ideas" which stand distinctly apxt fkom and unaffected in some 

fundamental way by its acts of consciousness. According to Heidegger, this kind of 

andytical self-understanding is manifiest only within what he caiis the "clearing'' of 

Da&. Locke's picme of the namral motion of the UnderstandingT Heidegger migk 

Say, is actudy a "founded" or "derivative" mode of being human, a "disworlding of the 

59 Domthea EredeT The Question of Being Heidegger's Rojst" in The CdrUIge Cornpanion ro Heidegaeer. ed 
Charles B, Guignon (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, L993). 60-61. 

Heidegger Mites in Section 28: Tbe entity which is axatiaiiy constimîed by Beïng-in-the-wodd ir iWh e v q  
case its 'there' @a)- According to the familr*arsignEdon of the woid, the 'there' points to a 'hm' and a 'yonder.' - . 
- 'Here' and 'yonder' are possibIe ody in a Ume' - that is to Say, oniy ifthere is an entity which has made a diScIosure 
of spatiality as the Being of the 'thereT This entity -es in its ownmost Belng the characmoFnot being cIosed off, In 
the expression 'there' we have in view this essentid disclosednessn (&hg cmd Thte* 171). 



world" of Dasein. h other words, sensible 'objects' and 'subjects' have their ongin, get 

fint disclosed, in what he calls the region or space of Dasein, in a life world61 of 

"happenings" where persons suive to cope or deal with matten of intimate concern to 

hem, are involved with or attuned to things at hand, are "beings-in-the-world." Which 

means, very roughly, that a 'you' or an '1' only gain our self-knowledge by way of 

deaiing with and expressing, or making present, the features of the places we "aiways 

already" understand or inhabit. "Being-in-the-world" is a necessary condition for our 

coming to know. As Charles Guignon writes, 

What shows up for us in such contexts is not a collection of brute objects 

to be represented, but a totriüty of equipment organîzed into a web of 
meandends relations by our projects. Heidegger's weii-known exmple of 
the workshop shows how, when everything is running smoothly, the 

hammer appears in hammering, in order to fasten boards together, which 

is for building a bookcase. Such familiar contexts of activity are 
encountered as holistic fields of involvements - the 'ready-to-hand' - 
organized around our undertakings ('what it's for"), and ultimately around 

Our self-interpretations as agents in the world (the 'for the sake of which' 

of our concems). Given this picture of everydayness, there is sirnply no 

way to dnve in a wedge between the representing subject on the one hand, 

and mere objects to be represented on the other.62 

The crucial point here, on my reading of Heidegger, is that this life world of 

inteiligiile contexts is unchosen by us. B is an ontological, not a covenantal, matter at 

root That is, wefnd our 'selves' always and everywhere caught up in or "thrown" into a 

reaIm which is expressively rich, strangely familiar, a vat, intricate web of signincant 

61 The notion of a "Iife-worid" Ïs cirawn h m  the studies of his tacher, E d m ~ d  HusserL According to Gadamer, 
Husserl attempts 30 peuetrate behind the actuaüty of the sense-giving conxiousness, and even behind the potentiality 
of shared m-ng - . . - [CO an1 d-embncing world-horizon [chat1 is constituted by a fiindamentaiiy anunymorrs 
intentionaiity - i.e, not achieved by anyoae by me, - . -The concept of the Ive-world is the antithesis of al1 
objech'vistu. It is an essentially bistond concept, wbich does aot refer to a universe of king, to an existent woridu 
(Trurh ond Metiiod 246-47)- For a brief but thoughtfùi sketch oPHüdegger's inteUectual debt to HusserL see Dorothea 
Frede, 'The Question of Being: Heldeggefs Pmject," esp. 51-55. 
62 Charles Gingnon. "Philosaphy afm Wittgenstein and Heidegger," J o d  of PhemmenotogicaI Theory Md 
Resemh, VOL 50,4,#9-72 



invoivements.63 We are "beings-in-relation," Heidegger says, before we are ever able to 

conceive of ourselves as discrete and self-sovereign ones, as subjects able to contemplate 

(as well as fashion and re-fashion) the world scrupulously, in a tmly dignified and 

objective manner -- say, as Kant did in the First Criîiqur, in the disenchanted manner of a 

pure reason. "Dasein addresses itself to the objects of ia conceni" and thereupon 

"expresses itself too; that is to say, it expresses its being ut home with the ready-to- 

hand."w To corne to an understanding is not, in other words, a matter of producing some 

kind of interpretation, say, a logicai or scientific or, even, an aesthetic one, of what Lies 

before us, "indifferently occu~ng"  or "present-at-hand." On the contrary. Heidegger 

writes, "interpretation is grounded existentiaiiy in understanding; the latter does not arise 

from the former. Nor is interpretation the acquiring of information about what is 

understood; it is rather the working-out of possibilities projected in understanding" 

(Being and Tirne, 188-89).65 

Imagine, therefore, that Nietzsche's fervent wish for a "skin-covered world" has 

been granted in fact, nims out to be a basic phenomenologicai truth, on Heidegger's 

interpretation. Dasein embodies histoncai existence; more exactly, the eventfùi or 

epochal appearance of Being in this the age of metaphysics. It foiiows that the primitive, 

authentic sense of sevresides not in identifiable acts of consciousness. in the identity of a 

subject per se, but in what might be termed the historicd integriîy of its active ca- So 

Heidegger entes into the "question of the meaning of Being" by fint of a i l  trying to 

uncover the principal, at tirnes, highly conflicted routes of interest which signal the senses 

of ordinary human life, the historicd Me of beings. That is, he attempts to "lay bare" how 

63 Heidegger writes: king, Dawùi is something chat has been throm; it has k e n  brought imo its 'ih& but trot 
of its own accord- - - - As existent. it never cornes back behind its thrownaess- . . . Aithough it has not laid that 
founMon i~ser, iit reposes in the weight of it, which is made manifest to it as a buden by Dasein's mood" (Behg and 
The, 329-30)- 
64 Quoted in Guignon. "Philosophy aftet Wittgenstein and Heidegger," 656. 
65 Again. Heidegger &tes: "Tn interpceralion we do not so to spak. throw a 'sign.üie;uionP oversome naked thing 
which is present-at-han& we do not stick a value on it; but when something within-the-world is encouatered as sucb 
the thing in question aiready bas an Ïnvolvement whkh is discloseci in our understandhg of the wod& and this 
involvement is one whlch gets laid out by the interpretation" 1190-911. 



persons act on the basis of a defmed yet arbitrary "care" or b'circumspective concem" for 

thernselves and others (both human and natural). 

For Heidegger, "care" (Sorge) names in general the essential motivation of human 

existence; care enthuses, as it were, the world in which we exisr, is the bbifying root" of 

Dasein's ivorldliness. And yet it is the "penuitimate phenomenon, so to speak," because it 

leads him to reflect fiinally upon the "transcendental horizon of being as such." That is to 

say, his examination of the phenornena of caring leads Heidegger to begin deveioping an 

interpretation, or, more precisely, a language NI which to start thinking of the being that 

enframes Dasein itself (294). Here, through his detailed analysis of care, we approach at 

last, but only tentatively (how do you lucidly describe in a suasive manner, Heidegger is 

nght to wonder, what actuaily underlies your reasoning?66) the meaning of "being-in- 

t h e "  or what he terms the three 'bekstases" of Dasein's temporaüty. 'Being-in-the- 

world," he says, clearly demonsuates the telos cum timehess of Dasein, the cross- 

currents or -purposes of its tripartite agency: its being "ahead of itself' (onented to a 

future), "already in" (disposed to what is past), and "dongside" (related to what is present 

or "ready-to-hand"). According to Heidegger, in the spray of possibilities which emanate 

fkom Dasein's solicitude, this condition of always "being out for sornething," we can see 

that persons are aiready "ahead of thern~elves.'~ "As being out for something, [Dasein] is 

out for what it still is not. As care, Dasein is essentiaily undenvay towardr something."67 

Again, given our concerned absorption in the world, we unceasingiy project ourselves 

into a future, corne to understand ourselves as "on the way," unhished, ever in search of 

what is ''still outstanding." Human beings are, quite naturaUy, creatures of time. 

66 For n gwd discm-on olrhis pmblem, of how to avoid metaphysics and still thinic of the sources of hunüui 
existence, see Heidegger's connoversiai essay ,"Letter on Humanism" in M& Xetdegger Basic Wn*mtgs, ed David 
Michael KrelI (New York= Harper & Row, 1977). Of course. Heidegger is not the fint to ponder this issue, it is, for 
instance (this is Gadamer's point, wbich 1 noted at the chapter's outset) the centrai question of the tradition of rhetoric 
which experiences a highpoïnt of sorts in the early and k Renaissance when P e m h  and Sdutati and Piw, iunong 
other Itaiïan Humanisu, atfempt to articulate the philosophical merits and ingenuity of oratory, Le, a way of spe;ikiag 
to human ongins, the arcMc sources of culture and society- See generally, Ernesto Grassi. Rhetork as Phüosophy= The 
Hwnnnbt Tmdinon (University Park: The PennsyIvan-a State University Ress, 1980)- 
67 Heidegger, HUrory of B&g and Tc. 308. 



Heidegger puts this quite strongly: we do not merely have a sense of tirne, neither is it a 

kind of measurine rule for the self qua storyteller - temporality is Our very existence. 

Given what I've sketched thus far, one might roughly Say that Being and T h e  

was comprised of analyses which were memt to get us to recognize, on the one iiand, the 

ontic or observable facts of "'cverydayness," or what gets disclosed in light of Dasein, 

and, on the other, the authentic nature or ontological grounds of this everyday "being-in- 

the-worid." In sum, the mth or aletheia of Dusein seems to reside in a spectacle of 

concemed responses to the hearkening or draw of what is incrinsic yet other, what Taylor 

acutely calls in Sources of the Selfthat "inescapable space of questions" within which 

both individual and shared human concems continuaiiy emerge and take shape as, for 

instance, the criss-crossing but discontinuous histories or traditions of ordinary life. Here 

thinking philosophically about the so-cded ground of Being, the metaphysics of 

presence, is pduaUy loosened or, better s u ,  as Vattirno argues, left 'Weakened." let go 

of. Thinking becomes more and more spacious, as it were. Inescapably spacious. Akin to 

wind. For nothing, it turns out, grounds Dasein as a matter of fact.68 

Thus, in the later sections of Be@ and Time, Heidegger turns to reflect upon "an 

occurrence which reaches Dasein, to be sure, but belongs to nobody in particular," an 

event which is. moreover. "Dasein's utmost possibility - non-relational. certain. and as 

such inde f~ te ,  insurmauntable," namely, the event of its own impossible death (Being 

and Time, 297,303). In other words, in the figure of death, human beuigs discern the 

impossibility of a Life of the minci, the demise of their singuiar being, qquite simply 

because this question of being can never be entered into and M y  explicated, that is to 

Say, can never be acniaily thought by Daseiit. For death remains an "outstanding" reality 

in the individual sense, in the sense that it is mine, Heidegger says, and mine aime. I 

Cf. w hat 1 wrotc in the Inrroduction cnieerniag Socrates 'airs'. ap. 14-16. Bnms m-tes, "For phiIosophy. the wom 
thing that codd happen would be for it to fall into the han& of people who canaot teil the diffefence between 
phiïosophy and poetry. or befween statements grounded upon unshakeabk foundations and those U t  are just 'in the 
air: circularing üke songs, stories, sayings, and memones of the intoxicating presence of human beings."(Or, as 
irigaray murmua, "Wùat has ken forgonen ri the history of philosophy], as thin as it may sound is air-") 



cannot work out or corne to a positive undentanding of this possibility, at any rate, it 

cannot be "thought" vis-à-vis traditional modes of reflection, by way of metaphysics. As 

Heidegger writes, death "gives Dasein nothing to be 'acnialized,' nothing which Dasein, 

as actual, could itseif be," and which it rnight frame a penpicacious representation of 

(303). StiLI, this nothing is, for Heidegger, "Dasein's utmost possibility." the way "in 

which it is purely and simply thrown back upon itself" (3 18). 

One right as weil vaguely remark that the figure of death is eaigmatic or, better 

stiil, archaic and prophetic in much the way the god at Delphi purportedly was. (This is in 

part what Heraclitus ailudes to, I think, when he writes: "The lord to whom the oracle of 

Delphi belongs says nothing and conceais nothing; he indicates, shows." Fr. B 93) The 

image of death's answer, that is, only darkly hints at Dasein's impendiig and irrevocable 

negation, at its me destiny. The answer to death only gets revealed, so to speak, in Our 

foiiowing or taking it up as individuals, and hence, by acknowledging (or ignoring, 

wittingly or not) the predicament of our separateness from each other, just as Socrates 

was obliged to answer his own question, the question of self-knowledge, by taking up an 

ethical way of caring for his own and others' souls, the giving way of elenchus. Through 

what Plato in the Seventh Lener calls that life of king in "close communion'? or 

conversation with others. Socrates carries over. draws out in human terms. tries to 

recoliect, the prophetic murmuring of the Delphic god For Heidegger, too, that which 

bccomes beforeYT us, Le., the "prophetic" figure of death, is only made manifest in history, 

is reckoned with over the. Or= to reiterate the term 1 used to desmie the condition of 

irony, Dasein is quite obvîously strickened by rime. (But here 1 digress too much. This is 

one of the central topics of Chapters Three and Four.) 

Ail in all, it is as if the leading question of Parî 1 of Being and Tirne, that age-old, 

rnetaphysical concem - Why is the= anything rather than nothing? - it is as if this 

question has been refomulated in Part II as - Can anythîng (which appeats) be without 



nothing? in fact, Heidegger poes further still. Negativi~, he says, does not just hover and 

loom, as it were, in the ominous and inscrutable figure of death; on the contrary, "there 

Lies an essential negativity . . . in the structure of thrownness" [itselfl. . . . As being, 

Dasein is something that has been thrown; it has been brought into its 'there,' but not of 

its own accord." Again, we are ultimately powerless in the subjective or intentional sense; 

being thrown, Heidegger writes, "means never to have power over own's ownmost Being 

fiom the ground up. This 'not' belongs tu the existentid meaning of 'thrownness."' And 

granted that our being thrown means that we invariably care or belong to the world, it 

foiiows, he claims, that T a r e  itself; in its very essence, is permeated with negamtity 

through and through"(329-3 1). 

in sum: believing that philosophy longs to forget that being human is 

findamentaiiy a matter of atmnement and acknowledgement within what is called 

history, the early Heidegger of Being and Time seeks a r e m  to questions of Being. As 

I've aied to cl* in this gloss of that considerable work, the effort is made (and ends) 

vis-&vis a phenomenology of Dasein's "topoi," the original situations of the He-world 

where human beings act in relatively unself-conscious ways, are absorbed in ordinary 

affairs to the point of losing themselves in those very activities and concems. On 

Heidegpr's view. H e  for us is ordinarily always underway, an undertaking because of 

what matters, is of concem, to us. This is one of  the principal tasks of Being and Time - 

to convincingly redescnie the nunc stans or standing now of the transcendental ego, the 

subjectivity of the subjeck in kinetic terms, as  fundamentdly a dynunzic aspect of 

'Worldliness." For Heidegger, the painstaking reconnting of D d ' s  circumspective 

cariog in te- of its temporaiïty staods (or falis) as a project of ontology, not 

epistemology . 
Finaily, it bears r e p e a ~ g  that Heidegger's phenomenology of '%vorldliness" 

serves as the philosophical backdrop to what Gadamer discusses in Tmh a d  Method as 



the hermeneutics of coming to an understanding. More exactiy, it underlies Gadamer's 

strong daim that 'knderstanding is never a subjective relation to a given object but tu the 

history of its effect," for understanding is at root an aspect of Dasein, not a discrete act of 

consciousness, as the Heideggerian formulation indicates. Thus, whenever Gadamer asks 

us in Tmth and Method to carefully attend to the fact and import of history in any and al1 

of Our so-cailed acts of self-understanding, he is in effect drawing upon Heidegger's 

account of the temporality of Dasein, or tirne's "ecstatic unity." In other words, for 

Gadamer, interpretations enact or partially, Le., more or less patheticaily. articulate the 

histoncal character of "ecstasy" -- literally translated, the "standing out" or "illumination" 

of our everyday being-in-the-world. In taking up what is "always already" understood, an 

interpretation reveals a past "dongside" a future, provides us with no more (and no Iess) 

than a glimpse or then again, fraces of the monumental historicity of Dasein, certain of 

the possibilities as weU as the confinements of what we belong to, the ''hithes? and 

"yonder" of "being there," to paraphrase Heidegger. In the end, the '1' of the modem 

subject amounts to, what Gadamer c a s ,  "a consciousness exposed to the effects of 

history. History does not belong to us; we belong to it. Long before we understand 

ourselves through the process of self-examination, we understand ourselves in a self- 

evident way in the family. society. and state in which we live. The focus of subjectivity is 

a distorting mirmr. The self-awareness of the individual is only a nickering in the closed 

circuits of historical Mee That is why the prejudices of the individual. far more than his 

judgements, constinite the historical reality of his being" (Truth and Method, 27677). 

Wherefore, 1 gather, Gadamer's motivation to delve into the issue of the modern 

"prejudice against prejudice." For ever since at least the French Enlightenment, and 

despite the considerable eloquence and insights of romantic philosophies and Iiterature, 

thinkers of a critical bent have tended to assume that they must put aside their p~juudices~ 



as Paul Ricoeur wntes, "in order to think, in order to dare to think."69 Reason as 

methodical critique has been juxtaposed, in other words, to tradition as hegemony. And 

this, Ricoeur argues funher, is what Gadamer has so clearly discemed and articulated in 

his account of understanding, that 

[to] recover a iess univocally negative sense of the word 'prejudice' 
(which has become Wtudiy synonyrnous with unfounded or faise 
judgement), and to restore the ambivalence that the Latin word 
praejudicium had in the juriciiciai tradition pnor to the Eniightenment, it 
would be necessary to question the presuppositions of a philosophy which 

opposes reason to prejudice. These are, in fact, the very presuppositions of 
a critical philosophy; it is for a phiiosophy of judgement - and a critical 
philosophy is a philosophy of judgement - that prejudice is a 
predominantly negative category. What must be questioned, therefore, is 
the primacy of judgement in man's behavior towards the world; and the 
only philosophy which sets rcp judgement as a tribunal is one that makes 
objectiviry, as modelled on the sciences, the measure of knowledge. 
Judgement and prejudice are dominant categories oniy in the type of 
philosophy, sternming from Descartes. which makes methodical 
consciousness the key of our relation to being and to beings. (67; emphasis 
added) 

Given this line of thought, one might Say that Gadamer is not against method per 

se, but against the "primacy of judgement" by general law or p ~ c i p l e ,  the Enlightenment 

assumption that one can only obtain legitimate knowledge through procedurai, 

universalizable modes of rationality. ReasonabIeness is not p~cipal ly  formal and 

abstract, according to Gadamer, it is substantial and infomed, necessarily mediated by 

the prejudices of an age, which are in tom enkindled by myriad, living traditions. T'us, 

even though he is weU aware that ce& of ou.  prejudices invan-ably h m  out to be 

69 Wui Ricoeurt 'Hermeneurics and the Critique OC IdmIogu" in HenneneUricp and du H w  Sciences: Ersays on 
tmtguuge, Action. mrd I~erpretafiort, eci and trans- John B- ïhompson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
198 11,6667- Ricwur aüudes bere, if 1 understand, to the Kantian chaüeng~ A human worId, a cuImre, is ody gaineci 
if and when we thïnk bqond what is given to us through expaience. if we h e  IO fegfslae a reign of ends. 



coercive, i.e., have been (are, and will be) rhetorically deployed by some of us as blinding 

devices, as Isaiah Berlin wily puts it, by those "self-seeking knaves -- kings, priests, 

adventuren, power-seekers of al1 kinds" -- who want nothing more than to keep their 

'iinscrupulous machinations" in running order,'o Gadamer chooses not to dweil upon this 

question of political affliction (as vexing and pervaçive as it is in the modem era), but 

upon another crucially important and, to him, at any rate, more fundamental aspect of 

experience, namely, what each of us suffer as the twisting, unpredictable, binding course 

of ordinary Me. In other words, given what he sees as the Cartesian proclivities of 

modem discourse, his most pressing concem in Tmth and Method is to convincingiy 

account for the herrneneutical insight that peaons have "legitimate prejudices," and this, 

quite simply, because we are inescapably "exposed" or subject to the "effects of history." 

If the situation were othenvise, if it were actudy possible for us to rise out of historicai 

Life or exvicate ounelves from the everyday worid of vital involvernents through, Say, the 

control of a scientific criticism, Gadamer beüeves that there would be, quite literally, no 

understanding whatsoever to speak of. 'To try to escape fiom one's own concepts in 

interpretation is not ody  impossible but manifestly absu~d" (Tmth and Method, 397)?1 

As Bruns writes: "To take something as something, that is, to interpret it, means to 

understand it in its being - that is, with rcspect to, or in terms of, the situation in which 

we find ourselves with it. . . . For Gadamer, at any rate, situations are primq."72 

70 M a h  Bertin. ?Ire Crooked Tunberof Hwnanity: Chapters ùr the Hirrory of Idcas(london: Fontana Press, 199 1), 
212 
7t This is de hmnenutieal point of Taylor's argument in Sources cfihr Sclflhat the 'ideai subject/ùuman penoo' 
envisioned by Descartes and Locke (and counSiess others) in the epistemoIogicai aadition is "near to pathobgiwl" In its 
oudook Ln other words, Gadamer and Taylor r e i w e  the Heideggarian insigfit outheci in section 32 of Berkg mtd 
Time: "In e v q  case* interpretanon is grounded in sontelhutg we have ut ahtance - in a fore-havutg, afore-sight, and a 
fore-conception*: more exactly, "an iaterpretation is never a presuppositionless apprehending of something presented to 
us. If. when one is engageci in a particular concrete kind of intetpretatiou, in the sense of exact textuai liiterpretacion, 
one ükes to appeai to what 'stands the%' then one hds  that what 'stands there' in the 6rst instance is nothing other 
than the obvïous undiscussed assumption of the penon who does tire inqrecing" (Bebtg rmd Tùne, 191-92)- 
72 G d d  L. B m ,  'On the Weakness of Language in the Human Sciencesw in 2 ' 7 ~  Rhetoric of rhe Human Saences: 
h g u u g e  and Argument in SchoIcvsh@ and Public Affaim, eds. John S. N e h a  Aiian MegllL and Donaid N, 
McCIoskey (Madison= The University of Wisconsin Press, 1987). 245, 



Now, this discussion of the essential role which prejudices play in understanding 

is clearly tied to a topic Gadamer raises in Dialogue and Dialectic - the difficult, 

troubling question of the "weakness of the logos" as Plato called it in the Seventh Letîer, 

namely, its alanning propensity to süp away from us rnd into ambiguity or 

indeterminancy whenever we try m wnte or speak of it? Con- to popular accounts of 

the ancient's doctrine of language, Gadamer argues, Plato did not dogmatically claim that 

the weakness was a debilitating condition, i.e., a defect which the practice of right 

reasoning might graduaiiy strengthen and perhaps even remedy, but instead recognized 

that it was the quintessential power of language itself, say, the productive wavering of the 

medium in which any and a l l  knowledge of what is and is not true gets disclosed. "In this 

regard," Gadamer writes, "one might be reminded of the f i t  hypothesis in the 

Parmenides. There that multiplicity was not a burdensome ambiguity to be eliminated but 

an entirety of interrelated aspects of meaning which articulate a field of knowing. . . . 
Plato knows full well that this source of aporia is also the source of euporia which we 

achieve in discourse. He who does not want the one will have to do without the other. An 

unequivocal, precise coordination of the sign world with the world of facts, Le., of the 

world of which we are the master with the world which we seek to master by ordering 

with sims. C is not langage. The whole basis of languap and speaking, the very thing 

which makes it possible, is ambiguîty or 'metaphor,' as the grammar and rhetoric of a 

later time wi l l  cd it" (1 1 1). Hence, for Plato, to be a clever speaker who speaks the tnith 

one m u t  strive to Live as welI as one cm within (what Taylor c d s )  that inescapable 

"space of questions" which constitute the intelligible contexts of histoncal Me; or, then 

again, one must learn how to tacMy,  phronetically, move inside (what Hannah Arendt 

calls) that "wind of thought" Or h d y ,  as Socrates cautions Phaednis after the Latter has 

asked him to define the Tdea of soul,' fully recognize and accept that "to tell what 

73 HamWoq Gadamer* Dialogue a d  Diolectic: Eghr HermetteüfU3ai Snrdies on PLno. adna P. Christopha Smith 
(New Havenr Yaie University Press, 1980)- 



[anything] really is would be a matter for utterly superhuman and long discoune, but it iF 

within human power ru describe it briefly in a figure; let us therefore speak in thar way." 

Figurative speech is therefore not the c m  of the problem for either Plato or 

Gadamer, basically because the "weakness of the logos" does not ulhately reside in 

speaking of one thing in tems of (or as) another "but only in speaking of it as something 

which it is not" (Dialogue and Dialecric, 152). 'That which is thought always has to be 

raken as something else, and so on to no €mite term," Bruns writes, "It is always possible, 

in other words, for something to show itself as that which it is not; indeed this is a 

condition of showing itself at ail."" This helps in part to explain why Gadamer considen 

human beings prejudiciai by nature, because he believes that we are invariably caught, as 

it were, in the metaphoncal sway and drift of language and therefore c m o t  help but 

think and speak in figurative terms, that is, by way of the poetic or imaginative word. 

There is no other way to understanding, or so it seems to Gadamer. 

To be sure, some of the array of interpretations that persons generate will be taken 

as better or more legitimate than others. That is, they are bound to be tmer for (some of) 

us, given 'our' historical circumstances, the effects of the particuiar histories which 

converge and give shape to 'our' lives. Nonetheless, for Gadamer, the= is no tmth to be 

discovered outside the pathos of historical We: no truth that can be realized except 

finitely, by way of specific re-interpretations or recountings of tradition, in our speaking 

of (and acting upon) what has hitherto been said and written, has been reported and 

documented, whether for good or for ill. The difficult and contentious question of tmth's 

appearance Lies within the hermeneutical image(s) of the history of Being's call or  draw. 

What history or tradition cails for is not merely (to be) obeyed, however. In 

Gadamer's view, this is the principal confusion of Enlightenment thought up to this day - 
that authority fkom without is wholly indisànguishable from domination and ethical 



violence and hence rnust be overcome, that is, masterfuily confuted, dedt with and 

ruthiessly forgotten. hstead, for him, a tradition only remains sociaîiy and politicaily 

resonant because it is preserved or sustained vis-à-vis this or that practice. In other words, 

the preservation of a tradition is not a matter of our naively reproducing it en bloc, 

generation d e r  generation, of our labourhg long and hard and slavishly so as to keep it 

intact, lrom showing any real Wear and tear -- rather preservation is always and 

everywhere imperfectly (diversely) accompiished through what Gadarner c d s  acts of 

applied understanding. The application of a tradition, in short, is yet another 

hemeneutical t e n  for describing the figurative, no less ethical, art of taking something 

as soniething else, carrying it over into another context, tracing its effects in tirne. To 

recoiiect is therefore not just to stoicdiy repeat what precedes and, as it were, founds you, 

to speak of or identify (with) tradition as if it were one's fate. Again: "A word is not just a 

sign. [Speaking is not just 'narning the facts' of histoiy.] In a sense that is hard to grasp, it 

is also something almost like a copy or image" (Tmrh and Method, 416). As Ioel 

Weinsheimer explains, "There is therefore an insuperable tension between the self- 

sameness of [what is] to be undentood and the rnultiplicity of different situations to 

which it applies and in which it is understood." Basicaily, it is because of this fecund 

tension within language itself, the natural or inescapable fact of the word as image, that 

understanding "carmot be collapsed into identity (the identity of unrlerstandiag among 

themselves or with their object), nor can the tension be magnified into unre1atedness (the 

independence of understanding in itseif kom the object in itself). For flalte 

understanding, there is simüarity, not identity; difference, not unrelatedness-"7s Thus, if 

we arrive at any understanding of a tradition whatsoever, Gadamer beLieves that we 

always understand it differentiy; that we aiways and aiready cany on with it, even as we 

stay with it; that we take it up in ways that others have not (and do not) or, better scill, 

' 5  ~oel WeinshUma. Gtz&merPs Henneneh:  A Reading of "Tmh lurd M e t W  (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1985). t 87- 



that we take it up more or less irnaginatively and inventively, and in dealing with it thus, 

across a distance, over time, partiaiiy express how a tradition continues to daim us (must 

be endured if it is to be overcome). As later Heidegger might say, in recollecting a 

tradition, in thinking of what has gone on, Dasein effectively distons what it accepts, 

finds and exposes the bbeventuai" or "epochal" character of Being.76 One might Say as 

well that preserving the meaning of the history of Being serves to disclose what Plato 

called the weakness of the logos. 

Acceptance and recognition are key concepts, therefore, in Gadarner's version of 

philosophical hermeneutics. They are meant to descnbe where persons fud' rather than 

found, themselves, in a histoncal world of intelligible contexts, an inescapable space of 

questions, which Gadamer c a s  the locus of hermeneutics (in the rhetoncd tradition, this 

is the place where wisdom and eloquence appear to reside). In addition, these t e m  

elucidate, for him, the situation or relational scenario of a legitimate criticisrn. "Only by 

virtue of the phenomenon and clarified concept of 'temporal distance' can the specincally 

criticai task of hermeneutics be resolved, that is, of knowing how to distinguish between 

blind prejudices and those which illuminate, between fdse prejudices and true prejudices. 

We must raise to a conscious Ievel the prejudices which govern understanding and in this 

way reaiize the possibility that 'nther aims' emerge in their own nght fiom tradition - 
which is n o m g  other than realizing the possibility that we understand something in its 

otherness."n 

It follows, then, that what one makes of these several comected terms more or 

less detelmines how one grapples with the sorts of questions that a philosophical 

hemeneutics inevitably brings to the fore, questions which stem wholiy, "for Gadamer, 

76 My rhwght here is indcbted to Gianni Vaaimo's account of Heîdeggefs effom to 'ovenxime the tradition of 
metapfqsics* See Vatho's essays "The End of (Hiistory" m ZLirgeein ùt Babel,- The PosmodenWt Connwersy, eed 
uigeborg Hoesey  (BIwmington: Indiana University Ress* LW 1)- 13241; and "Postmodeni Critickm Postmodem 
Critique" in Writutg the Future* ed. David Wood (New York RoutIedge, 1990)- 57-66. 
f7 Gadamer* "The PcobIem of Histockai Consciousness~" 147. 



ar any rate, [from the Heideggenan insight that] situations are p r i m q :  to understand 

means to enter into or to be in a situation in a certain way. It is not just a grasping of 

something. It is an affair of being rather than of consciousness."~* Which leads me to 

wonder - how have philosophies of critique addressed or failed to address the question of 

receptivip? How does one corne to expenence an other? In particular, with what notion 

of 'distance and relation' does a critical philosophy such as Habermas's operate in its 

efforts to formulate what is tme (that is, what cm be tnily asserted) in the everyday 

world, the common world of experience? 

n 
The il1 'effects of history' 

Perhaps not unexpectedly, given its barefaced concern with recollection, 

Gadamer's account of "effective history" has been generdy misconstrued and often 

flatly rebuked, especially by thinkers whose avowed main concem is to resist the 

authontarian personalities and institutions of the modem industrial state. Terry Eagleton's 

ment  polemic on Gadamer's naive and "grossly complacent" view of history is a case in 

point. 

It might be as  well to ask Gadamer whose and what 'tradition' he has in 
mind. For his theory holds only on the enormous assumption that there is 

indeed a single 'mainstream' tradition; that ail 'valid' works padcipate in 
it; that history f o m  an unbroken continuum, fiee of decisive rupture, 

confiïct, and contradiction; and that the prejudices which 'we' (who?) 
bave inherited fiom the 'tradition' are to be chenshed, It assumes, in other 

words, that history is a place where 'we' can dways and everywhere be at 

home; that the work of the past will always deepen - rather than, Say, 

decimate - o u  present seIf-understanding: and that the alien is always 

secretly familiari It is, in short, a grossly complacent theory of history, . . . 
It has iittle conception of history and tradition as oppressive as well as 

78 Bruns, 'On the Weakaess OF Language in the Human rite Rhetorü of the HwMn Sciences, 245, 



liberating forces, areas rent by conflict and domination. History for 

Gadamer is not a place for struggle, discontinuit. and exclusion but a 
continuing 'chain,' an ever-flowing river, alrnost, one might say, a club of 

the Iike-mi~~ded.~g 

To begin drawing out some of what 1 believe is at stake here, f'll borrow a notion 

of W. v. O. Quine's (keeping in rnind Ricoeur's point regarding the motivation behind 

philosophies of judgement) and baidiy daim that modem critical thought has 

trczditionally found itself 'pulled toward an analytical objectivity' in its effort to resist 

what it imagines to be the political and ethicai violence of rhetoric.80 Having glossed it in 

this way, 1 want to go on to discuss why this idea of anaiytical objectivity rnay be 

considered the leitmotiv of dl  edightenment politics. By this 1 mean that the philosophy 

of critique has, at least until very recently,81 been acutely, overly concerned with how 

objectivity, Le., the measure of knowledge, ought to be ntionaiiy and systematicaiiy 

constnicted and administered. And this, it seems to me, is at base an epistemological 

conceni, even though it is and has been typicdy drawn out in terms of a visionary 

politics. 

79 Terry Eigieton, Litemry Tïzeory: An lnrroduerion (Minneapolis: Universiry of Minnesota Ras. 1983)' 72-73. 
Habermas. too. as I noted earlier in the chapter, has k e n  unflagging, if not reIentless, in his opposition to Ciadamer's 
pairing of reason and historîcai consciousness, and fürther, to the Iatter's abiding disbeiief in the virtue and possibiiîty 
oi an enligfitencd morai science or'discourse. So Eagleton's polemical cemarks wouid not. I suspect, tàil to obtain at 
least a nodding approvai From Habermas - just as Albrecht WelImer's rejoinder to Gadamer has gained Habermas's 
approval: The Enlightenment h e w  what a philosophicd hemeneutic forgets - that the 'dialogue' which we, 
according to Gadamer. 'W.' is ais0 a context of domination and as such precisely no didogue- , - - The universal claim 
of the hemeneutic a p p a c h  [cm only] be maintaineci if it is tealized at rhe outset that the context of tradition as a locus 
of possible tmth and f a c m  agreement is, at the same time, the locus of f a d  unmth and continuai force* furgen 
Habermas, T h e  Kmeneutic Claim CO Universality", trans. Joseph Bleicher. in Bleicher. Conrempomry Hermenerc~ics: 
Hemeneutics as MethoJ. Piii?osophy. arui Critique (London: RoutIedge & Kegan hui. 198r3), 197. 
80 1 draw here upon Sabioa Lovibond's ment  discussion of Quim's ami of anaiysk She wn-ta, For instance, that %s 
'puli' is bmught to b a r  upon each individual by those h m  whom he [sic; passim] acquires his native liinguage In 
[Quine's] picnue, what we have to leam in order to gain cornpetence in the use of any predicate - . - is a kind of 
disc@ltre or coaformisnt" Sabina Lovibond Redism and Cmagùian'on U1 Erhics (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1983), 58, The 'tradition* 1 cefer to here is the inteUeccuai history Descanes inaugurateci in terms of 
the cogito and its motivations. a history to which Locke and other 17th century thinkers beiong as do, for instance. 
Kant and Fichte in the t 8th cennrry, and H d  and Habennas among others in the 19th and 20th 
l Some uamples of studies which aftempt to get beyond rhis epistemolo@cd idea of objectivity and yet retain sonr 

of the force aad sophistication of Kant's critique are - SeyIa BenhabWs S i m g  rire Se&- GerulerT CodtyT and 
Posmto&mtmt uI Contempomry Erhr'cs (New York: RoutIedge, 1992); Aibrecht WeLlmer's "Ethics and Didogue: 
Eiements of M o d  Iudgernent in Kant and Discourse Ethics" in The PersrCtance of Modemigr: &ays on Amherics, 
EIh-iT ond Posmro&niijm, tram. David Midgiey (Cambridge. MA: M E  Press. 199 1); and Michel Foucault's 
Discipline c d  PwrLshr Or& of ThUlgs, a d  Tk Hiitory ofS&-y- 



A 17th and 18th century thinker's sense of an ideal logician, for instance, may be 

seen to hinge upon a certain image of the self as a terrificaiiy adept hamer of the naturd 

facts.  more often than not, it is a replica of the idea of subjectivity which Locke, 

foliowing Descartes's earlier meriitatians on the foundations of self-knowledge, and the 

ongins and preservation of the authority of (Galilean) science, so cleariy has in mind. 

Bnefly, Locke supposes that persons are graced by a natural reason, which God intends 

them to deploy in the world at large. Believing this, Locke argues that the subject is best 

suited to be a devout and industrious labourer, a co-creator, reaiiy, who oversees and 

develops Nature's abundant reserves. Whence Locke's revolutionary presumption: 

'Though the earth, and ali infenor creatures be common to di men, yet every man has a 

properîy NI his own person. This nobody has any cight to but himseîf. . . . Whatsoever, 

then, he removes out of the state that nature hath provided and left it in, he hath mixed his 

labour with, and joined it to something that is his own, and thereby makes it his 

property." Here, in the comected notions of autonomous subjects and property Bghts, 

Locke ascertains the "hndarnental d e "  of a new commonweafth, a modem, covenantal 

way of goveming human conduct. 'The reason why men enter into society, is the 

preservation of theîr property; and the end why they choose and authorize a legislature, is, 

that there may be laws made, and d e s  set as guards and fences to the properties of a i l  the 

mernbers of the society, to limit the power, and moderate the dominion of every part and 

member of the society."82 

Still, this is by no means apussi! conception of what the philosophy of critique 

fundarnentaily aspires to. Put very simply, I beiieve that an epistemology akin to the 

Cartesian-Lockean one still nurtures or enframes the kinds of emancipatory and strategic 

practices of criticai rdection envisioned by Eagleton and Habermas, among others. And 

one way of ind ica~g  this affinity between early and Iate adherents of critique is vis-à-vis 

82 John Locke, T m  Trearises of G o v e l ~ f e ~ t ~  ed Mark Goldie (Landon: I- M- Dent, 1993). 128,226î7. 



a discussion of their shared view of language, its nature as well as the uses and abuses to 

which it c m  be put. 

Intellectual histories on the subject of founders and builden have typically noted 

that Descartes and Locke were influentid, even pivotal figures. in the 17th century 

scientific revolution; a revolution which served, arnongst other ends, to inaugurate a new 

epistemology. What is Iess fiequently discussed in the iiteranire is that the two thinkers 

developed their revolutionary philosophies of mind by building upon the great successes 

of w hat Taylor has descriied as the nominaiist "cebellion against [the] serniological view 

of the univene."83 Bnefly, nominalism denied the principal idea of ancient metaphysics 

- which had prevailed through the European Middle Ages due to the neo-Platonism of 

the early Church Fathers, particularly S t  Augustine's - the notion that the world and its 

constituents embody God's thoughts. Logos is expressed through nature. As Taylor 

writes, "God's creation is to be understood expressiveiy. His creatures manifest his logos 

in embodying it; and they manifest the logos as M y  as it can be manifest in the 

creaturely medium" (223). 

According to Bruns, in their considerable efforts to understand a God-enthused 

world, ancient and medieval thinkers did not generally distinguish, as  we are wont to 

doing, between the literal and fieourative in language, or the redy tnie and the merely 

opined; instead texts and utterances were judged as to whether they expressed a subject 

matter plainly or obscurely, disclosed a tmth in f W a r  or strange ways. The antique 

sense of coming to an understanding was edhmed, you might say, by what Taylor and 

others have termed an "'expressivist" mode1 of language. 

Consider, for instance, a remark made by Phiro of Alexandria in the h t  century 

AD.: "We must make up our min& that [everythingl is figurative and involves deeper 

meanings." 'The translation," Bruns argues, ". . . needs to be untltanslated. Philo's word 

83 CùarIes Taylor. "'ïüeories of Meanin&" Hurnun Agency mrd Language, 223. 



for 'figurativeT in this case is tropikoteron, from the Greek word for niming. Everything, 

in other words, is to be taken as a trope. . . . On the face of it, [nahire or creation] is dark, 

but if you tum it you will begin to be enlightened by the luminous and philosophicd face 

that had been turned away from you. It is as if [each worldly thing and event] possessed a 

front and a back (like a head) rather than an inside and an outside (me a mind)."a 

Briefiy, on Philo's view, everything in the cosmos is understood to be a holy sign or 

figuration, apophantic, that in which logos presents itself, shines forth: al1 things and 

events within nature have a discernible rneaning, are "inscaped" by the Word, to use 

Gerald Manley Hopkin's suggestive term of art. Whence the idea that to disceni what is 

tnie, one can do no better than to paaicipate in the eidos, as pagan thinken typicdy 

advised; or then again, l e m  to inhabit one's place within God's perfect order, the chah 

of being, as medieval Scholasticism, for instance, taught. 

For William of Ockham and other reformers in the early modem period, however, 

this notion of God's intelligible presence within the real, of the WordTs appearance in  

creation, failed to properly acknowledge the incomprehensible power of the Sovereign. If 

God's will is mly absolute and innnite, then we cm't know him wholly through the 

evidence of his creation. Absolute will can't be confined in this way, or so the refomers 

argued. And, M e r T  "if we cm no longer take for granted that God's decrees follow an 

intelligible pattern, then we also cease to tmst that the etemal Logos secures the basic 

veracity of hwan  speech. Henceforth words [are] to be used at man's nsk and discretion 

without carrying the traditional guarantee that, if properly use& they touched the red as it 

is in itself."85 

Accordhg to Taylor, this is one of the central and revolutionary daims 

propounded by medieval nominalism - that there are no "reai essences of things, or 

universals. Tme, we think in general tenns. But this is not because the world exists in 



genent ternis, as it were; on the contrary, everything that is is a particalar. The universal 

is not a featwe of the worid, but an effect of our language" (Human Agency, 224). The 

nominalist perspective therefore marks the grounds for a model of language which is 

"purely designaùve" in character, that is, one which "generates a thoroughly designative 

theory of rneaning7' (224). 

Recall here that in the cosmologicd view language provides human beings with a 

means of discovering the univenal Ideas, finding and exposing (or expressing) God's 

thoughts. Thus the 'zoon fogon echonTT loosely translated, the 'creature possessing logos,' 

elucidates or makes manifest in its speech these Thoughts or Ideas, which are immanent 

in the world. The wise, so to speak, have acquired the habit of tuming around their souls 

to openly receive and participate in God's Ideas. In contrast, a "designative" theory of 

language, in adopting a version of the nominalist perspective, hoids that (worIdly) 

meaning ody emerges in the act of naming things, for the cosmos has been divested of 

the univenai, of the Word Meanhg is now seen to inhere in the representations we frame 

of the world's particulars: God no longer reclines in the furnime of the real as it were. 

The revolutionary ideas of the new science, Taylor writes, entail '"a polemical rejection of 

the vision of the world as  a meaningful order, and its replacement by a conception of the 

world as objective process" (224). Moreover, fiom the standpoint of new scientists like 

Descartes and Locke, critical thought is objective if, and only if, it denotes things 'bot in 

ternis of what we could call subject-related properties, that is, properties that things have 

in the experience of ihe subjects, and which would not exist if subjects of experience did 

not exist," but in te- of how 'things are put together" in reality (221). 

"So what is thinking? . . . Thinking is mental discourse, to use Hobbes' tem; 

where this is no longer the articulatùig and making evident of the ancients, but a kuid of 

b e r  disassembly and reassembly" (225). Hence Locke's beloved "Under-Labourer" and 

'"Master-Builder" are charactekd as possessing. above ail else, the fortitude and 



presence of mind to remain utterly unrnoved by, to repeat Bruns's lyncal phrase, "the 

intoxicating presence of hurnan beings," at least during those times when they7re 

ntionalizing the worid, from within or without.86 

Here, moreover, we have evidence of one of the fundamental motivating forces, 

or "constitutive goods" behind the pull toward analytical objectivity, what Taylor calls 

the "ideai of radical disengagernent."87 For Descartes and Locke and othen of their 

analytical ken, to be rational is to proceed critically, and, for the most part, according to 

one's own judgement. which primarily entails being radicaiilly rnindful of your place as 

well as the place of others, thoroughly self-dependent or weli-situated or operationally 

souad in the  intellectud sense, 

Now, one of the suiking consequences of this desire is that it effectively produces 

in the subject a heighteoed sensitivity to how laquage is, and ought to bel demarcated 

and administered; in particular, it leads to the notion, welI-put by Locke, that "Vulgar 

Notions suit vulgar discourses: and both, though confused enough, yet serve pretty well 

the Market, and the Wake, Merchants and Lovers, Cooks and Taylors." Thus, while he 

concedes that there is tirne and place enough for ordinary "Gossippings," or '"cornmon 

Conversation," Locke is nonetheless convinced that it is "absolutely necessary in 

Enquiries &ter phiIosophical Knowledge. and in Controversies about Tmth" to be always 

86 H a  Taylor RNrs the popuiar consmal that the new science simply e f f '  massive changes in ourutorai (Le., 
cetigious) outlook. which implies that there was "ody one direction of causation." in actual fact. he argues the 
norninalist theology of W~iiiam of Ockharn and other religious in the fourteenth century can be seen to guide the 
refomist thinking of Desates and Locke. As Taylor writes elsewhere: "For some thinkers the notion of a njred and 
ordered cosmos, whose priaciples of justification couid be found in itseff. was incompatible w*th the sovereignty of 
God, Think of the nominalist rebeiiïon ag;iinst Thonùsm îhe issue in oue formulation concmed the relation in God of 
m o n  ruid will, Is God consmineci by his own creation, so that he has to will a good that is, as it were, built into it? 
Occam and others offer a more voluntaristic view of God's power- Anything Iess seems to befittie G d  The R~ormers 
t w k  this spiritupl ski&'' Charles Taylor, The Motivation bebind a Procedurai Ethi& in i k f  & Political Phifosophy: 
The Contempomry L e g q ,  eds Ronald Beiner and WiUam James Booth (New Havenr Yak University Press, 1993). 
340, emphasis added There is a good discussion of this in Alister McGrath, The Inteffecd Ongrits of the Empean 
Re/omion (Mo& Biackwell. 1987); and in Duprè, Passage to Modernify, esp 93-1 19, 
û7 See Taylor's considciable account of both these mms in Sources ofrk Sewand H m m  Ag- <rnd Lmrguczge 
Amrding to Taylor, any pnctice we engage in embodies a cluster of shared understandings, or constimtive prejudices. 
which provide our practice with its orïenmtion, charactetize its point TayIor wrïtes, for hance: "A nom is 
constitutive for rigiven practke, when it is so refated to the point of tbat praaice, that nwne could be deemed to be 
engageci in that practice who wasn't sensitive to the norm? Charles Taylor, The Use and Abuse of Theory" in 
i&oIogy, PMosophy und Poiirtcs (Caigary: Wüfied Lamier UnivemfS1cy Press, L983), 41- 



and everywhere scrupulously organized, to keep the "Ideas" and their names plainly in 

line or under definition. To the philosopher of critique, therefore, words exist above al1 

else to corral the huge array of ideas we daily receive into manageable groups and 

categorics. Words are temfic instruments of control -- but only if they're deployed 

judiciously, in an utterly self-conscious and methodicd way. In short, we must strive to 

be fully aware of what it is that our utterances name, of how they can either serve to cast 

"things as they exist" in relief, or, when naively and abusively handled, under shadow.88 

Herein lie the twin horron of any phüosophy of critique. On the one hand, that 

some or d l  of our words might not have perfectiy transparent uses, might not ody 

function as durable containers of the naniral facts, but as weli, in and of themselves, draw 

us into a kind of mystery that annihilates or passes al i  understanding, leaves us somehow 

exposed or in Iimbo, near to witiess, dumb, qillte beside our conscious selves.89 On the 

other, that some persons in society are bbguilty" of using language in moraliy and 

politically debased ways, realize a certain, irresistible pleasure in shamelessly deploying 

it as a "powerfid instrument of Error and Deceit." Conceming the f î t  dread, Taylor 

If we use [words] to marshal ideas, they must be transparent. We must be 

able to see clearly what the word designates. Othe*se where we think we 

are iissembluig our ideas to match the real, we will in fact be building 

cades of illusion, or composing absurdities. Our instruments will have 

taken over, and instead of controlling we shall be controlled- 

Lodie. An ikwy Concemihg Human Undemanding? 279-81. 
89 tockt no doubt wouid have &testeci Philo's toleraiion of the idea, in Bntns's wotds. that "Everyttnng . - - is to be 
taken as a trope." The inescapable "motion" of langnage, its capa5ty to cany on or, then again, 'carxy' things 'over,' 
taking this ar tinw something always as something, is üuiy a predïcament for ttie modem critic. Consider wtiat Paul De 
Man Etas to say regardhg Locke's attempt tu resoive the question of "motionn by seekiag to deke  instead of translate 
or aiiegorize 'if  via the term 'passage': "Locke's own 'passage' is hund to continue this perpenial motion that never 
moves beyond tautaIogy; motion is a passage and passage is a ttansiatîon; translation. once means motion, p h  
motion upoa motion.. It is no mere play of words that 'translate' is transIated in German as 'ubersefzen' which itseif 
translates the Greek 'metaphoreUr' or metaphor," Ln a desacralized world the fact of flgwah'on evokes, in the 
empincist, a powerfiil Ionging for seif-control, in the deconstructionist, an equalIy powecfbl sense of the 
"undeclecl~büity" of meanin& More on this below in Chapter Two- 



[This would bel . . . to slip into a kind of slavery; where it is no longer 

I who make my lexicon, by definitional fiat, but nther it takes shape 

independently and in doing this shapes my thought. (226) 

A succinct expression of the second, related dread is Locke's notion, written up in 

Book III oFAn Essay Concerning Human Understanding, that rhetoric is nothing but an 

abusive, binding force, a "perfect cheat" which only draws the spirit of the individual into 

the slavishness of the crowd.90 Again, Locke does not conceive of rhetoric as an 

epistemological problem, a naturai hult of language itself, but a mord and politicai abuse 

inflicted by those "who love to deceive." As such, rhetoric needs to be cast out of the 

place "where Truth and Knowledge are concemed"; and so, good to his word, Locke 

sweeps it abmptly outside the house of epistemology. As Geoff Bennington writes: 

"Rhetoric, the 'perfect cheat', is introduced and expeiled in [a] single section, given 

neither detailed discussion nor detailed remedies. There is no need, says Locke, to List the 

various 'anificial and figurative application of Words Uoquence hath invented', because 

that is already the job of rhetonc itself, and is thus already in the domain of the cheat. . . . 
Rhetoric is not an imperfection, it is aperJect cheat; and if it is abuse, it is not a local and 

comgible abuse, but a counter-move to Tmth and Knowledge in generaC791 

Further, it's arguable that Locke's profond fear of error and deceit is akin to that 

which feeds Kant's longing to escape fkom ail modes of what he termed "seif-induced 

immaninty," that state of living in-fancy which an amul rhetoric only serves to 

perpetuate? That is, anyone who chooses (in ail sincerity) to take up Kant's challenge to 

be a Copemican rebel, anyone who dares to know, is not, can never be, in his manner of 

Set Denis Donoghue's insightfd discussion of the modem subjcct's agonihg over the opaque spirit of 'crowds' in 
Behg Modern Together (Georgix Scholars Press, 199 1). 
91 Geoff Bennlligton, T h e  Perfat Ch= Locke and Empi~cimi's Rhetork.'' 106. 
92 Immanuel Kant. V h a t  is Enlighanmeot?" in Immcmuel Kmt: Pltilosophicaf Wnrings, ed Emst Behler (New York 
Continuum, 1991). Elsewhere, fie writes: "Force and elegance of speech (which togetherconstiaite rhetoric) beiong to 
fine art; but oratory. king the art of playing for one's own purpose upon the weaknesses of men flet tEüs purpose be 
ever so good in intention or even in fact) m&ts no respect whatever-" The Cririque of Judgemettl. Part 1. Section 53. 



thinking and speaking, either child-like or adolescent. In contnst, the delinqueme of 

rhetoric is glaringly obvious -- it is, as Locke says, the art of "wilhil Faults and Neglects," 

a perverse carelessness, a violent kind of playfulness.93 So too foilows the idea, put more 

strongly in a recent essay by Teresa De Lauretis, that once rhetoric is linked to violence, 

"the two terms begin to slide, and, soon enough, the connection will appear to be 

revenible. From the Foucauldian notion of a rhetoric of violence, an order of language 

which speaks violence - names certain behaviors and events as violent, but not others, 

and constructs objects and subjects of violence, and hence violence as a social fact - it is 
easy to slide into the reverse notion of a language which, itself, produces violence. But if 

violence is in language, before if not regardless of its concrete occurrences in the world, 

then there is dso a violence of rhetoric, or what Demda has called "the violence of the 

letter.' '94 

Following out a similar line of thought in an essay entitled "Language and 

Power," Bruns briefly recounts the taie of "Korax, the legendary inventor of rhetoric." As 

B r u s  tells it, the SiciLian people had for many years been d e d  by tyrants whose appetite 

for power was such that "they forbade their subjects to speak. Discourse is the priviiege 

of tyranny - and this, it nims out, was Korax's basic insight." 

The overthrow of tyranny produced democracy, which conterred the nght 
to speak on everyone, but Korax saw that with everyone taking and no 
one being heard, no one had dominion- It is in the midst of democratic 

clamor that Korax rÏses and persuades the crowd to be silent. Moreover, he 

teaches others how to do the same. In fact, Korax had been counselor to 
the tyrants. The whole lesson of rhetoric, it tunis out, is not how to speak 
but how to render others speechless. One recaiis the compla.int of Socrates 

93 hckr An Ersay Co~u'emüzrg H w ~ n  Cinderntanding. 274. 
94 ~eresa ~e Lauretu. Technologies ofGen&r= Essays on Theory, FiUrt, and ficrion (Blwmingto~ Indiana Univernernty 
Press, 1987). 3 2  



that the trouble with spellbinding speeches is that they Ierve him at a loss 

for words. Rhetoric is the recuperation of tyranny by means of IanguageR 

In other words, the power of naming, the power of corr;illing the singular, can be, 

or  better still, is inexorably linked to violent acts of ethicai and political manipulation, 

and funher, to material control. A trenchant example of such a base union can be found 

on display in a museum at Oxford University. There, as Sabina Lovibond wrily notes, one 

may End "attractively painted on some wooden truncheons once carried by the (now 

disbanded) University police force," the motto of that venerable institution of Western 

thought - Dominus illuminario mea ('The Lord is my light')!6 In short, one might say 

thai those who corne to possess and manipulate a living Ianguage selfconsciously are 

able, if they so choose, to put it not only into play but into the deplorable service of what 

is best termed their Whirn. This is, of course, what the sophists of the Greek 

Enlightement made abundantly clear (to Plato and bis school, at any rate) for perhaps 

the E s t  t h e .  Masters of rhetoric have, Bruns wcites, the "power of death, abduction, or 

the captivation of another's will." 

nie  bully lesson of rhetoric, then, as it has been practised through the centuries by 

Korax and his sophistical brethren, is that being spoken of or about, being written down 

or classed or recorded by eloquent but self-indulgent others, c m  be a devastating, utterly 

disarming expenence, even perhaps, a "spinting-away. . . . Suddenly one has been made a 

figure or, more accurately, an @gy of spezch."97 On this view, which is so politicdly 

drawn anci charged, which judges rhetoric to be merely a fickie, heinous thing, a style of 

discourse which all too ofien and very slyly cornmits us to ail kinds of forgeiy and self- 

betrayal, it is irnperative that 1 stniggle for words; for 1 have aiways stniggled with 

powerful &ers for words; and I will likeIy always struggle against them for the right to 



speak, for the freedom to say what 1 acnially mean, what 1 honestly beiieve and hope, 

what I alone know; or else, suffer being accounted for in their terms, in terms of their 

capricious desire. This is how an enlightened, critical self-undentandhg emerges: in the 

intelligent or volüntary revû!t against whatever works to authorize by illegitimate means, 

through subterfuge, deceit, or disguise. 

Now, to take Eagleton strictiy on his word, this means remaining attentive to how 

you stand in regard to what encroaches or bears down upon you under banners 

emblazoned with Tradition or History. To the critical tyro, that is, such words cm only 

herald a sort of spell-binding phalanx of Ideas, compelling aii who are incautious to 

submit and step in, receive its custom-made notions, humbly or slavishly. Critics must 

not becorne, as Gadamer remains, "grossly cornplacent" in how they perceive things and 

events. They must find the discipline to get out of, and thereafier resist f d h g  into, the 

age-old habit of being ail ears, and nothing but. Eagleton's point has aIl the force of 

Enlightenment conviction, plainly wntten up by Locke in his Essay, that 

Many men f d y  embrace fdsehood for cnith, not only because they 

never thought othemise, but aiso because, thus blinded as they have been 

fkom the beginning, they never codd think othenvise, at Ieast without a 

vigour of mind able to contest the empire of habit, and look into its own 

principles; a freedom which few men have a notion of in rhemselves, and 

fewer are aiiowed the practice of by others; it being the great art and 

business of the teachers and guides in most sec& to suppress, as much as 
they cm, this fundamental due  which every man owes himseIf, and is the 

h t  steady step towards nght and truth in the whole train of his actions 
and opinions? 

If 1 undentand, the upshot of these critical rerninders is a two-part, politicai-wîU 

strategy. First of a& refuse to iisten, stop blindly taking things on tnist, withdraw from 

the "ever-flowing river's" edge, eschew your Me-the membership in the club of 



Common Sense; and thereupon, start querying the ail-too-obvious, begin acquiring and 

pnctising the rneans and techniques of drastic, relentless interrogation, espouse strategies 

for coming to grips with the severai differences and conflicts which the priests and 

devotees of tradition routinely gloss over. Now one is bound solely by one's reasoii to 

determine why and when it is nght to trust, and the obligatory first step in g a m e ~ g  such 

a knowledge is to educe how given pnctices and institutions opente, how they are 

actually fashioned and reproduced, and most importantly, how they secretly privüege and 

realize the interests of a powemil few, while thwarting or discreetly overhauhg the 

desires of marginal others.99 As Bruns writes, "Within the context of a hermeneutics of 

suspicion secrecy is nothing less than the object of suspicion itseif. It is the condition, not 

of understanding, but of disguise or deceit. . . . [It] is a category of power rather than of 

thought."lm In sum, instead of merely accepting Gadamer's hermeneutics of belonging, 

the aspinng cntic ought to adopt, for pragrnatic Rasons aione, a hermeneutics of 

suspicion. '0 

So: what is enlightenment? It is the Freedom achieved in the present through 

rational disclosure and reappraisal, the careful, progressive resolution of long-revered 

mystenes and enigmas, a perpeniai inquest into the substance of everyday habits and 

beliefs, common modes of behavior, unjustified clWns and conjectures, and thereupon, 

the tidy restnichuing of what w e  determine to be m e  into a truiy moral realm. It is to 

suppose that in the long run, and with the right critical orientation, the= will be no  

mystery whatsoever about the reality of history, or the nature of tradition, but a pefiect 

moral order, Say, after Kant, ' a  whole of ail  ends ui systematic connection, a whole of 

99 The limitations and possibilities of certain mntemporary notions of strategic action are pmvoatively explored in 
Mette HjOrt, ï 7 ~  Smtegy of leuers (Cambridge, MA : Harvard University Press* 1995). 
la, Geraid L Bruns. Invuu0n.s: Wriring, T d r y .  and Undet~tanàing in Litcrary H k o r y  (New Havea- Yale 
University Press* l982), 17, 

1 use the phrase "hermenwtics of belooging" in place of Ricoeur's "hemeneutics of faith." Gadamer's idea of our 
klonging to tradition, if 1 understand, desaibes the recognition we give to ~ - t i o n ' s  authonty, rather than our naive 
sub-ence to i t  Belonging is a 'Ionging to be wiW that is, a yeaming to stand near to or, better stilL a WilIingness to 
be a neighbour to others, who may appear both strange and familiar- The notion expresses, therefore, what Gadamer bas 
discussed as the "hermeneutid significance of tempord distance.* See T d  mrdMerItod, esp. 29 1-300. 



ntional beings as ends in themselves as well as of the particular ends which each may set 

for himseIf."~0~ Because a philosophy of critique is at root a philosophy of judgement in 

Ricoeur's sense, it is necessarily drawn to an ideal of self-transparency. 103 

To put it in this way, however, is not to suggest that critics like Eagleton have 

çhosen to deny the vicissitudes of judgement or that they faii to recognize that a critical 

reason has its iimits. They are aware that clear and distinct understandings are obviously 

difficult to achieve, certain kinds of perspectives near to impossible to obtain. In this 

respect, a post-MiUXian intellectud such as Eagleton has moved quite beyond Locke (and 

Descartes) in recognizing that one doesn't ever gain what Thomas Nagel once parodied 

as that "view from nowhere." Eagleton would doubtless concur with Bruns that 

"[c]onstmctionalism rnakes it impossible to determine a nonideological place where the 

unmasking of false objectivity cm go on; speaking a language is not a trait anyone cm 

lose while retaining the power of critique." But, as Bruns is quick to rernind us, "this only 

intensifîes the problem of authority vis-à-vis the contlict of interpretations, for what 

awareness of finitude seems to entaii is a heightened sensitivity to the unequal circulation 

of power in any system. This was Nietzsche's insight: the poverty of reasons magnifies 

the problem of power. The paradox of reason is that it cannot just* itself rationaily but 

only insmunenra&."IW In supposing, therefore. that authority is a massive problem for 

the individual, but one which can be adequately dealt with through ideological critique, a 

conviction which fuels his womes over Gadamer's apolitical use of 'we' as weU as the 

philosopher's seemingly medieval obeisance for history and tradition, Eagleton is 

recognizabiy a modem cntic. His attitude is nothing less than Lockean in both its 

suspicions and its faith. 

Io* immanuel Kaoc FoWlCiLlliom of ihe Meraphysics of Morais* trans. T- K. Abboa (Buffaor Rometheus Bwks. 
1987). 
IO3 For o succinct aaount of how this ideal motivates the thought of Habermas. among others. see Gianni Vattho. 
The Tmnsparent Sociery (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1992). esp, 12-28. 105-20, 

The New Philosophy? Cofwnbia Lirm* HLtmry of the Wcd Smrrr, 1055; emphasis added 



cri tical 

In the end, however, a Fundamentai question remains unanswered: cm the kind of 

philosophy Eagleton espouses be sufficiently responsive to the Nietzschean 

rejoinder? In trying to articulate a "resistance to convention," does Eagieton adhere to the 

now popular "convention of resistance"; in other words, does he assume in too casuai a 

manner, as  James Tuiiy wntes, "that the only fiee and rationai way of thought and action 

is one governed by a canonicd type of cntical reflection?"o5 Would he agree, for 

instance, that judicious inquiries ought to be conducted into the dogmas of ideologîcai 

critique itself? And how exactly (if at al1 exactiy) does one go about doing just that? In 

a& how does one take up Foucault's question - what is the cost in adopting the cntical 

ideai of authonhip, that is, a certain, methodicd way of speaking and writing, the way of 

an unaided reason? 

The modem science of criticaI thought is prone, 1 mean, and Eagleton's work is 

an apt example of this tendency, to imagining, as Locke did, that authority is 

hindamentally a kind of property some of us manage to have or have not, and in lesser or  

greater quantities. (Hence, the decidedly politicai equation - authority = power = 

domination = violence - which recent criticai thought derives from Kant's sharp 

distinction between the political and mord reaims.l(J6) This tendency springs from the  not 

unwarranted idea that over the centuries a select number of pesons and institutions have 

inhented authority, not for particularly good reasons, but according to the convertiible 

Rules of Faith and Might; that authority has been and still is, for the most part, ntually, 

secretly, arbitrarily deposited into the right hands, Le., into the han& of those who would 

conserve it, keep it as their pnvilege rather than ensure its fair and democratic circulation. 

Thus, the cntical theorist will argue, it is only rarely (or relatively late) in history that 

los  mes Tdiy. Wittgenstein and Politicai Phûosophy: Understanding Ractices of Critical Reffction," Polircd 
Theory, VOL 17, No. 2 (May 1989). 173. The p h a s e  "convention of &tancem is drawn fiam Richard Poirier. Tire 
Remval of Liremture: Emersonian Rejtections (London= Eaber & Edber. 1987), 26-29, 
lo6 For a gwd diuussion of how K .  deduces this point see Chiules TayIor, 'Kant's Theury of Frredom" in 
Phifosophy d the H u m  Skiences (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, f 985). 



authentic thoughts have been earned via the labours, or better still, according to the 

juridicial economy and benevolence of a truly critical rationality. one which could gnsp, 

Say, the universal relations of concepts and intuitions or the relations of capital 

production or, then again, as Habermas proposes, those of communication. 

Now when the idea of adition is exposed as a groundess belief which serves the 

cause of only or di too human interests, when it appears to be merely a good promulgated 

by the memben of such Temples as the State, the Corporation, the Church, and the 

School, then the significance of practices of critical reflection would appear to principally 

reside in their capacity to rnake beliefs and their causes transparent to dl concerned. One 

becomes convinced here that a great deal depends on rationally deteminhg whose 

tongues get to inforrn powemil words. Hence the query: 'Who is authorized to use or 

deploy these temis?' which evokes in turn a second and a third: 'Why did this happen?' 

'How did it work out this way; and how might 1 best proceed, given that words are 

distnbuted in this irntional, unjust fashion?' Such questions lead the cntic to hone in on 

and unmask the phobic nature of modem edificial systerns or institutions of truth-telling, 

those vast "regimes ot truth" as Foucault caüed them, which serve to codke, repress or 

keep at bay anything in society which appears even remotely scudous or out of the 

ordinary. As a consequence, one is Ied to suppose that nowadays, the most potent, at any 

rate, the least dangerous mateg-y is to withdraw unto oneself (or perhaps into the 

Company of me-minded cntics), to "ruthlessIy forger any and ail tradition in order to 

more h e l y  speak.lO7 Until each of us obtaui answers that can truiy stand as reasons, and 

thus give us just cause for beiieving that now and in the future we can actually get on 

together, we must stand apart, "secretly famiüar,'' to use Eagleton's phrase, only to 

ourselves. Call this a joyless questing after joy, in which reasonableness gets identified 

lo7 Paui de Man, for insta- once deSncd modemity as a bhirtilas forgeaing," which is a gmd paraphrase of what 
Nieescite caiis for in his -y on the use and abuse of histoqc we seek "a past h m  which we may spring rather than 
that past fiom whicb we seem to have dÉnvedn See aiso the dlscussion of this in Hfirt, The Stmtegy of tetterst 
esp5aiiy Chapters One andTwo. 



with doubting everything that can be doubted.108 As Emrnanuaf Levinas writes, ". . . we 

want only a knowledge completely tested through our own evidence. We do not want to 

undeniand anything without knowing everything, and nothing c m  become known to us 

unless we have gone and seen for ounelves . . . . We want to iive dangerously, but in 

security, in the world of tniths. Seen in this manner, the temptation of temptation is . . . 
philosophy itself." 109 

in ail, two related questions come to the fore here, both of which lead me to hm 

finally to consider Habermas's theory of communicative agency. First, is the pull toward 

objectivity more plausibiy discussed as the fantasy of critical philosophy itself rather than 

of a i l  philosophy, and this because the former continues, against temfic odds, to hope that 

a hermeneutics of suspicion might gradually yield a world of miths agreeable to ail, what 

Kant, for his part, imagined as a "kingdom of ends"? And second, does such a fantasy 

have its ongins in too thin a conception of language; more precisely, in focusing almost 

whoily upon how persons speak in useful or abusive ways, by adopting, that is, a version 

of what L've discussed as the desigaative view, does critical philosophy eschew (to ifs 

perîl) the question of receptivity in language? In sum: does critique operate with a less 

than edQing, or better st i i l ,  with a highly uncharitable notion of what it means to receive 

the 'gW of others' speech, of how penons come to an understanding by thoughtNly 

i i n g e ~ g  in the rnidst of the dnfting Iyrîc of words?liO 

los The politicai philosopher. Lm Strauss. calleci Locke's docuine on human Lifi "the joyless quest for joy." Narural 
Righr and Hisrory University of Chicago Press, 19 ), 250, C ahde here as well to Wittgenstein's rejoùider to 
ikxams's idea of ntiouaiity: Tt may easiiy Iook as if every doubt mereiy nveaied an existiog gap in the foundations; 
so th* secure understandlng is ody possible if we 6rst doubt everything that can be doubted, and then remove these 
doubts-" Ludwig Wiugenstein, Philosophicd Imesngoriom* m. G. E M- Anscombe (Oxford: Basil BIackwcU, 
1958), Section 87- 

Krajewsiri, Tmehg with Hennes* 95. 
Io CL th notion of 'eharity' in Charles Taylor.Mulh'cullnmilum rind r l u  PoliriCs of Recognirion. e h  Amy Gumiann 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992)- 



m 
The question of critique 

Now, is this what Habermas's work reduces to in the long run, to the quasi- 

reiigious idea that people the world over could Live meetly, essentidiy by foilowing the 

revealed principles of rational discourse? I'm not certain thar it does. (It rnay do.1 1) 

Nevertheless, I think it is worthwhile to consider what Zeads Habermas to argue that 

criticai theory educes a universal rnorality by estabiishing the conditions for reaching 

rational agreement on what is and is not me. How, as I asked eariier, mîght we see his 

idea of consensual mith as mering in force and kind fiom Gadarner's discussion of 

coming to an understanding, which suggests, given its rhetoncal prejudices, that theones 

of politicai agency are inescapably rooted in an ethos, that justice has its ongins in 

virtuous action or praxis? Briefly, what motivates Habermas to argue for a procedural 

e thics? 

But why Habermas? Because in contrast to a polemist such as Eagleton, whose 

statements constitute a manifestoi12 of sorts, the work of Habermas is an original and 

compelhg account of how we ought best to determine meanin@ principles of just 

action both now and in the future. For instance, however one might judge in the end his 

I I Baides which. as I wmte in ihe introduction, my purpose in this w o t  is not CO argue in the muai anaiyticai style, 
say, for a version of Gadamerïan hermeneuâcs and against H;ibennasian critique on the whole. Instead of atternpting to 
provide an officiai or reaiiy durable interprem-on of any ûxt or set of ideas 1 want to read with an ezir to "the rough 
ground" as it were, which entaiIs, amongst other things, my becoming implicated in what is said writing in order m 
pactïcipate in certain ongoing discourses and equdy impottantiy, to ïntmduce (wherever ï'm able) t e m  that seem not 
to have ' h d  of each other &fore, Again, I'm prompteci to foilow Bruns's Iine of hermeneutical thought which. h e  
suggests, "shows a way out of the Nietzschean impasse of an endless conflict of intetpretations precisely because it 
shifts the question of understanding h m  the theoreticai plane oFseeing h m  a perspective to the practïcai piane of 
involvement and participation in an ongoing action, For Gadamer thïs is a shift h m  epirtemc to phronesis, as if the 
Kantian probIem could be (as many in fact think it can be) rewrïtten as an Aristoteliaa problem of practicai reoson. So 
with respect to a discourse or a text, v e m h  is les  knowlng what the text means in itseifthan it is kaowing how we 
stand with respect to it in the situittioa in which we End ourselved Given this approach, 1 don? beiïeve there is a plain 
truth to be beIosed about criticai pidosophy. that is, a pocketbook of its ideas that could be produceci and, given one's 
disposition and Iearning, be eithershelved and forgoûen or eIse taken up and put to good use somewhere, ou occasion, 
in my owa or another's writuig. 
l2 I'm thinking here of FranL Kennode's slarmicnc %anifestos, howevercalmly expressed. are generkdïy disposeci 

to prejudice: ch& ma& on ideology m u t  themselves be ideological, and a certain amount of misrepresentation of 
opposed positions, whether wiiied o r  mereIy generic, is no more tbau one shouId expect.., Frank Kermode. An Appetite 
for Poerry (Cambridge, MA: Himard University Press* 1989), 13, 



idea that the activity of reaching agreement is the "original mode" of using language, 

Habermas at least endeavours to be self-critical in a way Eagleton never is. Thus 

Eagleton cm. in one place, as we have seen, bernoan Gadarner's 'bcornplacent'T notion of 

tradition, yet in another, wistfully "recall criticisrn to its traditional role," a role defined 

by "se!f-confident," that is, propertied, English bourgeoisie in the early decades of the 

eighteenth century, that privileged and tiny "set of independent Free Burghers" who 

politely circulated amongst thernselves the "currency" of "rationality, not domination," 

whose gold standard was "truth, not authority."ll3 1 mean Eagleton seems quite adept at 

the rhetoric of critique, which rnight be aU to the good, except that he wants rather to be 

known for speaking to a universai tmth, the very rightness of his son of rationality. 

Unfortunately though, his arguments typicaily do not work to prove the reasonableness of 

his desire. Habermas, in contrast, remains tnie (as tme as one can imagine anyone 

remaining) to his idea that one ought to convince by the 'Torce of the better argument," 

that is, ensure one's claims are properly buttressed by defensible reasons. 

On the whole, therefore, Habermas's picture of criticai refiection may appeal to 

those who seek to retain the very idea of truth (however con£iicted and tendentious our 

uses of it may be), those who f d y  resist the counsel of neo-Nietzscheans like Rorty - 

that 'tmth' is nothing but a honorific tenn covering the "web of beliefs and desires" we 

find least contentious, or else, most to our m g  at this junctlile in time (Le., what '"we 

twentieth-century Liberals' or 'we hein to the historical con~gencies which have created 

more and more cosmopoiitan, more and more democratic political institutions"' have a 

r d  preference for). 14 Again, Habernias's plea for ratîonaiïty, which is one amongst 

several, which belongs, for instance, dongside the pragmatist's redescriptions of it,L1* 

1 13 Terry Eaglema, The Fw~ction of Crin'chn (London: V a o .  1984). 123.12 15-17. 
l4 Richard Rorty. Conrhgency, iimy, Md SoIidmiry (Cambridge: Cambridge University Rsr, 1989). 196. For a 

cecent ruid considerabie dixussion of the politicai uselûhess of tmth talk see B q  Men. T m h  UI Philosophy 
(Cambridge. MA: H anrard University Ress. 1995). 
15 Because, to echo Kamode's considerabk ihougiit on hose wbo contea and defend the idea ofa 'iiterary QMR' 

ench sirie har zo hm the other speak in order to complete iir own mgum~nt. 1 would add the hermeneutic point - in 
order m conhue  wzdersfanàtrg at di. Kennode, An Appetire for Poetry. 220. 



claims us, as Bruns might Say, in b'diverse, troubling, and productive ways," is Iinked to a 

binding issue for us, or more accuntely, an extended family of issues which c d s  for 

renewed understandings nther than final settlement. Briefly, we sense how crucial it is to 

speak of what is me (or not me),  althocgh in some radical sense we are not able ta 

explain or prove it. Why ever not though? 

Perhaps, as Bruns writes, because '+understanding does not stop with the 

determination of rneanings, but is an ongoing criticai refl ection in which we see ourselves 

and what matters to us in the light of the text, even as we see the text in the light of 

ourselves and Our interests. . . . For what is understood in a text is never reducible, for 

example, to another's meaning, rather what one understands, in the light of another's 

meaning, is a subject matter (Sache)."li6 In other words, one might thuik of truth here as 

something which intimately concerns those who find themselves "thrown" into a 

historical iife, a subject matter to which "self-interpretatixig animais" necessarily belong, 

through which understanding is partiaiiy, diversely constituted, and, as always, for better 

or for worse. In tum, one might imagine it, as Frank Kermode has imagiued the idea of a 

"secular canon," to be "a set of relationships seeking momentary forms, as a texture of 

relations between past and present, as a kind of state which, by virtue of interpretation, 

l6 Geraid L Bruns. Hermencutict. Ancient Md M o h  (New Haven: Yak University Press* 1992). L 1. Somctimes 
we fantasize, agaînst what experience reminds us of* that conflicts of interpretation occur at a public Ievel for the most 
part, that the smggle for understanding is, for insmce, a mdticulturai or interracial issue. It is Woe1y a matter of 
trying to understand wbat other ppIesT lives are about. wittiin and without our nation, Cm we determine what they 
mean to Live? Which is to suppose that in ordcr to resolve tfiese conflicrs, we require more and better descriptions rmd 
evaiuorions of wbat an 'aüen or marginalized comrnunity' h d s  praiseworthy. Because of our history and self- 
understandiog, we fmd their world somehow incornprehensiibIe, so we set out to explore it and, the fantasy goes, once 
aU the descriptions and evaluations are wcitten up. "ï'hey' can be incorporatecl into, added to our understanding, 
aiIegorized. But tküs is to f .  into what Taylorcaiïs* the "danger of seting ûur ways of acting and tHnking as the only 
conceivable oaes [Le, the only ones h m  wbich we can venture out, by which we can judge], That is exactly what 
etbnocentncity consists in. put] ~11derstanding other sociehehes [othercommunities] ought to wemh us out of this, it 
ought to aiter our self-mrdentanding" hstead of seeking to get out and about, by describing and evaluaring, we need to 
reverse the mvement of judgement, that is, h d  ourown ways of acting and thinking implicated put into question, You 
might Say, in short, that understandiag involves satire as weïi as degory. 

Furctte~llot~ and tbEs is not readEIy apparent in what Taylor -tes, such a criticai rum is a matter of putting 
individual self-understandings hto question. Ia other words, I need to hnd 'myseif' imptiuted here. 1 discuss this and 
reIated issues in Chapter Z 



contains its own subversive other."I 17 In line with these thoughts, one will ask: how 

would a critical theorist have me speak or write the tnith? What is at stake here? 

For over two decades now, Habermas has underscored the crucial role which "acts 

of communication" play in contemporary Western societies. Arguing for a revised 

version of the critical Mamian perspective, he has maiatained that the systematic 

relations of communication evident in today's nation-states serve primarily to repress the 

symbolic biographies of individuals, thus inhibiting their anainment of rational 

consciousness and authentic agency both within a given community and history in 

general. Whiie in the past he has argued that "social action can only be comprehended in 

an objective framework that is constituted jointly by language, labor, and power (or 

domination)," it now appean that Habermas believes issues around language require the 

most attention (i.e., are more basic) than the relations of social labour and production fmt 

identified by Marx in the last cenniry and more recently, for example, in the ideological 

studies conducted by various members of the so-caiied 'Franldurt School.' 11s In other 

words, in contrast to his predecessoa in the critical theory tradition, Habernas's work 

rests upon the premise that human needs in modemity are necessarily mainiained and 

interpreted through various modes of communication. Nonetheless, Habermas rernains, as 

did the Frankhirt School. "wholl'y distm@l of the niles of conduct which society as 

presently constituted provides its members."119 He shares with them the understandhg 

that the modes which now prevail (whethet or not these are best discussed as relations of 

production or language) tend to induce Mmaturity, what Max Horkheimer, for his part, 

l7 Kermode.An Appefite for Pocny. 17. Whkh is to rcpeat Bruns's point (wble discussing it in trnnr of critical 
thought) that "history is . - - aiways a twwdged sword It can be characterized in terms of what Gadamercaiis 
"efféctive-history.'' in whîch what is wn'tten lays a claim upon us - caiis upon us and Gadamer beiieves, enabfes us to 
enter into the truth of things; or it can be characterized in terms of the oedipal smiggie that Harold Bloom has dlxussed, 
where preoccupation with what bas been wrim d e s  the attempt to write a b I d y  busiaess. Whichever way we 
regard it, Liowever. what is cannot adeqyately be taken as so niany museum pieces to be admired from a 
distance, or in a disinteresmi (or enù'ghtened) spi& what is written, insofaras we undentand it at ail, aIways irnpinges 
on us in diverse, troubling and productive ways-" 
L8 Haknnas, -A Revïew of Gadamer's Tnuh Md Mc- 361- This airn is most appaimt in h i .  cecent wodc, Le, 

ï7te Philosophicai Discoume of M'&mi& tnns- Fiederi& Lawrence (Cambridge. MAr MlT Press, 1987)- 
L9 Max Horkheimer, "'ïmditioaal and CriticIl Tbmq? 230: emphasis addeci. 



denounced as the "worship of fricts and the attendant social conformism."~~0 Thus 

Habermas's argument: that in the institutionally-bound world of both capitalist and 

totalitacian States, individual primitive desires become symboiicaily aligned to, are 

typicaily reaiized in, modes of speech which are distorted, inexact, or one-sided, that is, 

which do not fuifil what he ternis the "conditions of argumentation." "We can," he writes, 

"summarize Our views by saying that rationality is a disposition of speaking and acting 

subjects that manifests itself in forms of behavior backed up by good reasons." 

Given this account of bbdistorted speech acts," Habermas has recentiy deheated 

what he believes are the "conditions of an ideai speech situation," the transcendental 

requirements of lreely and rationaiiy "coming to an agreement" through negotiatiod21 

Legitimate practical discourses, or the argumentative discourses realized in this "ideal 

community of communication," hc says, are characteristicaiiy rational and everywhere 

grounded upon three "taiidity cliiuns": nghtness, tnith, and sincerity. Briefly, a i l  

authentic, rational consensus cm (and must) be defended in tenns of these universal 

principles of communication: that is, by articulating the reasons for believing that any 

given agreement is just, mie, and sincere. 

Now two qualitative discriminations or "hyper-goods," to use Taylor's term of art, 

may be seen to stand at the back of this mode1 of rational discourse. The first is that 

rationality is consmied here as pruicipdy a matter of inquiring or proceeding in a weiI- 

defied, unhistorical way. This is not a substantive notion of reason, as it is characterized, 

for instance, in the Aristotelian model but a purely executive one, as Kant tned to make 

clear through the Critiques. Very simply, Habermas has argued that rationality is entïrely 

to do with how persons comunicate, how they negotiate a consensus, given certain, 

120 Horkbeimr. 'Traditional and Criticai Theory." 207. I aiiude h m  as weil to Kant3 notion that eniïghtmmmt 
means the courageous sheddïng of nseif-induced immatirrityc" "What is Enlighmment?." 1-1 Kmrc 
Philosophicai WritUgsw ,263, See &O DaIimayr. "Kant and Criticai Theory," 105- 
IZ1 Habamas contuids that i d d y  speakers seek 70 reach an undmtaoding: -- . . the telos of reafhing understanding 
is uiherent in the concept of speech" See *O Tuliy. "Wittgenstein and Potiticai Phiiosophy," 175- 



unconditional rules of hurnan Ianguage. Hence the theorist's devotion to the critical 

projec: of elucidating and establishing an enduring set of discourse procedures, or what 

he terms a "formal or universal pragrnatics." As Suzanne De Castell has observed, instead 

of formaking a set nf goods for practitioners to aspire to, "Habermas' proposal for 

practical action . . . takes the form of a body of procedures for negotiation in which 

procedure embodies principle."l*' Goo~,  that is to say, legitimate practices (cm) only 

emerge after (di concemed) individuals have fmt lemed how to direct their thinking 

according to the rules of emancipatory communication, that is, are able to conduct a fiee 

and open discussion about what matters to them because each and eveyme of thern 

foiiows the maxims of nght reason. Thus, in a rejoinder to Gadamer's work, Habermas 

states that "the cntical understanding of meaning . . . has to take upon itself the formai 

anticipation of a m e  life. . . . The idea of truth, which measures itself on a mie consensus, 

impiies the idea of a true Life. We could also Say: it includes the idea of being of age 

(Mundigkeit)."lu To practise critique requires, as 1 noted earlier, that individuals have a 

considerable discipline qua maturity, which means, for Habermas, that one acts "from a 

qualitatively higher motive than the merely prudential."l24 

The second discrimination Habermas makes is closely iinked to this notion that 

authentic communication is always and everywhere a matter of grappiing with the issue 

at hand in a dignified, senous manner. Coming to an agreement is only possible, he 

assumes, if a i l  interlocuters are on an equal footing, fke to argue their point of view and 

as well, M y  able to comprehend and accept the reasons which constitute the ''force of 

the better argument." As ALWi Gouldner &tes, ideological discounes like Habermas's 

are critical, and thus rational, because they deny the social authonty or status of the 

l* Suzanne de Caste& "On Writing of Theory and Pnctice," J o d  of rhr Phitosophy of E&cOtion. 46. 
Habarnas, "The Hermeneutic CIaïm (O Universalit< t98: emphasis added in a foomote to that text, the aansIator 

notes that *MfUlCIigku (otigindîy, M d =  mouth), here refers to one's ability as a competent, selfaeterminhg 
speakeLW 1 shaii r e m  to rhis in my discussion below, 
124 ~ a ~ l o r .  The Motivation Behind a Procedural Ethies" K m  & Poliri'col P&sop&. 348. 



speaker and demand that al1 public assertions about reality be subject to explicit, 

objective niles and standards. Rational discourse is based in "'an ability to speak about . . . 
speech," that is, it demonstrates a "retlexivity about [its] groundings."l~ Such an 

ideology is more or less a culturai critique, Gouldner writes, "a histoncaiIy developed set 

of rules for discourse which (1) is concemed to jus@ its assertions, but (2) whose mode 

of justiQing daims and assertions does not proceed by invoking authonties. and (3) 

prefen to evoke the voluntary consent of those addressed soiely on the basis of the 

arguments adduced" (39). 

One might Say that rational discourses, at any rate, as Habermas portrays them. 

are meaningful only to a literate, self-interpreting public, a community of "responsible 

and potent" subjects. These discourse practices, Gouldner says, must be seen as acts "in 

the public sphere" which demonstrate that the ideologue has transcended traditional 

familial or h s h î p  ties. In sviking contrast to societies where the rituals of everyday He 

dominate, the culture of criticai discourse permits, he argues, "Interpretations of the 

everyday He that are not possible within the ternis of everyday Me's ordinary language. . 
. . Ideologies become the self-consciousness of ordinary language . . ." (42). In other 

words, if properly appropriated adopted, or leamed, a critical discourse ethic such as 

Habermas's will serve to extrïcate people ftom imrnediate and aaditional social 

structures, help them elude the Iïxnits of the '4common sense" or limiting perspective of 

ordinary languages, thereby enabiing them to 'pumie projects they have chosen." (25). 

Habermas thus idealizes what Gouldner tenns a culture of "careful discourse." 

And such a culture, Gouldner writes, is 'partly grotmded in and reproduced by the speciai 

exîgencies of a printed communication that increasingly decontextualizes 

communication" (42). The written word supports and enhances the cautious dehierations 

of the ideologue, or the grammar and logic of rationai discourse, while it consnains and 



disables, to a large extent, the casuai, ciramatic style of oralists, or the affective, lyrical 

harkening of what the later Heidegger calls poetry. In dl: 

The mode1 of ntionaiity tacitly employed in the critique of ideology as 
flawed ntionality sees men [sic; passim] as properly bound only by the 
d e s  they cm articulately justiw. It premises men who have not spent 
their Iives in viable tribal, rural, or traditional communities; who, rather, 
have been uprooted and anomically detached; who are now bound together 
less by an unnoticed, hence unexaminable culture, and more by common 

interests; by comrnitments to which they may in part attend deliberately, 
and whose protection or pursuit is no longer W t e d  by traditional 

structures; and who have to 'negotiate' with one another, to come to terms 

and arrive at settlements, understandings, and alliances and who arrange 
exchanges through persuasion, rather than direct domination. Tt premises 

an ecology of speakers who cannot give one another orders, because they 
have a relative equality; who have some means enabling them to resist 
compulsion and who must therefore be persuaded 'rationaily.' (5 1) 

In a word, Habermas is attempting to consolidate the modem ideais of freedom 

and equality. The image here is of an intellecnial freedom whoily achieved through an 

egalitarian process of argumentation. In effect, it pays strong tribute to Kant's theoreticai 

search for a universal ethic of keedom even as it replaces his monological idea of 

deliberation with one of social debate and negotiation, of just action realued through fiee 

and moving public argument.'26 Habermas's version of discourse ethics belongs in the 

epistemological tradition because, as he writes, "ail cognitivist theones of ethics draw on 

an intuition which Kant expressed in his categoricai imperaiive''; the intuition, in Taylor's 

words, which runs: "If to be fiee is to foilow the mord law, and to act moraiIy is to see 

that the maxim of my action could be willed universaily, then fkeedom requîres that 1 

understand myself as  a human among humans. I have to understand myseIf as  standing 

*26 But this distinction has been suongly contestesi by other Kmtïan scho1ars. Sec lor instance, Albmht Weiïmtzr. 
"Efhics and Dialogue* The Persisteme of Mode~ty. 



under a law that applies as well to others, one that is not addressed to me alone, but to 

rationai subjects as such." 127 This is what Habermas understands and advocates; except 

that, in order to avoid the conundrums of Kant's philosophy of mind he redescribes 

Kant's imperative in terms of a generai law of human communication: "ody such n o m  

c m  daim validity which obtain (or rnight obtain) the consent of ail those aftected as 

participants in a practicai discoune."l?* Truth is found there, in that ideal consensus, "the 

quaiified consent of aU possible participants"; it is a process which is coeval with "a 

general will or, in Kant's frequently repeated formula, can become 'general law'."l= 

One might Say that Habermas is eager to renew critique's tie with Kant because 

otherwise (at any rate, on his viewl30) the Enlightenment yeaming to know the pure and 

simple tnith is merely what Nietzsche supposed it was ail dong, the arbitrary wiIi to 

power or domination. That is to Say, the critical theonst shares Kant's revulsion for the 

naturalistic idea of reason's utility, the idea, succinctly put by Hume, that since reason is 

the slave of the passions, it ought to serve to effect those passions, not spend a i i  its 

energies rnorally q u a m g  them. Kant and Habermas cannot abide this notion that 

reason is an instrument, a choiceworthy means to individual happiness, purely and 

simply. Instead, they declare it an end in itseif., an end, moreover, which is like no other. 

It may be a handy tool, but it also a unique and vital one, the very best any creature on 

earth possesses. As is his custom, Kant puts this rejoinder in no uncertain terms: the 

capacity to reason "is imparted to us as a practicai faculty, Le., as one which is to have an 

influence on the will. therefore . . - its true destination must be to produce a will, not 

lz7 Tay,, nKant's Tùeory of Freedom." PhiIosophy Md c l v  Humun Sciences, 326. 
L28 Iürgen Habermas. 'Discourse Ethics: Notes on a Rogram of Pbilosopbicai Justification" in Moml Conrcio-s 
rmd CorrrnUUIicorive Action, trans- Ctiristian tenhardt and Sbierry Weber Nichoisen (Cambridge, M .  MiT. Press, 
f990). 93. A theory of commm-cative action Ïs necessary, he writes eisewhere, because W e  paradigm of the 
pbilosophy of coosciousness is exhausted" The Philosophicai Discourse of M ' m i @ ,  296. 
129 Fied Dallmayr. 'Kant and Critical Theory" in Polir mtd P m x b  (Cambridge, MA: MIT Ress, 1984). 108. 
130 ~ h a t  is, on his view of what the enli@tgnment sought in generaL which was to establish a universal mord freedom. 
Here. the connecrion to Locke's idea that M o m  is iinked to naturat law becornes clwnz But the enfightenment &O 

includes Hobbes, Hume. Bentham and otbers who. of course, interpret the 'naturai facts' quite dinezentIy- 



rnerely good as a means to something else, but good in i t~el f ." l3~ Human freedom is not 

just having the licence and wherewithal to act according to one's inclinations, a state of 

whimsy (or in-fancy as 1 put it earlier) which cm be temfically enhanced by the god- 

given faculty of reasoning. The good life is not whatcver you are inclined to do, and c m  

do unhindered. Instead, it depends essentiaiiy upon how you will. The moraiity of free 

action resides "in the quaiity of the motivation which inspires it," a quality both Kant and 

Habermas believe îs formaiiy circumscribed by a procedurai rationaiity. "Everything in 

nature works accorcüng to laws," Kant wites, but "rational beings done have the faculty 

of acting according to the conception of laws, that is according to principles, i.e., have a 

wili" (93). The principal fault of utilitarian thought, according to Kant, is that it failed to 

espouse a ndicai enough notion of the wilI's fieedom. "Tt involved rejecting the spurious 

hienrchicd orders in nature," Taylor wrïtes, "but it did not estabiish the wWs 

independence from rnere de facto inclination. Kant made up both these inadequacies in 

one stroke: to act morally is to act from a qualitatively higher motive than the merely 

prudentid; and this motive, k i n g  defined procedurally, independently even of de facto 

ends, offers an even more exalted notion of fieedom."l32 This is what Habermas implores 

us to do - abide by the n o m  of our juridicial reason when we are of an age to speak 

reasonably. Speak in the way that rational persons are known to speak - maturely, in a 

n a d y  disciplined style. 

What is at stake îs brought well into relief here, in Habermas's notion of fieedom. 

One couid Say that the cntical theorist is held captive, as Locke and Kant were before 

him, by the picture of rational "generosity" Descartes so effectively drew over three 

centuries ago.133 Just iike his predecessors in the epistemological tradition, Habermas is 

steadfast in his beiief that indubitable knowledge will only be properly gained by our 

l3 K a n ~  Fwtdamenmt Prùicipfes of the Meqhysic of MomLr. 20-21. 
L32 ~ a ~ l o r .  "The Motivation bebd  a Roadurai EthicS." Kmtr & Polin'cd PhiIosopIry, 348. 
L33 f draw here upon Taylofs disnwsion of Dcsgncs's id= of enlightmed generosity in Chaprer 8 ofSoumes f l r h c  
Sel$ 



adhenng to certain transcendentai, rnorally correct procedures; more exactly, by 

organizing and cldfying one's understandings according to how true, right, and sincere 

they are, by mature refiection that anticipates a mode of perfect, happy 

communication. 134 

Of course, Habermas and Descartes differ radically in where each situates the 

Archimedean point of rational method. It is well enough known that Descartes envisions 

a self-contained universe of the cogito (albeit one that has God as its condition). On his 

view, one escapes the ordinary and contingent by resolutely niniing within, building 

certainties upon the bedrock of doubt itself. Habermas, on the other hand, imagines our 

consuucting a perfect society of carehil discourse, one in which, as Albrecht Welimer 

argues, "reason would have emancipated itseif fiom its dependence on ordinary language, 

. . . attained that post-hermeneutic state which was . . . 'the original ciream of logical 

empiricism.'"135 By picturing it this way, the thinker hopes to evade the labyrinthîne 

probiems of the Cartesian mode1 of knowiedge as the clear and distinct representation of 

ideas in the individuai subject's mind. Nonetheless, the cntical theory of discourse 

hhges, as Descartes's meditations do, upon the idea that "Rationality is how you think, 

not whether the outcome is substantiaiiy correct."136 It just puts this notion in the 

stronpst possible tem. much as Kant did: the intercourse of human beings is rationûi 

agency. And the m t h  of that intersubjective agency Lies in the fact that acts of 

communication foiIow universal rules. 

i34 The goai of univexai pragmatia. m i t a  Habermas, is to udescnk exactly that fimdamentai system of rula that 
adult subjects master to the extent that they can Mii the conditions for a happy employment of sentences in 
unerances, no mmer CO which panicuiar Language the sentences may belong and in which accidental langnzige the 
utterances may be embedded" Conun~~~'carion and the Evolun'on of Sociery, 26. 
lu WeUmer. "Ethics and Diaiagir- The Persîsreftce of M'dem-~~ 174. But Habernuis is not uguing thar rarionality 
must be superimposeci to the ordinary worId. in adumbrating the conditions of a i l  ma- cight-mhded comm~cafïoa 
he is reveding what is extant in everyday modes of speech, though much cepresseci: as he argues it, in Iembg to 
c o m m u n i ~  each and every human king is drawn to doubt according to the yardstick ofurearhing an agreement" 
which is, as I've said. necessarily three validity claims long, 
136 Taylor. Somes of the SeIf. 86. 



IV 
Conclusion 

"A theory that makes mies ultimate," Taylor writes, "satisfies [the] modern drive 

to freedom, universality, and criticd distance." This is exactly what Habermas attempts to 

do in his studies of communicative action - satiate this urge by delimiting the necessary 

maxims of nght argumentation, an ethic that is, in his words, "'deontoIogicai. cognitivist, 

formai, and universalist" in character, and nothing more.137 As speakers, we foilow rules 

for telling the truth, mies of discourse that preserve the individual's sense of dignity and 

freedom, d e s  which are self-regarding - and these niles cm be scientifically discove~d 

and validated, as his discourse ethic tries to do. 

Of course, Gadamer believes that this idea of truth teiling or, better, of 

deiiberately arrivîng at the tnith, is naive at best. Reaching an understanding is not, on his 

view, simply a matter of negotiating an agreement according to nght reason. He considen 

Habermas to be very misguided, then. in his effort to put ail speech, or my speech 

purponing to be intelligible, wholiy under the control of a cntical science. Above all else, 

this is because a procedural ethic cannot adequately address the issue of application, of 

how speaking to the mith in a 'p~cipied'  way leads us to act well, that is to Say, how it 

serves to disclose "what is humady good, what is good in terms of human action" (Tmth 

a d  Method, 3 12). Very simply, Gadamer reckons that one needs an ethic to produce 

moral knowledge, that is, knowledge of what one is to do in this or that situation, rather 

than an objective or "'pure' knowledge de tachedm any particu1ar kind of being"(3 14). 

This kind of practicd knowledge is not obviously gained via any discourse ethic. In a 

word, those "rnerely prudential" or rhetorical styles of thought which Habernas banishes 

in theory corne to the fore in a philosophical hemieneutics. 

137 Taylor, "The Motivation M d  a Procedurai E<hic," Kmir & Pofirical Philosophy, 347. Habermas provides a 
succinct account of the stams and import of& theory in "Moraiity and Ethicai Lifi Does Hegel's Cririque of Kant 
apply ta Discourse Ethies?," Mord COILF~UUSMSS and Commtaiicative Acfiort. 195-215- See aiso Dallmayr.. "Kant and 
cntical Theory," esp, 109-21- 



Curiously enough, Habermas himself admits that moral philosophies of the 

 ant th sort are "'specialized in questions of justification," are not really constructed to 

deal with "questions of application." In another essay. the niticai thinker honestly 

wondes how a procedural ethic is to "face up to the difficult issue whether the 

app1iWtion of rules in concrete cûses does not require a type ofprudence or  reflective 

j ~ d ~ ~ m e n t . " ~ ~ ~  Yet he resists, for reasons that go undisclosed there, broachuig even 

m~t~t le ' s  idiuential meditation on the nature and extent of practical judgement in 

RhetO& (a critical, systematic reconstruction of the art of finding topics if ever there was 

one); in fine, Habermas's work fails to consider, perhaps is incapable of considering, the 

~ O W O -  whkh moves us  to believe and know this to be m e  and not just anything which is, 

if 1 understand, the ethical point of rhetorical philosophy.'39 Not so Gadamer, who 

belieces that speaking to the tmth as the occasion warrants ought in itself to rnove us to 

act cdirectly. Thus, in Tnrth and Method, he writes that 

moral knowiedge, as Arktotle descriies it, is clearly not objective 

Lnowledge - Le., the knower is not standing over against a situation that 

De merely observes; he is directly confionted with what he sees. It is 
sornething that he has to do. 

Obviously this is not what we mean by knowing in the realm of 
science, Thus the distinction b a t  Aristotle rnakes between mord 
bowledge (phronesis) and theoretical knowledge (episteme) is a simple 

one, especially when we remember that science, for the Greeks, is 

~presented by the mode1 of rnathematics, a knowledge of what is 

unchangeable, a knowledge that depends on proof and that can therefore 
Be leamed by anybody. . . . The human sciences stand closer to moral 
bowledge han to that kind of 'theoreticai' knowledge. They are 'moral 
sciences.' Their object is man and what he lmows of himsel. But h e  
tcnows himself as  an acting king, and this kind of knowledge of himself 

k38 H S . ~ ~ W S .  'Mornlity and Ethicai LifcwMorzzf Consciowzess and C o d a t i v e  Acrion, 205. 
139 ~ b t  sease do we give to Habermas's cfaim that in foiiowing the procedure of a discourse ethic individuais will 
corne tQ fmiy recognize and accept the "force of the beûer argmnent"? The force or motivation behmd our believing 
someHag tu be tme is, of course, what the f i e t o r i d  mdïtion had for centuries tried to distinguisb 



does not seek to establish what is. An active being, rather, is concemed 
with what is not always the same but cm aiso be different. In it he can 

discover the point at which he has to act. The purpose of his knowledge is 

to govern his action. (3 14) 

Think of this then as the central question motivating Gadamer's enqujr in Tnrih 

and Mrthod: what enables us to act in the everyday world? Or, then again, how do we 

find or experience ourselves as reasonably govemed by the histoncai and contingent, Say, 

by what always surpasses the truth of our techne, repeatedly thnists us out of the 

exquisite routines of critique and into doubt, into mystery? It is this question, in my 

opinion, which prompts Gadamer to discuss how self-understandings emerge or occur in 

response to tradition's caii; more exactly, in terms of how the mith of history puts claims 

upon us or draws each of us to act for more or less good reasons, (and what may be 

worse) for reasons which are often logicaily inexplicable because they are occasional and 

fmtastîc, patheticdly nestled in their circumstances, pathological, as it were. 

As I've tried to make clear in this chapter, a philosophy of critique or judgement 

cannot address what is at issue here; in fact. it serves unwittingly to discredit the 

historical question because it seeks to comprehend the experîences of a subject solely in 

terms of their lawfulness or not. Such a labour in effect resolves "the problem of the 

singular, of what doesn't fit in, of what goes its own way" by writing it off as 

unthuikable, indeterminate, superfluou, infantile-im In the end, these reminders of the 

pathos of experience r e m  me to Gadamer's rejoinder to Habermas, which 1 quoted early 

on in the chapter: "Rhetoric . . . korn oldest tradition has been the only advocate of a 

c l a h  to truth which defends the probable, the eikos (verisimüe), and that which is 

convincing to ordinary reason, against the claim of science to accept as true oniy what 

BNOS. Henneneurics. Ancient and Modmr, 260-61- Bnuis plon'des a provocative account of the issue of the 
singular in the final chaptér of  this book See esp, 260-66, 



cm be demonstrated and tested!"lJI Suffice it to say that the rhetoricd tradition. to which 

the thought of hermeneutics belongs, discovers aletheia by recollecting the way of 

experience. Of course, the way of experience can be productive in the scientific sense 

because it regularly yields a End of knowledge that is verifiable. But to think of 

'experience' as "vaiid oniy if it is confirmeci" and hence. to suppose that "its dignity 

depends on its being in principle repeatable" is to fail to corne to an understanding of "the 

inner histoncity of experience" (Tmth and Method, 347,346; emphasis added). Again, 

mhe specific problem that the human sciences present to thought is that 
one has not rightly grasped their nature if one mesures them by the 
yardstick of a progressive knowledge of regularity. The experience of the 
sociohistorical world cannot be raised to a science by the inductive 
procedure of the natural sciences. Matever 'science' may mean here, and 
even if dl historicd knowledge includes the application of experimental 
universals to the paaicular object of investigation, k~storical research does 

not endeavour to grasp the concrete phenomenon as an instance of a 

universal rule. The individual case does not serve only to confïrxn a Iaw 
from which practical predictions can be made. Its ideal is rather to 

understand the phenomenon itself in its unique and histoncal concreteness. 

(4-5) 

An ethics of interpretation thus nnds itself continually drawn toward the question 

of where we find ourselves, of how it happened that we are so, and aot otherwise. It 

endeavours to show the pathetic truth of our circumstances and, in the attempt, betrays its 

faithfulaess to the 'inoer histoncity of experience'. In Vatùmo's words, 

hermeneutics "has sought, for ethical reasons, to afnrm historicaüty as belonging: the 

experience of truth does not occur in the reflection of an object by a subject committed to 

I4l Rent Pascai puts this elegantly in a passage of Pensees -One must hiow whm it is rïght to d o u b ~  to to 
subrnit Anyone who does achenivise does not understand the force of reason, Some men m cuimter to those three 
prïncipfes, either affbmhg that everything can be proved because they know nothhg about pmof, or doubting 
everything, because they do not know when to submit, or dways subm-tting be.cause they do not know when judgement 
is caiïed for-" Quoted in Dupré, Pawage CO Modenu'fy, 85- 



self-transparency, but rather as the articulation - or interpretiition - of a tradition (a 

language, a culture), to which existence belongs, and which it reformulates in new 

messages sent to other interlocuters. Ethical life and historicality coincide hereW.I4* What 

matters is that one cornes to an understanding of what is being lived out in the midst of 

othen rather than, Say, get to the bottom of things, once and for all. That is why 1 set out, 

in the next chapter, to recollect the thought belonging to the "kind of person" or "fom of 

consciousness" Egan cails “ironie". '43 To what iraditions or culture dues irony belong? 

Initiaiiy, 1 suppose, to the enlightenment of science and poetry: the tmth and aesthetics of 

irony evinces its enduring links to the epistemological tradition. 

14' Gianni Vaitho, Thc T~p.rtpparerzr Society (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Rey, 1992). 112-13. 
143 Kierim Egna 7nc EiIwated MUrd- How Cagnirivw TwLr Sitape our ü"derst4nditlg (Chicago: The Univ-ty of 

Press. 1997l.140- 



Where do we find ourselves? 
On the science and poetry of 'seifexperience '144 

Charity is forced on us; - whether we iike it or not, if we want to understand 
others, we m u t  count them right in most matters. - Donald Davidson, "On the Very idea of a Conceptual Scheme" 

1 have long since lemed not to rely on men, these bubbles however swoiien 
and glittering, soft and inviting, are not fit to be leaned on, and whocver shall 
make [hem his support shall [ind them nothing but a little gilded air. - Locke, Two Treatises on Govenunent 

Where do we h d  our 'selves' today? A quick and easy mswer to the 

question might be, By way of expenence. The evidence for any self lies in the matter and 

continuance of its expenences. But, on the face of it, thÎs response seerns to merely trade 

one vague or enigmatic t e m  for another; or what may be wone, confounds their 

rneanhgs, renders hem pretty weU synonymous with each other. As Ioan W. Scott 

m e s ,  "'experience,' whether conceived as internai or extemal, subjective or objective, 

establishes the prhr existence of individuals. When it is defied as intemal, it is an 

expression of an individual's being or consciousness; when extemal, it is the material on 

which consciousness then acts." In other words, when naively taken up and use& 'self 

and 'expenence' circle viciously, that is to Say, ideologicdy. ''Talking about experience 

in these ways," Scott explains hrther, "l& us to take the existence of individuals for 

Where do we thd ounelves? is the opening ihe of Raiph Emman's 1 2 x ~ c e ' '  in nir Sttected Wrirrngs of 
Rdph Walda Einerso~ ed. Brooks Atkiwon (New York: Modem Library* 1992). 307- 



granted (expenence is something people have) rather than to ask how conceptions of 

selves (of subjects and their identities) are produced. It operates within an ideological 

construction that not only makes individu& the staning point of knowledge, but that also 

naturdizes categories such as man, woman, black, white, heterosexual, and homosexual 

by treating them as characteristics of inciividuals."145 In what foiiows, I try to take heed 

of Scott's critical remarks. Given the hunch that (in an ided liberai world) being ironic 

would mean being perfectiy singular in chancter, and thus characteristicaily wilfbl and 

romantic in one's style, in the rnanner in which one coped with or faced up to the 

ordinary, I think it wise to fist of ail enquire as to how 'self and 'experience' appear 

(and get confounded) in cenain of exemplary romantic texts. Two poems, that is, which 

stand as testaments to the inith and aesthetics of romanticism, early and late - William 

Wordsworth's Tintern Abbey and Robert Frost's Mending Walt. 

Nonetheless, the plausibility of my interpretation of romantic self-experience rests 

upon severai recent re-descriptions of what Descartes and Locke termed selfaisciplining 

reason. Now why begin a chapter on romantic self-expenence with an extended 

discussion of these early modem views of rationality? Very simply, because the critical 

subject of enlightenment science engenders, if 1 understand, the ingenious characters of 

romantic poetry. As Robert Laqbaurn has observed rornanticism at the of the 18th 

century may be usefiilly characterized as the enlightenment of poetry. '46 In this respect, 

the chapter serves to draw out in greater detail what I earlier termed the critical, no less 

subjective, partial or  gendered, elements ckcu!ating within the ethos of Lierai irony. The 

eiements, that is, rhich constitute its deeply romantic power, the force, one might go so 

far as to Say, the compulsion, of its style. 

145 Som W- Scotc, The Evidence of Expen'enœ" in CC.iticd tizquiry. 17 (Sumer, 1991). 782. 
146 S a  &O HanscGeorg Gadamer. Tnult mid Method rev. 2nd eb JoeL Wàluheima and Doaald C MarshaII (Nnv 
York: Continuum, 1989). Part Two. 



Of course, as 1 also wrote in the tast chapter, my approach to these issues is 

largely rhetoricd and thus, equaliy concemed, if you will, by the ethical tone of what 

circles as romantic self-experience; to echo Iater Heidegger, by the conditions of its 

ringing, where 'condition' roughly signifies üttunement to a world. coming to life in 

words.147 Thus, while 1 accept Scott's judgement that the way of experience is produced. 

not discovered, and ought, for that reason, to be carefully discussed as an "ideological 

construction," I cannot fathom leaving it at that, because 'seif' and 'experience' are 

crucial ternis of language in the modem epoch, more precisely, to any would-be writer. 

To think well then of such terrns of Me, indeed, to overcorne hem, entails staying with 

hem as it were, which is not hindamentally a critical activity, an act of critique as 

Habermas, for instance, has argued, but a hermeneuticai one. Whence my earlier thought 

that hermeneutics is today principaiiy drawn to questions of dweiiing, or the 

acknowledgement of difference in the ethicd sense. As I wrote in the previous chapter, in 

questioning inherited notions of 'self and 'experience', 1 undoubtedly stniggle with and 

for these words; and so, it can be a 'bloody business," but that is because the stniggle 

against the ideology of self-expenence is a battie against the words with which and in 

which Y' corne to life, against the very worjs in which 20th centwy criticism makes its 

appearance, in which the possibilities of tradition - what Gianni Vanimo terms, the 

b'traces of other mortalities" - are freely preserved, at long Iast disclosed or given way to. 

(The very words, as Luce Irigaray might Say, parodying Heidegger, which resound or ring 

out or, then again, toil-toü for the old European dream of symmetry, the dream of 

"hom(mo)sexuaüty," the imaginary of the seIf-same.148 Such is the unbearable lightness 

of being romantic. More on th is  below and in Chapter Five.) 

i47 See Martin Heidegger. Whnr U C&d ThinRYtg?  as L Glenn Gray (New York Harper & Row, 1968). esp. 179- 
82 It needs stressing tbat Heidegger considend his work an ontologicai snidy, not an ethicai one. I think the disMcrion 
is far h m  obvîous- 

See Part One of Lice irigmy. Speculwrc, ofthe O t k  Wommt ([thaca= C m U  University Ras, 1985) 



1 
A new science of experience 

John Locke was convinced that knowledge could oniy be  had by clearly and 

distinctiy idenriQing the simple facts, or "determinate Ideas" as he chose to name them, 

which the "operations" of mind and nature convey to us. To arrive at general or true 

understanding the good empiricist is obiiged to go by what one of Locke's 

contemporaries decried as that "way of Ideas." Though the ernphasis here would appear 

to rest upon the ideas themselves, Locke was equaüy if nct more concemed with 

determining rhe means of determining simple ideas, with how one correctly proceeds to 

the truth and, concomitantly, gets disentangled from the wooily common sense of "mere 

gossippings" or else dispels the "affected obscurity" of "schooimen and metaphysicians." 

Thus, in the opening pages of the Conduct of the Understanding, Locke writes that *'the 

logic, now in use . . . these two or three thousand years," that still deployed, for instance, 

by certain of his contemporaries, the Cambridge Platonists, is "not suffcient to guide the 

understanding" because it has only "served to connmi and estabLish errors, rather than 

open a way to truth." Locke's way of ideas, then, is a new, mer, and more potent Logic, 

"a better and perfecter use and employment of the mind and understanding."l49 

According to Locke, to gain understanding, one must know how to properly assay and 

then assemble the facts one receives fiom expenence. 

Of course, on the face of it, fiom where we stand in the late 20th century, this is 

not a very startüng proposition, just a fairly typical way of taking about how anyone 

mi@ reasonably achieve sense and sensibility. But this is because we are modems. By 

this L mean roughly that we fkd uncontentious the points of vÎew claimeci, so to speak, by 

first persons, by the avowedly onginal standpoints voluntdy taken by an 'I' or, to use a 

psychological cornmonplace, the conscious 'ego.' In other words, Locke's account of 

149 John Locke, Conduct of tk UndenfandUIg, ed. Thomas Fowler (Monk CIarendon Ress. 190 L), 206-7- 



self-knowledge is ;in early formulation of what most of us in the West now take quite for 

grmted. One could say that many of Our contemporary practices and institutions tacitiy 

acknowledge or work to preserve the main tenet of Locke's philosophy of empiricism, 

which is in tum an original expression of the telos of the emerging modern state or 

"regime of tn~th," as Michel Foucault forcefully put it: ro be rational is to proceed 

c~ticnily, i.e., rnethodically, ami for the most (and perhaps, essential) part by oneself.150 

One could Say, too, that the modem idea of an individual's 'dignity,' grounded as 

it is in rational self-dependence (or what Kant pictured as the will of authentic reason), is 

foreshadowed in Locke's idea of self-control, which is only properly nalized through the 

imposition of scientific method. In proceeding critically, by overcorning the strîcnires of 

tradition (that "Connexion of Ideas whoily owing to Chance or CustomT'lsl) through the 

control of a scientific cnticism, one becomes more and more self-reliant, a matwe 

individualT an adult possessed of dignity. Of course. as Taylor writes, bSelf-control is a 

basic theme of our whole moral tradition."l52 Plato, for instance, spoke at great length to 

the notion of good people mastering their unruly passions, by right intellection or 

contemplation of the Ideas of the Good. And so, too, did the Stoics. But the theme is 

lm The lenet, for instance. remains a least a commonplace, is arguabiy an organizïng ar disciplinary motif. in the 
discourse of the social sciences - only coasider the carefki attention teachers and administrators pay to the idea of 
m h i n g  'critical thinking skilis' and 'strattgies' to the young and old, Nonethetess, in framiag it this way, I'm not 
assertuig that our everyday tives rire the express embodiment of Locke's theones of self-autonomy and civil society. 
This would be a wild md insupportable c h i .  I am. however, mggesting that the main evahative goals of a wide ~ r a y  
of today's 'public sector' activities are presaged in his essays on the nature of understanding and expecience. 

Grantedone m*&t retort: it goes aimost without saying chat Locke's formulations were broadly taken up 
during the Enlightenment period and deptoyed with great entbusiasm in a varïety of ways and contexts, in ways the 
empïrîcist would have querïed, may even have opposeci, and in contexts h e  never dreamed might a r i a  But how do you 
speak of empincism's cesiduai influence upon contempocary pmdces? (Haven't we moved beyond the cbimexz of 
Locke's ideas?) Undoubtedly, as Taylor succinctly writes, today's social and politid pmces are "out of m e  with the 
original, But that is jnst it We are deaihg with a society which is characterized by the fact that it is out of tme with this 
original, This rnakes it al1 the more important to understand the original, if we are to understand the society." Charles 
Taylor, "Phiiosophy and its History" in Philosophy in HCstoqr Bsays on the HiitonOgmphy of Philosophy, eds. 
Richard Rorty, J. B. Scheewind, and Quentin Skinner (Cambridge Cambridge University Press, t988), 25. See &O 
James Tuiiy. "Goverxüng Conduct" in Comci;cnce mrd Cbuhy in E d y  Mo&m fitope, ed. edmd Leites 
(lambridge: Cambridge University Ress. 1990)- 
l5I Locke,An Eway on H~tnn ünderstmrdùrg (Londont L M. Dent, 1993). ïI.335- 
lS2 Charles Taylor. "Moial Topography" in Hermutc~n~ics m>d Pqcblogkal Theory. eds. SWey B. Mascr et al 
(New York Rutgers University Ress, 1988). 303, 



ndically overhauled in the L 7th century, Taylor says, most obviously and powerfuily by 

Descartes and foIIowing his lead, by Locke.153 

To draw out the dramotic shift in philosophical vision, Taylor contrasts 

Descartes's conception of self-disciplining reason with that advanced by the Stoa of late 

Antiquity. Again, from either perspective, reason serves to master the arbitrary pulis of 

our desires. Nonetheless, the two are quite distinct, Taylor says, in how they see such 

mastery being played out. The Stoics' vision of God's order informs them as to what is 

choiceworthy or not, and the passions are deemed most unworthy. Stoicism judges them 

merely "false opinions couched in affect," rewlsions and longings which are impractical 

in the good life, essentiaiiy because they disable one's powers of judgement ("Moral 

Topography," 304). To live weil, one needs to nd oneself of foolish, infiammatory 

opinions. In contrast, Descartes claims that reason ought to inrmmientalize the passions, 

that is to Say, deploy their strengths to effect its main purpose, which he sees as the 

generation of a totaiity of "simple natures," a complex or system of relations fiom which 

nothing humanly knowable is omitted (including one's 'self or 'minci'). If reason is truiy 

monarch, or the sole, lawful d e r  of the n id ,  then these earthly powers ought to be used 

by 'the subject' to think correctiy, to enact itseif mîndhilly. 

In this line of reasoning lies evidence, I believe, of the dramatic shift in vision. of 

a i l  that Descartes is deiermined to cast aside. Hitherto, it had been M y  befieved that 

reason compelled the soui to participate in an exterior truth of one kînd or another, as 1 

wrote earlier, in the logos Nature revealed or the creation which expressed God's Word. 

According to the ancients, reason guided one's intuitive engagements with the eidos. This 

was the quintessential point of the sages' lesson - that right reasoning invariably tumed 

one's soui toward the Good or the Beautifid which fies beyond it. This antique notion of a 

Is3 Ncortoicism ih of course, one of the pnmary sources of eariy modem thcones of the srare and "politid m m w  
ï k c m s ' s  rationai subject is, in part, a redescription of  the ethos of stoic Indivlduaiity. S e  for instance, Gerhard 
OestreicIl, Neostoickn and the M y  M o h  Sme (Cambridge Cambridge University Press, 1982)- 



meaninglu1 cosmos is later refashioned, oftentimes tendentiously, according to the 

theological needs and aspirations of the Greek and Latin Fathen. Thus, in Augustine's 

writings, both early and late, the c l a h  is made that (a faithful) reason will draw us 

toward what God discloses in md through creation, the world we perceive via the senses. 

Of course, as Frederick Copleston writes, "Being chiefly interested in the soul's 

orientation to God, corporeal objects appeared to [Augustine] as a starting-point in the 

mind's ascent to God, though even in this respect the soul itseif is a more adequate 

staning-point: we should return within ourselves, where mith abides, and use the soul, the 

image of God, as a stepping-stone to Him."'s4 Nonetheless, for Augustine, the mth was 

to be discovered through willing reflection, by carefuily attending to and loving the order 

of the cosmos. 

Descartes completely rejects this conception of an "ontic logos," Taylor says, and 

sets in its place a theory that pictures the universe in essentidiy the way Copernicus and 

Galileo did, as one vast, intncate mechanism. Given the terms of the reformers' science, 

the goal now is to build an order of representations in the mind because the extemal world 

has been 'bdisenchanted," entirely gutted, as it were, of its hermeneuticai si@~cance, of 

its telling tmths. What is more, "[tlhis shift in scientific theory, as we would caiI it today, 

involved a radical change in anthropology as wen. Phto's theory of the Ides  [for 

instance] involved a very close relation between scientïsc explmation and moral vision. 

One has the correct understanding ofboth together, one might Say, or of neither. If we 

destroy this vision of the ontic logos and substimte a very different theory of scientinc 

explanation, the entire account of moral vimie and self-rnastery bas to be trandonned as 

well-"Ls Hence Descartes's claim in the Meditutions that "bodies are not properly 

speakùig known by the senses or by the faculty of the imagination, but by the 

54 Freden'ck Capleston, A Hisrory qf PhiZosopty: Augusrinc ro SCOW (New York DoubIeQy, 1985), 55- 
IS5 Charies Taylor, Sources of the Se& The Makmg of& Modmr fhtiry (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ-ty 
Press, I989), 144, 



understanding only, . . . they are not known from the fact that they are seen or touched, 

but only because they are under~tood."~~~ In a word, the Cartesian idea of comîng to an 

understanding manifests a strictly procedural bent of mind The rational subject builds a 

system of certain knowledge only by following cenain, weil-defined niles or standards of 

perception; understanding is a method allowing each of us to establish, that is to Say, 

confirm for ourselves what is or is not me,  the "evidence," to use Descartes's term, of 

what is real and endures, 

On this view, the Life of the rnind is radicdiy withdrawn unto itself. A profound 

"inwardness," Taylor argues, characterizes the operations of the cogito, an inwardness 

which is unprecedented in Western thought up to that point. Of course, given his religious 

temper, or then again, his sympathy for the Augustinian theology of grace, Descartes 

attempts to link method and mth  by arguing that we are creatures of a benevolent, 

"veracious" God; rxcept that, as Taylor points out, "The procedure is not defned as the 

one that leads to substantive uuth. It could have been leading us entirety asmy if we had 

been victirns of a malicious demon. Rationality is now an internai property of subjective 

thinking rather than consisting in its vision of reality" (156).157 

AU in al I  then, in Descartes's mode1 of scientinc refiection we may discern what 

later Heidegger calIs the authentic end or cornpktbn of philosophy, an intellectual and, 

moreover, which has been institutionally realized on a massive scale in this century. Thaf 

is, the self-image of early modem rationalism "has found its pIace [in the present age] in 

the scientific character of socially active humanity. . . . mhe fundamental characteristic 

of this scientific character is its cybernetic, that is, techoological character." At mot, this 

is what the Cartesian cogito so poignanùy expresses, 1 think, the understanding that 

Is6 Quoteci in Taylor. Sources of the Se& 145- 
See Taylofs discussion of the Augustïuïan sources o f ~ s  <beory of howiedge ui Chapters 7 and 8 of 

So~c~~es of the Se5 



rationai consciousness is essentially a powerful technology, a self-generating, self- 

regulating, system. 

Now Locke is both an advocate and reformer of the Cartesian doctrine of reason, 

That is to Say, he accepts his predecessor's deductive proof for the existence of the cogito, 

the thinking substance, but thereupon r e m s  us resolutely to the question of experience, 

by arguing the merits of an inducrive science. Reason will permit us to obtain certain 

empirical truths, or, more exactly, enable us to show that the 'Ideas' nestled in our 

perceptions are inily something, that is, the basis of a system of apodictic knowledge. 

Al1 persons have a duty, he declares in the Conduct, not to indiscriminately heap 

up ideas in their minds, not to labour blindly and uncritically for the 'empire of habit," 

not to impose upon thernselves notions that they fancy but havent yet proved to be true 

(276). The empiricist affinns, in other words, that "fkeedom of the understanding which is 

necessary to a rational creatwe," the ideal of self-control and private generosity so 

t ehg ly  depicted by Descartes in his theory of knowledge. If used masteMy, Locke 

supposes, God's gift of m o n  should enable each of us to win a criticai distance from 

false habit and custom, maintain a vital "inclifference" to dl that we have not yet 

examined and judged of our own accord. Uofortunately, and this appears blatantly 

obvious to hun, most people are ",@ty of a F a t  many faults in the exercise and 

improvement of the understanding." In fact, 

Many men fimily embrace fdsehood for tnith, not only because they 
never diought otherwise, but also because, thus blinded as they have been 

fkom the beginning, they never could think otherwise, at least without a 
vigour of mind able to contest the empire of habit, and look into its own 

principles; a freedom which few men have a notion of in thernselves, and 

fewer are dowed the practice of by others; it being the F a t  art and 
business of the teachers and guides in most sects to suppress, as much as 

they cm, this fundamental duty which every man owes himself, and is the 



first steady step towards right and mith in the whole train of his actions 

and opinions. (276) 

So far as Locke is concemeci, receiving ideas has never been an arduous task, for 

people of any age or intellect. This is especially true in the case of young children. 

Because, he writes, their minds and souk are "impressionable" and "unwary" to begin 

with, and trustingly submit to the solicitations of Custom - "for white Paper receives 

any Characters," strangen and friends alike. Again, cûildren need to be brought to reason, 

raised out of their natural state of in-fmcy (An Essay, L3.22). In other words, the real task 

of understanding lies in learning how to successfuüy conduct one's mind in the 

"prosecution of knowledge." Each of us must l e m  for ourselves how to analyse a given 

belief in order to determine its actual makeup, the constellation of simple ideas which 

constitue it. 

Like Descartes then, Locke beiieves the new logic of method c m  "individualize," 

and thus, free human beings as rationaf subjects. One is fiee if and when one 

demonstrates self-control. That is to Say, if properly leamed or acquired, method becomes 

intrinsic ta, even perhaps the greatest source of, an individual's self-understanding. As 

Gerald Bruns writes, ". . . it is not easy to Say where the self ends and method begins [in 

either the Cartesian and Lockean models of rationaiityl, because method is cntcially 

affective, not perhaps in its nature, but in its operations and results. Method is that which 

enables you to know that you know, because it enables you to do so twice, or repeatedly, 

thus to convince you that you have not got it wrong. Method produces certainty, the 

nanird cornpanion of knowledge (to be certain of something is, for Descartes, to know 

it)."158 In this version of rationaliv, one discems no less than "a passion for a gramma. of 

thinki~g'~ (63). 

IS8 Gedd L Bruns, fmentbrrs: Wntutg, Td', Md UnritrsfMding üz Liremry Hisrory (New Havenr Yale 
University Press, 1982). 7 7  



To sum up, "reasoned freedom" is only gained by pesons who are, in Locke's 

words, both "Under-labourers" and "Master-builders," individuais who choose to 

intermittently sort through the heaps of belief thrown up by their expenence, discarding 

what is rubbish and recovenng and assembling what is clearly of substance and related. 

They labour and build, moreover, of their own accord, very deliberately, and with a 

certain, stolid indifference to whatever it is they encounier. Taylor acutely describes the 

Lockean subject as a "self-shaper. . . . He is essentiaily none of his properties. What 

defines him is the abstract power to remake these properties. There are empiricai limits, 

of course, to this remaking in any given case, but there are none set by his identity. M a t  

does essentially define him is self-consciousness . . ." ('Moral Topogmphy," 309; 

emphasis added). M 

There are no empiricai lirnits, Taylor beiieves, set by the Lockean identity, insofar 

as this subject has defined itself. But how thoroughly has the technology of self-shaping 

been defined by the empiricist; then again, how wisl iN and impulsive is the Lockean 

self-image? If Locke sees reason as wholly a matter of proceeding self-consciously, then 

how self-conscious are these texts in which he appears - do they fùnction in the end to 

substantiate Locke's claims about the nature of human understanding and experience, or 

do they in fact betray them? I mean, what gets acknowledged, what cornes to Ne, when 

one lems to use the rhetoric of this sort of empiricism against its author? 

Thus far I've alluded to what the Cartesian-Lockean notion of science as method 

appeals to, or runs towards: the related notions of epistemic gain, progress, and 

objectivity. But now 1 wmt to begin identifying what the thinking subject nuis up against, 

yet chooses to ignore; put more strongly, what it needs tu refuse or disavow if it is not to 

unravel or corne unstuck, and wander off the path of its own logic offormation. As 

Gadmer writes, 'me method of modem science is characterized fiom the start by a 

IS9 c.Rasoned Freedomn ïs the titie of Peter Schoui's -nt sardy of LockeVs ideas. 



refusal; namely, to include al1 that which actually eludes its own methodology and 

procedures."'60 (This is also one of the principal criticisms Ieveiled by Vico against the 

so-cdied arche of early modern science, captured by Descartes in the proposition 'cogito 

erg0 sum.' The thinking subject, Vico argued, cannot know itself onginally: it produces 

"certain" knowledge, but cannot discover the "tmth" about itself because it did not make 

itself from scratch, as it were.) Recalling Heidegger's Line of questionhg in Being and 

The, one might Say that enlightened critique serves to deny the possibiüty of this 

"impossibility": that the thinking self, and for that matter, any self, is groundless in the 

metaphysical sense. So here 1 want to indicate by way of a hermeneutics of experience, a 

henneneutics of dwelling-belonging, what the subject of epistemology, in the guise of the 

impalpable cogiro or the prudent self-shaper, seems utteriy incapable of facing, because it 

has sealed itself off; again, what reason, defined as the science of methodical 

consciousness, is bound to find unfitting, excessive. superfîuous, because it is 

unrepeatable, fated to appear and p a s  away in tirne. 

Descartes's recounting of his own path to seIf-knowledge in the Meditations on 

First Philosophy is, of course, exemplary of this refusal, but, in my view, rhetxicdly less 

indulgent than Locke's reflections on this topic in the Essay. The fiction of critique is 

most obvious, I argue below, in the latter's superficial and dismissive thoughts regarding 

the Illiks between, on the one hanci, 'language' and 'the age of childhood,' and, on the 

other, 'speech cum writing' and 'the age of reason.' Both these works serve to catalyse 

the intellectual transformation of what might roughly be temed, in Iight of Aristotle's 

pivotai snidy of rhetoric, the antique question of the ethical pr0ofsl6~ of the subject of 

160 Hyu-Gmrg GadamerC P h i l a r p ~ a f  Hermeneutics. .woa and d David E Linge ( B d e i e ~  University of 
California Press, t W6), 93- 
Idl 1 refer here to Anstotle's dis-on (in the h t  two books of his Rheton'c) of the kinds of pmfs depIoyed by 
orators: the "mificiai?' and "Mficiat" or cise "artistic" and "non-artisticn Artistic proofS. he says, are ma& or 
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expenence, i.e., the question of how we ordinarily (rhetoncdy) go about approving and 

disapproving what experience throws Our way. Unlike Descartes however, Locke is 

explicitiy concemed in the Essq with idenilQing the correct uses of experience. As I 

noted above, Locke € i y  believes that the new science oniy discovers what it needs to 

erect a house of Truth there, in amongst dl the sensations each of us incessantiy receive 

from the world. This is why the philosophy of empiricism may be seen as a development 

beyond Cartesian rationahm, very simply, because it leads the solitary thinker back into 

the civic or public realm. On Locke's viewI62, it is imperative that we rationalize the 

constitution of society as well as the contents of our consciousness. Because of his great 

political ambition, Locke is obliged eventuallyl63 to confiont the disturbing phenomenon 

of madness, a matter he mises (begging his readers7 pardon) because it "spring[s] fiom 

the very same root and . . . depend[s] on the very same cause" of any aBd all huwledge, 

that is, the "association" of ideas (An Essay, II.219). Certain of the Essay's motifs 

therefore provide a striking contrast to what 1 discuss Iater on as the ethos of imaginative 

or lyricai empiricism, a style of interpretation which is (to r e c d  the terms 1 used in the 

introduction) far more magnanimous and edightened than the 'paltry" kind of 

empincisrn Locke chooses to uphold. 164 

II 
What the new science of experience ignores 

What often goes unremarked in standard accounts of the development of the new 

science are the very questions to which the theones of Descartes and Locke are attempted 
-- 

require" Marcus Cicero, De Orarore, 2 1  15- Tramlatecf in Sames May, T d  of Charactcr Tite Etoquence of 
Ckeroniitn E tbs  (Chape1 HiIl: tTmversity of North Cardîna, 1988), 3-4. 
162 iro,caiiy enough, Locke denouaces rhemric as "the pedm cheat," yet deepIy admires Cicao. As Neai Wood 
wn'tes, "Perhaps no seventeenth-century En@& pol i t id  thinket was more lndebted to Cicero tban John Locke 
Seldom generous in his praise of others, Locke inciuded Cicem among the 'truiy great mm+' possibly tteasnring him 
abave a11 authan." Ned Wood Cicem's &iÛt mtd Poliricd Tttoughr (Berkeieyt University of California Press, 1988), 
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and highly successful or pivotal answen. In other words, to adequately undentruid the 

role both thinkers play in reforming the inteliectuai practices of the early modern period, 

one requires, to enlarge Taylor's daim, "a further reformulation of what [each] did which 

will do justice to the alternatives which [they] relegated to the trashcan of history, 

pnncipally in this case the Anstotelian view" ("Philosophy," 20). Tayior refers here, 

among other matters, to the fact that in late Antiquity and throughout the Middle Ages 

Pagan and Christian thinkers alike held to the belief - which Mstotle manages, in their 

opinion, to systematically explain in an unpardeled way - that the realms of science and 

experience were distinguishable (yet somehow inseparable or conjoined), i.e., that each 

realm possessed its own 'subject' as weil as issued fairly distinct notions as to the nature 

and relations of divine and human knowledge. The distinction underlies, for instance, the 

debate centering on "the problem of universals" which raged from the early to late 

Middles Ages, especially within Scholastic circles. Very simply, the formidable challenge 

here was to explain how the separate, individuated, impassive intellect or nous, the 'sub- 

jectum of science,' linked up to or else coexisted with the 'subject of experience,' reaily, 

what in the rhetorical tradition is cded the sensus cornmunis or, as Aristotle chooses to 

discuss it, the "judging principle" circdating (to greater or lesser degree) within every 

individual psyche. 

Thus, the ancients' daim that theoretical knowledge was only property realized 

when the psyche participated by way of the separate nous in the Good or Beautiful. The 

theoros or right-minded thinker sought ways of entering înto the spectacle of the 

inmutable and perfect One. By contrast, the realm of experience was viewed by most 

thinkers as the place of unceashg change and relatively txnruly appearances; vety simply, 

the place of the ~Many. It followed that the knowledge one gained through experience was 

bound to be uncertain or provisional, because it was gleaned, so to speak, fiorn the 

merely circum~fantial evidence of what is mie. Kence, the question of experience, as 



Giorgio Agamben explains, "arose nanirally in Antiquity as the question of the relation 

(of the 'participation', but also of the 'difference', as Plato will say) between the separate 

intellect and particular individuais, between the one and the rnany, between the 

intelligible and the sensory, between the human and the divine. It is this difference which 

the chorus in Aeschylus' Orestein underlines, characterizing human knowledge - against 

Agamemnon's h u b ~ s  - as a pathei mathos, what is leamed only through and after 

suffering, and excludes any possibiïity of foresight - that is, of knowing anything 

whatsoever with certainv."'65 

Now this, it bears repeating, is precisely what Gadamer focuses upon in his 

discussion of the Aristotelian mode1 of phronesis. 

. . . [vhe  distinction that Anstotle makes between moral knowledge 

(p hronesis) and theoretical know ledge (episteme) is a simple one, 

especially when we remember that science, for the Greeks, is represented 

by the mode1 of mathematics, a knowledge of what is unchangeable, a 

knowledge that depends on proof and that c m  therefore be leamed by 

anybody. . . . m e  object of experience. on the other hand,] is man and 

what he knows of hllnself. But he knows hirnself as an acting being, and 

this kind of knowledge of hirnself does not seek to establish what is. An 

active being, rather, is concerned with what is not always the same but can 

also be different Lc it he can discover the point at which he has to xt. The 
purpose of his knowledge is to govern his action.166 

But how did the ancients and medievals appraise the contingent knowledge which 

carne to them through expenence? A very cursory repiy to this question might go as 

foilows: experience led them to acknowledge through allegory what only furtively 

showed up in their world, Say, by way of an ineffable act of go& crook of fate, or sweep 

of disease. In other words, it was widely believed that ordinary Life limned a reality which 



could be solernnly anticipated or plaintively approached, but never actually known or 

finally corne to terms with, at any rate, not in any principled or apodictic way (hence, the 

great emphasis ancient and medieval communities and institutions placed on the careful 

observance of ritual, both sacred and profane). Agamben contends that the "boundary" to 

this bewildenng and inscmtable reality was mruked by the figure of death. Life was 

simply a nearing to that impossible end (to echo Heidegger's thought).167 But this is a 

somewhat misleadhg way of putting it, 1 think. It is perhaps better to Say that the ancients 

and medievais stmggled to accept or endure, through the consoling form of rites, the 

pathetic and tngic dimensions of their ordinary lives, because pathos and tragedy could 

not be done away with, were inescapable conditions of their being human, or so they 

believed. The questions of death and disaster, horror and contagion - in fme, the non- 

objective maner of hcimanfinimde - did not hover and loom at the dark, far edges of 

their world as it were; but, instead, mysteriously circulated within it, day in and day out. 

The vicissitudes of expenence taught the ancients and medievals chat they were for the 

most part alone and unguarded in the world, that they were cursed to live as best they 

couid in a realm which was haunted by "unspeakable mystenes," the portents of Chaos 

and Old Night. 168 

How does one live with mystery though? More eractiy, how does one remain 

conciliated to a world or, better still, enter into the reaim of the Good, the text of the 

Word, which a i i  too ofien doesn't make perfect sense to you? This is, of course, the 

question ancient and medieval cosmologies are meant to answer (because one does not 

ever want to be whoUy engulfed by chaos and old night), the question of how one cornes 

L67 S a  A g ~ k n  Infancy and Hinory, esp. Cbapter One. 
168 See. For instanceA Hisrory of Private Lifc Revelatiom of the Mcdievai World. eds. Pttilippe Ariès and Georges 
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to understand or address what is hidden or s m g e  or unfifIILi1ia.r in a text, broadly 

speaking, the uni-verse of creation, or more specifically, the Holy Scriptures. 

Consider, again, the mode1 of ailegoricd interpretation which Philo of Alexandria, 

and many othen in the rhetoricd tradition, argue for - the powefil art of niming a text 

(or any situation you find younelf in) round and about in order to better rneet or be 

m e r  exposed to, or, then again, be confionted by, its mysteries. (Recall, too, the re- 

translation Bruns offers of Philo's statement that everything "is fi,ountive [fropikoteron, 

'tuming'] and involves deeper rneanings [huponoia, 'deeper wisdom, tmth, thought']: 

"On the face of it, [a text] is dark, but if you tum it you will begin to be enlightened by 

the luminous and philosophical face that had been turned away From you. It is as if the 

text possessed a front and a back (like a head) rather than an inside and an outside (like a 

mind).") In an age where it is dizzying (or plain silly, even self-defeating, according to 

some) to imagine that persons are 'interpretation a i l  the way dom,' it needs stressing that 

up until the Iate Renaissance to admit that one cannot heip but ''ttake the path of figurative 

interpretation," as Philo does, was hardly an earthshaking or novel revelation. 'Rom the 

point of view of the ancients," Bruns writes, "figuration is not a problern; that is, the 

pnctice of taking one thing for (or as) another is not an epistemologicaI problern." Of 

course, it becomes a dificult and maddening one - really, nothing less than a 'bscandal," 

as Kant put it - for early philosophers of critique such as Descartes and Locke (and, 1 

suggest, rernains so for us, despite the exquisite strategies developed by poststructuralism 

or deconstruction to cope with this predicament, Le., h d  some small pleasures in a Me 

lived out within the "prisonhouse" of l a n g ~ g e ) . ~ ~ ~  

In fact, Bruns argues, the '%gure is the antidote of scandai" in ancient and 

medieval thought. In the third century, for instance, Origen of Alexandna daims that "the 

Scriptures are not meant to be rhetoncaily captivahg (although we could succumb to 

Geraid L, Bnurs. %e Roblem of Eption in Anticpiiy" inHennencun'cs: Q U ~ S ~ ~ Q N  and Prospects, eds- Gary 
Shapiro and Aïan Sica (Amherst University of Massachusens Ress, 1984). 147- 



them that way); they are a piirposefilly scandaluus tex? - we are meant to be scandaiized, 

not enchanted, when we read" (148, 154). Arnong other matters, Bruns says, the 

theologian is hinting at how one best enten into or cornes to an understanding of the 

"unspeakable mysteries" of ose's experience of God's nature. Certainly, one of the 

working assumptions here (ui epistemological one, no less) is that the Scnptures are 

invested with these enigmas to some degree and therefore need careful scrutinizing, but 

there is an obvious hemeneutical side to his thinking as well. That is to Say, 'Tor Origen 

understanding is as much a process of initiation as a process of seeing - and thus implies 

the mediation of teaching," which cnicially involves, to use Gadamer's hermeneutical 

terrns of art, "recognizing" and "accepting," or recollecting, the Scriptures as one's 

tradition. But, "How do you know when you are one who is capable of being taught, that 

is, taken into God's confidence and made privy to his secrets?" (153) Put very simply, 

Origen's answer goes as follows - when the text baffles or scandalizes you with its 

obscure figures of speech and arcane h e s  of reasoning; or, as Gadamer might Say, when 

you begin to find yourseif sufering the effects of (Scriptural) history. 

Given Philo's or Origen's unenlightened notion of language, that the ties nui deep 

between figuration and experience, and mystery and authority, one can perhaps 

understand a little more why Descartes, in his quest for certain knowledge. chooses to 

avoid or ignore the issue of contingency, the bewildering, probable rniths of histoncd 

Me. To him, the pathos of experience seems only to draw reflective consciousness away 

fkom itself and toward others, invites it to respond IO worldly things and events in, Say, a 

breathless and untidy rnanner, instead of quietly and discreetly, with the rectitude a 

science of criticisrn dernands if it is to succeed He tries, therefore, to forget the 

signincance of what mysticism aptiy cded the night of the senses, or classical rhetonc 

defended as the compatibility of skepticism and faith.170 Of course, Descartes stül 

Most pmbably because he recognizes ha the orderly surYival of France (and the other uoerghg natï~n+mtes of 
Europe) calis for the developrzlenr of  powerful techniques of seif-mastery and discipline, It bears repeahg that 



labours to End or compose hirnself experimentally in the antique way, that is, by way of 

thinking through, mulling over, al i  that experience has accustomed him to. Except that 

now the realm of experience is to be investigated by the subject of science, in a 

disenchanted manner and according to explicit, systernatic rules of conduct. In effect, 

Descartes tums the theoretical rnind, his nom, away from God (who has already exited 

the world, or so Descartes assumes, because he has accepted the nominalist view that God 

is an incomprehensible power, a f i t  Cause rather than the creative Word) and fastens it 

upon everyday life. 'The great revolution in modem science," Agarnben writes, "[is] less 

a matter of opposing experience to authority . . . than of refemng knowledge and 

expenence to a single subject, which is none other than their conjunction at an absuact 

Archimedian point: the Cartesian cogiro, consciousness" (19). In ail the shifüng about, 

the traditional subject of experience, the sensus cornmunis, gets surnmariiy pushed aside 

or, if you will, smgled by the nous.171 

Descartes's work stands, therefore, as a powemil redescription of the relation 

between mhd and soul, science and experience - one which effectively over-des a most 

uncanny yet mundane feature of the human condition, that individuals pensh. One camot 

have knowledge of that, at least on Descates's t e m ,  for there, in that unspeakable 

mys tery, the subject-ego of episternology wouid be utterly thrown over, radically exposed 

as insubstantial (in and of itself); hence surprised by or completely taken back by its 

relatedness, its ties to traditionai webs ofbelief and the low style of allegory172; hence 

incapable of merely appropriating or exploiting experïence as a resource, "the locus - the 

'method'; that is, the pathway - of knowledge" (19). In order for it to properly corne to 

Descartes lived during a period of p t  politid and social upéeavai, to say the least. The eariy modern worid of 
Empe  was riven by retigious wan (ihis was the time when two confessions, the Cafholic and Rotestant, were 
smggling to gain ascmdency], as well as wars between and within the various nation-states of the conthent and 
England, See generally, Gerhard Oestreic4 Neostoich und the Edj r  Modem State- 
171 Descams disiike of history is well-kno- See, forinsta~lce, Lucien Levy-Bmehl, "The Carmian Spirit and 
History," 
L72 in Tact. Descarta k m y s  pmva faiwess CO. his Adam-Iike intuition - '1 thinL. 1 am'. The ambiguity of the word 
res draws him to couch it in the "uaditionai vocabulary of psychology ('res cogitans, id est mens. sïve animus, sive 
intellectus, sive ration']." Agamben, Iirfancy mrd History. 23- 



Life173, to self-consciousness, the Cartesian subject is compelled to ignore the question of 

its own rnortality or else undergo what Emmanuai Levinas has aptly caiied the 

"traumatism of astonishrnent," that is to Say, be wrenched out of its careful, solitary 

analyses and surnmarily thnist into the "face" of 0thers.l7~ 

Such a refusa1 mars Locke's wrïting too, which is what Cathy C a t h  succeeds in 

making quite clear in a recent essay entitled "The Face of Expenence."l75 According to 

Canith, Locke's naniral reason, as it is deployed, for instance, in the Essay, does not only 

work logicaily upon what the two "Fountains" of extemal and intemal perception, or 

sensation and reflection, convey to it, but aestheticaiiy as weii, by the rhetoncal art of 

figuration or verisirnilitude. In the end, the empiricist's so-called 'plain rnethod" does not 

provide a lucid and dispassionate p i c m  of the motion of "the Understanding," nor a 

sufficient expianation of its causes, but rather * a  drama of influence," a powerhil 

narrative of how "the Understanding" su ffers, in Locke' s words, "a constant solici tation" 

by stranp and kequentiy unweicome packs of ideas (14, 17). "AU that are bom into the 

World being surrounded with Bodies, that perpetudy and diversly affect them, variety of 

Ideas, whether care be takeo of it or no, are imprinted on the Minds of Children. Light, 

and Coiours, are busie at hand every where, when the Eye is but open; Somds, and some 

tangible Qlialities fail not to so licite their proper Senses, and force an entrance to the 

Recall hese Coca Dimond's rotement which 1 giioted at the outset of Chapter One: 'Leamhg to use a t.em is 
coming into Me with that term, whose possibitities are to a great extent to be madeCn Descartes is authorizing himself, 
rewriting the seif of expenence. He has to - an Absolute and Perfect God u n  deceive us, may be deceiving us in the 
present - only a powerfiil individuai subjecüvïty can cope with the awfuf "threat" of this new skepticism, 
174 As Levinas writes, T h e  fm rrsists possession, nskts my powers. In its epiphany, in expftssioa the sensïïle. nill 
graspable, tums into totai resistance to the grasp- This mutation c m  occur oniy by the openïng of a new dimension. For 
the cesistance to the grasp is not produceci as an insurnountable tesistance, Iike the hardness of a rock against which the 
effort of the hand cornes to naughr, Like the remoteness of a star in the immensity of space. The expresîon the face 
iritroduces into the world does not deny the feebfeness of my powers but my ability to power, The face, still a thing 
among things, breaks through the form thaï nevertheless deiimï& it. This means concretely: the F e  speaks to me and 
tbereby invites me to a reiarïon Uicommenswate with a powerexercised, be it enjoyment or know1edgen Emmanuel 
Levinas. Totaliry 4nd I&fÙu-ry* trans. Alfonso Lingis (?biladelpbia= Dusquesne University Press, 1961), 197-98, 
L75 Cdhy Canith. The Face of Experience" in Einpiri'ai Tnalrr and Ciïikai Finom: Locke, Wordnvonk b t r ,  mid 
Freud (BaItimore: The John Hopkins trnivem-ty Press* tg9 1)- 



In her careful deconstruction of this passage From the Essay, Camth draws 

attention to Locke's "concern with an 'entrance to the Mind,' one rnoreover that is 

'forced,' [which] translates the description of a physical process [i.e., the event of 

perception] into a narrative." 'Imprinting,' üke 'conveying,' does not simply refer to a 

physiological process, she argues, but is narrated as an anxiety-ridden story in which the 

ernpiricd world solicits or seduces and then forces itself upon an unsuspecting mind ( 14). 

The philosopher's concern hovers as well, Camth continues, about the untimely 

and dangerous innocence of childhood. From Locke's point of view, childhood is 

unfortunately "the t h e  when sensations are most influentid," and the faculty of nght 

reason is nonexistent or else terribly immature. 'Thildren, when they come first into it." 

Locke writes, "are surrounded with a world of new things, which, by a constant 

solicitation of their senses, draw the mind constantly to thern . . . and so growing up in a 

constant attention to outward Sensations, seldom make any considerable Reflection on 

what passes within them, till they come to be of riper Years; and some scarce ever at 

aU"(17). C a t h  even goes so fa as to suggest that, for Locke, 'Yhe danger of sensation 

depends on its association with childhood"(l8). Thus, an education that taught an 

exacting rnindfulness, as Locke pleads for, wouid entaiI a complete and utter break with 

what is pst, that confusion of child-lüce fancies, that time of "consranr attention to 

outward Sensations." To realize and maintain its integrîty the subject of experience needs 

to be taught how to over-rule or, more exactly, must come to H e  by over-ruiing, the 

sensual impositions of 'childhood' which have m e d  the ' ~ d ' s  presence-room" with 

odd, extravagant, often maddening ideas. 176 

176 "If these orgam or the nemes which are th conduits to convey [sights. sounds. tastes. and m e k ]  h m  without a 
ttieir audience in the brain. the minci's presence-room (as f may so caü it), are auy of them so disordered as not to 
perfonn th& funcrïons, they have no posteni to be admiered k-1, no other way to bthg thexuseives into view and be 
perceived by the understauding-" 

And: "Some of our ideas have a naarnL correspondence and connexion one with another; it is the office and 
exceiiency of our teason to trace these, and hold them togethet in that umon and correspondence which Is founded in 
th& pecuiîar beings. Besides this, there is another~onn~on of idas  whoUy owïng to cbance or custom- ideas. thai in 
ttiemsleves are not at ai i  of kin, come to ùe so In some men's min& that it is very hard to separate them, they 
always keep company, and the one no soonerat any time cornes into the undemanding but its appears with it; 



Indeed, Locke feels obliged to take up the question of madness because, after 

"inquiring a little by and by," he has discovered that '2his flaw has its original in very 

sober and rationai minds." Certain of our ideas, he reminds the reader, "have a naturai 

comspondence and connexion one with another," which is fine; reason is quite able to 

"trace" these proper associations and thereafter bear them in mind. Unfominately, 

"wholly owing to chance or custom," some ideas make unnatural, "wanton" alliances, 

and when indulged by a child-like or impressionable soui become "so united that they 

dways afterwards [keep] Company together in that man's mind, as if they were but one 

idea" (An Essay, II2  19-20). If not quickly heeded and broken up, these improper 

associations inevitably result in a kind of moral biindness. A whole array of unfounded 

"aversions," Locke says, corne to b e  experienced as certain, inviolable truths. Consider, 

For instance, sorneone who has experienced an "aversion" to honey since childhood. 

A grown Person surfeiring with Honey, no sooner hears the name of it, but 

his Phancy immediately carries Sickness and Quaims to his Stomach, and 

he cannot bear the very Idea of it; other Ideas of Dislike and Sickness, and 

Vomithg presentiy accompany it, and he is disturb'd, but he knows from 

whence to date this Wehess ,  and can teIl how he got this Indisposition: 

Had this happen'd to him, by an over dose of Honey, when a Child, aU the 

same Effects would have foIlowed, but the Cause would have been 

mistaken, and the Antipathy counted Naturai. (28) 

The auly "naturai correspondence and connexion" of two simple ideas, 

'sweemess' and 'honey,' gets dispIaced in the age of cMdhood when the latter notion 

begins to improperly and persistently associate (at any rate, up until the age of reason) 

with the ideas of 'Dislike,' 'Sickness,' and 'Vomiting.' 

But does this hypothetical example help to "explain the cause of the madman's 

blind substitution by referring it to the passage fkom childhood to adulthood, or more 

and if there are more than two which are thus um'ted the whole gang, aiways inseparable, show themselves togethererw 
Locke. An Ersq .  iI- 60-21 9- 



specifically the nanird forgetting that takes place in such a passage"? Camth says, No: in 

reminding us that we tend to forget childhood events, Locke does not tell us anything 

about why we substitute false for tnie ideas. Instead, she suggests, with this and other 

examples Locke is recounting a "critical fiction," one which highfights the uauma of 

childhood in a concerted effort to avoid a rhetorical facact, narnely, the often traumatic, 

extravagant event of writing up a self. "In this story, the child, as a set of experiences that 

are forgotten, becomes a figure of self-blindness; the danger of childhood . . . is s h o w  to 

be a figure for the dangers of self-blindness or 'substitution"' (29). 

Here it is worthwhile raising Foucault's question, which 1 cited at the beginning 

of Part One. What would it cost Locke to discover the truth about himself, the appearance 

of his 'I'? In al1 likelihood, his composure as a philosopher and critic; at the very least, 

the dignity Locke accrues by enacting his exquisite routines of self-control. To ask him to 

acknowledge the secret Life of words, the weakness of his own logos, would be, to 

paraphrase Taylor, to ask him "to slip [back] into a kind of slavery; where it is no longer 

[the I] who makes [its] Iexicon, by definitional fiat," but rather language itself. That is, 

Locke would need to let go the conviction that he could produce his own Undentandings, 

and in tum accept the rather bewildering hermeneutical insight that "the understanding of 

anything . . . is the product of the failure of interpretation to hold its ground." 

Thus, in order for it to come to He, and given Locke's political aspirations, for it 

to function in a public world, a radical subjectivity must be confined, and moreover, 

reassured that its confinement is for the best. Thus we have, in the chapter on madness 

and the association of ideas, Locke's attempt to come to grips with, to hoId his own 

against, the profound grief a mother Mers  over the loss of her child. 

Idem in our Min&, when they are there, will operate according to their 
Natures and Circumstances; and here we see the cause why Tirne cures 
certain AEections, which Reason, though in the nght, and allow'd to be 

so, has not power over, nor is able against them to prevd  with those who 



are apt to hearken to it in other cases. The Death of a Child, that was the 

daily delight of his Mother's Eyes, and joy of her Soul, rends from her 
hem the whole comfon of her Life, and gives her ail the tonnent 
imaginable; use the Consolations of Reason in this case, and you were as 
good preach Ease to o n ~  on the Rack, and hope to d a y ,  by rational 
Discourses. the Pain of bis Joints tearing asunder. Till time bas by disuse 
separated the sense of that Enjoyment and its loss from the ldea of the 

Child reniming to her Memory, di Representations, though never so 
reasonable, are in vain; and therefore some in whom the union between 

these I h s  is never dissolved, spend their Lives in Mouniing, and camy an 

incurable Sorrow to their Graves. (34-5) 

Again, Locke supposes, 1 believe, that what is unnaturd or mad in a mother's 

grieving is that she persists in associating the "Idea of the ChiId" with the idea of its 

death. The figure of Death accompanies her Child everywhere. Trying to ntionaily 

console her is therefore futile, he admits, for she is iike "one on the rack;" she is beside 

herself, has been tom asunder h m  what provided "the whole comfort of her LXe." But is 

the association of the Ideas of life and death reaily that strange or unnaniral, especially in 

this case? As C a t h  points out, Locke has provided an "unsettling" explmation. F i t  of 

di, death is "not part of a fuUy known 'expenence' that could be shared by mother and 

child" and secondly, "in dying, the child is properly comected with the idea of death," 

that is to say, "she gives it a fom, a means of appearhg" (36-7). In the ongoing act of 

mourning, the mother is actually giving shape to herself, configuring the experiences of 

'her child' and 'its death,' experiences which have proven to be both a blessing and a 

curse to her. To use another of Hartman's terms, the mother's seif-understanding is 

evinced thaumanipicaUy~ expresses a meaning that cannot be exhausted by conceptual 

reflection alone. Her mourning is a way of enduring, of standing under and beaïng, an 

experience of enormous pain (and thus perhaps, as Gadamer says, a way of overcoming 

it). Locke reaiizes this, up to a pokt  - Time will "cure" her SUffering, he assures the 



reader, by separating the child's Life from its deadi. But this cure would effect a r e m  to 

what Locke earlier decried as the age of forgedulness; in other words, he is now saying 

that the mother's suffering WU oniy get resolved by her forgetting, not remembering, 

what naturaily occurred. M y  the reversai? Camth believes that Locke is threatened "by 

the death which inhabits the figure of the child." For death is a negation of self- 

consciousness, a self-defeating lack, and in atternpting to remember it, as the mother 

does, the Lockean self would be obüged to confiont the pathetic "story of its own 

death"(38), the brute or "rnonstrous" fact that it is a critical fiction. Hence Locke's desire 

to confine the self of epistemology, to protect it fiom "the t k a t  of endless mouming, of 

the madness of melancholia"(40). 

This then is one fantasticai thing which occurs to the empiricist, who, with 

Descartes, says, '4 think, 1 am," and so, willingiy and with great anticipation, "lets loose" 

the bawks and hounds of his own thoughts and 'Yoilows them in writing." Unforhmately, 

pursuing a mother's grief takes the hunter near to the pathological, leads him to broach, 

as it were, the question of the weakness of his own logos. If Locke had dared to write 

sympathetically about this matter, h e  may, of coune, have pondered the motives of his 

own rhetonc: but in his great need to be an exemplary sort of epistemologist, a founder 

and a builder of Ides  and Nations, rather than a servant to the d e  of kings and church 

fathers, Locke does not, cannot, take this risk. He turns away. "For the Understanding, 

iike the eye, judging of objects only by its own sight, cannot but be pleased with what it 

discovers, having Iess regret for what has escaped it, because it is unknown." In other 

words, the "eyeTT of epistemology chooses to dweU on the certainty that it cannot h o w  

'death' instead of enter into the ethicai, no Iess thoughdul, experience of acknowledging 

what others suffer. Locke is drawn to speil out the truth of critique rather than recoliect 

the probable, pathetic truths mught out of the passion of ordinary He. This is the 

enlightenment of science as he  and Descartes conceive it- 



III 
A new poetry of experience 

Now, in the remainder of this chapter, 1 want to go on to discuss what Robert 

Langbaum has cdled the "erJightenment of the poets," the romantic characterization of 

intellectual spirit which F i t  occurs between approximately the late 18th and early 19th 

centuries. During this period, the condition of radical subjectivity depicted by Descartes 

and Locke, among others, gets overhauled (or: hauled over, left beside itseif, beside, if 

you will, the highway of its logic) by the desire, expressed, for instance, in both the 

poetry and prose of Wordsworth and Coleridge, to recover a primitive experience of the 

world, a prescience of intimacy with Nature, which the romantics believe inevitably gets 

lost or repressed by methodical analyses. 177 Romantickm attempts. in other words, to 

bring the thinking subject back to Me; or else, trîes to get it to recail, caii up, the world it 

already always inhabits; or finaily, asks the self not to think 'about' its experience of 

ordinary things (say, mountaias, trees, fields, and flowers) by staying 'on the outside o f  

hem, but instead to think fiom within or dong with hem, to commune with Nature by 

"thanking" it (as Heidegger Iiked to say). What is more, this second enlightenment, 

Langbaum writes, works to transfomi the convinced befief in saying '1 think. 1 am' into 

the exuberant, hopeful cry ''1 experience therefore 1 arn."1n 

But isn't this exactiy what Locke argues for, that self-knowledge is bom out of 

experience? To an extent, yes. As 1 wrote, Descartes posits a self that cm bear the 

thought of a deceiver god as weil as survive the dark age of religious and political 

refonnation by retreaiing within itself. For his part, Locke effectively draws out the 

ln William Wordsworth, for instance, writes in hi3 6rst Tssay upan Epitapùs" -"the k t  feelings oFour nanm" 
are those whick i,ough they seem oppsite to each other. have another and a h e r  comection than that of contrast." A 
comection, that is, Y o m e d  through the snbtle pro- by which, both in the o a m d  and the moral world. qnaliu'es 
p a s  insensrôly into theitcofltratl-es, and things revolve upon each other," Qnoted in Denis Donoghue, The Supreme 
Fiction", New York Rwiew of Books. XLm, 19.62 
178 Robert Langhum. The Wonl F m  Below(Madlson: UniveRity of Wfscoasin, I9û7). 22. 



Cartesian ethos, elaborates the political geography of the thinking subject. In other words, 

he translates the Cartesian autobiography into a collective or national one by €mt of al1 

arguing that "every man has a property in his own person," a unique quantity of 

experiences reconstructed vis-à-vis the power of his own natural reason. Furthemore, he 

discems that, depending on their size, selves as individual quantities need to be protected 

or, then again, confined, which is why "men enter into society" and "why they choose 

and authonze a legislature [sol that there rnay be laws made, and rules set as guards and 

fences to the properties of ail the members of the society, to Lirnit the power, and 

moderate the dominion of every part and rnember of the society ." What reads as a 

scientific explmation is, of course, a moral imperative, a c d  for a new civic order based 

upon a covenant, not ontotheology. Following Canith, one can Say that the philosophicai 

subject of empiricism, hwing just come to tem, into writing, during the tempestuous 

early modern period, tries its utmost to consciousIy direct or conduct what it imagines to 

be a fightening and treacherous drama of interest and influence. A drama that will 

remain fnghtening and treacherous, Locke argues, untii scientinc reason prevails. When 

the mies of any and ali cosmologies are exposed as probable, and society loses its 

traditional theological composure, each and every person must leam to recognize new 

rules for governing h i s  own conduct. And, thanks to God (thank God), these new niles 

are rationai ones and common to aU. 

To draw out the angst that feeds Locke's idea of self-control, consider bnefly 

what Langbaum has to Say about the 'character' of the modem self: "once we stop 

judging by an extemal standard, we stop undemanding the character by what he does and 

says. We start understanding him from inside, through sympathy. And once we start 

sympathizuig, the cenaal character is no longer the Aristotelian 'agent' of the action but 

the creator of its meaning."i79 This is, 1 thi& a decidedly romantic view of modem 

179 Raben Laogbarim The Poeny of Erpert'ence: îïie Dranraxzk MomIogw ùt M& Litemry Theory Tmdit' 
(New York: Nortoa, 1957), 167- 



character. Cenainly, Descartes and Locke recogoize the self as a rational creator, and 

conceive of him from inside, as having a mind of his own, but the self's powers of 

creation remain, in their writings, akin to God's, that is to Say, they are ody proved by 

Him. For instance, in the third of his Meuitations Descartes writes: 

1 wish to pass on now to consider whether 1 myself, who have the idea of 
God, could exist if there had been no God, And I ask, h m  what source 
would 1 have derived rny existence? Possibly from myself, or from my 
parents. . . . But if I were . . . the author of my own being, 1 would doubt 
nothing, I would experience no desires, and finalIy 1 would lack no 
perfection . . . 1 would be God (himself). . . . Even if 1 could suppose that 

possibly I have always been as 1 am now . . . it would not foîiow that no 
author of my existence need then be sought and 1 would st iU have ro 
recognize that it is necessary that God is the author of my existence. 

Moreover, neither thinker expresses sympathetic interest in the lives of other selves (nor 

do they expect to receive much sympathy in return), at my rate, not in Langbaum's 

romantic interpretation of the word, which involves irnaginatively entering into the 

unique or characterful life of another, and coming to understand it as well as, or better 

than, he or she does. To be fully sympathetic, one has to know enough to stand up for or, 

better s a ,  stand in for the other. Locke, you may recd, insists that he has leamed "not to 

rely" on othea, "however swoiien and glitte~g, soft and inviting" their lives seem to 

him. Persons "are not fit to be leaned on.'' It's aimost as if the Lockean self is not open to 

(does not want to be enguLfed by) what Adneme Rich has recently d e s m i  thinking of 

her chüdren, as the "suffering of ambivalence": 

My children cause me the most exquisite dering  of which 1 have any 
experience. It is the d e r i n g  of ambivaience; the murderous aiternation 
between bitter resentment and raw-edged nerves, and blissful gratification 
and tendemess. Sometimes I seem to rnyself, in my feelings toward these 
thy guiltIess beings, a monster of selnshness and intolerance. Their voices 



W e a r  away at my nerves, their constant needs, above al1 their need for 

sirnplicity and patience, fil1 me with despair at rny own failures, despair 
too at rny own fate, which is to serve a function for which 1 was not fitted. 
And I am weak sometimes from held-in rage. There are times when 1 feel 

only death will free us from one another, when I envy the barren woman 
who has the luxury of her regrets but lives a life of privacy and freedom. 

And yet at other times I am melted with the sense of their hefpless, 

charrning and quite irresistible beauty - their a b i l i ~  to go on loving and 

trusting - their staunchness and decency and unseifconsciousness. I love 
them. But it's in the enormity and inevitability of ihis love that the 

su fferings lie.180 

More than anything, more, anyhow, than cultivate his sensibilities, Locke wants, through 

the exercise of his wnting, to rnake plain sense of things. The principal function of the 

Lockean self is to determîne certainties, not reckon with the heUish yet joyful experience 

From the perspective of Eniîghtenment science, then, one doesn't need to 

empathize with other persoas in order to get dong with them. Rather, one is obliged to 

tolerare hem; and this, above al i  else, means lenmiog how to keep one's distance, guard 

one's solitude, not wonder about what it would be, what it would actually feel like, to live 

this or that particular Life. Nonetheless, Locke's idea of taleration does entail keeping an 

eye out for what other people do and Say. That is, one ought to know how to gaze or 

iisten in upon what is happening in theîr lives, to peer discretely past the "guards" and 

over the 'Yences" into the yards and gardens of their pnvate selves. Actually, in Locke's 

view, this is what a state apparatus is set up to do: to garner whatever information is 

needed to correctiy, agreeably, adrninister property relations, that is, the rational 

acquisition of self-knowledges in a world N1 of acquisitive selves. Very simply, a 

Adneune Rich Of W u m  Bum Mofherhood as Experience mrd lirrh'turion (New York Norton. 1986). 1-2 



politics of tolention helps to protect the autonomy of thinking subjects, recognizes and 

preserves the formal composure OP their lives. 

Thus, when Langbaurn says that rornanticism tries to educe the experiential 

grounds of the cogito he does not mean that it seeks to interpret the self-experience of 

empincism in a convicted or self-satisfied manner. Romanticism does, however, stniggle 

to corne to t e m  with its compücity in the sayings of rationalism and the practical 

accornpüshments and institutions of empiricism. In other words, the poets of the romantic 

enlightenment seek ways to redeem, perhaps even forgo or forfeit, their intellechial and 

material inheritance. 

This is, for example, what 1 take the namtor in Frost's poem, Mending Wall, to be 

reminding me of, and, I rnight add, with admirable clarity and distinction (but this is not 

surprising reaiiy, for this romantic is writing more than a century after Wordsworth and 

Coleridge).lgl In the f i t  half of the poem, one finds the narrator "walking the he" and 

setting the wails between his property and that of his neighbour. The task imtates him 

because, he says, it is "just another kind of outdoor game," a superficial kind of self- 

making; "it cornes to little more." Having got this off his chest, the narrator then 

confesses that a "Spring" "mischief' has evoked a romance in him, stirred his genius, that 

is. the "elf' or whimsical chiid that lurks within him. S p ~ g  urges the narrator to imagine 

reanimating his neighbour's self, which "moves in darkness, . . . like an old-stone savage 

armed" (Is this a descendent, 1 wonder, of Locke's wary and diligent selfshaper?). And 

how exactly might one go about reanimathg another, who is snipefied by his father's 

dictun - 'Good fences make good neighbours'? On the one hanci, by m~~~l lur ing ,  again 

and again, a dark saying, a windy thought (thinking of Wordsworth's childhood breezes). 

"Sornething there is that doesn't Love a w W  That wants it down"; and, on the other, by 

uttering a fia& warning to Ihe other as you waik dong together, mending the waU - 

Is Robert F m  -Mending Wall" in The P o e q  of Robur F m ,  ed Edward Comery Lathem (New Yodc Henry 
Holt. 1979). 33- 



consider careNly the losses as well as the gains incurred through selfish tasks; take into 

account as well the injuries or h m  caused by this divisive act: 

Before 1 built a wall I'd ask to know 
What 1 was wailing in or walling out, 
And to whom 1 was like to give OF- ~ ~ n s e .  

But whai does a builder ignore? What does he want to swaddle and possess? Who suffers 

his routine or seasonai enactments? 

Unfominately, the nanating self can only wonder and wish. There is, I mean, a 

suiking passiveness to the namtor's imagination, or, then again, a skeptical reserve, 

something, at any rate, which encircles mischief, something which loves, if you wiU, a 

retaining wall. Frost is not about to stop rninding his own properq. And so, the poet 

quickly excuses himself; '9'd rathed He said it for himself." Frost imagines or suspects 

that they both share, have a common origin, in this S p ~ g ,  but wili not bring himseff to 

speak For the other's experience. This is an interpretation of the great paradox of romantic 

self-consciousness: to generously sympathue with another, to t d y  inhabit their seif- 

experience, means completely letting go of one's own Me, if ody  for awhile. 

1 think that in this poem Frost has given us an acute vision of the separateness 

wrought by accs of seif-consciousness, the uneasy confinements expetienced by both 

kinds of selves, empincal and romantic. Ln other words, Mending Wall is a brilliant 

exampIe of the altemate ways romanticism addresses the ethical dilemma of 

consciousness. But, again, it is a late interpretation of what Cavell has termed the "moral 

of skepticism," and therefore does not display the eaniest hopefulness and desire that one 

readily fmds in 18th cenniry Romantic wrïtings. 



A remarkable early poem in the romantic tradition is Wordsworth's Lines, 

composed a few miles above Tintent Abbey, written in 1798.18z In this work the author 

returns, five years later ("five surnmers, with the length/ Of five long winters!'), to "a 

wild, secluded scene," to view again the natural beauty of the river Wye, wMch runs, we 

are told, sylvan-iike beneath towering cliffs, the "quiet of the sky." Five years spent "in 

lonely rooms, and 'rnid the din/ Of towns and cities" have ofien been sweetened, 

Wordsworth says, by memories of this paaicular scene of freedom, memories which he 

"felt in the blood, . . . dong the heart." Thus, the river spirit which inhabits and enlivens 

this focale is a kindred spirit, no less. The man has since corne to iife by remembering 

how he iïved then, haunted by Nature's passion. 

Still, we leam that he was naturaiIy possessed as a boy: "For nature thed To me 

was di in di." That place in time is the poet's Sprhg, constinites his green, salad days 

when his mischief wiidly ran "wherever nature led-" Now the poet stands knowing full 

weil - 'That tirne is past-" In other words, Wordsworth recollects something there, in the 

"@ad animai movements" of his "boyish days," something which is not utterly 

nonsensicai to him, but whose individuai sense is now aiien and inaccessible, and must 

therefore be sought after. How did this change occur though? It is not made clear. 

Wordsworth simply remarks that, in the intervening years, he has developed, so to speak, 

a second nature; more exactly, that he has leamed the reflective habits of a lover. As 

such, he remembers thoughtfully, not purely sentimentaily, demonstrates a geaerous 

sympathy for what he once was, but of a kind unburdened by regret. Thus, the loss gets 

recounted by him as a gain, s i m e s  his reincarnation into (of?) the world. A poet 

r e m ,  that is, with a self-conscious (hence, composed) Love to this naturai scene, tums 

back to confiont what once Ied him. paradoxicaity enough, to flee. Now, in the 

attractiveness of this other, in its drawing out his love, but, equaüy importantly, in his 

William Wordsworth. "çintem Abbey" in Wonlswonk A SeLicrion. d W. E WiIlr'ams (Harmondswoctk 
Penguln. 1950), 37-40, 



intellectual and moral response toward it. the poet realizes a profound knowledge of 

himself as a Lover, apprehends his kinstiip with the sylvan Wye in a new and better way. 

Wordsworth feels 

A presence that disnubs me with the joy 

Of elevatcd thoughts; a sense sublime 

Of something far more deeply intemised, 

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns, 

And the round ocean and the living air, 

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man 

He attempts, that is, to articulate a kind of self-knowledge that cornes right nom 

within a particular expenence or spot of time. The poet fin& himself by retuming to that 

point of impression, and seeking it out. In a moment that is, to him, both past and present, 

he perceives and fashions a singular way of being, characterizes himself as "A lover of 

the meadows and the woods J And mountains; and of ail that we beholdl From this green 

eanh." Say, thinking of the sylvan Wye. the river of Mnernosyne, the waters of Lethe in 

aletheia (or the 'nothing' which darkens the sparkhg 'why'), that the poet-philosopher 

runs in quest of the ordinary, which he recoiiects through the figure of childhood. In ihis 

romantic way of expenence, then, which Langbaum ternis "the poetry of expenence," 

meaning and value get (re)discovered through a vivid, sympathetic response to what is 

other. Here, what is aven to Descartes and Locke as 'the World' becomes sornething 

made through the poetry of expenence. Caii it 'Life,' for t h  is what quickens and 

enlightens the poet's mind. 

Joyce has taught us . . . to c d  thk way of meaning an epiphany - a 

manifestation in and thcough the visible wodd of an invisibIe Me. . . . 
me] epiphany, in the iiterary sense, is a way of apprehending value when 

value is no longer objective - when it is no longer in nature, which is to 

Say in a publiciy accepted order of ideas about nature. The epiphany 



grounds the staternent of value in perception; it gives the idea with its 
genesis, establishing its validity not as conforming to a public order of 

values but as the genuine experience of an identifiable penon. ( P o e q  of 

Experience, 46) 

But Wordsworth recognizes in this epiphanic scene more than the "motion" and 

"spirit" he ingeniously shares with 'Nature.' As well, the poet turns to speak of his new 

and exquisite awareness of the presence of a "dear, dear Friend," his sister. The entire Iast 

passage of Tintem Abbey serves in fact to identiQ ai l  the love which (he says) he bears 

for Her. One might suppose, of course, that Wordsworth is merely repeating and thus, 

undersconng, what he has already fomulated in terms of an intimacy with the world. But 

to interpet it in this way, I think, would be to miss a crucial shift in his self- 

understanding, and as weil, one of the principal differences between the inteLlectual 

approach of romanticism and that of its predecessor, enlightenment science. For it is in 

these h e s ,  which, at one point, Wordsworth mens to a prayer, that one begins to grasp 

more clearly who (or what) the romantic poet is stnigglùig to acknowledge: the uncanny 

Life of other selves, at any rate, the question of other minds. In brief, this last passage is 

no longer an account of how the poet's own coherence is generaily experienced and 

known, but a largely sentimental response to a coherence - his "dear, dear" sister's 

present and future Me - which he longs to expenence, at any rate, wants to be a highly 

mernorable part of, and moreover, presumes he c m  know. (But can one know what hasn't 

yet been experienced (i.e., gain a notable place in her h u e ) ;  worse still, can one even 

know what another (Le., your sister} is experiencing nght now, in this very spot of tirne? 

These, of course, are the sorts of skepticai questions a late romaatic poet, someone akin to 

a Frost, is prone to ask, but haltingly, ever so carefully, in what may seem to some 

readers too vague or ofniand a style - "Something there is that doesn't love a wail," 

because skepticism is not a philosophical problem for the poet as it is for Descartes and 



Locke. Rather, skepticism is felt in the blood, dong the hem, and so threatens the very 

iife of this lonely hunter, this 'self.') Thus, after declaring that he fin& 

In nature and the language of the sense 

The anchor of rny purest thoughts, the nurse, 

The guide, the guardian of my heart, and sou1 
Of ail my moral being 

Wordsworth goes on to claim that he might just as weil have received this tuition from 

his sister. in other words, in her coming to Life alongside of him, "in the shooting iights/ 

Of thy wiid eyes," he discems once again his ownfirst nature, his "former hem.'' 

Whence his prayer - "Knowing that Nature [and you, my dear sister, the hope follows] 

never did betray/ The heart that Loved her" - a prayer fashioned, as it were, out of his 

second nature, out of a penerous and sympathetic love: 

Therefore let the moon 

Shîne on thee in thy solitary waik; 
And let the misty mountain-winds be free 
To blow against thee 

But here's the lie, or the Lethe, or the betrayal, in his prayer to faithfûlness, in 

what tïrst appears to be an ode to the river of Memory which flows, or so the poet 

believes, through both of them. For Wordsworth is not only rediscovering a Fast (self) in 

his sister, he is also rather Ïngeniously making a future for himseif. He desires, that is, to 

be the river-spirit within her Me, and thus, 'Yelt in the blood, along the heart." The poet 

is, after ail, a lover who leads those who ùinocently dart about his hüls (are bounding roe- 

Lüce along the trails of his words, in the landscape of his verses). In other words, the pet 

who ninis to his sister is no longer a boy, purely and simply; he is, to reverse 

Wordsworth's eariier insight, More like a man/ Seeking out the thing he loves than one/ 

Who fies fiom something that he dreads. A Lord of Life. And so, reading the poem in a 



late modem way, heeding Frost's words, 17m Ied to ask, What of his sister? Does she run 

in dread from his lines? And what will she say five yean from now, after having lodged 

for so long with her brother's words? Will this love of Wordsworth for his sister turn out 

to be congenial? WU his 'pnius,' that is, be reciprocated by hm? 

As Gadamer writes: ' ' M e  cm ask whether sympathy (which is a fonn of love) is 

not something more than an emotive condition of knowledge. It is one of the foms of 

relationship between I and Thou. Certainly there is knowledge involved in this real moral 

relationship, and so it is that love gives insight. But sympathy is much more than simply a 

condition of knowledge. Through it another person is transformed at the same tirne. 

Droysen makes the profound remark: "You must be like that, for that is the way 1 love 

you: the secret of dl education" ( T w h  and Method, 232-33). On a fmt reading, wherein 

the figures OC self and experience circle viciously, Droysen's remark evinces the 

monstrous possibilities of romantic desire (what Nietzsche, for his part, ternis the revenge 

of the last man - the desire for vengeance characterizes those who s e e r  what passes 

away).l83 1 mean, the object of love cm get written out or over by the lover's acute 

perception of time, the distresshg intimations he has of his own mortality, which prompt 

his refusai to let things be as they are, to let thhgs lie or be seen h m  afar. In the case of 

Tintem Abbey, the beloved sister becomes subject to the appetite of Wordsworth's 

love,ls4 even perhaps, to echo Bruns's apt phrase, an effigy of his speech. As John 

Bayley writes, there is an ''incorruptible ferocity" to romantic love. In recognizing the 

pst  as past yet recoverable by an act of WU, romanticism marks an important shift in the 

pursuit of self-knowledge. There is far less guardedness about the question of chüdhood 

(i.e., the sort of royal posniring one notes in Locke's Essay, for instance) and obviously, 

greaier offensiveness. Reading this passage for its ideologicai constnictions done, one 

183 Sec Stanley CaveU, Disownhg Kiiowlcdga h SP Plnys of Shtzkespcme (Cambridge: Cambridge University Rm. 
19a7), esp his essay on OttieRo's vengeance. 
'"AC one point in T m t e m  Abbec Wordsworth ükens the boy to an "appetk" 



may well come to think, Some transformation. This love arnounts to nothing more than a 

possession. You must be that way, for that is the way I love you. "By understanding the 

other," Gadarner says, "by claiming to know him, one robs his claims of their legitirnacy. 

In particular, the dialectic of charitable or welfare work operates in this way, penetrating 

ail relationships betwen men as a refl ective form of the effort to dominate. The daim to 

understand the other in advance functions to keep the other person's c l a h  at a distance. 

We are familiar with this from the teacher-pupil relationship, an authoritative form of 

welfare work" (Tncth and Method, 260). (The secret of di education; or, then again, of di 

schooling?) 

Now, has Wordsworth only managed this - taken up his sister's life and 

conceived it as essentiaily a placeholder for his own, something, a compass perhaps, that 

wîîi, in the years to come, deiicately retrace the iines of his genius, the genius behind the 

love he is now ardently expressing? In one sense, yes. To be sure, one discerns a 

compassion of sorts in Wordsworth's prayer to his sister. Her existence (can one Say, her 

inchoate presence?) is very, very dear to him, greatly moves and delights him. But does 

this eamest kind of sympathy, his second nature, serve in any way to characterize her, 

enable her to come to Me? It doesn't. His words, which 1 would descri'be as the terms of a 

bemused tvill, en0M 'her.' 

Stiil, on a henneneutical reading of Droysen's remark, Wordsworth at Ieast brings 

us nearer than either Locke or Descartes to the question of our skepticat condition, that is 

to Say, our coming together by rhetorical word and deed, in the rhetorical experience of 

being in language. This condition is the labyrinthine and bewildering way that you or 1 

come to love, come face to face, to an idea (any idea at ail, however pathetic, subüme or 

malevolent it might turn out to be) of each other as  in the midst, the neighbourhood or 

region, of an other. Thus, the poet's attitude towards his sister, expressed in temis of her 

attractîveness to him, suggests an ethicai way of thinking even as it represents what 



Nietzsche cdls the romantic artist's will to power. fut simpIy, my hunch is that in 

seeking 'his sister' out, the poet acnially becomes complicit in the t u d g  away or 

dismissal of her 'passion.' in other words, as Wordsworth struggles to draw nearer to his 

sister's Life, it flees or withdraws, just as he himself observes the boy once fled from 

Nature's advances. The figure of the ardent Iover is a sign which directs or points us 

towiird what always eludes the grasp of refkction. Wordsworth's style of approach only 

hints, therefore, at what cannot be known, and yet ought to be spoken of (if, that is, we 

seek to imagine, rather than determine, the other as the other is given to us). Thinking of 

Origen now, this reading of the poem asks one to stay and reckon with, or, better still, 

draws one into the 'scandalous drift' of Droysen's brief aside: "the secret of education." 

But: c m  there be any secret to romanticism, at any rate, is there really any mystery to the 

love Wordsworth professes for his sister, given what I've sketched above - can't one see 

that the poet reads himself into others' lives? 

How has he done this though? 1 am led, that is, to consider once again what it is 

that the poet accornplishes that Locke could not (or wouldn't). At Tiitern Abbey, 

Wordsworth teus us, what passed away has been recovered in a spot of tirne. Further, he 

tells us that the figure of childhood is bearable if one thinks well of ît. @id Locke?) One 

might Say, the pst is bearable to the poet because the epiphanic moment is akin to a 

bridge, upon which one's past is simdtaneously gathered up and carried over into the 

future. 

In light of this, consider briefly what Nietzsche says in Thus S'ke Zarathustra: 

"Zarathustra proclaims the doctrine of recurrence;" and firrther, "Zarathustra, out of the 

superman's happiness, telis the secret that everything recurs." According to Heidegger, 

Nietzsche thought that joy wodd be realized in the wodd only when the last men were 

deiivered kom theîr thoughts of revenge- Tevenge," Nietzsche writes, "is the will's 

revuision against time and its 'It was."' Briefly, revenge characterizes the s e r s  will to 



power, its will to self-overcoming. According to Nietzsche, the self is revolted by 

passes away, slips beyond its grasp; 'Tirne' is the figure of what is a h 1  because 
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unknowabie. Still, on Heidegger's view, 'The revulsion tums not against the mere 

passing, but against that passing away which ailows what has passed to be only in the 

past, which lets it freeze in the finality of this rigor monis" (What is Called Thinking?, 

103). Again, joy is experienced when the will frees itself from being revolted. How does 

it manage to get free? Heidegger explains: "The will becomes free from its revulsion 

against time, against time's mere past, when it steadily wills the going and coming, rhis 

going and corning back bringing back whar is gone. . . . The wiil is delivered from 

revulsion when it wills the constant recurrence of the same" (104). Nietzsche, he notes, 

c d s  such willing the way of "Recapitulation." 

1s this, 1 wonder, what Wordsworth fin& at Tiatem Abbey and tries to articulate, 

unsuccessfuiiy perhaps (despite ihis second reading of the poem, one may be still 

revolted by his wilfulness)? 1s this the secret of education, according to romanticism? 

That selves perhaps ody appear in the circulating power of experience, Say, in the 

turbulent sweils and draw of the river of Mnemosyne? S U ,  it needs emphasizing that the 

poet's self is the only one that takes reai shape here; the scene of fieedom is a pnvate and 

disconcerting one, for his sister's Me, the appearance of her self, hangs, if you will, by a 

Frayer. 1s this, finaily, what we must lem, that love is purely and simply an act of 

domination, that self-overcoming is nothing but the overcoming of an other's passion 

(Wasn't this what Korax taught?)? What would it be to leam that; 1 mean, to think well of 

that niition? 

In addition, 1 want to keep in mind the poem, MmdiBg Wall. For Wordsworth is 

unlike F r o s ~  who excuses himself and waits patiently (though unhappily) for the other to 

corne out, to shed his father's words and enact himseif thoughtNly.185 Writing more than 

185 hocher ciifference is that Wordsworth is reIating to his boyhwd's sister whexeas Frost is trying to be a neighbom* 
on my readhg. to sorneone who is (shown to k) capable o f  W n g  back 



a century after Wordsworth, Frost remains mischievous yet strangely hesitant; he is not 

exactly divided in his mind, but he does continiie to follow the savage behaviors of his 

neighbour. What of this late poem of romantic experience then? How does it provide an 

interpretation of the secret of education? 

These are questions 1 shail take up again in the chapters which foliow. At this 

juncture, 1 want to simply remark that it is a poet, not a scientist, who has reasoned that in 

thinking well of othen (at any rate, an other), one is somehow thinking back and 

gathering up what the world provides you by 'way of experience.' Above ali else, 

thinking is a matter of recoilection and invention, of taking to heart and transforrning 

what lies before you as the past. This is an important shift, 1 believe, in the narrative of 

consciousness, but it isn't necessarily an advance or progress in self-understanding. At 

Tintem Abbey, Wordsworth is hduig and authoring b e l f  in relation to nanual and 

human others or, then again, seeking a hamionious reconcüiation with these others. But 

he hasn't yet recognized, is unable at this point, to acknowledge them as different in the 

ethical sense, that is, as radicaliy otherwise. Foiiowing Vattirno, I have tried to draw out 

what is at issue here in terms of a hemeneutics of dwelling, what Gadamer, for his part, 

c d s  "the opemess" of coming to an understanding. 

in human relations the important thuig is . . . to experience the Thou truly 

as a Thou - i.e. not overlook his claim but to let him really Say something 

to us. Here is where openness belongs. But ultimately this openness does 

not exist only for the person who speaks; d e r ,  anyone who Listens is 

fundamentally open. Without such opemess to one another there is no 

genuine human bond. Belonging together always aiso means king able to 

listen to one another. When two people understand each other, ihis does 

not mean that one person 'understands' the other. Similarly, 'to hear and 

obey someone' does not mean simply that we do blindly what the other 

desires. We caü such a person slavish. Opemess to the other, then, 

involves recognipng that 1 myself rnust accept some things that are against 

me, even though no one else forces me to do so. ( T i h  mrd Method, 361) 



In other words, I must accept the provenance of what occurs to me, those matten which 

'1' mn toward and against, almost effortlessly it seems, as though '1' were under 'their' 

sway, drawn and brushed by their separateness. 

Ail in dl, then, 1 think that sorne of the most vexing questions raised by Thtem 

Abbey and Mending Wall are ethical ones. For the romantic enlightenment discovers what 

i've caiied the experience of power - which means that romanticism rediscoven, or, to 

put it more exactly, reinterprets in a decidedly seffish way, the point of the rhetorical 

tradition. In ternis of what I wrote earlier, one can Say that the romantic poets, finding 

themselves caught in the drift of empiricism, stniggle to endure or deny or overcome this 

tradition by exposing it to the figure of chiidhood (Le., the poetry of expenence) and thus, 

to the tmth of their historical life, the pathos ton logon, which involves, again, the 

unsenling expenence of power. I describe it as unsetmg because, in the literary history 

of romanticisrn, the truth in 'becoming experienced' is sometimes greatiy enjoyed, 

thought of as vivming, and sometîmes greatly despised md resented, and thereupoa 

labelIed a fiction that is, a i l  things considered, merely an a c t i o n .  If 1 understand him, 

this is why Bmns c d s  Literary history "a two-edged sword." It cm, you rnay recail, 

be chaiacterized in temu of what Gadamer caiis "'effective-history," in 
which what is written lays a claim upon us - calls upon us and, Gadamer 

believes, enabIes us to enter into the tcuth of things; or it c m  be 

characterized in ternis of the oedipd stniggle that Harold Bloorn has 
discussed, where preoccupation with what has been written makes the 

attempt to wnte a bloody business. Whichever way we may regard ît, 
however, what is written cannot adequately be taken as so many museum 
pieces to be admired nom a distance, or in a disinterested (or enhghtened) 

spirit; what is written, insofar as we understand it at all, aiways impinges 

on us in diverse, troubhg and productive ways. 



In sum, romantic literature presents us with diverse figurations of mo(u)ming. At 

times, poems of experience c m  express wonder at how a self manages to count its losses 

and to what degree it ought to count on its gains; then again. they cm mise the question 

of how a self copes with what is pst,  overcomes the effects of its history (or fails to cope, 

is overcome by); md hinher, they can attempt to interpret what Rich c d s  the "suffenng 

of ambivalence," or what Canith has discussed as the terriQing drarna of influence, the 

criticai sers  acute fear of engulfhent. Romanticism, in ail its versions, stniggles to 

register one or more of these comportments of the self as will to power, which 

demonstrates both its conforrnity to the self-images of enlightened writers of science(- 

fiction) as well as the marked and original merences in its ethical style. 

Now, in light of what I've said here and in the fint chapter, I want to go on to 

discuss Richard Rorty's characterization of hbed  irony. W e  the pragmatist might beg 

to disagree, 1 discuss Rortyan irony as a late romantic interpretation of the skeptical 

threat, an interpretation, moreover, which expresses, to use Gadamer's apt phrase, "an 

intensified possession of itseif," and consequently, an urge to dispossess itself of, or 

disavow, any intuitive ties it might possibly have with othen (Tmth and Method, 235).186 

One might Say, it struggies to deny the apparentfy nonhuman intuitions or intimacies 

which provide Nitions on how you or I might live in the midst of others. To echo 

Droysen's words, liberai irony resists the secrets of an education daily offered it by the 

worid. 

The phrase is drawn f m  Gadamer's discussion of Dilthey's romantic version of hermeneutïcs: 

We migbt say that historîcai consciousness is not so much self-extinction as the intensined 
possession of itself, which distïnguishes it Gom a l i  other fonns of mental life, However indissoiuble 
the ground of histoncai life h m  which it emerges* histoucal consciousness can stiU understand 
historicdiy its own capitcity to cake up a bistoncal orienîaiïon, Hence, tmlüce consciousness before 
its victorious deselopment inro historiai consàousness, it is not the immediate expression of a 
Iiving te;iiity, Historid consciousness no longer simply appiïes its own criteria of understanding to 
the traditîon in which it is situateci, nor does it naively assimilate tradition and simply cary it on, 
Rather. it adopts a cefieciive posture toward both itseifand the tradition in which it is situated It 
understands itseif in tenns of its own LUstory, HidonTcal cotfsct'ousness is a moa2 of serf-knowkdgc; 



Part Two 
Chimeras of Irony 

The Sunne is Iost, and th'earth, and no mans wit 
Cm well direct him, where to looke for it. 
And freely men confesse, that this worId's spent, 
When in the planets, and the Fiament 
They seeke so many new, they see that this 
is cnmibled out againe to his Atomis. 
'Tis ail in pieces, ail cohaerence gone; 
Al1 just supply, and al1 Relation: 
Prince, Subject, Father, Sonne, are thüigs forgot, 
For every man aione thinkes he hath got 
To be a phoenix, and that there can bee 
None of that kinde, of which he is, but hee. 
- John Donne 



The irony of living romantically 

Wirfi the drriwing of this Love and the voice of this Calling 

We sMl not cease from expIoration 
And the end of dl Our exploring 
Will be to arrive wherc we stand 
And know the place for the first time. 
- T. S. Eliot 

And what is truc love itself if it is nota chimen, Iie, and illusion? We love the 
image we make for ourselves far more than we love the object to which we 
apply it, If we saw what we love exactly as it is, there would be no more Iove 
on emh. 
- JJ. Rousseau 

At various points in the h t  part of this study 1 referred to the 

antique seuse of ethical ciifference, more exactly. to the matter of phronesis, which 

Gadamer descnbes in Truth and Method, thinking of the exernplary, nomadic existence 

of a Socrates, as the art of being open to experience. The several references were made to 

underscore the hermeneutical daim that certain, to rny minci, educational, truh can only 

be approached phroneticaily, that is, by trying to speak convincingly to whatever issue is 

at hand, though not aiways methodicdy, without aiways giving valid reasons or proofs. 

The style of phronesis is equally valuable, as applicable, Say, to educational thought and 

pracûce as techne. Thus 1 wrote in the last chapter of how Descartes and Locke, 

principally because of their epistemologicd bent, avoid a crucial ethicai subject, the 



question of how an '1' learns to live ordinarily'87 in the midst of other 'selves'. Call this 

the question of the pathology of self-experience; or, better still, Say that I am in quest of 

the secret of romantic education, which Rorty and Egan both try to formulate in terms of 

liberal irony. What is at stake here educationally, in the issue of the open indeterminacy 

of our experience of othen? lg8 

From the very outset it seems that the 'I' needs another, preferabiy of the 

magnitude of a God, even to be (or to consider itself as being) freely alone, self-reliant. 

This is, if you will, Descartes's grievous dilemma upon declaring himself a cogito, which 

is why he argues that "it would not be possible for Ms] nature to be what it is, possessing 

the idea of a God, unless God r e d y  existed."i89 And what of romanticisrn, the poets' 

enlightenment? Very simply, romanticism discovers that one is startled into Life, even 

threatened or imposed upon, by the appearance of an other. T h .  only of what Rousseau 

says in his Essay on the Origin of Lunguges (also keeping in mind what Vico has 

already wrîtten half a century earlier about the rhetorical origins of the human race, that 

is, about Jove, thunderbolts, and the age of giants) 

Upon meeting others, a savage man will initiaily be fkightened. Because of 

his fear he sees the othen as bigger and smnger than himeif. He cails 

them giunts. After many experiences, he recognizes that these so-caîied 

18' D a m e s ,  for his part, wïthdraws h m  the world Locke, on tk other han& argues formmordinaty m m .  for 
new techniques of governing the conduct of selves, administering modern communïties, For a brilliant analytis of this 
developmenî. see g e n d y ,  James Tuy, "Governing Conduct? in Conscience d Carrristry in Eary Mo&m Europe, 
e d  Edmund Leites (Cambridge: Chbridge University Press, t990). 
lg8 According to Rorty. the h d o m  of irony is born in me recognition of conrinpncy-* What is morr. "such 
recognition is the chief victue of the members of a h i  Society." Richard Rom Conthgency, Imrty. d Solidrrn'ry 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press* 1989), 46. For a sketch of Rorty's views see Appendix A & 6 below. 

Stanley Czreii explains it as foiiows. '[Descaztes's~ sense of himseif as composed ofhis contrary natures (of wbaî 
he means by mind and body, the one characiefized in opposition CO the other, each essentiaiiy what the other is not) îs 
the idea of a double nature* symbolized cencraly in the cuiture we share with him (but perfiaps now only in Literaîure) as 
the figure of Christ, So the thing ort incarnation, the mysterious meeting of heaven and earth, occurs in Descartes's 
thought not alone in the inspirer of Christianity but in each individual human king, From bere you may conclude that 
the human probiem in recognizing other human beîngs is the problem of recogniting anorher to be Christ for oneseff- 
(What is the significance of the charge that Descartes proves the existence at best of a phiiosophds God?)" - Perhaps 
that the charge is characteàstically romaaticc Descartes's God appears through argument romanticism desires Another 
who can be "felt in the b l d  dong the heart" Stadey Cavell., Tite CCaùn of Reaton (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1979), 482-83, On the romantic idea of significant others and the need to be recognhd as authentic see Chades Taylor, 
The Etlu'. of Aurhedciiy (Cambridge, MA. Hamard University, 1995); and Lionel Tnlling, Aufhenricdy rmd Shcmmty 
(Cambridge, MA: H e  University Press, 1975). 



giants are neither bigger nor stronger than he. Their stature does not 

approach the idea he had initiaüy attached to the word giant. So he invents 
another name cornmon to them and to km, such as the name man, for 
example, and Ieaves giant to the fictitious object that had impressed him 

during his illusion. That is how the figurative word is born before the 

literai word, when our gaze is held in passionate fascination; and how it is 
that the fxsst idea it conveys to us is not that of the truth. 

in a word, language for Rousseau has its bais in fear. A "savage man" is moved 

by the sight of another to exclairn that the other is a "giant." The figure of another is 

"born" when the self "is held in passionate fascinationT' and it is only after "many 

expenences," by way of Mnemosyne, bat those it once called (or: had only enough sense 

to c d )  gigantic get reconfigured as men. The commonplace "man" is, as Rousseau 

observes, an invention, but it is also the tnith, utterly me; man is a literal word. The truth 

of Rousseau's man is, you rnight Say, thinking of Vico's verum-factum distinction, a 

precious artifact of the romantic self, a descendent as it were of Descartes's idea of God. 

This is how Descartes h d s  himself in relation to his God; an early modem, very 

fnghtened, subject endeavours to corne to grips with something he apprehends as perfect 

and absolute, rnajestic in sue. The reverse, of course, may be true of Frost: the poet fin& 

himself in relation to an '&old-stone savage; a man who is, to Say the least, irnperfect and 

confhed, puny and nmow-minded C d  this the f '  of God or else, t h e  upbuilding, the 

rise, of Man. For the tmth of romanticism lies essentially in the intuition that 'you' are a 

repetition of 'me' - "You must be like that, for that is the way I love you. The secret of 

education." In other words, romanticism in a i l  its versions serves to artidaie what 1 

earlier termed the correspondence of dwellùig and aesthetic expenence, reaily, the 

extended family (or cncrh) of questions regarding how an 'I' stands with respect to a 

worid and others wich whom it fin& itself, 



One might go so far as to Say that romanticism anticipates Hegel's theory of the 

dialectical growth of consciousness.~~~ As Hegel writes in the Science of Logic, 

"[Contradiction] is the root of al1 movement and vitality [that is, the spirit in world 

history]; something moves, has dnve and is active only to the extent that it contains a 

contradiction in ifse&" Wnat appears otherwise is in fact aconstituent of the stmcnire of 

the saine, and needs to be thought of or re-presented as such. Difference is dways to be 

contained or dialecticaiiy surmounted, on Hegel's view. Likewise, believing itseif 

comprornised by the appearance of others in its world, the romantic subject endeavours to 

incorporate them, suives to come to know them as intimately as it knows itself without, 

however, risking its own identity. Whence romanticism's consoüng thought: the other is 

akui to me (You must be Like that, for that . . .). One cornes to te- with an other by 

adding it to your world. 

Or is it perhaps the other way around? Who claims who in this scene of 

instruction? That is to Say, the intuition c m  Iead (it does, for instance, in the writings of 

Wordsworth and Frost) to a massive dilemma for the romantic psyche, a dilemma which 

it more or less endures as a problem. 1 use the word 'problem' advisedly, in Jacques 

Derrida's way: "problema can signify projection or protection, that which one poses or 

throws in front of oneself. either as the projection of a project of a task to accomplish, or 

as the protection created by a substitute, a prosthesis that we put forth in order to 

represenl replace, shelter, or dissimulate oourselves, or so as to hide something 

unavowable - Lüre a shield (probiema also means shield, clothing as barrier or guard- 

banier) behind which one guards oneself h secret or in shelter in case of danger."lgl In 

short, the romantic tradition is fraught by the problem of mindfulness, its own and others. 

That is, How do I thllik weU of you, place you, come to trdy fathom your innermost 

thoughts and feelings, your self-experience; and equally imp~rtantly~ and here the real 

Ig0 Emmanuel Levinas. Orhemise r h  Be&, or Beyond Erserzce (The Hagor Martînus Nijhoff. 1984). 25. 
l9 Jacques Derrida, Aporiar (Stanfotd: Stanford University Ress. 1995). 1 1- LZ 



horror underlying romanticism becornes clearer, (how) c m  1 be sure that you are thinking 

well of me, that you do not think of me in a manner that threatens to take rny place, 

supplants my very existence? 

It is this problem whicii romanticism has with the question of other rninds that I 

want to explore more M y  in this chapter - in light of Cavell's interpretation of the 

"moral of skepticism" and Rorty's account of the "privileges" which accrue to those who 

are both liberal and ironic. 

1 
A question of acknowledgement 

In an early essay, "Knowing and Acknowledging," Cavell discusses the "motive 

of skepticism" in Light of what Wittgenstein pondered at length in the investigations - 
"What gives us so much as the idea that living beings, things, can feel?" - that is, how 

cm I know what another is feeling, which quickly runs to the thought that we can't know 

because we can't ever be sure, "because we can't have the same feelin 

g, feel his pain, feel it the way he feels it - and we are shocked."l92 This is the sort of 

extraordinary question skeptics (at any rate, the philosophically-minded oaes) have long 

insisted upon raising, the question of knowing others, Le., 'the problem of other minds'. 

Tt is as weU the question which philosophers after Descartes have expended great 

intellectual energies trying to decisively refute, just because it is supposedly a problem, 

and (supposedly) probiems can and ought io be resolvable in the terms of epistemology. 

(The scandai of philosophy ( c m  epistemology) may be that it forgets what it can and 

lg2 Ludwig Wingenstein, PhiIosophicd Imerigcrt iô~,  t m s .  G. E M. Anscombe (London: Basil BIackwell, 1958). 
Section 283. Stanley Cavell, "Knowing and Acknowledging" in MW We Mean What We Say? A Book of f i q s  (New 
York: CharIes Scninef s Sons, L968), 246- Does the feeling nm to the thought, 'I am feeling what no one eke u n  Teel- 
I am in experîenciog these sentiments,'? Elsewhere, Caveil &tes, "Human beings do not nawalfy desire 
isoiation and iacomprehensioa, but unîoa or remion, caii it communïtyty It is in faithfiilness to that desire that one 
d e c h  oneself unknown, (And of course the faiuifiilness, the desire* and the decImtion m y  aiï be baseci on il[usion, 
The concepnial comection, however, wodd remain as red as ever.) The wish to be extraordinary, exceptioaai, &que, 
thns reveais the wish to be ordinary, everyday. (One does not af' aii, wish to becorne a monster, even though the 
rdintion of one's wish for uniqueness wouId makt one a monstec) So both the wish for the exceptionaï and for the 
everyday are foci of romanticism." Cavell, ï k  CtaUn of Reason, 463. 



cannot know with certainty, by techne. Kant, for one, tried to wam us of this inteliecnial 

hubris.) 

Now, in "Knowing and Acknowledging," Cavell tries to fathom an intuition that 

the skeptic's question does not identiQ as an intellectuai problem, purely and simply, but 

rather expresses a coinmon morai and spiritual malaise. (A morai and spiritual malaise, 1 

rnight add, which is common in a romantic age.) In his own words, Cavell begins 

rummaging about For a reading that makes evident the "specific plight of mind and 

circumstance within which [the skeptic] gives voice to his condition'' (24 1).[93 Say, on 

the one hand, that if persons ordinariiy take the skeptic to be asking a childish, 

nonsensical question, it will seem quite enough to admit that 'No, one can't be certain 

that he is i n  pain. One must accept him on his word'. This admission is made, is meaat, to 

put an end to the pestering, to get back to things that matter immediately, and a great deal 

more. 

The epistemologist, on the other hand, in taking his duties senously is bound to 

draw the whole issue out, demonstrate that it stems fiom wishful or metaphysical or 

infaoule notions, reaily, from "an overwhelming temptation." He seeks to jusàfy his 

perception that skepticism provides no insight, garners no facts. According to Caveli, this 

is essentidy how Norman Malcolm, among other philosophers, eies to seMe the case of 

knowing another's pain. "Malcolm h d s  that while 'the temptation is great (indeed, 

overwhelming) to suppose that there is a sense of 'same sensation' in which two people 

cannot have the same,' nevertheless 'the case is reaily no different from that of styles, 

colors, opinions, and sudden thoughts'" (240). 

Here we cm begin marking a return to Levinas's notiot of subjectivity as "the 

smicture of the other in the same." First of ali, as Cavell writes, the point of Malcolm's 

refiitation hinges upon the idea that "different kinds of objects have different criteria of 

Ig3 îüat the skeptîeism is hir. i.c. a male condition, see Stanley Caveil. L.Introâcction" in DLsOWIWIg Kitowledgt ih Six 
Piays of Shakespeare (Cambridge: Cambridge University Rcss, 1987). esp, f 5-19. 



identity. With a sensation -- as with a color, style, disease, etc. - the criterion of identity, 

that in t e m  of which various instances count a s  one, is given by a descripaon of it; with 

other objects - material objects, points? - the criterion may be identity of location" 

(342). 

How then do we account for others' pain? Very simply put: on Cavell's reading, 

we share 'pain' as it were by objectively describing it as weil us by thoughtfuiiy attending 

to where it is located. Malcolm, however, argues that pain, Iüce colour, is known by 

description alone. Just as we say that this yeliow "fits the same description" as that one 

"(say, #3 14 of the Universal Color Chips)," that it is the same color, "period," we can Say 

that his migraine headache, according to the doctor's description of the syndrome, is 

identical to mine. (It's as if we shared a splitting headache.) 'But my headache is not in 

his head, it is here, exactiy here dong the crest of my forehead', the skeptic (and others) 

will retort. "It is striking," Cavell observes, ' ' t h  the point of locating exactly where [a 

person] hurts, while it is part, or first, to see what needs to be done, is also, and often 

wholly, to be able to sympathize more relevantly. One could Say: Our interest in pain is 

different from our interest in color. The fiindamental importance of sorneone's having 

pain is that he has it; and the name of that importance - namely, that he is suffering, that 

he requires attention - is what makes it important to know where the pain is" (245). 

This is what the epistemologist misses, in neglectuig to take the skeptic seriousfy, 

that is to Say, by not thoughtfully, carefully, attendhg to his partîcular concem. Foilow 

out the skeptic's line of thought, gant the skeptic his wish to know what the other feels, 

says Cavell, and this is what you may discover, a picture of 'knowing others' that is a fa .  

cry fkom the one long heralded by epistemology (and by skepticism, too, as it tums out). 

Imagine, then, two brothers, "one of whom, call him Second, suffers everything 

which happens to his brother F i 7 '  but never on hÎs own accord (251). Second feek 

(feels even when he is miles away and cannot see whar is happening in his sibling's 



world) because First feels it, and oniy then. "So here we have a pain in this body and a 

pain in that body and it is numericaily the same pain, litenlly the same. The thing which 

looked unintelligible, was so, only given a certain picture [that enfrarned by 

epistemology]. What has happened to make the situation intelligible is this: whüe we still 

have pain in two bodies. we no Longer have. so to spak, two owners of pain" (252). 

"The skeptic . . . has got more than he bargained for," Cavell continues. Why? 

What cm we say of the knowledge First has of Second's pain? He must know it, but 

whatever does that mean in this instance? "That's the only pain he ha." There is none 

other than Fint's. Again, "Every pain Fhst feels is his. (This now means something in 

contrast to Second's, none of whose feelings are his.) F i t  knows what Second feels (and 

when and where he is feeling it) - but so c m  we know those things." All his knowledge 

of another's feeling is based in his own. In other words, Fit can't get "around it to 

appreciate the individuality of Second's pain." He is obliged to try and mode1 it; his 

knowledge, that is, must be drawn according to the sympathy he feels, "in moments of 

saintiiness or dm," [for] Second's position. 

Furthemore, Cavell asks, what of Second's knowledge of his brother's pain? We 

c m  Say that he has exactiy that pain and therefore knows exactly what First is feeling. 

Nonetheless. Second cannot recognke, as we orcünarily do. cannot howingiy grasp the 

thought, 'His pain connasts with mine'; "'bis pain' no longer differentiates what he feels 

€tom what 1 feel, hrm fkom me; he is not other in the relevant sense." 

To sum up: F i ' s  knowledge is a matter of fiaming representations of the other's 

feelings whereas Second's knowledge is merely an "effect of brother's] pain, not a 

response to it. . . . What is this 'knowuig a person'?" Cavell wonders (252-53). 

AL1 in all. we may find, by perusing the range of expressions of our own and 

othen' 'feelings', by recounting its rnultifarious histories, that the hitherto inchoate shape 

or "structure of the other in the same" emerges more clearly now. "How shaIl we 



understand this wish for a response to my expressions (of pain, of any region of the 

mind)?" Cavell asks, "Does it suggest that Our concept of my knowledge of another is 

bound up with the concept of my freedom, an independence from the other, from ail 

others -- which 1 rnay or may not act upon?" (253). On Cavell's reading, the skeptic's 

exaspented assertion that 'Only he knows whether he's Ui pain; I do not know!' can be 

fairly interpreted as 'Only h e  can express or acknowledge his pain (or hide it or pretend to 

express it); and 1 may or may not act upon that acknowledgement of pain (or perhaps, his 

attempt to conceal or feign it).' Everything is so very uncertain between us. "- Perhaps 

he will not be expressing cemnify; but why c m  one not Say, what his words Say, that he 

is expressing knowledge?" (257). 

Here we have at hand skepticism's fundamental insight, Cavell argues, "the 

insight . . . that certainty is not enough. . . . [There] are special problems about Our 

knowledge of another, exactly the problems the skeptic sees. And these problems can be 

said to invoke a special concept of knowledge, or region of the concept of knowledge, 

one which is not a function of certainty" (258). Hence the glaring realization that 1 cannot 

know with certainty another's position. This is a basic phenomenological d a m ,  Cavell 

writes, an "undeniable" d a m  of ordinary Me. ''1 think everyone recopizes the 

experience which goes with it, that it is some temile or fortmate fact, at once contingent 

and necessary. that 1 am not in that position; the skeptic merely cornes to concentrate 

upon it" (259). Moreover. the epistemologist's conclusion that "one cannot feel another's 

sensations" only Limns, utterly 'Y& to capture my experience of separation nom others," 

and equally, theK experience of sepacateness as weIl. There is a needom of one kind or 

another here, but it  seems unconnected to power. I mean, the skeptical insight does not, as 

it were, inforni or cultivate our sense of dignity. 

Cavell ends "Knowing md Acknowledging" with a reminder of what is at stake in 

attempcing to foIlow out the ethical question of vulnerabIlity7 more generaüy. of what is 



at stake for those of us who live in so-caiied Liberai democntic nations where each of us 

is meant to End Our 'selves' in poignantly singular ways and yet, pursuing that end, 

repeatedly find ourselves confronted by the particularity of others' needs, their sometimes 

perfervid desires. That is tr say, we find ourselves unsettled, affionted, perhaps exposed 

to, or, then again, perhaps quite unmoved by, undeniably apart from, the Lives other 

people lead, by what they are doing, believing, feeling. AU in all, '1 know you are in pain' 

is not, in Cavell's view, an expression of certainty but rather a "response to your 

suffering, an expression of syrnpathy . . . because your suffering makes a daim upon me. 

It is not enough that 1 know (am certain) that you suffer - 1 must do or reveal something 

(whatever can be done). In a word, I must acknowledge it, otherwise 1 do not know 'what 

your being in pain' means. . . . For] the concept of acknowledgement is evidenced 

equally by its failure as by its success. . . . A 'fdure to know' might just mean a piece of 

ignorance, an absence of something, a blank. A 'failure to acknowledgeT is the presence 

of something, a confusion, an inciifference, a cailousness, an exhaustion, a coldness. 

Spiritual e m p ~ e s s  is not a blank" (263-64). 

What do I mean though by saying that acknowledgement mattea, matten 

crucialIy, in teacher-pupil relationships? In part, I seek to begin thinking through the 

sigificance of knowing another. knowing ohers, knowing a (the) world. which are. if I 

undentand correctly, the comected goals of ail 'social' 'scientific' 'research', 'theory', 

and 'practice'. For me, the tûsk (of which this study is a part) has become largely to 

articulate, partially, rhetoncally, how contemporary schooting practices, which in my 

opinion constitute a subset of educational ones. operate to avoid what Cavell claims is 

"the moral of skepticim, namely, that the human creature's basis ic the world a s  a whole, 

its relation to the world as such, is not that of knowing, any way not what we think of as 

knowing,'' but of receptivity or listening as wen as enactment or saying, the 

acknowledgàlg, that is, of ourselves and others (Claiin of Reasm, 241; emphasis added). 



On my reading, Cavell, among othen, has begun reaticulating a facet of our everyday 

Iives that remains pretty well implicit, has been and continues to be dismissed as a vague, 

ineffable, inapplicable (a domestic, penonal, private?) issue - and this, 1 gather, because 

it cannot be easily explicated in a methodical way, that is, it can't be harnessed and 

arbitrarily deployed, has eluded technicai description for over two millennia. But if what 1 

have so far written is me, if one accepts the hermeneutical reminder that in educationai 

studies phronesis is at least equdy important as techne, then it follows, 1 think, that one 

of the fundamental tasks of any educator may be to corne to an understanding of the point 

(which may turn out to be that there isn't any point, at any rate, no ethical point) of 

teaching in schools per se. What is at stake in wanting to live Like a sophist. in accepting 

the idea that one's education ought to be systematic and professionaily administered 

nther than idiosyncratic and groundless? In other words, 1 think it well worth our while 

to reflect upon what is at issue for those who desire (i.e., are ready and willing) to school 

certain others, usually children and adolescents, who have demonstrated overwhelmingly 

that they c m  leam without paid help, the peculiar caritas, Say, of a ceained teacher.1g4 

This involves, as I've tried to indicate, suasively Linking certain public interpretations of 

what is good in the way of beiief (e.g., Rorty's conception of irony) to the question of 

what schools are for. or. then again. what is educationdy useN (e.g-. cultivating irony, 

as Egan argues). At the same the .  doing phîlosophy in education ought to involve saying 

what is possible in the way of belief. that is, it ought to be a matter of thinking 

rnagnanimously, because thinking wherever it occurs involves, as Heidegger Mtes, 

"releasing into the open whatever might be said." It bears repeating, therefore, that 1 have 

Uncieriying my polemical ce& is the hope that in a dcrnocnttk scciety. it waild be taken for granteci thai al l  
children were 'geniuses'- Raiph Emerson once wrote that %te oniy objection to Hamiet is that it exists-" Likewise, my 
main objection to the institution of schooliag is that it exists, See Jacques Rancierees account of formal schwling. and 
whar this modern Wmtion on the whoIe serves to disavow, in ï7ie f~mnrSchooInursttlt= fie h o r s  in ImeIlecnrol 
Emmin'ption (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 199 1); and also, Gadmer's commemts on the typicai teacher-pupïi 
rdatianship which he decries as "an anthoritative form of weLfare wodr", as weU as tas discussion of both cfiiIdrenes 
speech and the evendulness and accidentalness of concept fow-on.  Hans-Georg Gadarncri Tmh mrdMediutL 2nd 
ed.. RV, tramc Ioei Weuishelmer and Donaid CI Marshall (New York Coneinaum, 1989). 359-62- 428-32 



iittle doubt that what 1 cal1 for is a controversid or ideologicd task - but it need not 

aiways be so (it will be occasionally) in the pejorative sense of ideological. In speaking to 

an ethics of vulnerability, one wiIl inevitably run up against indifference, callousness, a 

coldness in those who are exhausted by having to thoughdully cope with the fact that 

their world is inhabited by a plethora of others, and who would rather just get on with 

schooling (Utiiity spade in hand, they may be inclined to Say, 'Enough is enough. These 

questions lead nowhere.' Or mouth such cornmonplaces as 'How does this help me to 

teach in the classroom?' "How could 1 ever use what you are saying?'). Taik of an ethics 

of vulnerability, I mean, will appear incredible, perhaps just incredibly vague, to those 

who would take for granted Our society's genius for control, that kind of moral indolence 

which Taylor, for one, says is rooted in the "ethics of inarticulacy" and Judith Shklar, for 

another, discusses in Ordinary Vices as ''moral cnielty." 

II 
On the ethos of liberal irony 

Let me begin my discussion of liberai irony by making two related claims. One - 
imagination is the quintessential character of love; and two, imagination is obligatory if 

one wishes to Live well, or merely without resentment, in the midst of others. I take it as 

given that Living in society, one encounters others daily, as a matter of course, and 

m e r ,  that the greater number of these encounters necessitate (dîs)aclaiowledgement of 

one kind or another. As Cavell writes, "[A]cknowledgement of another c d s  for 

recognition of the other's specific dation to oneself. . . . this entails the revelation of 

oneself as having denied or distorted that relation" (Claim of Remon, 428). For instance, 

the powemil in our society often face the weak and defenceless cnieliy, day in and day 

out, in a variety of ways. Following Caveil (who in tum is following later 



WittgensteinIg5) 1 suggest that our public cruelties are not typically bom out of a lack of 

knowledge, and therefore, are not something that might be easily rectified by providing 

more information, by getting, that is, the victirnizers to become more aware than they 

aiready are of the victim' realities. Rather, 1 want to say that moral cruelty signifies on 

the whole a spiritual iack, a desire to act against what one already knows, for instance, by 

avoiding or refusing the tmth of skepticism. in a word, our cruelties basically exempli@ a 

dearth of imagination, a dying to Life itself. 

Moreover, it needs ernphasizing that the acts of undentandhg wrought by love 

are characteristically pathetic and circumstantial, diverse and provisional. Recall here 

Gadamer's statement, with which 1 opened Chapter One - "seeing does not mean that we 

perceive in the situation what is visible as such, but that we leam to see it as a situation 

of action and hence in the light of what is right." As Caveii says, in discloshg love's 

imagination, acknowledgement '"goes beyond' knowledge, not in the order, or as a feat, 

of cognition, but in the c d  upon me to express the knowledge at its core, to recognize 

what 1 know, to do sornething in light of it." Again - "my ignorance of the existence of 

others is not the fate of my naninl condition as a human knower, but my woy of 

inhabiting that condition" (Claim of Reason, 428,432). Ignorance is not, therefore, 

merely an "inteiIectua1 l a c c  but rather. an ongoing act of mord cruelty: the victimizer is 

choosing as it were to remain inarticulate, refusing to admit his own and others' 

mortaiity, denying the importance of being human, of having to lead a iüe that is 

inescapably particular and situated. 

In short, there are dtemate ways of inhabitkg a world; for instance, by 

consuming iL by performing in it, by giving in to it (voluntanly, as if it were one's fate), 

by thanking it or receiving it imaginatively, as if it were a gift of one kind or another, 

lg5 On the ngd Fnr imagination Ïn human aRairs see ako Coca Diamonci, 7 h e  b p o m  of Bang Human" in 
H w ~ n  Behgs, ec - David Cocburn (Cambridger Cambridge University Ptws, 1991). 35-62; and g e n d y .  Sabina 
h v i i n d  Reufirr; t and ImagUxation UI Erhr'cs (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. 1983). 



hence Derrida's thought of Gifr as poison or Hartman's more generous belief that it is 

both a blessing and a curse. Milchail Bakhtin. for his part. expresses an idea of inhabiting 

a world that seems to confound the fint two ways i've rnentioned, in an effort to reject 

the third: 

. . . language, for the individual consciousness, lies on the borderline 

between oneself and the other. The word in language is half someone 

else's. It becomes 'one's own' only when the speaker populates it with his 

own intention, his own accent, when he appropriates the word, adopting it 

to his own semantic and expressive intention. Pnor to this moment of 

appropriation, the word does not exist in a neutrai and impersonal 

language (it is not, after ail, out of a diaionary that the speaker gets his 

words!) [it is, after dl, out of a romantic tradition that an author - in this 

case, Mikhail Bakhtin - gets his words!], but rather it exists in other 

people's mouths, in other people's contexts, serving other people's 

intentions: it is fiom there that one must take the word, and make it one's 

om.196 

This is akin, in my view, to Hegel's dialecticd notion of becoming experienced, 

which he describes in the Phmommoiogy of Spirit as the steady progress of the self from 

naturai to historical consciousness. In other words, it is a picnire of experiencing which 

c m  and ou@ to be distin,@shed fkom Gadamer's (and Levinas's and Cavell's) image of 

experience as becorning opened. As Bruns writes, "In the one the subject intemalizes its 

object, consumes if adds it to itself; in the other the subject is divested, exposed, and 

transformed by what happens to itself. One couid cl@ this ciifference with the help of 

Robert Solomon's rernark that in Hegel's Phenomenobgy consciousness is 'dowmight 

cannabaiistic'; that is, it is repeatedly characterized as something 'voracious, as 'gobbling 

up' (Hegel's tem) everything it confiants." To be sure, Hegel's notion of progress is 

"dïalecticai rather than inductive [it can, for instance, be opposed to Locke's notion of 

L96 Citai in Huuy Louis Gam. lr, The Signimg Monkqy (Oxfoni: Oxford University Ras, 1988), 1. 



gaining experience, which is not developmental]. For Hegel it is a way of negation in 

which one recognizes the untruth of what one had thought. Its stnicnire is that of 'a 

revend [UmkehrungJ of consciousness itself.' . . . But Gadamer emphasizes the 

negativity in an entirely different way. For Lm, experience is a process of disilIusionment 

or divestiture that leaves us  standing before the world without the protection of farniliar 

concepts. It is not a kind of knowledge, he says, but is opposed to knowledge. Experience 

puts us in touch with reality not by reveaiing it to us but by exposing us to it."197 

Here is a suitable enough place, I think, to sketch out the crucial distinction 

Cavell makes in The Claim of Reason between imagination and imaginativeness. Both 

involve the fomiing of images, he says, but the former is not only, or not always, that. 

Imagination is also "the capacity for making connections, seeing or realizing possibiiities, 

but 1 need not accomplish this by way of formiag new images, or anything we Like to cd 

images. . . . Vivid imagery, in fact, may defeat the purpose. (Dickens, who was 

superlative in both capacities, both in imagination and in irnaginativeness, came to 

recognize this problem: he could get the PecksnBs and Murdles of the world to cry over 

the pictues he presented of poverty and the deaths of children, but this did not get them 

to see their comection with these picnires.) Imagination is c d e d  for, faced with the 

other, when have to take the facrs in, realize the si-miificance of what is going on, make 

the behavior real for myseff, make a comection." Cavell then briefly remarks that this is 

a matter of "seeing sornething as something" (Claim of Reason, 353-54). 

I think that Gadamer would insist that it is more than "seeing something as 

something." (1 dso think that (at this point198) Cavell's remark diminishes or falls away 

fiom his eariier insight) Again, for Gadamer, it is more a matter of continuhg to discover 

ourselves with others in thLF way, a matter of Living out, of inhabithg and reinhabiting, 

one's finitude. Which is to Say, one canuot lead afreely human life by coming to rest with 

197 GeraId L Bruns. Henneneuti;cs.Anczintrutd Modmr (New Haven: Yak Universiîy Press, 1992). 154.65. 
Ig8 See note 19. 



the extravagent, sophistical insight that something (everybody and everything!) can be 

taken this or perhaps that (or, then again, that) way. Thus, the question of imagination is 

related to what Plato termed the "weakness of the logos," where the weakness does not 

ultimately rzside in speaking of one thing in t e m  of (or as) another "but only in 

speaking of it as someîhing which it is not. "igg Commenting on this, Bruns writes, "That 

which is thought always has to be taken as something else, and so on to no finite term. It 

is always possible, in other words, for something to show itself as that which it is no?; 

indeed this is a condition of showing itself." True, but on my reading, Gadamer is making 

an ethical point here, not simply an ontological one: something may manifest itseif and be 

taken or spoken of as something which it is not. Persons are quite capable, that is, of 

denying the experience of being in language, their having to act while in its sway. For 

instance, if one takes the word, which, as Bakhtin writes, is alive in another's mouth, or 

better stül, eniivening another's context, one seeks to come to life in it, to însert oneself 

into the place that word occupies (these are very physical ternis, deployed by a subject - 
Hegel's perhaps - gazing at an object which it desires). This is a pioneering act no less, 

an act, I want to Say, of sheer, impudent imaginativeness (i.e., it displays aU the 

imaginativeness one rnight expect of a frontiersman) because it endeavours to make the 

word over, take it over. wrench it fiom an other's rnouth, which is one of the habitats of a 

word. In conkat, to imagine the word, to speak of its Merence imaginatively, would be 

to somehow go with if find and then speak of yourself in its context, which is to Say, be 

exposed or willing to live with what it does to you, to wander (wonder) into, what later 

Heidegger c a s ,  the "neighbourhood" of that particda. word, a region of ljCe where 

others wander, have wondered. too. This is, 1 believe, an involuntary and blessed way of 

coming face to face with the other in the same. One might also cal1 it the ethical style of 

Living with the word as an accursed share. For 'I' come thaumaturgically to life in 

lgg Ham- Gearg  Gadamer, Dialogue and Diclltctic: Eighr Henneneuticd k a y s  on Pùzto, tram. P. m ~ p h e r  Smith 
(New Havenr Yale Univmity Press, 1980), 152 



Ianguage. Whence the hermeneutical daim that romantic self-making is a derivative 

activity, a discursive effect of occidental history.'" The truth of romanticism signals the 

advent of what herrneneutics imagines to be the crucial question of dweiling and aesthetic 

expenence. 

Now, it is precisely this set of concems which leads me to consider at some length 

the significance of Rorty's interpretation of irony. 1 mean, would one be blessed or cursed 

(or blessed and cursed) to Live with a liberal ironist? Specifically. does the kind of irony 

privileged by Rorty in Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity display imagination or 

imaginativeness? My reading of his work suggests the latter. Put suongly, 1 think that 

Rortyan irony is a debasedZoL, romantic interpretation of skepticism, an exquisite yet 

nonetheless deeply misguided attempt at overcoming what it conceives as a monstmus 

threat, a threat, that is, which hinges upon "its idea that to know or be known by another 

is to penetrate or b e  penetrated by aaother, to occupy or be occupied" (Claim of Reason, 

470). "What we hate," Montaigne once m t e ,  "we take seriously." AU in ail, rny hunch is 

that Rorty takes seriously the ethics of vulnerability, that is, hates the fate of having to 

live with others in the same, Le., the fate of having to Iive in (off?) a tradition. As 1 point 

out below, Rorty is quite taken by Harold Bloom's idea of stcong poetry, which is, to Say 

the Ieast. a fair yet prapatic reading of Nietzsche's notion of self-overcorning. Above aU 

else, then, Rorty longs to give birth to himeIf, to make the world in which he appean 

bear his impress. Lüce Nietzsche, he longs to compose a "poem" of hirnself "in words 

never used before"(Contingency7 28). (Un)fortunately, Rorty is a democratic thinker in 

*Oû As Ricoeur mites. "mven when we cead a phiiosophicai w o k  it is always a question of entering into an aiien 
work, of divesting oneselfof the earlier 'me' in order to receive, as in play, the self conferreci by the work itseif , , . . 
Oniy the interpremtion which safisfies the injunctioa of the tex& which foUows the ' m w '  of meanhg and endeavours 
to 'think in accordance with' it. engenders a new sefjunderstandhg- By the expressiression 'self-understanding,' I shouid 
üke to contrast the selfwhich e w e s  from the understanding of the text to the ego which claims to precede this 
understanding. Ir îs the rext . - - which gives aseffto the ego-" Paul Ricoeur, Henneneunenneneuncf and rhe Hwnmt Scknces. 
crans. John B. Thompson (Cambridge: Cambridge LTmversity Press, 1980)+ 192-93; emphasis added 
201 Gïven Cavell's accauu of the moral ofskeptïcism, Roity's pi- of h n y  ïs fantasticai because it illumates a 
profound unwiIiingness to accept the skeptical tmh The mth tfiat "We are endlessly separate, for no reason, But ùlen 
we are answerable for everything that cames betwcen us; if not for causing it then for continukg it; if not fordenying it 
then for affuming it; if not for it then to kW See &O noce 18, CaveiL Ttre ClaUn of Remon, 369, 



addition to being an aspiring strong poet and hence obliged to cope with what Bloom 

terms a "sad truth" -- "[Ploems [Le.. persons] don 'r  have presence, unity, form or 

meaning. . . . What then does a poem possess or create? Alas, a poem has nothing, and 

creates nothing. Its presence is a promise, part of the substance of things tisped for, the 

evideoce of things not seen. Its unity is in the good wiU of the reader. . . . its meaning is 

just that there is, or rather was, another poem" (Quoted in Contingency, 41). The ironist 

in Rorty positively hates this sad mith, his pathetic, linguistic condition, and combats it 

by advocating (with Shklarzo2) a "Iiberalisrn of Fear." Other poems or people, as it were, 

are the ordinary vice of the Rortym self. For one depends upon their good will, and Living 

at the end of the twentieth century, we know ail too weli what a group of wills, declaring 

themselves good, but acting by and large out of resentrnent, are capable of. 

Given Rorcy's belief that persons are akin in vital respects to poems, 1 s t a a  with 

Kenneth Gergen's thought that the pesons are texts metaphor returns "a dignity to the 

human being that is largely Iost when [it is] coi .sidered merely Yümal- or machine- 

like.'QO3 Elaborating the sense some of us have of dignity is a plausible way , to echo 

Wittgenstein, of bringing liberal irony home (a dwelling-place which lies, 1 rnight add, 

smack in the neighbourhood of romanticism). 

According to Gergen. the metaphor suggests that persons have a capacity that 

other creanires and things do not: it names the ciifference that makes a crucial, a 

metaphysical, merence. Briefly, human beings or persons are capable of n;imiog 

original purposes and acting with those purposes in mind. In recogniMg that b'human 

action cannot be understood without reference to its underlying intentions," we 

2ûZ See Conring~ncy~ W. S b k h  w r i t a  for instance, '[Llibefaiism's deepest grounding is in place h m  the &sr, in the 
conviction of the eariïest defenders o f  toieration, bom in homr. that melty is an absolute evil, an offense against God 
or humanity. It is out of that tradition that the politicai iiberalism of fwr arose and conrinues amîd the termr of our tïme 
to bave relevanceu Rorty M y  agrees with ShkIar's conception of Liberaiism, Judith Sbklar. The Liberalism of Fear" 
in Liberalism and the Moml Life, ed Nancy Rosenblum (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1989). 23- 

Kenneth Gergen. 'If Pesons are Tuts" in Hermeneurics and Pqchobgicd îïreory, ,edr Sranley B. Messex a aï 
(New York: Rutgers University Press, 1988). 29, 



acknowledge, Gergen says, that penons act with dignity (29). The ideal seerns to capture, 

in other words, what is quintessentially human in Our creaturely behaviours. 

But what is being recognized exactiy, when one takes up a beiief in dignity? In 

Gergen's opinion, talking about dignity is a typically modem way of alIegoriziag what 

Lies below an "insignificant surface7'2~, narnely, the "inner realm of the mind," the source 

of intentionality, that vast, subterranean world where the human spirit wanders at wu. 

"[T]he vision of the text." Gergen wrîtes, "holds the promise of a fascinating odyssey into 

a foreign land" (29-3 1). Virginia Woolf, who cornposed her chanctrrs for the most part 

sympatheticaiiy, or, as Langbaum puts it, "from inside," would agree, I think, with 

Gergen's reading. She once observed that a great text like "Tn'starn Shandy or Pride and 

Prejudice is complete in itself: it is ~e~contained: it leaves one with no desire to do 

anything, except indeed to read the book again. . . . Sterne and Iane Austen were 

interested in things in thernselves; character in itself; in the book in itself. Therefore 

everything was inside the book, nothing outside." If you imagine that persons are &in to 

books (great ones, that is, not potboilers), then they invariably hold and conceal meanings 

within themselves which are unique to them. They are. to paraphe Nietzsche's thought, 

a "skin-covered world" aU to their own. Imagining this, one c m  certainiy conjure up 

images of the other as promishg an odyssey; of course, one can j u s  as easily become 

mindful of what they rnight be withholding or feigning, careful of their difference, the 

telling separation, and thus corne to regard them with a grudging respect. Anyhow, one 

will, in dI Likelihood, keep a respecdul distance fiom those one fears, or hasnTt yet 

*O4 That is. behind the 'Ml of the body'. This isprecircLy the myth which CaveiI (intcrprethg the latn Wirtgeoneïn's 
nation: "My attitude is an attitude toward a SOL") seeks to debuak- He The  block to my vision of the other Is 
not the orher's body but my incapacity or unwiiiïngness to Uiterpret or to judge it accurateiy, to dnw the right 
comections. The suggestion is : 1 s a e r  a kind of bhdness, but I avoid the issue by projecting this clarkness upon the 
other- - . - So we might say: What bides the mind is not the body but the minditself, 

. , , Sornethiag ü veifed - the mind by itself- But the ideaof tbe body piays its de. in the faatasy of it as  
veiling. it is what comes between my mind and the other's. it is the rhing thatseparaces us- The mth hefe is that we are 
separare, but not necessarily sepamed (6y something); that we are- each of ris, bodies, i.e, embodied: each is this one 
and not th* each here and not there, each now and not then, if something separates us. cornes between us, tint can only 
be a partîdar aspect or srance of the mind itself, a prticuIar way in which we date* or are relateci (by birth, by iaw, by 
farce, In [ove) to one another - out positions. our attitudes, with ceference to one another- C d  tbis our bistory. It is our 
present." Caveii. The Claün of Reason. 368-69. 



figured out, but dearly wants to. In conuast, what is well-known and weli-inhabited by us 

can be and is, more ofien than not, taken for granted. And precisely because it lacks a 

certain autooomy, is unable to determine itself, it may be fairly easily deployed for our 

purposes, tike anirnals and machines typically are. It can be treated as a mere means to 

our ends. 

According to Gergen then, penons are like texts in having an inward Me, in being 

ends in thernselves. To an extent, this is what Kan: determined: that a person's dignity 

(and heedom) reposes in his or her capacity for self-dependence or autonomy, in the 

ability, so to speak, to largely go it alone by way of the light of reason. "Other things 

have a price," he once declared, "only rationai agents have dignity." But in the end, 

rational determination for Kant is always and everywhere a matter of acting on principle: 

one has dignity because one hm acted in accord with the moral law. The "vision of the 

text," on the other hmd, highlights the unseen potential of the individual, the 

inexhaustible and findamenialIy passionate spirit of personai being, which is what 

Rousseau heralds in his accounts of the 'Life of sentiment' - the incomparably rich source 

of feeling lying deep within each of us. Unlike Locke, who argues that we ought to 

employ our God-given faculty of reason to effectively satisQ our desires, Rousseau 

places the emphasis upon discerning the essence of our humanity. The romantic is most 

concemed to distinguish Cis truiy human urges from the bad, with elucidathg the 

quaiities of his sentiments, to regain contact with nature as source by journeying w i t h .  

Thus, for Rousseau, the vime or exceilence of human persons "lies in [their] tender and 

noble sentiments, which flow fkom an undistorted or unsullied nature." Of course, 

Rousseau's idea of human name as source retains its ties to God: it is not radicdy 

subjectivîst But, as Taylor writes, "@tousseau] was the crucial hinge figure, because he 

provided the language, with an eloquence beyond compare, which could articulate this 

radical vîew - . . . that the inner voice of my hue sentiments d-e what is the good: 



since the elan of nature in me is the good, it is this which has to be consulted to discover 

it" (Socrrces #the SelJ; 365,364). 

In this respect, the vision of the text portrayed by Gergen is thoroughly modem 

and rornantically subjective. But Gergen's view extends beyond Rousseau's horizon. It 

encompasses as weil what Taylor c d s  the "'expres~ivist'~ reformulation of Rousseau's 

idea of the life of feeling. Briefly, this account clairns that each of us possess a unique 

nature which ought to be privately delved into and symbolically enacted. Expression is 

now judged to be a "blend of revealing and making" through symbolic action. What is 

Iargely inchoate or partidy sensed can and ought to be made manifest to others through 

various symbolic activities, that is, shared and cultivated in public spaces. As Taylor 

writes, now "not only do we need to mm away from other-dependence and false passion," 

we ought as weli to "articulate what we areT?' and this entails publicly elucidating what we 

have individuaily recovered. 

Equally important to the development of the idea of dipnity is the expressivist 

belief that articulation is not just a mimetic or reproductive act, but an inventive, highly 

original one. The romantic subject is not simply copying or translating the World's forms, 

or imaginatively confirming God's creation, he is imagining that world anew, in 

unprecendznted ways. In Taylor's words, 'The symbol. unlike aiiegory, provides the 

form of language in which something, otherwise beyond our reach. can become visible. 

Where the degoka l  term points to a realiy which we can also refer to directly, the 

symbol dows  what is expressed in it to enter our world" (379). What is inchoate in 

nature (nature both within and without you and 1) becomes manifest through symbol: 

world and language, rnatter and form, interpenetrate in the best works of art. Hence 

Coleridge's thought that the symbol "lives within that which it symbolizes and resembles, 

as the crystai Lives within the Iight it transmits, and is transparent iike the light itself' 

(Quoted in Sources of the Self, 379). Or, given what 1 wrote in Chapter Two, 



Wordsworth's attempt to express the boy's tmth as Nature's passion in Tintem Abbey. 

And funher, the poet's attempt to reveal "in the shooting lights*' of h i s  sister's "wild 

eyes" what hr belongs to, that is, the future he longs to be with or inhabit. 

Most importmt, however, is that in this romantic epiphany, in Wordsworth's 

confounding of his ps t  and funire life in the spinted presence of his dear sister, lies 

evidence of what always 'occurs' to any modem self -- the natural fact of its own and 

othen' separateness, the fact that each human sou1 is (confined to, possessed by?) a body. 

To paraphrase what Cavell says about rornanticisrn at one point in The Claim of Reason, 

'the ethical import of the poet's experience at Tintem Abbey, is that he has it. The 

uniqueness in question points not to some necessary difference between what he 

apprehends as his boyhood passion and that of his sister's (for the= may be no signincant 

difference between thern), but to the necessary difference between being her and being 

Wordsworth, the fuct thut they are bvo.'?os In the Iast chapter, I said that Wordsworth 

ignores this ethical difference (as selves have a n a d  tendency to do), and that his so- 

cailed prayer to his sister's particular Me, her singularity, could be thought of as a lesson 

in how she might live to reproduce his. But as well, 1 hînted that Wordsworth would 

nonetheless in time corne to recognize others as being sepante nom hirn. That's what 1 

want to discuss now. 

Fust of ail, briefly consider an action taken by Marcin Luther during the winter of 

15 13- 14. As Bruns t e k  us, Luther instructed a typesetter, Iohann Gninenberg, to 

"produce an edition of the Psalter with wide margins and lots of white space between the 

lines," that is, to render the previously loud marginalia, the cachet left by God's worldly 

editors. insignincant, silent, still. A reformed Luther wished only to receive the original 

Word of God, as it had been set down in the New and Old Testaments; at the very most, 

205 Cavell's rtatement n u  as foiiows: The importance abwt my sensation is r b r  1 bave i t  nie uuïqueness in 
question points not to some necessary ciifference between my don and youxs (forthertz may be no significant 
difference between them). but to the necess;try ciifference h m  being you and beiog me. the fat  uiar we are wu," 
CaveLI, The Claïnt of Rearon. 356; emphasis addeci. 



he would concede to snidy translations of the Word prepared by certain of the early 

Greek and Latin Faihers, for instance, the commentaries of St. Augustine of Hippo. The 

act, Bruns says, symbolizes the modem cast of mind. "ln a stroke Luther wiped the 

Sacred Page clean as if to begin the history of interpretation over again, this time to get it 

cight." For down through the centuries. the Bible had steadily becorne "a glossed text, in 

which each verse [was] sumunded by notes and commentaries handed d o m  by the 

Church Fathen. In effect, the biblical text was materially embedded in the history of its 

interpretation" (Henneneutics, 140). God's worldly interests had been, over the centuries, 

always partially and publicly disclosed by religious authonties, by Church-appointed 

scholars. But Luther wanted his pupils to be left alone to expenence what he had 

experienced - the Bible's great and profound reserve, the dignity of its absolute and 

i n f i t e  spirit which he beiieved could not be capttmd by "the merely human writings of 

the Fathers. . . . Scripture alone shouid reign," he writes, "1 [do not] pretend that it is to be 

interpreted by my spint or that of other men. . . . 1 wish to understand it by its spirit" 

( 145). 

Now, differently fiom Luther who, despite his modem sense of the text's dignity, 

faithfidiy sought to encounter God without actually inhabithg or appropriating him, 

without reanimating God's spirit in light of his own mortai one, Bruns sees Wordsworth 

as "straining" to reincanate himselfas those alien others, those bbsubjects endowed with 

an interior distance." The centrai task of understanding, for Wordsworth, is not to meet 

another face-to-face, cordiaüy or mysticallyT but to 'bpossess the self-possession of the 

other," to penetrate "into the depths of that [unnifned] Ses," to utterly delve into that 

pecaliar mystery of another's mind As Robert Langbaum wrïtes, 'To know an object the 

romanticist must be it.'q06 'Think of the way Descartes, in Discourse on Method, ~ m s  

himseif into someone radically different fkom himself," B m  explains, "csomeone 

?O6 Rokn Langbaum. Tnr Poerry of Experience: Thr Dmman'c MonoIogue Ur Mo& Lïtemry T m d h  (New York 
Norton. 1957)- 



(sornething?) no longer Descartes. . . . Descartes seems . . . to set the stage for the farnous 

romantic idea of the excursive or excursionary imagination, of the mind that c m  situate 

itself anywhere, occupy any perspective, understand any point of view, transcend any 

horizon, the subject turning into the objective. . . . [We] know how this is so from 

Wordsworth, whose excursionary nature made him, among other things, a comoisseur of 

epitaphs (he wrote a senes of essays on epitaphs - texts that are, in their way, ailegories 

of disembodiment and mental transport)" (Henneneutics, 164-5). Thus we h d  the poet, 

in joyful reverie: Wordsworth "amid the quiet of a Church-yard, . . . shining . . . by the 

Light of love," imagining the Sea ('so smooth a surface and so fair an outside"). And then, 

in a flash of fancy, the poet plunges into the dark waters, disembodied yet clear of mind, 

to reaiize "thoughts of Shipwreck the destruction of the Mariner's hopes, the bones of 

drowned Men heaped together, monsters of the deep, . . . ail the hideous and confbsed 

sights . . ." ( 166). 
In other words, the inspired romantic is forever venturing out beyond his famibar 

abode, is always fancyîng a route hto the unfamiliar. Unfortunately, it's one thing to 

attempt to inhabit the obscure objects of our desire, the naturai scenes of the world; 

getting to know the obscure subject is something else entirely. For this desire, as Bruns so 

aptiy puts it. "has its corresponding horror, which is that if 1 enter the inner sanctum of 

the other, no one wiU ever hear of me agaîn. It will be iike sex or death or the descent into 

the unconscious; or castration or animal metamorphosis or the dispossession of madmen, 

murderers, and suiful women" (167). This dreadful fear of being over-nui and - d e d  is a 

fwidamental one? he says, has its ongin in the skeptical insight that the alien figure, "is an 

I, hence can name and know us." In other words, he (or is ît, perchance, a she?) might 

attempt to do what 1 most desire, dwell vicariously imXe me. To the romantic, other 

people "are not just objects of our possessive gaze but are possessive, sometimes 

Dracula-like, in their turn." (This is, perhaps, what Jean-Paul Sartre tried to dculate in 



his famous declaration, "Hel1 is the other.") Worst stil, how cm I ever be sure, before 

actuaiiy getting to know 'them', Le. those who appear to be human, behave for the most 

part in the rnanner that I behave, that they can feel, or rather, that their 'life of sentiment' 

is fed by a human source, a source akin to mine? Then again, and this is the romantic 

horror of horrors, I might discover that they are human, and 1, merely a great pretender, a 

very human automaton. 

Al1 in dl, Bruns writes, reading Wordsworth's poetry, "we get some idea of what 

skepticism really feels like: what is it not to be able to know (not to be able to be certain. 

philosophically certain) that someone (oneself, for example) is human" ( 172).*07 In 

contrat, a romanticism of faith, in both its early and late venions, naively assumes that 

certainty foîiows upon re-expenencing the other's life of feeling, that one c m  get into 

and out of another's mind, descend into the other's self-understanding, think what it 

ihinks and feel what it feels, and re-emerge vimiaily unscathed, one's appetite for 

mystery sated, if only for awhile.208 But "we should think of Wordsworth as buying none 

of this," Bruns argues, "[we should rather think of him as] giving a critique of the subject 

by dnmatizing its vulnerability to othemess, the abysmal risks that hover and loom both 

inside and out." In effect, Wordsworth formulates a romanticism of suspicion. By way of 

its experiences, the self of the romantic poet-philosopher becomes profoundly skeptical, 

weiî-guarded by that primitive fear (of which Rousseau spoke in the Essay) whenever it 

meets up with others, particularly when they attempt to catch his eye, seem aiive and full 

of a consuming desire for him. Bruns wonders "if this is why Wordsworth seems to 

207 It neeh emphasizing here chat Wordmonh thought uPoetry . . . the mostphüosoplu'c of dl w r i ?  . . . its object is 
mth, not individuai and Id, but generaï and operative; not standing upon extemai testimony, but -ed d i v e  into the 
hem by psion; uuch which is its own Wmony." Quoted in Taylor, Sources of the Self. 372; e m p W  added 
2û8 The iiterary critic. George Poula. raptimr this faithfulness @dy= 4 Raüle chat what I hold in my han& 
[Poulet is miking about a book but one might just as weii imagine Bakhtin's protege taking up the word of anothed is 
no Ionger just an o b j a  or even simply a tiving thing I am aware of a rational M g ,  of a consciousness; the 
conscîousness of another* no different fiom the one 1 a~torn~cal ly  assume in every human king 1 encounter, except 
thar in this case the consciousness is open to me, welcomes me, leu me look deep inside itself, and even aïiows rue, 
with unbeard-of liceme. to think what it thinks and fetl what it feebbn Quoted In Bruns, Kermeruutics, k i e m  mtd 
Modem, 176- 



prefer the Company of the dead, as if out of disappointment with the living, or a 

conviction, or fear, that most human beings are, up close, monstrous, devouring . . ." 
(168). Hence, the poet's ongoing dialogue with his dead sister, Lucy, and his several 

essays on the writing of epitaphs, those windows k i n g  onto eternity: it would seem rhat, 

tbr Wordsworth, resurrecting the dead is a far less treacherms means of self-exploration 

than meeting a penon in the flesh. Add to this Wordsworth's "celebrated and guarded 

approach to the reading of books." and Bruns says that he is left to conclude that the 

romantic longs to "preserve [his] self-possession against the demonic character of 

another's discourse. Discourse is demonic, possessive, dispossessing. It is perhaps the 

demonic nature of discourse that gives us the idea that we have consciousness, feelings, 

imagination, a poet's minci" ( 176). The poet of the minci yeams, in other words, to be 

unknowable, to remain singuiar and unrepeatable. C d  this the intuition of romanticism. 

What experience teaches the poet, on the other hand is (the sad truth) that "We are not 

human, our existence [more exactfy, our very uniqueness] is not proven, until we are 

acknowledged as such by those we take to be human" (175). As Cavell writes in The 

Claim of Reason, "romanticism can be thought of as the discovery, or one rediscovery, of 

the subjective; the subjective as the exceptional; or the discovery of freedom as a state in 

which each subject clairns its nght to reco-miition. or acknowledgement" (466: emphasis 

added). The secret of romantic education is, therefore, crucially tied to the fact that one 

belongs to a region or tradition of others, cannot help belonging to then Hence, it may 

be wise to think of the circle of 'you and I' as vicious (and ideologicai, as Joan Wailach 

Scott argues). For as it tums out, and Time WU always teil; it told Wordsworth, 'You' are 

quite capable of echoing my sentiment, refiguring my desire. But how, to what extent, ut 

what cost? 

Read Bruns's account of what constitutes the "dark side" of rornantic 

hemeneutics and one may ako get a better sense of what motivates the "1i'beraLism of 



fear," the so-called doctrine that is, according to Shklar, "in place from the fist, in the 

conviction of the earliest defenden of tolention [Le., Locke], boni in horror, that cruelty 

is an absolute evü, an offense against God or humanity [given what 1 wrote earlier, is 

there a difference?]."zog Again, Shklar's and Rorty's version of liberalism has "only one 

ovemding aim: to secure the politicai conditions that are necessary for the exercise of 

personai freedom" (21). The political need is there wholly because of what Shklar c d s  

the fact of "public cruelty," that is, "the deliberate inaction of physical, and secondarily 

emotiond, pain upon a weaker peaon or group by stronger ones in order to achieve some 

end, tangible or intangible, of the latter." Public cruelty, she continues, "is made possible 

by differences in public power, and it is aimost always built into the systern of coercion 

upon which di governments have to rely to fuW their essentiai functions" (29). In sum, 

the differences in power, which lead to systems of coercion and an array of public 

melties, have their basis in savage fear or, then again, the human fear of fear itself. "To 

be dive," Shklar writes, "is to be ahid." But our greatest fear, which is not the sort 

expenenced by animals, is the fear of 'pain inflicted by others to kill or maim us" (29). 

As 1 noted earlier, Rorty accepts Shkiar's basic premise. And so he suggests that 

the fair to middling210, liberal sort of ironist is acutely aware that "what unites her with 

the rert of the species is not a common language but just susceptiiüity to pain and in 

particular to that special sort of pain which the brutes do not share with the humans - 
humiliation. On her conception, human solidarity is not a matter of sharing a common 

truth or a common goal but of sharing a common seEsh hope. the hope that one's world 

- the little things around which one has woven into one's finai vocabulary - will not be 

destroyed" (Contingency, 92). On my reading of the pragmatist's daim, the political need 

to put cnielty at the top of o u  list of ordinary vices, to declare it an absolute evil, appears 

vital because of what 1 wouid term the romantic malaise ofirony, liberal or otherwise. In 

Shklar. The Libenlism of Fear," 23. 
Sec AppndU B. 



Rorty's view, so much, at any rate, ail of one's worldly hopes, would seem to depend 

upon whether we take political note of 'our' susceptibility to pain, which is non- 

linguistic, i.e., a uanscultural matter, something which ail sentient bodies experience at 

one time or another. But one must carzhiily attend to Rorty's qualification of his 'unity in 

pain' principle: it is morz correct to say that, for an ironist, the notion of human soiidarity 

is a direct consequence of his ability to feel humiliation. Say that Rortyan irony evinces, 

is meant to register, an unjust susceptibility to "'that special sort of pain," which the 

pragrnütist assumes is common to ai l  human beings (he may be right) but which is (one 

can be sure of this, given my earlier discussion of Wordsworth et a), a grave concem to 

bodies which house romantic personaüties, poet's minds. Humiliation, you see, is a 

hguistic ability, names the deep hurt of lost pride, lost dignity. Humiliation means lost 

privacy, being known by others from inside as it were. An ironist is nothing iess than a 

saong poet and strong poets are, in Rorty's view, the '"culture hero[eslW of an "idedy 

überal polity" (53). And what characterizes strong poetry ? A romantic seif's fear of fear 

itself. One must always bear in mind, I think, that "In this Nietzschean view [of what is 

good in the way of private selfkreation], the impulse to think, to inquire, to reweave 

oneself ever more thoroughly, is not wonder but terror. It is, once again, Bloom's 'horror 

of fiiding oneself to be only a copy or replica' [i.e.. without any real dignity or pride]. 

The wonder in which Aristotle believed philosophy to begin was wonder at fkding 

oneself in a world larger, stronger, nobler than oneself. The fear in which Bloom's poets 

begin is the feu  that one mîght end one's days in such a worId, a world one never made, 

an inherited world The hope of such a poet is that what the past tried to do to her she will 

succeed in doing to the past: to make the past itself. including those very causal processes 

which biinciiy impressed ail her own behavings, bear her impress. Success in that 

enterprise - the enterprise of saying 'Thus I willed it' to the past - is success in what 

BIoom calls 'giving binh to oneseif"' (29). 



This creanire, Rousseau's savage man, dons the liberal mask, is Rorty's liberai 

ironist - someone?ll who "thinks [out of terror, not wonder] that recognition of a 

common susceptibility to humiliation is the only social bond that is needed." Someone 

who "wants our chances of being kind, of avoiding the humiliation of others, to be 

expanded by redescnption," di the while hoping, I take it, that he will succeed in dohg to 

others what others have trîed to do to him, Le., 'One muse be kind to be cruel.' (91). 

Obviously, 1 Bnd this hard to beüeve. But I also find that Rorty anticipates 

disbeiief, more exactiy, grasps how important it is to address the deeply skeptical 

rejoinder that ironists like Nietzsche, Nabokov, and Derrida "look mordiy dubious and 

perhaps poiiticdiy dangerous." There is, he admits, "something right about the suspicion 

which ironism arouses." For in successfuily doing what he longs to do, the "redescribing 

ironist" may very weli threaten if not irreparably damage the self-image of another 

human Seing. "Redescription often humiliates." W c h  is to Say, irony renders its victim 

"powerless," makes his or her way of M e  appear futile. obsolete, riclicdous, as if it were 

entirely built of the flowm and jetsam of past beliefs and sentiments, the "topical trash" 

(to echo Nabokov) of traditions (89-90). 

But recounting the lives of others is "a generic trait of the intellecrual, not a 

specific mark of the ironist," Rorty protests. "So why do ironists amuse speciai 

resentment?? Very simply, he continues, because ironists are unlike other intellecnials in 

not providing (or not attempting to pmvide) any reai, or better s a ,  any metaphysical, 

justification for what they do. Ironists are not apologists. Neither are they educators if one 

means by education the o f f e ~ g  of insights which 'bcover the [other's] true self, or the 

real nature of a common public world" which the so-called teacher and pupil share. 

Ironists are (mereiy) unasharned genuises at "reprograrnming" the vocabularies in which 

other selves corne to He. In h e ,  there are no secrets to Ïronic tutoring, which le& Rorty 

21 1 S a  my dixrussion of the Ronyan 'selP (which is not d y  'somane' at III) in Appndix A 



to conclude "that what the ironist is being blarned for is not an inclination to humiliate 

but an inability to empower. There is no reason the ironist cannot be a liberal, but she 

cannot be a 'progressive' and 'dynarnic' liberai in the sense in which Liberal 

rnetaphysicians sometimes claim to be.[21?] For she cannot offer the same sort of social 

hope as metaphysicians offer. She caiuiot daim that adopting her redescription of 

yourself or your situation makes you better able to conquer the forces which are 

marshalied against you. On her account, that ability is a matter of weapons and luck, not a 

matter of having truth on your side, or having detected the 'movement of history"' (90- 

9 1). 

Now this staternent ('there is no reason the ironist cannot be a liberal') 1 find 

bewildering, given what he says about strong poetry. For how does the liberal-in-Roq 

temper or endure (rechannel or elide?) his Nietzschean longing to be special, so special in 

fact that the next generntion inherits his way with words, his peculiar style of Life? How 

do the son of liberals admired by the pragmatist 'overcome', to use the political term of 

art 1 raised in Chapter One, overcome this will to power? My hunch is that what seeks to 

overcome itself through irony will always and everywhere seek means by which to usurp 

its hierai escate. 

Rorty. of course. anticipates me again. "me need." he '90 dish@h 

between redescription for private and public purposes. . . . [AIS 1 am a Liberal, the part of 

my final vocabulary~~3] which is relevant to such actions requires me to become aware 

of a l l  the various ways in which other human beings whom 1 might act upon c m  be 

humiliated. So the liberal iroaist needs as much imaginative acquaintance with alternative 

final vocabularies as possible, not just for her [sic] own edincation, but in order to 

understand the actual and possible h d a t i o n  of the people who use these alternative 

212 Habermas, for instance, is an exempiary liberai metaphysiciaa S a  Rorcy's discussion of Habarnas's project in 
ContUlgency, irony, and SoIiikrrity, esp 6 1-69- 
213 See my diseussion of this i d n  in AppndU k 



final vocabularies" (Contingency, 9 1-92; emphasis added). Who is 'me' though? (Bear in 

mind that requirements, obligations, duties of any kind, and what is worse, routine ones, 

Le., Frequent and regular lessons on "the acnial and possible humiliation" of others, 

would be anethema to a strong poet.) Precisely who here is getting imaginatively 

acquainted with, realizing kind thoughts about, the lives other people lead? The ironic 

part of the Rortyan web of belief and desire or just the liberal part? Or, then again, both? 

In which case, I take it, a Liberal ironist would try to engage another out of both kindness 

and ironic interest? (And how would the other feel about this?) In sum, how much of the 

time does this self live at cross-purposes, on the fence, psychoIogicaliy speaking? 

For the tirne being though I shall accept Roq's word that such an arrangement is 

plausible, pretty weli liveable in this day and age, and consider instead what may be at 

stake in his idea of "imaginative acquaintance" or "identification". What maners to the 

iiberal, he writes, is not fhding "a reason to care about suffering" but "making sure that 

she notices suffering when it occurs" (93). Now, what is it to notice what is happening 

around you? One clue to foIlow, I think, is Rorty's thought that this ''skili" is of great 

consequence, quite simply because "pain is nonlinguistic: It is what we human beings 

have that ties us to the nonianguage-using beasts. So victims of cruelty, people who are 

suffering, do not have much in the way of langage. ntar is why there is no thing as the 

'voice of the oppressed' or 'the language of the victirns'. The language the victims once 

used is not working anymore, and they are Mering too much to put new words together. 

So the job of putting their situation into language is going to have to be done for them by 

somebody eise. The liberal novelist, poet, or journaList is good at that" (94; emphasis 

added). 

To begin with, reaciing this passage makes me think that its author is a Liberal who 

is, in spite of his ironism, happy to have found a reason to care. The reason quietly slips 

out, 1 thuik, in Rorty's daim, "So victims of cruelty . . . do not have much in the way of 



language. Thar is why . . . ." Victims cannot speak for themeives because they are purely 

and sirnply, savagely, in pain. Like the brutes, they desperately need someone to speak up 

for them, witness their suffering, or, better still, testiw to their humiliations, their lost 

pride and dignity. We liberals, Rorty argues, cm do just that, do the job of 

reprognmming that needs doing, and do it with style. (SUI, the iiberal mentalité appears 

to function at the behest of the ironic - 'we', the liberd ironist says, may lend 'our 

selves', our strong poetic ways, to those wordless creatures who are in  great pain. Thus, 

the exchange: 'At present, 1 am in possession of my words (this is the ironist speaking), 

which are good ones, words that are in working order.' - '1 can give (the liberal pipes in, 

with a certain sense of irony) some of these words to those who bave ken ,  through 

torture or misfortune, robbed of their own, who need a new start in H e  (the life of my 

culture).' - 'As long as they give me the byiine (the ironist retorts, laughing); after ail, I 

have to make a living.') 

But these victims, 1 want to respond, are people, not beasts; each of them is akin 

to Rorty's hiberal in having a human üfe to Iead - in this case, at present, their lives have 

been crueily laid to waste, are k i n g  led wordlessly (in the strong poetic sense). Does 

Rorty imagine that in lacking a so-cded working vocabulary these people are not human, 

are dumb brutes as it were? No. But, on his view, they are missing something liberal 

noveüsts, pets ,  and journiilists ail seem to have, some+hg crucial. somethuig, if you 

will, definitive - power over their own experiences. And so, having professed a real love 

for irony, the power of self-creation, Rorty envisages them as victims of cruelty, that is, 

as  different in kind fkom his sort (Le., 'We ironists (who are liberals)"). To be sure, Rorty 

is noticing something about these people, an aspect of theirlives, butfrorn outside, as if 

he had Iittle or nothing in common with 'then', Le., a race o f  matures one might c d  

'the victims'. Thinking of Wittgenstein, I'm inclined to Say, 'Listedg or gazing in, 

rninding the fences, is what Liberal ironists do.' As Rorty himself admïts, "Irony is, if not 



intrinsically resentful, at least reactive. Lronists have to have something to have doubts 

about, sornethiag about which to be alienated" (88).) But what the Liberai ironist cannot 

corne to grips with, or else, is unwilling to acknowledge, only emerges by noticing 

people's lives from inside, Say, dong the heart; more exactly, by living one's skepticism. 

The (sad?) truth, as Cavell writes, is "that we are sepante, but not necessarily separated 

(by something) [for instance, by the 'veil' of the body]; that we are, each of us, bodies, 

i.e., embodied; each is this one and not that, each here and not there, each now and not 

then. F u s ]  if something separates us, cornes between us, that cm only be a particular 

aspect or stance of the rnind itself, a particular way in which we relate, or are related (by 

birth, by Iaw, by force, in love) to one another - our positions, our attitudes, with 

reference to one another. Cali this our history. It is our present" (Clairn ofReason, 368- 

69). This ciifference, 1 want to say, we share; it is what 1 cded  earlier an accursed share; 

it is an inescapable condition of our being 'human', leading a human Me in an epoch 

which remains under the sway of romanticism. It is our present malaise. 

Now, is Liberal reportage capable of noticing fhat, 1 wonder, of realizing what 

Cora Diamond, for her part, caüs an "imaginative response . . . to what we find strange or 

dark or marvellous in [human life]." Here the imaginative sense of the unique lives 

peopb are leading is manifest in acts of b'touchingness"?~4 While agreeing with Rorty 

"that we [do not] have a 'mord obligation to feel a sense of soiidarity with ail other 

human beings' because of some natural or supernahird property or group of properties 

which we all have, contingently or necessarily," Diamond nonetheless contends that 

wordless215 others can be "seen as with us in being human, where that is understood not 

in a biological sense, but Maginatively" (55). 1 take her to mean quite straightforwardly 

that human bodies are Uustrative of this sort of imagination; to express this 

understanding of others, of one's internai comection to them. means that you have (in 



Cavell's words) "acknowledge[d] your body, and the body of your expressions, io be 

yours, you on earth, al1 there will ever be of you" (Claim of Reason, 383). Thus, time and 

time again, Diamond formulates the imaginative response in terms of someone "being 

toucher by another's monality. Through love's imagination, one brushes another's 

separateness cum finitude, cornes to "a Live sense of oneself as, with others, bound 

towards death" (49). One becomes enlivened by the binding traces of one's own 

childhood, of what is aiways passing away. This style of imagination is ethical, I believe, 

in Emmanuel Levinas's sense of that word, because it repeatedy discovers the other in 

the same, exposes you or 1 to a matter that cannot be overcome, at any rate, not by 

singular acts of great irnaginativeness, in the high style of strong poetry. This is the 

matter of historicai life, the eventhl nature of Dasein. The pathetic, sad truth of what is 

and has been endured over the course of a Lifetime, in fact, over many lifetimes.216 

So, what, I wonder in particular, could iiberai reportage do for the "Mad Women 

of the Plaza," the Argentine rnothen who have kept a weekly vigil since 1977 for the 

thousands of disappeared? For it is precisely there, on every Thursday at 3.30 in the 

afternoon, that acts of ethical imagiaation took place, are continuing to tdce place, acts 

which unerly confound the private and public, acts of ordinary passion and s o l i d e  that 

tly in the face of exttaordinary poütical denial, acts of "hop and reality", as one of the 

mothers, Renee Epelbaum, puts it. The working language of these 'victims' has its vital 

sense, 1 think, not in the wrÏting of poems or novels or essays, but there, in their "walking 

in a silent circle around a monument in the heart of the Plaza. a great public square?l7 

That rnournful walking is equally monumental, 1 would say, in what it imagines. One 

might cali each of the mothers' silent w& a formidable visitatÎon or, better still, a 

*16 Leviaas writa for instmcc %ne on urcbaoge cverything berneen beings ucept  ezüstingwThe ethlcaï question is 
ina'mately connected to the question of the auth of singuiar Lives. Tunc &the Other- 4 2  
217 ~ e a n  Bethke Elshtais. 'The Mathers of the Disappeared- Passion and Rotat in Mamnaî Action" in 
Represenraribns of M o t b h d .  eds. Doana Bassin et aï (New Haven: Yde University Press, 1994), 77. 



circulation of memory in the "style of live wateY.38 And this because a domestic river of 

expenence circles a great public square, recollects and distorts the argenhnidud, that is7 

erupts within the rnoribund corse of Argentinian masculine identity. ("We are what is 

real, you and I, the mothen. We are so m l  that the men who may even now be looking 

down on us and making jokes about the Crazy Ooes are M d .  Think of that! They 

disdain us publicly, have their toadies cal1 us cnzy in their papas, but they are &raid of a 

bunch of women and two men who have the courage to hold signs and waik in the heat of 

the midday sun." (75)). To me, persona1 acts such as these are not principally about the 

need for poetic self-creation, on the one hand, or the value in acutely noting the pain and 

humiliation experienced by the powerless, on the other. Rather, they are about coming to 

inhabit a world or, then again, reinhabit a society that is beside itself now; suffering that 

society's discounes, its pathologies, by walking quietly within the order madness has 

taken on, naming its public and longstanding cmelties by repeatedly himing upon or 

about its monuments. This sort of imagination is not imaginativeness because it is not 

alienated at heart, not intrinsicaiiy resendul or reactive: above ail else, it stays with what 

is monstrous, monumentdly perverse or malevolent, yet human, ail too human. It 

responds to injustice in light of what is held in common and thus matters, matters 

profoundly, to those who are boni to live and die together. Ow might Say, then, that the 

so-cailed crazy ones are listening with conscious ears to those who have disappeared, 

enacting a scene of histones to which both the dead and the Living belong, cannot heip 

belonging to. 

In contrat, a I'beral ironist mtices another's Mering because of his overriding 

selfish concerm Taking note of pubiic meIties is, for him, Iargely a matter of refiecting 

upon what threatens, or might corne to threaten, his ongoing efforts at private self- 

218 Part of the 1989 "noject Roposal of Madres & La Plaza de Mayo - Lirea Fundadora" rtms as foUows - W e  are 
ceriain that our actions contciiute to the strengthening of dm--. , . W e  are a h  certain chat history fias given us 
the d e  of being the Memory, so thar never again wiiI there be cepression in our  country, and the ctiiIdren of our nation 
muid grow and mature in fieedomn Quoted in Jean B e W  Eishtain, 'The Mother~.~ 89- The phrase "style of live 
water" is used by HeIene Cixous to descrïi  fier lyricai kînd of rhemric, 



creation. ('If others are getting hurt, then 1 rnay be next. This must be stopped.') The 

ironist is above d l  else claimed by self-regard, not claimed by the whole of another's Me, 

not moved, as Joseph Conrad once wrote, by "that feeling of unavoidable soüdarity; of 

the solidarity in mystenous ongin, in toil, in joy, in hope, in uncertain fate," a feeling 

which draws p u  to recognize the other as a penon, as someone who has a iife to lead, 

and hence, must continually be faced and addressed, not merely re-presented. How could 

an ironist, even a moût liberal-rninded one, face something which is obviously in pain? 

For persons, according to Rorty, are fundarnentaily "incmated vocabularies". Under this 

rhetoricd definition. victirns would be akin, 1 suppose, to M e n  penons, creahws whose 

vocabularies no longer possess any special meaning or lively sense, creatures whose 

vocabularies have been, if you will, left for dead. Whence, 1 take it, the (ironic) 

assumption that a victim's pain and suffering cannot b e  read - to try reading such base 

things would, in ail iikelihood, bore an ironist to death - and the concomitant (liberal) 

notion that a victim ought or needs to be completely Witten over, or reprogrammed.ag In 

other words, by suggesting that the victimized are unable to speak for themselves, and 

therefore require his authonal kind of rehabilitation, Rorty dîsavows any 'human' or 

intemal connection to them. W c h  is to Say, the pragmatist willingly displays a spintual 

blindness - an unwillingness to acknowledge the validity of what I've discussed as the 

daim of ethicaf difference, of human separateness. Such a daim, because it cornes from 

inside or kom within the ordirary, c d s  for greater openness rather than a prudent sort of 

curiosity. Facing up to it, moreover, involves risking or letring go of one's self-possession 

in order to corne under the influence of another's truth, exposing oneself to their passion. 

As Gadamer writes, "By claiming to know [another person], one robs his claims of thek 

legitimacy. . . . The claim to understand the other in advmtce functions to keep the other 

219 Here Rony struggles. despite his aotidlalist conceprion of ianguage-use, to rrformulare wbat the rhetorid 
tradition conceived as the paradox of representarion - Le.. the m e  ideas of Life itself (which Rorty simply considers In 
terms of the value of humiliation) are ïneamngIess, ineffective, In a sense not 'rd' if they are not e~pressed.~ as John 
Smith writes. "[Alil rhetorical theory mus justify the need Ührm ut idcos, for expriessioan John HA Smith, Tht Spi& 
and Its Lenec Tmces of Rheroric in Hegel's PhiIosophy of BiEdOng (ithacâ Corneii University Ptess, 1995). 74. 



penon's claim at a distance. . . . Openness to the other [in contrast] involves recognizing 

[coming to know again] that 1 myself must accept some things are against me, even 

though no one else forces me to do so," and further, that these others have something, in 

d l  Likelihood a great deai, to Say to me. (Tncth and Method, 360-6; emphasis added). If 

openly faced, the saetch or reach or, better SU, the lw of another's way of life may 

render my selfish pursuits questionable, and lead me to the ethical insight that what I 

initially notice in another, Say, the pain of her suffering, can be only fathomed in light of 

her having a life io lead. Thus, given Rorty's account of the art of liberal reportage, one 

might say that the pragmatist canot  accept that the inexpressible suffering of a victim is 

nothing less than a camal image of what must be lived out, a dark or enigmatic saying 

that must be carefuily, respecduily, entered into and recollected in tenns of the victim's 

Me as a whole. A provenance of the fkeedorn of being, Heidegger might Say. 

All this leads me to suppose that Rorty's liberal ironist possesses a decidedly 

Hegelian appetite. Evidently, Rorty seems to favour this view of ironism as well. In his 

words, the Phenomenology is "a paradigm of the ironist's ability to exploit the 

possibilities of massive redescription. In this view, Hegel's so-called dialectical method is 

not an argumentative procedure . . . but simply a iiterary skill - ski11 at producing 

surprising gestalt switches by making smooth. rapid transitions from one terminolog to 

another" (Contingency, 78). Emboldened by the philosophical desire, as Hegel put it, to 

hold his time in thought, or, then again, given Rorty's 'brecontexnialization" of Hegel, to 

make it bear his Literary irnpress, the ironist voraciously gobbles up the words of others. 

For his part, Nietzsche might say the strong poet has a oose for r e d y  good or ingenious 

words, for what is both tastefixi and nutntious. As Rorty wrïtes, 'We ironists treat these 

people [and woulcl, moreover, treat anyone worth the title of 'person'] not as anonymous 

charnels for tmth but as abbreviations for a certain final vocabulq and for the som of 

belîefs and desires typical of its users. The older Hegel became a name for such a 



vocabulary, and Kierkegaard and Nietzsche have become names for othea. if we are told 

that the acnial [ives such men lived had little to do with the books and the tednology 

which attracted OLLT attention to them, we brush this aside. . . . We do not cure whether 

these writers managed to live up to their own self-images. What we want to know is 

whether to adopt those images - to re-create ourselves, in whole or in part, in these 

people's images" (79-80; emphasis added). Thus, if I undestand, this need to fmd more 

and more words to tinker with leads unequivocaiiy to the notion that one's time on earth 

is best utilized by striking up "acquaintances" with books, rather than with "real live 

people" (80). Anything worth noticing is a text of one kind or another.20 

Now, to my mind, deaiing with persons instrumentaily, as possibly good or bad 

reads, is not only "the easiest way" to get ahead as a strong poet, it is also a very plausible 

means of iempenng or even avoidiag, what Shklar calis, the fear of fear itself. (Though 1 

think this is better termed the f eu  of humiliation.) As 1 said eariier, Rorty is fairly upfkont 

about all of this: ironists are moved to think about what is happening (to hem) out of 

terror, not wonder. I use the adjective 'fairly' because 1 believe Rorty's explmation of the 

ternir - ironists are temfed by the thought that they might be or might become copies or 

replicas of others - is by and large a skeptical one and thus exemplifies Cavell's 

argument vis-à-vis the mord or truth of skepticism. In Rorty's case. the pra-emtic notion 

that pesons are nothing but webs of beiief and desire, spun words as it were, connects to 

the Wittgensteinîan one that nothing is hidden, metaphysicaily speahg. Very simply, 

because they are vocabuiaries, penons have no soulful inside. Thus Rorey's views on the 

contingencies of language, selfhood, and community are rneant to dispel the age-old, 

Agaie Rom's iiikral gets o v d e d  here by the smag par The pra&rmitisk 1 myi, is a h i  imnîst, nota hnic 
Liberai - hïs iiberaliry is a suppIement to bis irony. Further, hi$ bokish thoughts seem ai i  the more rernarkabIe 
considering his eariier, dernomtic upgradîng of ceal, live peopie. Recall. for instance, the pragniatist's claim thar 
"Freud shows us that if we look inside the Ken-pemm conformist [i-e., the "duii but decent mord I M U ~ ,  if we get him 
on the couch, we wïil h d  that he was only dufi on the surface, For Freud nobody is dm through and through, for t h e  
is no such thuig as a duii unconscious- What makes Freud more usefid and more plausiMe than M e m e  is that he does 
not relegate the vast majority of humanity CO the staw of dying sm'malssm'malsw Conrritgarcy* 35. Too, how does Rorty mke 
note of the caaformist? By gectiag him "on the couch." This is not ar aii whatcadamermeans by 'mding' the We of 
anather- See Gad;imeis comments on psychothexapy in Part iï of T m h  mrd Method 



metaphysicai fantasy of inwardness, underscore the 'tmth', as Cavell writes, "bat there is 

no assignable end to the depth of us to which language reaches." Unfortunately, Rorty 

doesn't agreexl with Cavell when the latter argues further that "nevertheless there is no 

end to Our separateness. WC are endlessly separate, for no reason. But then we are 

answerable for e v e w n g  that comes between us; if not for causing it then for continuing 

it; if not for denying it then for afi&g it; if not for it then to it" (369). 

To be sure, Roay does go on to daim that an ironist "desperately needs to talk to 

other people, needs this with the same urgency as people need to m ~ k e  love." Liberal 

ironists never tire of convening in the Gadamerian sense of that word, as Rorty tries to 

rnakes quite clear in the dnai two chapters of Philosophy and the Mit-ror of Nomre. 

Nonetheless, in light of niy discussion of 'noticing', such a statement is puzziing - what 

is it exactly that the liberal ironist wishes to tdk to othen about? 1 mean, what (ever) 

comes to iife between ironists and most other people? The sad truth is, very little, and this 

because erotic relatiunships of the Socratic or FVoustian kind ody occur, as Roay admits, 

with "people intelligent enough to understand what one is taikîng about . . . people [that 

is] who are themselves aven to irony" (187). Roughly translated, the pragmatist is 

unabashedly saying, 'You must be Iike that [a Hegelian sort of critic or consumer], for 

that is the [onlyl way 1 (cm) love you (recognize you, name you, know you in advance): 

the secret of edification.' Here, 1 think Roay slips away, but ever so srnartly, as sophists 

are known to do, £iom the hemeneutical insight that fanguage bhds any and al1 speakers 

to a world. As Gadamer writes, 'The mith contained in the logos is not that of mere 

perception, not just leiàng things appear; rather it always places being in a relationship, 

assigning sornething to it!' (Truth and Method, 4 12; emphasis added). To utter a word is 

to accept what it imagines as a burden, to somehow endure its passion. For the kind of 

c l a h  hermeneutics tries to reckon &th, as  B m  Wates, "demands not obedience, but 

221 Rorry has dcreribeû Caveii's idm of the mord of skeptïeirun as u@oric". Richard Roity. 'Caveii mi !3kepiicismn 
In Comequences of Pw& (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Ress. 1982). 



openness, acknowledgement, and acceptance of what is singular and otherwise" 

(Hermeneutics, 212). Thus, to attempt to both notice and narrate anotherys pain is to 

remember what is being lived out or has been lived out, however 'wordIessly' (truth is 

not only revealed in what is said or written), by another person. It is to corne face to face 

with the threat of skepticism, or better still, the uncontainable fact of human separateness. 

Such an experience, the ethical experience of being in Ianguage, is, as i wrote earlier, 

harrowing to a modem subject (the Crazy Ones would testify to this) and hence 

illustrative of what the later Heidegger caiis the agonîzing "rift" between earth and world. 

In Rorty's work, one might say that this "mysterîous oppositiony' gets acutely expressed 

in terms of pain and humiliation. 

'The opposition of earth and world is a striving," Heidegger sys,  a "conflict" that 

is cenainly "beliigerent by nature." But this saiving is not just a matter of "discord and 

dispute," is not "a mere clefi ripped open; rather it is the intimacy with which opponents 

belong to each other.. . . This rift does not let opponents break apart; it brings the 

opposition of measure and boundary into their common outline."'~ Again, to recognize 

the rift is to acknowledge the truth of separateness, the othefs pain, the body of their 

expressions. For "[plain rends. It is the rik But it does not tear apart into disparate 

fiaepents. Pain indeed tears asunder, it separates, yet at the same time it draws 

everything together, gathers it to itseif. . . . Pain is the joining of the rift. The joining of 

the thteshoid. It settles the between, the rniddle of the two that are separated in it Pain 

joins the rift of the merence. Pain is the dif-ference itseif" (204). 

Here we need to once again consider the distinction Roay makes between 

Aristoteiian wonder and Nietucheau terror, for it is a t e h g  one. Acistotie, üke Plato 

before him, held that philosophy originated in wonder; he writes in the Merapkysics, for 

instance, that "it is owing to their wonder that men both now begin and at nrst began to 

Martin W&gger. Foetry ,  Lungtuige. Thaughr. tram. Aibert HoGtader (New Yodc Harpr & Row. l97l). 49.55. 
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philosophize." In Greek, the term for wonder is thamcein, which derives from theasthai 

(to look) and mathanein (to l em,  to understand). It is related as well to tharrma, a term 

synonymous with ekplexis (shock) and xenisma (estrangement). Moreover, as Ernesto 

Gmsi  writes, the ancient thinker believed that wonder &ad a "pathetic nature: pathos, the 

smotion accompanying wonder, is the expression of our experience of being compeiied to 

seek an explanation." The speaker is "tied" to the word and the word, as Gadamer argues, 

harbours a question. Language approaches, that is, what Grassi cails "the abyss of what is 

rationaliy undefinable. . . .F]rom a different perspective, the undefuiablems us  with 

wonder. Wonder moves us and turns us away from a nonhistoricd consideration of 

beings."'~ To reiteraie Austin's point, which 1 raised in Chapter One, the question of 

language is ultimately not a matter of what we can do with words, but of what words do 

to 'us' (e.g., to those who like to imagine they have a genius for control). Coming to 

undentand others and hence, coming to know myseif as with these others, as living in 

their midst, is a thaumaturgical "event of language", as Gadamer discusses it in Tmth and 

Method - the experience of being in language inescapably carries us toward each other, 

plays us out in both tragic and comic ways, reveais the middle of the two that are 

separated in i t  Thus, the condition of my speaking is that 1 suffer the discourse of others, 

which may be, depending on the circumstances, a blessing or a curse (or perhaps, a little 

of both). I've called this in an earlier chapter, the pathology of romantic expenence. 

Now, in asserfhg that only other ironists have the wits to apprehend hîs ethical 

style, 1 take Rorty to be saying that he will turn a blind eye when confronted by all  those 

who are not "given to irony" (and they are many). In CaveIlian terms, the iiberal ironist 

wi. attempt to avoid the ethical issue by projecting this darkness upon most other people, 

which is to Say, by failing to heed the claim their Lves put upon him. Whence my thought 

that the ironist rnay very well need to talk to lots of so-cded 'people' but this wiU only 

223 Emesto Grassi. The PnmOr<lùrl Metophor. crans. Laura Aetropaulo and Manuela Scatci (Mediemi and 
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amount to penising these less than provocative 'texts' for a few good words to Live by. 

Such talk is akin, that is, to an intellecnial search-and-rescue operation: Rorty is reaily 

oniy able to converse in the Gudamerian sense with other ironises. 

But even this speciai kind of intercourse seerns to be more about arduliy dodging 

or endlessly defemng the cal1 of others than about self-loss, the leaming through 

suffering which Gadamer maintdns is a principal event within language. According to 

Rorty, erotic relationships require that the interiocutors remain veiled in words of their 

own making; a liberal ironist may desperately long to get near to others, but he has a real 

horror of being exposed to, brushed or touched by, the curse or blessing of another7s life, 

of what seems to lurk behind, yet actually lies negatively within, what they Say. The 

"actual Life" another penon leads (which is, to recall Bakhtin, the word's "context", for 

the word appears in the "mouth" of the river which constitutes a human Life) not ody can 

be, it rnust be "brushed a~ide"?~ Why though? What is at stake here? 1s this bookish 

love, as Rousseau himself wondered, a "chimera, Lie, and illusion?" "We love the image 

we make for ourseives," he wrote, "fax more than we love the object to which we apply it. 

If we saw what we love exactly as it is, there would be no more love on earth." My 

thought here is: perhaps if 'we' saw love out of wonder, there wouid be no more 

rornanticism on eanh. This is why 1 am fascinated by Rorty's staternent that the ironist 

acts out of terror, rather than wonder. For terrer, unüke wonder, draws 'you' back, 

wrenches you away from the question or the abyss or the body of another's pain, cails for 

secrecy, the refuge, the exile of privacy. One codd Say that the exile Rorty celebrates is 

self-imposed, for the ironist endeavours to withdraw fiom the claim of the other on his 

own terms. 

224 R& h m  wbat I said about Deda and the 'swezp' of inferpretation in the ïntroduetioa The image of brushing 
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I think Bruns is quite correct, therefore, in holding that "the point of irony is 

precisely that it is a strategy of disencumbrance, or of self-mastery, in a holistic worid of 

tradition-constituted identities." For, instead of beiieving, as Alisdair Machtyre does, 

that "no oae is a self except in the context of a shared tradition, morty holds that] no one 

is a self except in the context of a shared tradition fror-1 which one has freea oneself and 

created oneself anew, as if the task of liberaiism were to win an atomistic kedom fiorn a 

holistic embrace" (Hemeneutics, 255). Undeatood as a strategy of disencumbrance, one 

can begin io grasp how the main aspiration of the romantic ethic, its powerfbi urge 

toward reconciliation with nature and others, and thus, toward the reaiization of an 

expressive freedom through nat~~re, has become radicaily debased in the pragmatist's 

account. For the Rortyan ironist seeks an expressive freedorn beyond nahire.3 Uniike 

the early romantic self-image which pictures a subject endeavouring to reveai the truth of 

its sentiments through the exploration of nature, by tuming within and seeking the given 

in its own singularity, the ironic self-image is a vision of a decentred subjectivity trying 

to reweave itseif by joumeying beyond its Linguistic condition, by hirning without, or by 

repudiating the given in an effort to express its own onginality. Like Nietzsche then. 

Rorty's liberai ironist suspects, may even h d y  beiieve, that "a human life [is] 

aiumphant just insofar as it escapes from inherited descriptions of the contingencies of its 

existence and fin& new descriptions. This is the Merence between the will to truth and 

the will to self-overcoming" (Contingency, 29). 

AU in aii, what ùnpresses me the most here is Rorty's claim that an ironist is, "if 

not intnnsicaiiy resentful, at least reactîve. Ironists have to have something about which 

to have doubts about, something about which to be alienated." Curïously enough, 1 think 

that the Rortyan ethos evinces what Nietzsche once terme& speaking of Plato no less, 

"he ressentiment of metaphysicians," a visionary hopcfulness that is inspired by great 

225 Whm nature is equivaient m w h  t*ve t m e d  coCmog to iïfe in ianguagr 



suffering. 'To imagine another, more valuable world," Nietzsche wntes, "is an 

expression of hatred For a world [or earth?] that makes one suffer."26 This way of 

imaginativeness is akin, I suggest, to Rousseau's virtuous way of revene, out of  wkch his 

own peculiv version of utopian politics grew. Thus Rousseau's confession, after his exile 

from Geneva, that "1 made a golden age at my whim. The impossibility of reaching real 

beings threw me into the land of chimeras. and seeing none that existed worthy of my 

delirium, 1 nurtured it in an ideal world which my creative imagination soon peopled with 

beings according to my own heart.'z7 On my view, this is the kind of eroticisrn that 

draws the ironist to notice others, where noticing is not an act of belonging thmugh 

recognition, an even t of recollec tion, an ethicd destiny-destining (to echo later 

Heidegger) For those who corne to H e  in language, but a self-conscious re-presentation, 

or, to use Rorty's preferred term of art, a powerful redescription, of the ordinary or weil- 

used 'things' one regularly encounters in the world. For an ironist, the world is literaily 

peopled with things. 

S U ,  my intention here is not to condemn Roay's utopianism outright but, rather, 

to lodge the strong claim that bis mode1 of irony serves to deny, avoid or defer, the reality 

of language, and thus exemplifies what Plato once called, a 'Ylight out of the logos.'' On 

my new. one requires hope and reality, as the Crazy Ones Say. 

In sum, Roay accepts - this is a paradoxical move - that contingency is the one 

inescapable, nahuai fact of existence, that, as Sartre writes, the essence of being is that i t  

has no essence, and given this fact, that 'hothing is deserving of our countenance, nothùig 

has a claim on  US.'^^ I mus? befree is the core imperative of hiberal irony, its hypergood, 

to use Taylor's term for those "goods which are not ody incomparably more important 

than others but provide the standpoint h m  which these must be weighed, judged, 
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decided about."Zg And, of course, to be free, "A condition of complete 

simplicity/(Costing not less than everything)," one must never cease to enact oneself 

through reverie, never cease in wandering iike Rousseau's solitary walker?O Such a 

strategy is, 1 gather, a brave declvation of one's willingness to confront and withstand the 

'threat of skepticism." But why, when nothing r e d y  claims us now? 

229 Taylor. Sources 63. 
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4 
Finding and losing Socrates 

After you had discovered me, it was no uick IO find me: the difficul~ now 
is to lose me. - Nietzsche 

The philosophefs treatment of a question is Iike the mtment of an 
illness. 
- Wittgenstein 

In the conclusion to Chapter One, 1 suggested that Habermas's discourse 

ethic did not possess an adequate enough sense of what Gadamer discusses in Tmth and 

Method as the " h e r  historicity of experience." Given that radical ciifference, the 

clifference, Say, between a philosophical critique and a rhetoricai criticism, or an ethic 

motivated by the ideai of self-transparency and an ethic claïmed by questions of 

belonging and provenance, 1 sought to formulate how I had attempted to think two 

essentidy related questions, What is the tmth and what is the art of liieral irony? 

To this end, I've trîed in the preceding chapters to identify the cornmon sense, the 

organizing motifs, which underlie two recent accounts of irony. To repeat Gadamer's 

daim concerning the passion of henneneotics, my appraisal of the image of irony in the 

wrïtings of Egan and Rorty is meant to be "convincing (which is not the same as  Iogically 

cornpelluig)." I've tried to do no more in this snidy than ponder and heed the mens and 

dangers of living ironicaiLy in a late romantic age. What is at issue and needs addressing 



if one is to corne to a better understanding of this way of experience or mode of corning 

to life in Ianguage? Why does irony 'occur' to Egan and Rorty? 

In Part One, I chose to characterize the aletizeia of Iiberal irony in Light of what I 

cal1 the 'power of experience'; that is, I set out to recoilect une kind of subject, 

figuntively speaking, a cartesian-romantic self, artfully reciting (or confessing) the tmth 

of his experiences in an effort to redeem them. Whence my sketch of the fall of god or the 

Uprising of Man in Chapters Two and Three, which ran very roughly from the 

epistemologicai meditations of Descartes and Locke through to the more poetic 

speculations of Wordsworth, Frost, and Rorty. At this juncture, 1 nimed to read this desire 

for self-redemptionX1 in light of what Gadamer caiis the art of ethical reasonableness. If 

"seeing does not rnean that we perceive in the situation what is visible as such, but that 

we leam to see it as a situation of action and hence in the light of what is right," what 

does a tradition of cartesian-romantic thought. which culminates in what Robert 

Langbaurn has aptiy termed "the enlightenment of poets," teach us about living right 

within the midst of others? More particularly, what are the ethical motivations of an 

eniightened strong poetry? 

Weil. as 1 wrote in the last chapter, Rorty's account of irony is exemplary in 

attempting to persuade us to see the encounter with an other as a situation of reaction, a 

feamil situation which calls for two unconnected kinds of responses - private ironism 

and public or liberal toleration. 1 believe that in such an outlook we have, among other 

things, a fascinating rearticulation of the cartesian-romantic belief in the He of the mind; 

more exactiy, the techne or aesthetics of masculine subjectivity. The erhos of Liberal irony 

belongs, in other words, to what later Heidegger caiIs the mode of Enframing or the Ge- 

SteLl of tec hno10gy.~~ 

Their desire to rehabilitaie or reinhabit their 'lived experknces' by writing it up. 
232 ~ e - ~ t e l t  is the word Heidegger introduw in "The Question Concembg TecbnoIogy" while discnssing the 
technologicai age of modernity, Roughly translated it means to enframe. impose, or challenge. Marti. Heidegger, The 
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So, as Nietzsche laboured late in the 19th century to creatively invert Platonism, 

that is, overtum the age-old notion that tmth is always to be valued over art, Rorty 

Iikewise imagines that he writes to change the minds of those who advocate discovering 

and upholding the tnith in our day. By his account, Rorty loses or escapes his ties to the 

Platonic vadition by living ironicdiy, just as Nietzsche did. Curiously enough, it is as if 

the pragmatist believed that the inversion of Platonism entailed privileging in some way 

or another what many have breathlessly discussed as the Socratic life, the Life of eros. 

Turn over Plato and one finds a Socrates. 

Unfortunately, there is no ûick to such a move. The sophistical trick of inversion 

is a clever one, you might Say, but it is not me.  The diffi~culty is rather to get over the 

imposition of Platonic thinking which overlaps or, what is wone, implicates the Socratic. 

This is what Nietzsche agonized over in his later years, Heidegger says. The thought that 

inversion 

does not achieve what it must . . . namely, an overcoming of Platonism in 
its very foundations. Such overcoming succeeds only when the 'above' in 

general is set aside as such, when the former positing of sornething hue 

and desirable no longer arises, when the m e  world - in the sense of the 

ided - is expunged. What happens when the ideal world is expunged? 

Does the apparent world still remain? No. For the apparent world c m  be 

what it is only as a counterpart of the mie. If the true world collapses, so 

m u t  the world of appearances. Only then is Platonism overcome, which is 

to say, inverted in such a way that philosophical thinking twists fixe of it. 

But then where does such thinking wind up?a3 

Now, despite his fascination with Nietzsche's thoughts on life after nihüism, it is 

unclear (to me, at any rate) whether or not Rorty exactly shares his predecessor's concem 

about the implications of Platonism. Ceaainly, Roay evinces no undue d e t y  over the 
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possibility that his type of ironist might be construed as Socntes redux. Only once in 

Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity does he observe that Socratic eros is akin to the 

longing experienced by Liberal ironists. Otherwise 'Socrates' is labelied and dismissed as 

nothing more than a metaphysician, an "agent of justice". It may be that the pragrnatist is 

beyond caring about such an obvious correspondence. To equate Socraies with irony is a 

truism, an opinion not woah challenging. Rorty, if 1 understand him, finds nothing at 

issue here, in the question of Socrates. 

My hunch, on the other hand, which I try to draw out beiow, is that overcoming 

the metaphysicai stnctures and practices of western inteUechial üfe is not. as Rorty Iikes 

to imagine (to be sure, he displays great imaginativeness in Cavell's sense of that word), 

purely and simply a matter of 'changing the subject" of Our discounes and iiterature, how 

we tend to speak and write of our 'selves' in this day and age; thus, in this instance, a 

matter of quietly dropping the question of Socrates because it isn't tembly useful or 

interesring to us in our oagoing efforts at self-overcoming. 

But where do 1 imagine that liberal irony 'winds up'? You might Say that in the 

end Rorty's thinking arrives where we, the members of his literary tribe, started corn: at a 

rhetoncal cornmonplace, which 1 will refer to by one of its Platonic names, 'Socrates- 

Thrasymachus'. In other words, 1 think that Rortyan irony is a recurrence of the will of 

the self-same, the latest contrivance of a subjectivity which completes or accomplishes 

the truth of Platonism. 

Rorty &tes, for instance, in Contingmcy, Irony, and SolUlarily: '4 think of 

Hegel's Phenomenology both as the beginning of the end of the Plato-Kant tradition and 

as a paradigm of the ironist's ability to exploit the possibilities of massive redescription. . 
. . Instead of keeping the old platitudes and making distinctions to help them cohere, 

Hegel constantiy changed the vocabulary in which the old platitudes had been stated; 

instead of constnicting philosophical theones and arguing for hem, he avoided argument 



by constantly shifting vocabularies, thereby changing the subject." Then, in a helpful 

footnote CO this passage, Rorty refers us to Nietzsche because "he may have been the f i t  

philosopher to do consciously w hat Hegel had done unconsciously .',a4 

The distinction is crucial, 1 think, because it underscores how Rortyan irony is 

essentially subject-related, in the rnetaphysicai sense. Again, "the hope of [a strong] poet 

is that what the p s t  tried to do to ber [sic] she will succeed in doing to the past: to make 

the past itself, incfuding those very causal processes which blindly impressed ai i  her own 

behavings, bear her impress. Success in that enterprise - the enterprise of saying 'Thus 1 

willed it' to the past - is success in what Bloom caiIs 'giving birth to oneself" (29). The 

Liberal ironist betrays in such remarks the romantic techne of his literary art. The 

enterprise of his criticism is an execution of will to power, and "harbours" within itseif, 

what Heidegger t e m .  a "subjugation to technology that does noi appear as resistence 

and resentment" but instead, "the will to preservation . . . the will to enhance life and its 

las tingness .'"35 

In short, despite claiming that his thought belongs to a "tradition of ironist 

philosophy" which has its roots in the younger Hegel and "is continued in Nietzsche, 

Heidegger, and Demda," a tradition which "de-metaphysizes" or unfounds modernist 

notions of the s e r s  interiority, the liberal ironist craves nothing less than an intensiflied 

possession of himseif. Vattimo puts it acutely, 'n ie  ambiguity many contemporary 

theorists take to be characteristic of aesthetic experience is not provisional; it is not a 

matter of mastering language in general more completely - as subjecu - by the h e r  and 

less automated use of language found in poetry. This would rnerely be to use poetic 

ambiguity as a means towards the fuller appropriation of language by the subject As 

such, it wouid be a matter of an intentionai disorientation aiming at an ultirnate 

Eüchard ROW, ~onr<n~errcy, Imny. and Soltdority (Cambridge= Cambridge University Ras, 1989). 78-9. 
235 Martin HeÏdegger. B m c  Concepts tram. Gary E Ayle~worth (BIoomingtcm todiana University Ras. L993). 14- 
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reorientation still hostage, if not to the category of 'work', then certainly to the 

corresponding category of 'subject'.'g6 This latter move, suggest, which is so very self- 

conscious (the sheer theoretical consciousness of consciousness, to transpose a Sartrian 

phrase), is preciscly what R~rty's kind of stroag poetry amounts to: a stunningly artîul 

use of ambiguity, of poetic v~abularies, in order to succeed in that cartesian-romantic 

enterprise, the ruse or "e(h)conomy of the self-same"." The Liberal ironist is essentially 

an aesthete of masculine subjectivity, a subjectiviv characterized more by its shifting 

intensities and moods than by its integrity or definition, but nonetheless, one which 

operates from the inside out or, as Foucault says, works to "stitch the old fabric of 

intenonty back together in the form of an imagined outside" (21). 'The impulse to 

think," writes Rorty in a passing Nietzschean mood "is not wonder but terror. . . . [Tlhe 

fear that one might end one's days in a world larger, stronger, nobler than oneself, a 

world one never made, an inherited world" (29). Wherefore the pragrnatist's view that 

one must show literary largesse, sangth, nobility, or else perish as a self. Here Roay 

distinguishes his poetic labours snicdy in terms of vîtality or He, thereby reveahg, as 1 

wrote at the end of the last chapter, his fkm beiîef in the modern 'value' of innovation 

and creation, "massive redescriptïon for the heu of it." 

One wonders, though, if this is not a strong way of fomiulatin_g a 'herd belief. 

this whim he has for the 'new'. 1 mean, Nietzsche might very weil chuckle at Rorty's 

interpretation of his later thoughts on the Uebememch or Over Man. As Vatthno 

observes, "Rather paradoxicaily, if we foUow the descriptions Nietzsche gives of art and 

Z36 Gianni Vattimo. ïïre Ifcu~sp(vent Society, tramtrans David Webb. (Bal- The John H o p h  Wniversiry Pcess, 
1992)- 59-60. - .  

237 This is the r+nn Luce Irigaray uses ro evoLt what she understands as the pmfound self-indulgence of Western 
thought; very simpty, she contends that Western tbought recapiàilates iiseif, knows no other but itself; 1 use it here in 
light of my reading of Rorty's ironism, to capture the intensity of  its se&posesion,The se& signincance of 
"e(h)conomy" will be firrtiier drawn out below in my account of the economy or law of the household which 'Socrates- 
  ch us' smves to realize, 

irïgaray k t  pens "e(h)conomy" in Moruie Lover of Friedrich Mettrchr, tramtrans, G ï a n  C- GiIl (New Y o k  
Columbia University Press, 199 1); but her notion of the "&-same" is carewy eiaborated much -lier in Speculum of 
the Other Woman, trans, GiKan C. Gïil (Ithaca= CorneLi University Press. 1985). 



the artist in his Iate notes, ?.vhere the tragic and Dionysiac artist seems to play the mle of 

mode1 for the Uebemensch, we find in Nietzsche a son of renirn to the philosophy of 

Schopenhauer and to Schopenhauer's interpretation of Kant's aesthetic disinterest. The 

very possibiliiy of an active nihilism is the capacity of transcending the self-preservcrtion 

imprilse, th w reaching an attitude of rnoderation."~~ According to Vattirno, this attitude 

of moderation, which Nietzsche in Human, AI[ Too H m n  c d s  "good tempered" and 

"'cheemil", is best compared to pietas or the "attitude of devoted attention that we adopt 

towards the values marked by mortality and finitude'? But more importantly, pietas 

needs to be hermeneuticaliy linked, he says, to "an ontology of weakness." 

To avoid tuming active nihilism into simply a new metaphysics, which 

would set Me, strength, and W U  to power in the place of the old Platonic 

essences and the 'Being' of tradition, Nietzsche's nihilism must be 

interpreted as a theory of the 'disappearance ' of Being - the 

disappearance of Being as the essentiai feature. Passive nihilism [the 

nihilism of reseniment] is the process through which Being as such 

vanishes. Active nihilisrn is the human response to this 'objective' fact, a 
response which ulthately reveals itself to be adequate o d y  insofar as it 
accepts, accompmies, goes along with, the dissolution of Being by 
mscending the interest in self-preservatiora and, with it, the violence of 

the struggie for 

Pietas is a b ,  moreover, to the notion in Iater Heidegger of thinking the essence 

of, Say, technology, as if one were tarrying with, or d w e h g  alongside, of it. One only 

begins to get over what is passing a-way with us, what our age fundamentally values or 

h d s  itseif compelled to carry out, then again, what the age of (a manire) rnetaphysics 

values because it so very useN and benencent, by lending it a thoughtful-th- hand. 

Gianni Vatümo. "Nihillsm= Reactive and Active" in Wikrzrrche and die Rkrotü of N ï ï f U m -  Ersuys an 
Interpretatim. iunguage. and Poliriizs. eds- Tom Dahy, Befa Egyed, and Ben Jones (Ottawa: Carieton University 
Press, 1989). 21. 
23g Gianni Vaüimo, The End of (Hi)story" in Zeirgeist in Babel: Thc Posmdernisr Conmersy, ed hgeborg 
Hoesterey (BIoornirrgto~ Indiana University Press, 199 1). 138. 
240 Vattirno. "Nibilism: Reactive and Active". 2 1, 



The adequate response is to accept. accompany, go dong with, what unfolds 

technologically. One thinks to reveal rather than conduct, preserve rather than master, the 

mth of what occurs to us at this time. Thus, Heidegger concludes "The Question 

Conceming Technology", frankly and openly - 'The closer we corne to the danger [Le., 

the systematic ratioûdization of Dasein, the end of the age of metaphysics]," he writes, 

"the more brightly do the ways into the saving power begin to shine and the more 

questioning we become. Questioning is the piety of thought'? (35). But "everything, then, 

depends upon this: that we ponder [the arising of technology] and that, recollecting, we 

watch over it. How can this happen? Above al1 through Our catching sight of what cornes 

to presence in technology, instead of merely staring [looking in upon, gazing fiorn afar] at 

the technological. So long as we represent technology as an instrument, we remain held 

fast in the will to master it. We press on past the essence of technology" (32). In a word, 

we think to overcome it. We think to set upon and order the expenences we have of 

ourselves, the world in which we iead our üves. In Rorty's case, the ironist imagines that 

he must author his Me as such. to refashion what he has endured into something which is 

his alone. As 1 wrote earlier, the ironist thinks to possess himself more intensely: this is 

the secret of his romantic self-overcoming, the destination of his way. "Everywhere 

everytbg is ordered to stand by, to be immediately at hanci, indeed to stand there just so 

that it may be on c d  for a m e r  ordering. . . . Whatever stands by . . . no longer stands 

over against us as object" (17). "The essence of modern technology starts man upon the 

way of that revealing through which the red everywhere, more or less distinctly, becomes 

standing-reserve. "To start upon a way' means 'to sen8 in our ordinary language. We 

s h d  c d  that sending-that-gathers which &t starts man upon a way of revealing, 

destining" (24). The very idea of (self-) overcorning therefofe belongs to a mode of 

revealing Heidegger c d s  Enframing. More exactly, LÏberal irony unwittingly articulates 



the dangerous challenge of this way of revealing, how technology continues to have its 

way (passes a-way) with die pragmatist. 

For Heidegger, what mattes is to continually recollect that technology is a way of 

revealing, and thus, not the only way. Again, recollection involves a kind of questioning 

that moves Dasein toward what is already near: what we already live in the rnidst of, what 

we inhabit, what we are now in the habit of living out, hence, what we tend always to 

forget or lose sight of. That is to Say, piety leads us to recollect that any mode of 

reveding passes away, that revealing is best thought of as an opening instead of a fate. In 

short, revealing is what endures, not its ways. 

As far as I c m  see, then, my task is to ponder and heed nther than explicate and 

prove the 'destining" or provenance of irony; in fine, it is to tarry with and endure PlatoTs 

Socrates in Bk I of the Republic ('Socrates-Thrasyrnachus') in an effort to broach what 

rernains of the gi f t  of Socratic t~doleschia.~~1 In connast to Rorty, who ruthlessly forgets 

his inteiiectual predecessor, I imagine that Platonism may be gotten over byfreely 

responding tu the eurly provenurice of Socratic irony. 

But how rnight one h d  a way to respond freely, out of a lùnited respect? By 

indirections 1 suppose. As 1 wrote in the introduction, by rpeaking the truth of irony 

'slant'. rhetorically giving way to this or that style of irony, r e s i m g  oneseif to its windy 

directives, the vicissitudes of its moods and intensities, until they become almost habituai, 

cornmonplace. UntiI you become inciined to rnuch of what irony is saying, so much so 

that its questions end up gathering (about) you and drawing you out, spreading you thin 

and leaving you weakened, so weakened in fact that you f i d  yourseIf exposed to strange 

241 As Bnuw wrires. %e maui point about CldOIesciria - whence we ger our wod&&srncc [and whence 1 get my 
title for Chapter One, Three &ay on t k  Adolescence of Rhemric - - -1 is that it belongs to the same semantic fietd as 
pddeia: (the teaching of chïidren), paUiia (chiid's play), andpaizerir (to be playtùi. to joke), Bmns niggests that 
Socrates' chetoric of bewirderment works upon a person's body of chought, the flesh of  th& opinions, much as jokes 
work upon our bodies, mat paizein is somethlng like a philosophical way of spclrkin& or at least a way of spdcïng 
that is on the way to phiiosoptu'cal" Wittgenstein remarks somewhere (I forget exactly where) chat an otginal work of 
phiiosophy mi@ be composeci of a series ofjokes. Geraid L Bruns, HermcneurUZs~ Ancimt mrd Modern (New Haven: 
Yale University Ress, t992). 38. 



thoughts of an outside. If anything, f wnte tu preserve the spaciousness of irony in its 

adolescence (what follows is 'meant to be' original, not singular or novel in its approach. 

That is, it risks being original.).242 - Why? Because, to take up another of Heidegger's 

cryptic remarks, "the fundamental character cf dweliing is this saving and preserving." 

Because any and ail building, for instance, the poiesis of a rhetorical criticism, arises out 

of the truth and aesthetics of dwelling in a metaphysical tradition. In other words, by 

listening, paying heed to, hosting, the gifr of this irony, this "accomplished radiance," as 

Nietzsche speaks of what is now before and behind us in what we ihink, the shimmer of 

another open expanse may yet appear (it may not). AU in aii, then, the task is to leam to 

see that rhetoricaily preserving the truth and art of what cornes ironicdly to iife (in the 

writings of Plato, Rorty, and Egan) amounts to what Gadarner CAS a situation of action: a 

hearing that k e l y  provides other ways of carrying on, ways that are perhaps not utterly 

subject-cenued in the metaphysical sense but instead manifest the attractiveness of 

sexualities difised over the entirety of what we now c d  'the human body'. For the irony 

of 'Socrates-ThrasymachusT conceals the adoleschia of a threshold, a gathering that 

estranges consciousness, undoes the sublime manoeuvers of what Luce Irigaray t e m  the 

tradition of "hom(m)osexuaüty".24~ 

242 H m  1 allude to an recent asay oCFoueault's coacerning Maurice blanc ho^ In particular I think of rhis rem& 
"To negate one's own discourse, as Blanchot does, is to cast it ceaselessly outside o f  itself, to &prive it at every 
moment not only of what it has just said but of the very ability to speak. It is to Ieave it where it fies, far behind one, in 
order to be free for a new beginning - a b e g h h g  that is a pure origin because its only p~ciples are itseIf and the 
voici, but that is ;ilso a rebegrivlulg because whatfieed ihar vuid was the Lmguuge of the part in the acr of holtowing 
ifserfout" Michel Foucault, "Maun-ce Blanchot The Thought h m  Outside" in Forzauli/B&nchor, tram- J e e y  
Mehiman and Bnan M;issrimi (New Y o k  Zone Books, 1987). 2S; emphasis added 

in the next chapter 1 respond (îndirectiy) to anatherofhis remindersr "It is extremely difn:cuit to frod a 
language €aithfiil to thîs thought, Any purely reffexive dismurse nins the cisk of leadkg the expenknce of the outside 
back to the dimension of interïouty; reflectïon tends irresistiily to repairiafe it to the sïde of consciousness and to 
deveIop it into a description of living that depicts the 'outside' as the e x p e r ï e ~ ~ ~ e  of the body, space, the limits of the 
wi& and the ineffaceable presence of the othei' (21). 
243 ~ u c e  figaray.spe~wn. op. Part one 



1 
Finding him 

Clearly, Rortyan pragrnatism is against epistemology, most especiaily the 

neoPlatonic sort that presumes 'a ihinking substance' can discover 'what is r d '  by 

critically investigating and representing its possible, actual, and necessary conditions. 

Liberal irony makes its first and perhaps, boldest, most impudent, appearance at the 

epistemologîcal wake. It is as if the pragmatist wishes to extricate us from what 

Wittgenstein nicely temed that "queer fly-bottle" labelled rnetaphysics -- wishes to Eree 

us as much as epistemologists have longed to overcome, or, at any rate, long wished to 

rid their thoughts of, the weakness of the logos. One might go so far as to say that one of 

Rorty's main ambitions as a self-ascriied literary critic is to satUUe the role of analytic 

philosophy as it has been traditiondy conceived; more exactly, that he seeks to personify 

the craving to know the absolute point and unity of things. " m a t  are we?' the romantic 

thinker Novalis once asked. and tersely answered himseifi "Peaoaifed aImighty points." 

Rorty, I think, would not disagree. 

It is a curious nini of ideas, though, Rorty choosing to privilege a M e  of ironic 

jouissance in the hopes of overcoming the tremendous influence of Plato's thought in the 

Western inteiiectual tradition. Mer dl, if one were asked to name an exemplary ironist, 

Plato's Socrates wodd in aU likeiihood spring qtückly to mind. But why then does Rorty 

appear so incii£Ferent in his writings on irony to the question of, Say, Socrates-in-Plato? 

More specincdy, why does he fail to take note o f  the protagonist of the eady dialogues, 

the Socrates whom Gregory Vlastos, among others, argues is earnestiy ironic about what 

is good in the way of belief? 

To my mhd, it is basically because Rom is pragmatic enough to display what his 

inteilectual predecessor, W'iam lames, once caiIed the "attitude of looking away from 



f ia t  things, principles, categories, supposed necessities; and of looking toward last things, 

fruits, consequaces, and f a c t ~ . " ' ~  Rorty wishes, so to speak, not to lirnp after Plato, 

wants more than anything not to be remembered as yet another foomote to the text of the 

Athenian sage. Of course, in taking diis attitude. Rorty seems to be dismissing Socntes 

because he is just Plato-in-disguise, merely a signifier for the formidable Plato who, in 

Vlastos's words, is a "moral philosopher and metaphysician and epistemologist and 

philosopher of science and philosopher of language and philosopher of religion and 

philosopher of education and philosopher of art." Plato's Socrates is the f i t ,  that is, to 

have "the whsle encyclopedia of philosophical science [as] his d ~ m a i n " . ~ ~ ~  It is Plato's 

Socrates that Rorty wishes to let go once and for aii - for good reasons, and with 

apparent ease. 

But why, in contrat, does Vlastos Fînd it so very difficult, in fact, impossible, to 

ever lose Socrates? As he writes in his 1st  snidy, Socrates, Ironisr and Moral 

Philosopher, there are hvo "Who bear that name," the name 'Socrates', in the Platonic 

corpus. "The individual remains the same. But in different sets of dialogues [Plato] 

p m e s  philosophies so different that they codd not have been depicted as cohabituig the 

same brain throughout unless it had been the brain of a schizophrenic" (46). The Socrates 

who thinks wholly by means of elenctic discussion in. for instance. the Gorgias, Laches. 

or Protagoras, becomes later on, in, Say, the Crutylus and Phaedncr, the Complete 

Philosopher, the kind of metaphysician Rorty fhds so ~listasteful.?~~ And yet, Vlastos 

remains convinced that even the latter texts demonstrate that '%e dramatistrs attachment 

to his protagonist . . . survives the ideological separation." Despite the fact that in the 

Wiiiiam lames. Pragmatimi and Orher h a y s  (New York Washington Sqgare b. 1963). 27. 
345 
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246 Vlastos divides the Piatonie corpus ino four gmups: Gmup 1 or the Elenctic dialogues -Apo[ogy, Chardes.  
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texts, Vlastos. Socrates, esp, 45-80, 



middle and late dialogues Plato is repeatedly led to "new, unSocratic and antisocratic 

conclusions," he always remains, as it were, under the c l a h  of his predecessor's ethos 

(53). 

Vlastos is not alone, of course, in arguing the fact and signîficance of the Socratic- 

Platonic spiit. In "The Orality of Socrates and the Literacy of Plato7', for instance, Enc 

Havelock provides a very similar reading of the dialogues. For his part, Havelock 

contends that the basic rn0ra1'~' vocabulary of contemporary philosophy is due to the 

"historicai partnership" between an oralist, that is to Say, an ilüterate Socrates, a "speaker 

who was aware of language only as he heard it as sound," and a textuaiist or iîterate 

Plato, a "writer who saw language and wrote it and read it as an artifact" (69). To be sure, 

he writes, the Socntic dialectic in ail its versions, eady through late, is a "calculating use 

of language &in to itrranging units of speech in some new and unrhytlimic order, a 

rationalized language." In a word, it is logocentric through and through. But even though 

it operates to contain the "rhythmic, fluid, imagistic, dynarnic" movernent of wholly 

customary speech, the epic language of "human action and reaction," Havelock argues 

that Socratic diaiectic remains b'exclusively oral . . . because its practitioner grew up as an 

ordist, a traditionalist, who yet committed himseif to a paradoxical task" (77-78). 

What is the paradoxicai task? According to Havelock, Socrates inhiits that a so- 

c d e d  democratic Athens requires new ''linguistic habits" if it is to survive and flourish. 

Needs, that is, a morally self-conscious vocabulary and this because "[tlhe traditional oral 

vocabulary descnïing the operations of the consciousness had been rich but 

unspeciaiized, drawing no fine distinctions between the feehgs on the one hand and 

247 Here it is crucial to emphaske that by tbt rnm 'moral philosophy' HaveIo& meam %ny sy- of disco-. and 
by extension, of thought, in which the terms rigùt and wmng or good and bad are assumeci fiom a Iogicai standpint to 
be not only f o d y  antitheticd but mutudiy exclusive of each other, and h m  a referentiat standpoint to dehe  di 
human behavior as divideci exhaustiveiy in two categories, nght and goad, and wrong and bad, each, again, being 
mutually exclusive of each other. Thus positioned in htfman discowse, the terms dght and wrong, good and bad, sopply 
noms by which to chsifjr what is done or thought as right or wrong, good or bad." Havelock, "Ihe Orality of Socrates 
and the Litéracy of Plato," 68. Subsequent derences to this essay wïU be noted in the mais mt, 1 distïngnish this 
notion of modty h m  what I have termecl the ethicai in my d i d o n  of Book 1 of the Repubk bdow- 



thinking on the other, between the emotions and the intellect, between sensation and 

reflection" (8 1). Up until the sixth century BC, a vocabulary which carefully drew such 

distinctions was not called for, but with the sudden advent of sophism in the second half 

of the fifth century the= "arrived", Havelock writes, "a d a m h g  recognition that 

language existed or couid exist as a subject of inquiry identifiable as separate from the 

speaker who spoke i t  It could become like the cosmos a subject of analysis in its own 

right" (76). The recognition was, moreover, a direct consequence of the alphabetic 

revolution, of which Socrates and such sophists as Gorgias, Protagoras, and 

Thrasymachus were among the "avante-garde". Socrates the oralist argued in a highly 

literate manner. 

Now, as I wrote in the introduction, what Socrates found so reprehensible in 

Gorgias and other sophists was not that they were fascinated by the question of the power 

of language. but that they viewed it for the most part instrumentally, as purely and simply 

a political tool of  which they were the avowed masters. In other words, for a sophist the 

whoie point of carefully studying the activity of speech was that it served one's political 

interests. That is why in the Apoiogy Socrates expresses amazement that some of hÏs 

feiiow Athenians believe h i .  to be mereiy a clever speaker, for he is in fact "a clever 

speaker who speaks the tnith." Without question, he is. üke Gorgias and the others. a 

mastefil orator, but he is also a true one because he folIows right reason whenever he 

speaks. Which is to Say, he always attempts to disclose the truth of the matter at hand 

rather than play out (or with) the whims and opinions of his audience. Socrates did not 

profess, then, to know anything or set out to teach people how to keep their wits about 

thern in public. He was not a professionai of the intelligence, a "merchant of 

kno~led~e"~*;  înstead, he was a lover of wisdom, simply a poor philosopher who sought 

248 This is one of Plaro'r rems for those who utseil] speeches and Icachiag reIating m virnre,wQ~oted by SacqueIlne 
De Romiily, The Grent Sophists in Periclean Afheens, tram- Janet Uoyd (Oxford= Clarendon Press. 1992), 6- 



to identiQ the tme and unchanging in Greek figures of speech, in Havelock's t e m ,  the 

abstract subjects and objects of the logos.'49 

ui performing this apparently selfless task (after Apollo's provocation, his was a 

divine mission), Socrates was certainly following the exvnple of cosmologists Like 

Anaxagoras and Diogenes of Apollonia who were attempting to demonstrate the rational 

order of the physical univene. Except that Socrates was in quest of the nature of hurnan 

life, which, to his mind, necessarily involved disclosing "the nature of the order of the 

best."=* Thus, as Havelock writes, both the sophists and cosmologists were "his 

historical partners, however much this fact rnay be disguised in Plato's text." Socrates 

sought to reflect upon the power of speech acts, as did the sophists, but refused to assume 

that speech was essentially a matter of producing or generating human meanings, what 

CMford Geertz has nicely termed, "local knowledge". He was convinced that the logos 

might also work to disclose what is hue, as were the cosmologists, though he declared 

himseff to be in quest of the nature of the human cosmos. Such diifferences mattered. 

(Whence the earnestness of his irony. For instance, consider how Socrates reveals the 

craving of Agathon's "many beautiful words" in the Symposr'um - "My dear sir, how 

embarnssing for me and everyone else to corne forth after such a beauriful and rich 

discoune! . . . In my innocence, 1 believed that one ought to present the mith about every 

object one wanted to praise; . . . But this, as I observe, is not the true way in which to 

praise; that consists in ataibuting to the object as many and as beautifid characteristics as 

possible, whether it possesses them or nof' (198b, d; ernphasis added).) 

Accordhg to Havelock, then, "it required an oralist, who was also an interrogaior, 

to cany through to a conclusion the task [the Sophists] had begun, that is, to uncover the 

linguistic thmst of what they were doing, to achieve a realization of ik to explain how the 

Sheldon W o h ,  Pofin'cs d Vrriom Cotuhity Md l~~ntatiion uI Wruan Pof ika i  Thought (Bonon: LiNc 
Brown and Company, 1960). 30, 



act of abstraction worked and what it might imply. . . . Since the oral poetic medium was 

a remembered medium spoken by a speaker, to confront it effectively required the 

activity of another speaker, equipped sornehow with new linguistic weapons" (78). More 

precisely, Socrates' geai accomplishment was to clariQ, through the art of close or 

rigorous questioning, what his contemporaies could only wonder (or wander breathlessly 

on) about - for their words and deeds were only paie imitations of his nght reasoning - 

that the psyche, which Homer md other poets imagined to be an "elernental Me farce," a 

phantom or wraith animating hurnan beings, was in fact a "speaking, thinking 

intelligence, [even] an individual and unique consciousness." In short, Socrates 

redescribed the psyche as the spirit of intellection, and M e r ,  declared its spirit to be 

good: "the true virtue of the psyche - its huiction - [was] to think or to produce 

thoughts", that is, recount the nature of the best. "The Socratic dialectic," Havelock 

writes, "took the decisive step of establishing linguistic intimacy between this new 

conception of psyche on the one hand and the 'me yes him' on the other. My psyche 

becomes 'me'; that is, my life force becomes 'my (own) self,' 'his life' becomes 'his self 

or 'himself,' 'your Me' becomes 'yourseif'" (85). 

But this, Havelock suggests, may have been as far as the historical Socrates dared 

to venture. It is Plato (and here Havelock is once again in h e  with Vlastos) who goes a 

good deal M e r .  First of d, the texnialist "sets out to codify [the features of the good 

Me] into a connected system of related virtiies, using separate texts to isolate and identify 

each one" (86). Appiykg the structure of the Socratic elenchus, Plato tentatively 

investigates various aspects of the "best" in a series of texts: the Criro (justice), 

Euthyphro (piety), Loches (courage), Chamides (discipiine), Meno (intelligence), and 

Lysis (Eendship). Viaues which had been previously characterized through the epos, that 

is, in Light of the eventful iives of heroes and gods, were now carewy abstracted and 

recounted, if not defhed, in ternis of what they are. 



Secondly, Plato writes the Reptrblic, a dialogue which Havelock calls "a massive 

coherent formulation no longer confined to didecticd examination - though there is still 

plenty of that too - but to an expository statement of moraiity as a principle or as a set of 

fmt principles summed up in the leading abstractions, the good, the beautifid and the just 

(agathon, kalon, dikgion)" (87-88). Again, Havelock's reading of the Republic is akin to 

that of Vlastos but with one important difference: Vlastos specifically places Book 1 of 

the dialogue with Plato's early works, because it "displays conspicuously the 

chancteristics" of elenctic method. 

Finally. Plato attempts to formulate what he sees as a necessacy distinction 

between h~ughts and thinkers. In other words, he s t ~  to explore the nanue of the 

relatîonship, which Socntes had taken as intimate, between what is me, or what is at 

hand, and the consciousness or mental process that apprehended its objectivity. 

Ultirnately, Plato's study leads him to propoond the Theory of Ideas, which depicts what 

is m e  as an eidos, a 'shape' or 'form' existing at some remove from the knower. This is a 

remarkable inteilectual development, Havelock says, because "the Socratic logos was 

oral, [whereas] the Platonic eidos is textual. As such, it is an unlikely candidate for 

inciusion in the original dialectic. It is the shape of a statement so final, so dennite, so 

ultimate as to turn into a reaiity beyond either linguistic or mental process, a reality which 

he who stniggies ta produce the required statements c m  see and contemplate. . . . It exists 

beyond man and his petty Me and concerns and his daily meditations" (90). 

So, Vlastos is not alone in his beiief. Nonetheless, most classical scholars do not 

share Vlastos's or Havelock's enthusiasrn that a Socrates can be discened in Plato's 

writings or accept, for that matter, their interpretation of Plato's achievement. In fact, as 

Vlastos wrily puts it, many consider the problem of identifying a Socrates-in-PIato 

mereiy a '%ugbear of Platonic snidies", a stirring issue perhaps for histonans in search of 

the antique, but hardly a rivethg matter to those with a more philosophic bent of mind 



intellectually speaking, nothing much is really at stake here: one would be wise to just let 

the question of Socrates go. 

Doubtless, Rorty would concur with such a reading of Plato's work. What does it 

matter that an 'illitente' Socrates circulates in the dialogues? Isn't it far and away enough 

to underscore the fact that Plato has traditionally been read (in Rorty's words) as an 

"agent of justice"? 

1 don?, of course, believe it is suffkient. As I wrote earlier, to adopt such an 

attitude would be to dismiss Somtes as, at best, an unfortunate victim of Plato's 

transfiguration of his way of Life?' C'est la vie, (the young Hegeiian in) Rorty intimates, 

as Plato overcame Socrates so shail 1 lose Plato. What is more, Rorty's attitude toward 

the question of Socrates exemplifies what 1 claimed in the last chapter, that liberal irony 

is hindamentally a debased romantic mode of being, one which seeks, in no uncertain 

temis, an intensified possession of itself.252 

But how do 1 link the romantic self-possession of a Rony to the rather obtuse 

question of a 'Socrates-in-Plato'? That is the main point of what foliows - to 

convincingly iliustrate that speaking t d y  about hiberal irony obliges one to consider how 

Socrates' uuth and power, bis ethical ciifference, is best endured, rather than opposed. 

One might say that by lyrical. rhetorical indirections. I hope to expose the common sense 

or direction, the ethical destination, of liieral irony. Again, in my view, the question of 

Socrates is not reducible, purely and sirnply, to a problern of Plato's influence; it is best 

taken up as if it were an exemplary but profoundly troubiing, shattering experience; or to 

recd terms which 1 raised in the introduction, a "gift'' of "singular histoncity", 

aporetic.?53 'Socrates' would therefore name what Derrida c d s ,  ''this place of aporia . . . 

Z5L Pho, that is bolh 'dü' and 'explains away' Sonatic hay. 
252 My useof the term "dcbaxd" echoa CharIes Taylor's 1 mean to say that the romantic moral so- of 1- 
irony are ignoreci by Rorty, Cn this case, Rorry is indifférent to another's irony, one go so fat as to say, the irony 
of his significant other- See generally, Chartes Taylor, The Eihiçf of Authentic@ (Cambridge, Mk- Hanmrd Umvety  
Press. 1995). 



where we are exposed, absoiutely without protection, without problem, . . . that is to Say, 

disarrned, delivered to the other, incapable of even sheltenng ounelves. ,9254 

Now it bears repeating that I think Rorty would, in either his Hegeiian or 

Nietzschean rnoods, resist undergoing such an experience. As 1 wrote in the last chapter, 

contact is more or !ess a cnsis  Cor the strong poet: every touch, a modified blow. 35s 

Which is why the Socntic question gets reduced, From Rorty's perspective, to a problem 

of Plato's authority, a prablern, that is, of coping with the anxiety of infiuence: how do 1, 

a strong poet, Live wel1, which is to say, how do 1 oppose myself to this other mind, act 

heroically and defiantly, given al1 that he has said for us, is saying even now, centuries 

&ter his death (for numerous of the words and sentences which Plato first coined are 

present in the final vocabularies of members of our tribe)? To a Rorty, Plato is the sort of 

intellectual whose influence one ought, if anything, to resent. Whence my hunch that the 

pragmatist is interested in losing Plato in much the same way that he blithely assumes 

Plato rnanaged to overcome the innuence of his beloved teacher. By diaiectically 

consuming kms6 

But what might this f i g w  of ethical difference, this place of apona, within the 

Platonic corpus amount to? Say, to begin with, that Socrates names what loves to hide 

nom rnetaphysicians and pragmatists alike, for it is unhandsome or useless in their eyes, 

lacks presence, is unruiy, ineffable, unfit somehow for inteilecnial consumption. It is a 

clifference, moreover, (and 1 cannot stress this enough) which hinges upon what occurs as 

WJ Here 1 draw upon Anne Carson's thoughk ^As members of human society, perbaps the most difficuit task we face 
d d y  is that of touching one another - whether the touch is physicaf, mord, emotionaI, or imaglnary- Conmct is crisis. 
As the antbropologists Say, 'Every touch is a modified blow,'" Annt Carson, "nitring fier in Her Place= Woman. Di 
and Desire" in Before Sdi': The Construcrion of Emric Erperience in the h i n t  Greek Worid, eds, David M, 
Ka.iperin+ John I, Wder, and Emma 1, Zeitlin (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), 135. 

256 In n way. I 6od this a bit surprishg becduw in Phi&sopky d r h e  Mbroro/NoNe Rorty fytes at Ilmgth of his 
&ep admiration for philosophicai hemieneutics, espec5atIy its conversational joui;Ssmce, which Gadamer says is best 
cbancterized in tenns of Socmïc-PIatonic didogue StilI, it is only a bu surprising if one comes to g i p s  with how very 
d v & g  it is for a pramnstic;t to tum away b m  m t  things toward tfMgs chat are obviorisly usew Wt i s  to Say, 
toward the fruits, consequences, or facts OF his owa rnusings, 



the aporia befalls him, as he cornes under or into its sway. Tu be sure, what 1 discuss 

below has something to do with what classical scholars such as Vlastos and Havelock cal1 

Socrates' rhetoric of bewilderment (as opposed to the didûctic reasoning of his advocate, 

~ l a t o ) . ~ '  But, as 1 wrote in Chapter One, it is always worth asking not only about what 

Socrates is doing with words (i.e., how he shows that our t a k  is empty or confised) but 

aiso, w h û  words do with or to Socrates. Specifically, 1 think that the experience of the 

aporia needs to be understood in light of two related 'facts': one, Socrates (repeatedly 

tells us that he) lives at the god's behest, that is, according to the designs of Apollo; and 

two, it is Apollo who murmurs through the Pythia that Socrates is the wisest of hem aii. 

1s the wind of Socratic thought (truly) a breath for nothing, I wonder? An afflatus in this 

god?38 In other words, what does Socrates become wise to, by taking Apollo's hint and 

getting lost in aporîas? 

It may help to recaii here what Socrates says to Agathon early on in the 

Symposium (these words are recounted by Apoilodoms who in hun heard them from 

Aristodemus): "How 1 wish, said Socrates, taking his place as he was desired, that 

wisdom could be infused through the medium of touch, out of the fidl into the empty 

man, lüce the water which the wool sucks out of the fidl vessel into an empty one; in that 

case how much 1 should prize sitting by you! For you would have filled me full of g i h  of 

wisdom, plenteous and fair, in cornparison of which my own is of a very mean and 

questionable sort, no better than a dream; but yours is bright and ody beghing? and was 

manifested forth in all the splendeur of youth the day &fore yesterday in the presence of 

more than thiay thousand Heiienes. 

257 -[0be can askn Kierkegaard wcita. %th the intention of receiviog an answer mntaining the dairrd firliness. and 
hence the more one asks. the deeper and more signifTcaat becornes the answer; or one can ask without any intaest h the 
answer except to suck out the apparent content by means of the question and thereby to Ieave an emptiness bebind The 
fint method presupposes, of course, thac there is a plemnide. the second chat there is an emptkss. The first is the 
s p e c u l . e  method. the second the uonic Socrates in parti& pfactr-ced the iatterIanern Sorën Kierkegaard, The Concept 
~ < ~ v n y ,  tram. Lee M Cap1 (Bloomingtoa: Mana Llmvesïty Press. 1965). 36. 
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An anlatus in the god A windn 



You are insolent, said Agathon; and 1 will have to settle hereafter who bears the 

palm of wisdom, and of this Dionysus shall be the judge." 

Among orher things, does Socrates really mean to Say that his wisdom, a wisdom 

of words, is ernpty, mean, and questionable in cornparison to Agathon's wisdom, which is 

of the Tiesh and thus, not surprisingly linked by the youth to Dionysus? Furthemore, how 

do these two kinds of wisdom meet? That is, how do words and sentences brush upon 

flesh, yours and mine? What, so to speak, cornes to matter, and profoundly so, when two 

such as Agathon and Socrates touch upon or corne near(er) to one another? As Anne 

Carson writes, ' n i e  difficulty presented by any instance of contact is that of violating a 

f i e d  boundary, transgressing a closed category where one does not belong. The ancient 

Greeks seem to have been even more sensitive than we are to such transgressions and to 

the crucial importance of boundarïes, both personai and extrapersonal, as guaranton of 

human order" (Before Sexuality, 135). Is there a wisdom to be discerned in those who 

fnd themselves touched in some way or another (perhaps by a god or an angel, or else by 

an other. by "awoman" even, as Luce Irigaray wonderszg)? 

In the remainder of this chapter, then, 1 want to discuss Socratic irony in terxns of 

the ethical or what Vattimo c d s  the hermeneutics of d w e h g  and aesthetic experience. 

To this end, 1 offer a reading of certain passages in Plato's Repubk, the majonty of 

which are drawn from Book I F  As both Havelock and Vlastos point out, Book 1 is 

strikingly ironic in character whereas Books II through X are fundamentaily speculative, 

philosophicaily positive or didactic, in Soren Kierkegaard's sense. 1 accept this basic 

division of the text. However, in discussing the ethical signincance of irony, 1 am not 

taking up and reiterating Havelock's or, for that matter, Vlastos's account of, Say, 

'Socrates at the ongins of moral philosophy'. As I have tried to indicate throughout this 

259 See hcr discussion of the 'awomaniy* touch of angels and gods in "Sexual Dinerencen. An Erhics of S z x d  
Difference. tram, Carolyn Burke and Giiüan C Gi11 (Ithaca: CorneiI University Ress, 1993) and %en the Gods are 
Bornw. Part iiI of M a r k  Lover. 
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study, on my view, the ethical question essentially involves how a subject might best live 

(in a metaphysical age) amongst or near to others. That is, other kinds of objects and 

subjects than the ones typicaliy argued for in the occidental tradition. (Cali these various 

others, 'things', as Heidegger does.) Ethics is fundarnentaily concemed, 1 want to 

suggest, with rnatters of hospitaiity, the acknowledgement of ciifferences, intimations of 

outsides. So I shall be concemed to read Bk I in light of what Demda cals "the abyss of 

receiving, of reception, or of the receptacle, the abyss of that endekhornenon whose 

enigma cuts into the entire meditation of Tirnaeus concerning the address of the Khora. 

Endekhomai means to take upon oneself, in oneself, at home with oneself, to receive, 

weicorne, accept, and admit something other than oneself, the other than oneself. One cm 

take it as a certain experience of hospitaiity, as the crosshg of the threshold by the guest 

who must be at once called, desired, and expected, but also always [is] free to come or 

not to come." Always keeping in mind, however, that "the one who invites and receives 

tmly begins by receiving hospitaiity kom the guest to whom he thinkr he is giving 

hospitality" (Aporias, 10- 1 1 ; 1 1 ; emphasis added). 

Thus, what is at issue in this question of living in close proximity to others 

appears in the wake of what Caveil t e m  the truth of skepticism and is not, therefore, 

prirnarily a matter of distinguishing moral mies, or resolving the principles of just action 

in society. It is, instead, a style of acknowledging the expiences of being in language, 

or, then again, following Iater Heidegger, a matter of leaming to dweli fkeely in the midst 

of what is otherwise, right within the "rift" or pathology of "dif-ference". Ail in ali, it is 

an interpretation of knowledge that puts into question the one cypicdy argued for in the 

epistemological tradition, to which, 1 suggest, moral philosophy belongs. 

I'U begîn by attempting to follow out, with respect to the question of what 

Socratic irony serves tu preserve or gbe way to, one of Heidegger's more enigmatîc 

sayings (there are several) in the essay 'The Ongin of the Work of Ah" "The nature of 



~ t h ,  that is, unconcealedness," he writes, "is dominated throughout by a denial. Yet this 

denial is not a defect or a fault, as though truth were an unaiioyed unconcealedness that 

has nd itself of everything conceaied. Lf truth could accomplish this, it would no longer 

be itself. This deniai, in the form of â double conceairnent [i.e,, "the double form of 

refusal and dissembling"], belongs to the nature of truth as unconcealedness. Truth, in its 

nature, is untruth."~6~ 

Along with this confusing (if not plain silly) thought, 1'11 consider as weU one of 

the dark fragments of a statement attributed to Heraclitus, the one which goes, Nature 

loves to hide. In short, for the time being, 1 shd  take Socrates to be what he says he is - 
a clever speaker who speaks the tmth - and go on to ask, What in the nature of irony 

loves to hide, what does Socmtes' way of recounting the tnith, his ironic style of 

thinking, manage to deny? What does irony as a mode of tmth-teiiing accornplish? And 

finally, equally imponantly, what does it cost t te ironist; what is the cost of living 

according to the economy of irony? In other words, 1 want to take Heidegger's saying in 

much the same way that Socrates tells us he came to understand the oracle's reply to 

Chaerephon's bold question (1s there anyone [i.e., any man] wiser than Socrates? - No 

one is wiser) - that is, as a fascinating riddle, or else, a tme sign of things to corne, of 

things that are coming to pass, a prophecy as opposed to a statement that explains. 

Socrates, you may recaii, always insisted that h e  lived at the "god's behest", was 

living out the truth of the god's word what the Pythia said. " m h e n  1 heard [that no one 

was wiser than me]," Socrates declares in the Apology, 'Y thought to rnyself: 'What in the 

world does the god mean, and what nddle is he propoundùig? For 1 am conscious that 1 

am not wîse either much or little. What then does he mean by dedaring that I am the 

wisest? He ceaainly cannot be mg, for that is not possible for him'" (21b). And sure 

enough, in time, after questionhg many poets, artisans, statesmen, and orators, after, as 



Kierkegaard acutely observes, bbcircumnavigat[ingJ the whole empire of intelligence." 

Socntes "find[s] the whole domain to be bounded by an Oceanus of illusory knowledge" 

(Concept of Irony, 38). In a manner of speaking, Socrates took the Pythia's hint and 

proceeded, over the course of a long üfetime, to get utterly lost by way of a bewildering 

elenchos - in what others, for instance, the renowned sophists Gorgias and 

Thrasymachus, would experience as the humiliating or cruel (or. at times, just plain silly 

and conhsing) wind of his thinking. 

1 thus agree with Kierkegaard who claims that Socratic irony exemplifies "infinite 

absolute negativity." To be sure, he argues in The Concept of Irony, "what ends 'without 

a conclusion' is a far cry fiom that [which] ends in a negative conclusion. Irony 

concludes negatively: . . . Xrony, iike that old witch, continually makes the very 

tantalizing attempt to eat up everything first of aii and thereupon to eat itseif up, or, as in 

the case of the witch, eats up its owo stomach" (55-56). This is what Socrates 

'accomplishes' in Bk 1. '4 have no satisfaction in my feast," he concludes. ' m a t  is my 

fault, not yours [Thrasymachus]. I am Uce those greedy fellows who before they have 

properly enjoyed what is before them leave it to snatch at and taste every dish that cornes 

their way. I have done the same.. . -1 know nothing. . . . I do not know what justice is" 

(Republic. 354a-b). 

According to Kierkegaard, ironic recoiiection "is in fact [a] retrograde 

development and thus the opposite of what, strîctly speaking, is c d e d  development. . . . 
It would be PLatonic to fort- existence by the upbuilding thought that man is not drîven 

ernpty-handed out into the world, by calling to mind his abundant equipment through 

recollection. It is Socratic to disparage ail actuality and to direct man to a recolIection that 

continually retreats M e r  and M e r  back toward a past that itseif retreats as far back in 

the as that noble famiy's ongin that no one could remember" (Concept of Irony, 82). In 

the throes of irony, Socrates is repeatedly drawn nearer a threshoId, into experïencing 



what appears only to pass away, a condition of being that is preposterous in the 

rnetaphysical sense. 

Whence, 1 gather, Thnsymachus' terrifie exasperation with the way Socrates is 

handling the issue of justice in Bk 1. As Socrates recounts their 'close' conversation, 

"Then, speÿking so that di could heai, [Thrasymachus] said: 'What nonsense has 

possessed you two al1 this time, Socrates? What do yoii mean by aU your polite bowing 

and scraping to one another? If you have genuine desire to know what justice is, don't 

confine yourself to asking questions, and making a show by refuting any answer given. 

You know that it is much eüsier to ask questions than to answer them9' (Repubiic, 336b- 

d). In effect, Thrasymaehus is calling Socrates' bluff: if you know something, he 

declares, teil us what it is exactly, and prove that you are sincere in wanting to know how 

we ought to live. 

'Thrasymachus,' 1 said trembllng, 'don't be hard on us. . . . We are 
in eamest, my fnend, believe me; but the task, I fancy, is beyond our 

powers; and, therefore, you clever people should rather pity than scold us.' 
When he heard this he burst out Iaughing and said: 'O Heracles, 

this is our sly Socrates whom we al l  know so well. 1 h e w  how it would 

be, and 1 told the others that you wodd refuse to give an answer, but 

would take refuge in slyness or anything to excuse your answering a 

simple question.' 
'You are a wise man, Thrasymachus,' 1 said. (336e-33%) 

In short, Socrates admits that it is in his nature, the nature of irony, to hide. But 

what exactly Lies hidden? It has been commonplace to suspect, as Thrasymachus does, 

that Socrates hows some thhgf i~~  wetl but for some reason or another prefers not to put 

it into the form of assertions. Students of the dialogues are ai i  too f d a r  with this 

characterization of Socrates' intellechial attitude, this suspicion, which I think the sophist 

and foreigner acutely gives shape to, that the ironin won't Say what he reaily kmws, 



more precisely , that he willingly deceives t hose around him, voluntarily withholds w hat 

he has in rnind. In fact, the Platonic tradition in phüosophy relies upon this interpretation 

of 'Socrates feigning ignorance'. To extend Kierkegaard's thought, Platonism upbuilds 

the idea of right reasoning by eliding the gift of irony, the absolute i n f ~ t e  negativity of 

its giving, the awful provenance or drift of its way, the afflatus in Socrates. In this 

respect, Platonism merely reflums Alcibiades' testimony in the Symposium regarding 

the treasures irony serves to conceal. Even if Socrates "spends his whole life playing his 

little pame of irony," Alcibiades knows and dearly values what he has oniy once 

glimpsed: those littie images, "so godlike" and "so golden", which Socrates keeps within 

hîrnself (Symposium, 2 L 6e-2 17a). 

So it bean repeating that the redemption or transfiguration of Socrates tirst occurs 

within the Platonic corpus itself and not just in the commentaries upon it. This is what 

Candace Lang has carefully noted in her ment  work, that the truth of Socratic irony gets 

overhauled in the later Sophin. 

In an exchange aimed at defïning the Sophist, Theaetetus and the Eleatic 
Stranger eventuaiiy arrive at a distinction between two sorts of mimics: 
those who imitate on the basis of knowledge and those who do so on the 
bais  of mere opinion. A m e r  distinction is then drawn between two 
types of opinion-imitators, the simple-minded WC, who believes he haS 

real knowledge, and the 'insincere' m e c ,  who strongly suspects that his 
apparent knowledge is r e d y  ignorance. hitators of the second type 

appear in two guises as well: 'one . . . can keep up his dissimulation 
publicly in long speeches to a large assembly. The other uses short 
axguments in private and forces others to contradict themselves in 

conversation..262 

The Stranger then goes on to defie the Sophîst in temis of this second, insincere 

cype of rnimicry. Of course, at this Iate stage it's not a novel idea for Plato to expound. 



What is new, Lang contends, is that Plato is for the fint tirne defining (and dismissing) 

the negative way of his teacher. The "ironist could not be more explicitly identified with 

the Sophist," she writes, "the maker of contradictions, the creator of empty phrases, for 

whom truth is mere ap?earance9' (3 1-32). After Uiis, for instance, in the L m s  and 

Symposium, there is no !ûnger any place for an ineffable Socrates in Plato's cosmology, 

pnncipally because 'he' has "no center or mifjhg teZcs" (34). In sum, this is what the 

Platonic tradition confirms, among other things - that the bewildering rhetonc of 

Socntes is "a mere aberration, an unwarranted suspension of history's relentiess 

diaiectical movement toward the realization of absoiute truth." The tmth about Socntic 

irony is that it hides nothing; it purely and simpiy loves to hide. 

Of course, 1 think othenvise. When Socrates says to Thrasymachus, You are wise, 

1 imagine him calling to another at the behest of a god inviting Thrasymachus to 

approach and to start upon a way with h h .  In other words, the invitation is not wholly a 

challenge, though that is how Thrasymachus decides to take it up. (Nonetheless, 1 think 

he is not whoily misguided in reacting as if he were under the threat of, these are his 

words as recounted by Socrates, "open violence".) For the sophist, Socrates' way is a 

dangerous, a mortiSing, provocation, and only that. (Later on, 1 wiU cail his attitude 

towards Socrates an attitude towards a problem.) On rny readiag, which follows Cavell 

and later Heidegger, irony is a good deai more. It is as well an opening, a way of 

hospitality, an ethicai threshold that openly gives way to strange thinking and self- 

estrangement. 

"Ali coming to presence," writes Heidegger in 'The Question Concerning 

Technology," "keeps itseif everywhere conceaied to the Iast  Nevertheless, it remains, 

with respect to its holding sway, that which precedes aII: the earliest" (The Questr'on, 22). 

Specincally, 1 think that the essence or coming to presence of Socratïc irony has long 

k e n  conceaied by a mode of thinking that Heidegger c a k  "metaphysics" and Nietzsche 



"Piatonism". This is why, at long last, it needs to be cheerfuiIy recollected, rather dian 

once again surreptitiously refused, which is what I think Rorty tries to do - liberal irony 

complies with metaphysics, continues the Platonization of Socratic irony. 

So, how might one read (again) an 'early' Socrates 'knowing' he doesn't know? 

What do I refuse or deny by senling upon a certain notion of Socrates' ignorance?263 

What do '1' find immensely difficult to lose? 

II 
Losing him 

Before you play with lire. whether it be to lcindle or extinguish it, put out the flames 
of presumption, which overestimatcs itself and cakes poor mesure bewuse it forgets 
the essence of legein. - Heidegger 

And you had ai1 to lose sight of me so I could come back, toward you, with an other 
gaze, 

And, c d n l y ,  the most arduous thing bas been to sed my lips, out of 
love, To close off this mouth that dways sought to fi ow free 
- Luce Irigaray 

Just as Socrates is calmly wrapping up his interrogation of Polemarchus, a 

foreigner and sophist lunges at him iike a ' M d  beast". These are the words Plato's 

263 The hemenaiticai question is. How d a a  one (does one ever?) manage to overcome or lose the authority of a 
ciassicd text, or. better still, Iet go an inherited style of thinking? Specifidly, how might one come to an understanding 
of di that is at stake in PIato's re-presentation o f  his teachefs imny in The Republic, @en what Viastos and Havelock. 
among others, sec as a noticeable shift in phiiosophical style betwen Books I and II of thai work? Then again, what 
maices this dialogue a dassical display of Socrates' character. a display that helps us, oioxover, to distinguish the 
ethicai dilemma of post-romantic versions of irony? 

Of course. for some, a more pressing question will  lx why would you wmrr to bother reading the Platonic 
corpus differently? Because. I want to Say, Rocty and Egan (and I) have not, by any stretch of the imaginaiion. "lost" 
PIato or Socrates, On the one hanci, Rorty is conviBced that he has 'overcome' Socrates-Phto, at any rate* that he can 
(and 'we' can tw) by changing the philosophical subj= that is, by speaking of what lies before us, Nevertheless, as  I 
suggested above and in the k t  chapter. Rorty presents us with a neoHegeIian conceptiou of irony tbat is very much in 
Iine with what Kierkegaard u i i s  the Socraîic. iikeniog it to "an old witch" who has an insaiabIe appetite in Part One of 
The Concept- It needs stressing* though. that Kierkegaard wodd ia aii iikelihood dismiss Rorty's version of irony as  a 
romantic perversion of the ancient's way of M g .  In LmnyHw~r Candace Lang wn'tes, "Kierkegaard consistentiy 
describes mmantic irony as a disgustiag self-titüiatioa an unnaturai activity intendeci to compensate for the abject's 
thsmchg faIIure to relate *natunItyT (dùectly) to the Other" (3)- This is akin to what 1 wrote at the end of Chapm 
Two- Rortym irony is a "late romantic Interpretation of the sEcepticai threat, an interpretation, morwver, which 
expresses, to use Gadamds iipt phase, 'an intensined possession of itself,' and conseqaentiy. an urge to dispossess 
itseff of, ordisavow, any ties it might have with othersetsn 

Egan, on the other band does wrïte CO recoiiect or preserve the îdea of Sacratic irony. As he exphius in The 
Educa~ed Müzd, Kierkegaardts Socrates is a moral sourœ for his own account of h n i c  understanding. Nonethdess, L 
think that Egan Fias yer to come adqmtely to tenns with what Ingaray dis  the "ethics of sexuai differencenn I say %as 
yet' because, on my view, the question of sexualïty lies witbk the horizon of his theory, in his recent, stiU tentative, 
efforts tc Fannulate a "somatic" form of understanding See my appralsal of Egm's version of h o y  in Chapter Five 



Socrates chooses to use, the words which corne to mind when he recollects the moment 

he first set eyes upon Thrasymachus. But why? Does their controversial meeting in any 

way exernplify what Plato later denotes as 'the leaping fire of close conversation'? 1s this 

how irony presumes to apprehend the pathetic speech of a rhetorician - as if 

Thrasymachus were a fm that haj long lingered and wavered underground, mumured for 

untold years amidst the twisted roots of trees, an old fire gone suddenly wild, slipping 

malevolently out from underneath, say, from the underworld of Hades? As if this swell of 

fire cdled for drastic measures, needed, that is, to be sealed diaiecticaiiy, enclosed within 

the noble Lie of what is now cailed Socratic dialogue? 

To di appearances, Bk 1 begins matter-ofXactly: '4 went down to the Peiraeus 

yesterday with Glaucon, the son of Ariston. As this was the fmt celebration of the 

festival, 1 wished to make my prayers to the goddess and see the ceremony." But Plato's 

Socntes in fact alludes here to his descent from his beloved city to its harbour, hîs 

descent, that is, across a river by way of a six mile-long, wded causeway to a place 

where foreigners, slaves, and citizens are known to mingle and commune 

uidiscriminately. The festival, too, we leam much later, is being held in honour of 

shadowy Bendis, a goddess infonned by Artemis, banehil twin of beautifid Apollo - 
Artemis. the huntress who loves (should this surprise us?) wild beasts. The one who is 

"forever rebelling agahst ai l  constraint, impenetrable fnend of wild beasts. Because she 

endessly gives theirmer skin to others, leads them to wrap thernselves in theirher 

appearing, irrevocably, Artemis will Iack a s b .  . . . Without an identity of her o n ,  kept 

within ambiguity, leaning if anything toward the ill-omened side. Except for the - 

glorined - need the city has that she be present at births" (Marine Lover, 153). Who or 

what is coming to Iife there in the Peiraeus? Who or what does a midwife go down to 

see? 



And so, as Socrates nonchdandy puts it, the two men (one, a d e r  of Me, and the 

other, a son who gleems) go down together to the harbour both to offer prayers to 

&ternis-in-hiding and to do a bit of sight-seeing. Having done just that, the pair head 

back up the causeway to the city. 

They do not get fx. A slave cornes from behind and tugs at Socrates' cloak and 

says: "Polemarchus bids you wait." A war-lord (and his party: known sons of the city, 

and various as yet unknown, unnameable,'others') accosts them. 

Socrates, you seem to be leaving, and to be on your way to the city. 

You are not far wrong. 

Well, do you see our numbers? 

Surely. 

Then either show yourselves the stronger or remain here. 

''But there is an alternative," he says in response to Polemarchus' challenge. "What if we 

persuade you that you ought to let us go?' Thus begins, 1 suppose, a 'close conversation' 

regarding who is best suited to d e  a city: in the express hope that two at least (or at least, 

two such as Socrates and Glaucon) might be let go, set fiee by force of argument rather 

than by caprice. 

Shortly afterwards, in the house of Cephalus, Socrates appears well on his way to 

such a freedom. For he has disarmed Polemarchus' charmiog notion "that to render to 

every man what is owing is just" (33 le) by carefully pointhg out to him that even though 

a war-lord's motivations mîght be honourable, they are undoubtedly evil. Polemarchus 

agrees, which leads Socrates to wonder out loud if there is anything more to be said on 

the matter. He has barely spoken when Thrasymachus lunges out at him and Glaucon. 

The awfuloess of the sophist's appearance, the throe of what he utters, 

momentanly takes them aback, seizes them (even two such as Socrates and Glaucon). 

They shrink in the face of the sophist's outbnrst, before the outpouring of his loud, brash 



chailenge. Socrates says he is "struck with amazement" but still manages (somehow) to 

fling a gaze back at Thrasymachus, and thus stare his beastliness down. "I think that if 1 

had not looked at hirn before he looked at me, 1 shouid have been stmck dumb" (3364). 

Of course, on accasion, even the best of midwifes will tremble or waver, facing wha: is 

so tembly irnmciest, even rnonstrous, what lies suddenly uncoverrd and stirring with 

animosity before you. (And thank your lucky stars that a good rnidwife is not a woman- 

wife; the son of creature who is known to waver, quiver, tremble without reason. Who is 

composed of a poor metal, or, then again, has Little or no mettle at ail, Iacks the courage 

to meet danger (with her) head-on. A good mid-wife is, so to speak, a man-wife: one who 

possesses the moodiness of a man like Socrates, or else, the mettle of that early 

Apollinian thinker, 0edipus.?6q 

Fominately then Socrates is not stmck durnb; he only trembles as hr utters an 

ironic rejoinder to the sophist's outrage. "We are in earnest, my fiend, beLieve me; but 

the task, I fancy, is beyond our powen; and, therefore, you clever people should rather 

pity than scold us" (337a). Somtes defends himself by pIeading with Thrasymachus to 

show a Little pity or compassion, some acknowledgement, however slight, of their 

concerted effort to find a new justice, a justice of the Good, conceived according to the 

contemplations of a new philosophic intelligence, in the house of old Cephalus. 

On the face of it, Thrasymachus will have none of this and laughingly tosses the 

appeal aside, appeahg in tum to one who had long ago eluded the wolf of Hades. "O 

Heracles, this is our sly Socrates whom we ail know so weil. 1 knew how it would be, and 

1 told the others that p u  would refuse to give an answer, but wodd take refuge in slyness 

or anything to excuse your answering a simple question." That is to Say, Thrasymachus 

knows dl too weil that Socrates' request is liale more than a theatncal gesture, a fine, 

264 ~ a ~ a i l f ~ w ï f i t  h m  ilte mot WïB meaning 'to wavw. be irreso1ute. quiver. mmble'. MettIdmetai me-g 'to seek 
or go out for, CO meet and corne among' M d  m&g 'courage, wriuh, saivicig aftet, seekiag aftei h m  the root 
MAN 'to tbuik'- 



dnmatic ploy. If 1, Thmymachus, am beastly in my movements, his thought goes, you, 

Socrates, are wily, fox-like. You bear a strong lamiiy resernblance to me. 1 know this full 

well. 

Thus Socrates' reply, You are a wise man, Thrasymachus. 

Now whac lies hidden in the fold of this ironic observation, 1 wonder: an 

acknowledgernent, an invitation, a provocation? What is a foreign sophist wise to? Keep 

in mind as well that these words are borne dong by, bound up with, reach out to 

Thnsymachus by way of or under the cover of Socrates' steady gaze. 

It is the gaze of irony (the gaze of a sight-seer or theoretician in the antique 

sense), 1 believe, which catches Thrasymachus out in the end. It is by way of that gaze, by 

way of its remarkable philosophical style, its bold determination to stop and look, to set 

upon whatever fmds harbour there, d o m  there in the Peiraeus, that Plato's Socrates 

apprehends the elemental threat of wild fire, the impudent challenge and vehemence of 

free flowing, unhandsome desire.265 

Clearly, it is not enough to plead with it, for it is clever even in its adolescence. 

Instead, one must attend to it in such a manner that it c a b s  down, takes a more tempered, 

mady shape, achieves if nothing else, a better focus. The gaze of Greek husbandry meets 

its other, the sophistry of another, in nich a way that the latter becomes (appmndy) 

somewhat convenant rather than simply rude and outrageous. The gaze of irouy raises a 

wild beast up, leads him up and out of the harbour and into the city; as if Plato's Socrates 

was a causeway or a throat, the throat of a glutton. 1 will retum to this shody. 

265 S m t e s  descends to 'observe' sacred festivities. Steiner wn*tes, The word 'theory has lost its bUtbn*ght At the 
sowce, it dnws on meanings and connotations both sedarand rituai, It tells of concentnted insight, of an act of 
contempfation focused patientiy on its object But it pertains &O to the deed of witness perfonned by Iegatcs sent. in 
soIemn embassy, to observe th= oracles spoken or the n'tes performed at the sacred Attic games- A 'theorist* or 
'ttieoretia'an' is one who is dïscïpIined in observance, a tenn itself charged with a twofold signiscance of intdecnial- 
sensory perception and reiïgious or rituai conduct., , , Tbus theory is Intiabited by tmth wheu it contempkttes its object 
unwaveringiy and when, in the observant ptoccss of such contempIatïon, it beholds, it takes grasp of the o h  confitsed 
and contingent ('vulgar') images. associations, suggestions, possiily ermneous. to which the object gives rise-* George 
Steiner, Red Presences (Chicago: Universïry of Chicago Press, 1989), 69. 



After dl, one could Say that tarning fire is the ongin of culture, the token of 

control over environment. They are in sorneone's (a reputable citizen's) home, after dl. 

Home couid just be a hearth, a fire on the bareground by any human Iair. That may wel1 

be the one thing that nobody can quite do without. Let us prepare a hearth, however 

s m d ,  Socntes is intimating. A suitable place for this new fue in old Cephalus' home. A 

focus for the foreigner and his newly-bom entourage. M e r  all, if a home had no focus 

(had forgone its ancient, aristocratie focus), culture could not emerge, at any rate, could 

not endure the ardour of a Thnsymachus. If would certaidy not be a fit dwelling-place 

for these young men, who hang upon every one of his clever words. 

Ali in d l ,  then, the simple truth is that a leaping fke is controllable if you date to 

watch over it, are carefully attentive to what it craves most. Observe it with all the force 

of vision ofa me theoretician. For Thrasymachus craves desperately to be heard, or 

perhaps it is better to say, a merely clever sophist lives to reveal himself to others, loves 

to publicly display his specid knowledge, a self-knowledge (in his opinion) weii worth 

its weight in goid. 

So: How wise is the sophist, really? How wise can an outsider like Thrasymachus 

actuaiiy be? (Then again, how ironic does Socrates need to be?) An answer cornes 

quickly. Will you pay me for what 1 know?. Thrasymachus retorts. The demand for credit 

betrays the simple truth of his type of leadership, the whole point of an adolescent 

sophism, the point of those d e d  by their selnsh desires. Watch and observe, Kierkegaard 

writes, "their greed to be asked questions so that their wisdom can reaily gush forth" 

(Concept of lrony, 33). Beware these great merchants, these gushing fountains, of 

knowledge. 

But "If money is ail that stands in the way," interrupts young Glaucon, 't . . go on 

with your speech. We will aIl contniute for Socrates." 



O the divine Glaucon. If only it were just money which stood in your way. If only 

coming to a m e  understanding of things, of what gets bom and harboured in the 

Pieraeus, were that simple and straightforward. Dearest Glaucon, who always looks 

above and beyond, has his beautifil head in the clouds, and never once stops to look at 

what lies directly before him. At what has leapt unto his path and confronts him, here and 

now. One c m o t  be too careful of the glitter of fake gold, Glaucon, the nominal essence 

of the sophistic art. (Be careful, too. 1 imagine Socrates to be saying, if and when 

someone says, You are wise.) 

But how might one who is less impulsive than Glaucon dmw nearer to such a 

cunning and bewiidering creature without startling it, or, then again, without being 

overcorne by the spirit of what it utters? To ail appearances, Plato's Socrates receives the 

assertions of his other by caimiy professing his own ignorance and, in the same instance, 

lauding the "weight" of Thnsyrnachus' clairns, hinting, that is, at the t e d k  weight of 

the other's knowledge, the real merit of his notions. In other words, Socrates decides to 

slyly and repeatedly stroke Thrasymachus' reputation as a speaker and pedagogue, caress 

the public image he dares to hold of himself. The iroaist challenges the sophist to take up, 

ifhe can, his righdul place in the Athenian household, because his reputation depends not 

only upon what he says but where and how he says it. After dl, they are not exchanging 

beiiefs in, Say, a purely festive way now; their argument occun in the home of an aging 

dstocrat who has, out of piety, excused himseif fiom this stniggle. In other words, both 

Socrates and Thrasymachus are vying in their own way to dweU in it as 'the head'. To 

rnake of it a domicile of their own soxt of understanding.266 Who shaU d e  in Athens 

now: a philosopher-king or sophos-king? m a t  difference does it make?) 

Whence, 1 gather, the confession of a so-called wily Socrates: 'Why, how, . . . my 
dear feilow, codd anybody answer if in the h t  place he did not know and did not even 

266 Each y- to shelter *the' muh. As Heidegger says mith is "domhated thughout by a deniai," a style of 
conceaiment 



profess to know, and secondly, even if he had some notion of the matter, h e  had been told 

by a man of weight that he rnustnTt give any of his suppositions as an answer? Nay, it is 

more ceasonable that you should be the speaker. For you do affm that you h o w  and are 

able to tell" (337t). 

It is you who are wise, Thrasyrnachi?~. 

Of coune, Socrates informs us, the sophist at 6rst puts up a bit of a fight, but he 

cannot long resist such patronage. The swell of his desire cannot be contained. In the end 

Thrasymachus gives way to his great eagemess to "speak and win applause for the 

excellent answer he thought he had ready." Unfortunately, he just blurts it out. "Listen, 

then, . . . . 1 declare that justice is nothing else than that which is advantageous to the 

stronger. Well, where is your praise? You refuse it?" 

Well, perhaps it is an excellent intuition. But an excellent answer, a carefully 

thought out answer? That is to Say, an answer which has been carefully drawn out or cast 

with questions? No. Not at ail. For "1 must fint learn what you mean," Socrates quietly 

insists. Please, Thrasymachus, you are leaping too far ahead of us. Show some patience. I 

mut  learn the sirange sum of what you are saying. Lead me out slowly, then, patiently 

explain to me how you have reached this sum, one t one + one. . . give this ignorant man 

a suitable tuition in the mathematics of your thinking, however elementary it might seem 

at times to you. "As yet 1 do not know, You say that what is advantageous to the stronger 

is just. Now, what do you mean by that, Thrasymachus? For example, you sureiy do not 

assert that if Polydamas the athlete is stronger than we, and it is to his bodily advantage to 

eat meat, then for us  aiso who are weaker t6is diet is advantageous, andconsequently 

just?' 

"You are shameless, Socrates." 

The words, You are wise, which echo those of the ma, in turn evoke a curse, 

You are shameless. Why? What gift has ApoIIo given, is Socrates hemetically 



circulating on the god's behaif? As I wrote in the Introduction, coming to an 

understanding is not only an act of sense-making, it is a thûumaturgicai event as weU, a 

matter of giving blessings and hurling cuses, a partial Iitany, that is, of the near bmshes 

and withering glances which transform and corrupt us as Dasein. In this instance, you 

rnight say that the words, You are shmeless, evince the sophist's aminement to the gaze 

of irony. What is playing itself out here? 

Doubtless, the curse is meant to haunt Socrates, to scathe what Thrasymachus 

feels is his monumental composure, the composure of one who reputedly deals in certain 

politicai secrets. In light of what I have caiIed the ethical, what occurs here is cmcial 

because it quintessentially indicates how Thrasymachus ans toward and against Socrates, 

the attitude he is t a b g  towards someone (something?) he can't make heads or tails of. 

His attitude expresses knowledge, though not what philosophy has traditiondy thought 

of as knowledge. Say, after Novalis, that Thrasymachus is tryhg, in the only way a 

sophist knows how, to personify the almighty point of his opponent's challenge. "You are 

shameless, Socrates. You conceive rny rneaning in the one way in which you can do most 

harm to the argument." You, Socrates, are doubtiess a clever sophist, perhaps the most 

cunning 1 have ever encountered, and thus, are eager to "oust me from the argument by 

open violence." In sum, You unabashedly tyrannize me with your words. 

To transpose what Bruns says about Kotax, Thrasymachus presumes that Socrates 

is an ''original spellbinder", which means that "he captivates from the inside out by 

means of peitho or pervasive cunning, not from the outsÏde by means of bia or the force 

of arms." The almighty point of a Socrates, in his opinion, is to suppress the demos %y 

the intemaluation of a powerfid monologue [disguised as right reasoning] - a discourse 

that binds people behind their backs" (8 1). Throughout Bk 1, this is the only way 

Thmsymachus comprehends, is able to represent, the tnith and art of a Socrates. 



Unfortunately, Socntes responds to his curse by imploring him to show greater 

patience, to be a gracious teacher to the poor and less thoughtful instead of a hurler of 

javelin-like opinions which can't ever be caught, only followed. Socrates then goes on to 

suggest that Thrasymachus give w g  to a few questions. 

As is well known, questions are a sophist's worse nightmare; at any rate, the ones 

that a Socrates is called to raise. But why? Why do Socratic questions serve to discredit 

arguments rooted in commonsense, the common good sense, that is, of the dernos? The 

simple truth, which Platonism dwells upon, is that when Socrates gets in a mood to 

question, begins to carry on like a fussy midwife, or, as Thrasymachus says, starts to 

"quibble" over what is being said, things always turn out bady for the one with answers. 

Thrasymachus knows al too well that his opponent in this argument is unequailed in his 

ability to dissemble the almighty point of sophism: everything is m e  (everything has its 

uses and value). If Socrates gets his way, Le., gets to conceive Thrasymachus' meaning 

by way of a drastic interrogation, then much of what the latter holds to be true WU turn 

out to be nothing but drivel, nothing more perhaps than the afflatus of a foreign god. Thus 

Kierkegaard's witty remark, "When the Sophists, in good Company, had befogged 

themselves in th& own eloquence, it was Socrates' joy to introduce, in the most polite 

and modest way of the world, a slight draft that in a short t h e  expeiled aU these poetic 

vapours" (Concept of Irony ,3697). 

So, as 1 wrote earlier, Thrasymachus' notion that Socrates presents a terrSc 

challenge is not unwarranted or untrue. He does in fact challenge the sophist to corne 

forward with his notion of justice and the latter does indeed saive to meet him as such, or 

perhaps it would be best to Say: Thrasymachus smggles to cope with (what Gadamer 

calls) the logic of his opponent's questions, which Ieads to a less than flattering end to the 

argument. In effect, the cune h d e d  at Socrates cornes to haunt Thrasymachus instead 



To sum up, the simple tmth here is that Socrates very quickly proves that 

Thrasymachus is nothing but a shameless tallrer. Socrates is wise because he done (of al1 

those gathered in the house of Cephalus) is able to show that the foreigner lacks true 

knowledge of what justice is; in surn is littie more than a merchant of popular opinions. 

Socrates is the wisest (Sophistj of all. Moreover, Socrates is consistentiy "fnendly and of 

one mind," entirely just towards Thrasymachus despite the fact that the latter is decidedly 

unfkndly towards him and scatter-brained to boot, hence exemplary of the unjust man 

(35 Id). Socrates rnakes this abundantly clear to us over the course of Bk 1: Thrasymachus 

may be his good, dear, admirable, delightful, gentle fnend but he is, when in one of his 

self-righteous moods, a wild beast in search of prey, a bathman who likes to fling a great 

flood of words about b, a stubbom, very nasty young m m  who likes to scold and 

berate those who do not hang upon every one of his words. Knowing his own rnettle 

aiiows Socrates to put a Thrasymachus in his rightful place. The menle of the one who 

knows how to interrogate mantles the passion of his other. 

And Socrates (wisely, I guess, and in aU faimess) carefdly notes how 

Thrasymachus suffers humiliation. After reluctantiy admitting that he has everything 

backwards, "and with fioads of perspiration, for the weather was hot," the sophist 

blushes. It is the fint time Socrates has ever caught him fast in shame; more exactly, it is 

the nrst time Thrasymachus has publicly acknowledged the measure of nght reason and 

hence, his proper place in an Athenian househoid nui by Plato's Socrates. 

Again, this is one way. if you will, a useful way, to read their encounter. But 

whether one entitles it 'Socrates diaiectically resolving or surmounting or, at the very 

least, meeting head-on a nasty philosophicd problem, Le., the threat of relativism' ; or 

else, 'Thrasymachus confionting, getting pulled up short by, the equally nasty problem of 

Socratic eristic,' rnakes very littie difference, because in both cases the argument hinges 

upon what one, or, better yet, what someone like a Socrates or Thrasymachus, imagines is 



at issue when he cornes, say, face tu face with a problem. Here I tum to Demda who 

wntes, "Problema can signify projection or protecrion, that which one poses or throws in 

front of oneself, either as the projection of a project, of a task to accomplish, or as the 

protection created by a substitue, a prosthesis that we put forth in order to represent, 

replace, shelter, or dissimulate ourselves, or so as to hide something unaowable - Iike a 

shield (problema also means shield, clothing as barrier or guard-barrier) behind which 

one guards oneself in secret or in shelter in case of danger" (Aporias, 1 1-12). 

Given di of Derrida's clues, my thinking runs as foUows. For his part, 

Thrasyrnachus imagines that Socrates is fiercely guarding an old farnily secret, a secret he 

apparently saves and protects with the tacit blessing of a Cephdus. The sophist, a wild 

beast. has been bom outside the city: the foreigner WU not, cannot, inherit political 

secrets. The sublime, rhetoricd art Socrates practises is, you might Say, the last, great 

prosthesis of Athenian tradition (a tradition that is now in decline) and Thnsymachus 

wouid like nothing better than to have it in hand for it might prove useful to him in the 

future, otherwise be lost. If not, why would he so boldly take up the cause of 

Polemarchus W ~ O ,  you may recd, is the heir apparent to Cephalus' wealth? Very simpiy, 

because he beiieves that Cephalus and Socrates share some sort of local knowledge worth 

having . 

Socrates, in contrat, imagines that he is guardiug the sons of Athenian tradition 

by sheltering them from the debased thoughts of foreigners Like Thrasyniachus. More 

exactly, he believes that his main task is to accomplish, in the polis, what such 

cosmoIogists as Diogenes and Anaxagoras had been doing for some tirne in the r e a h  of 

physics: determining its arche. Appatently, such a task calls for a certain amount of 

troubleshooting, such as bravely conhnting those who might in one way or another 

compromise the project of Greek enlightement. Thus, at the outset of Bk 1, Socrates 



appears to tum back at the behest of a 'warlord', 'Polemarchus': I suppose that he r e m s  

because he is divinely possessed by the brilliant and gentle warrior-god, ApolIo.267 

But there is more to the problematic issue of a Socrates-Thrasymachus, and what 

is more has a lot to do with what 1 want to call the gift of 'You are wiseNou are 

shameless,' of what gives way to those few words, the gift of 'two sentences' as it were 

(which is the blessing and which the curse? Who gets sentenced here, and how?) What if 

the truth of Socrates' encounter with Thnsymachus also concerned what I have obscurely 

called, afier Vattirno, a hetmeneutics of dwelling? What if the mmtie of Socrates' 

questions hinctioned to conceal as weii as to eniighten? What if the ûuth of Bk 1 were 

taken, as Derrida's work suggests, "according to the apona," that is, as a way where one 

or another cannot be posed or convincingly rneasured as a problem, as a problematic task, 

but as a ''certain experîence of hospitality, as the crossing of [a] threshold by [guests] who 

must be at once cailed, desired and expected, but also free to come or not to come" 

(Aporias, 10-1 l)? in other words, one might just as weil think of 'their dear £iiendship', 

the cost of their genre of just reelatiom, as an early configuration of the myth of 

consciousness, as giving voice to what is now a general plight of min& the malaise of 

self-consciousness, Say, the limitations of corning to life in language asfiendty men, men 

who are of one mind. and yet somehow, pathetically. profoundly. at odds. 

For Cavell, as 1 wrote in Chapter Three, the specific piight of mind named 

skepticism expresses the conviction "that the body is a veil, or a blind, a dead end . . . 
The myth of body as a veil expresses our sense that there is something we cannot see, not 

merely something we cannot know." This is why he remains fascinated by later 

Wittgenstein's attempts to reinterpret this myth by offering hints of another, for instance, 

267 Luce Irigaray writes: 'What parti*cuianzeS hîm can be . . . found in the important mle plnyed by the v o i e  that 
seduces and mediates between everyone and everything- . . , The rrammîMon of the king's w ü I  by means of a word 
chat is ApoUo's signame. . - - Does not Apollo's splendeur alrwdy preiïgure the spiendour of the idea? Still possesed 
of a W y  appearance, yet more and more withheid fiom the senses- Radiant because it contaMs witbin itseifevery 
potentid way of overflowing, Beaunful - stiil inscn'bed in the fiesh and thus able to lure one beyond tUready scuipted 
from without and within to qeak with measured resnaiot. Idea made of Kght and sonnds that will be athuied witfnn the 
v o i e  that gives eniïghtened couns& tfiat dictates wisdomW M e  Lover, 147-48. 



'The human body is the best picnire of the hurnan soul' or 'My attitude towards him is an 

attitude towards a soul.' Cavell translates: 

The block to my vision of the other is not the other's body but my 
incapacity or unwillingness to interpret or to judge it accurately [to pus 
the right sentence], to draw the right connections. The suggestion is: I 
suffer a kind of blindness, but I avoid the issue by projecting this darkness 
upon the other [by seeing the other's body as a problem, as something to 

be overcome, by force of arms or by force of argument. It does not 
matter.] . . . What hides the mind is not the body but the mind itself. . . . 
Something is veiled - the mind by itseff. . . . The tmth here is that we are 

separate, but not necessarily separated (by something); that we are, each 

of us, bodies, i.e., embodied; each is this one and not that, each here and 
not there, each now and not then. 

Finally, "we are endlessly separate, for no reason. But then we are ariswerable for 

everything that cornes between us" (Claim of Reason, 368-9). 

Thus, in Bk 1 of the Republic, one might weU imagine that Plato's Socrates is 

recounting an early version of the myth of the body as veil. The foreign sophist believes 

he is wise to something 'in' Socrates, something he cannot see (as yet), and so he 

struggles in every which way, shamelessly, to penetrate the body of irony in order to 

retrieve what treasures it holds, One might say that the sophist whose words bathe those 

around hirn prefigures the drunken outburst of Alcibiades in the Symposium. For 

Alcibiades' outburst bears witness to the notion, widely held to this day. that Socrates' 

unshapely body veils LittIe golden images, the treanire-trove of inspiration he has 

received through the Pythia. Tbrasymachus may be wrong about the problem he faces 

(iust as CaveII supposes the skeptic is, that is to say, the skeptic may not have it nght 

when he c d s  'it' a problem oPhow1edge) nonetheless he does inadvertently give voice, 

E ihink, to the hostility of irony, the dearth of its hospitaiity, its abyssmai way of 

expecting and receiving a guest. Call this the tmth of Socrates' ethicai indifference. Bis 



attitude, that is, reveals a knowledge of what he is swayed by, or, then again, strickened 

with -- what words in the shape of questions, in the logic or structure of a dialectic, 

sentences whose main focus denves from Apollo, do to him - they render him shameless 

and cold, openly violent. They show hirn to be someone whose hospitality is equally as 

poor and ili-mannered as a so-called foreigner's. Hence Thrasymachus' atmnement to the 

character, the ethical difference, of a Socrates: he is a sly, entertaining, ungrateful fellow, 

a quibbler and trickster, a sniveLler who needs a wet-nurse, (Le., the so-called bathos of a 

foreigner) in order to speak. 

It is a ciifficuit truth to comprehend. Socrates himeif doesn7t know what to make 

of it. 1 mean, ti3e jjut one, the one who declares himself to be ffiendiy and of one mind, 

ultimately proves to be quite partial. In the spintual sense, he is mostiy throat and 

stomach. The unshapeiiness of his body veils the unshapeliness of his justice, the terrible 

beauty of his god. Taste-wise, at the behest of Apollo, he serves principaliy to enclose, to 

capture, to hoard, to feast upon the body of another's ideas, the matter of another's 

opinions. Socrates is only attracted by, hungers after, certain parts of his other. This is no 

less his pieasure - a pleasure given him by Thnsyrnachus, the outsider. 

'1 am delighted, Thrasymachus, that you are not content to nod and shake 

your head, but give most excellent answers.' 

'1 do it to please you,' he said. (351c) 

And sooa &ter, 

Teast on your argument,' he said, 'and be of good cheer. 1 shall certainly not 
oppose you. 1 donTt want to displease the company.' 
'Corne, then,' 1 said, 'crown my feast for me by answering as you are doing.' 

(352b) 

So, the one who once thought to hoa a guest in the house of Cephdus is now 

being hosted himseif. The gift of Plato's nirasymachus is to show us that 'Socrates' is a 



container of words that are more or less sentences, that his questions disguise fierce 

Apollinian judgements and convictions, that the logic of questions, played out in part (at 

my rate, in the early dialogues) through a series of drastic interrogations, is meant to 

pleasure those who live to know what is best, who live to rule life as such. The greatest 

sophist of ail exhibits a great urge to know. Cd1 it the wisdom of sharnelessness. For 

Socrates' questions in Bk 1 eventudy give way to Plato's idea of diaiectic, to the latter's 

Idea that negativity cm be, and ought to be, deployed diaiecticaily. (The early spirit of 

Plato's Idea of dialectic is in turn accomplished, centuries later, by way of the Hegelian 

system. A dialectic of intemakation, of cannibaüsm, that is supposedy the generation of 

a subject of absolute knowledge. Thus George Steiner's arresting daim, 

It is, surely, notable that the theory of personnlity, as it develops from 
Hegel to Nietzsche and Freud (in many regards, Nietzsche's truest 

disciple), is essentidy a theory of aggression. Hegel defines identity 

againfi the identity of others. When it is ontologicdy reaiized, 

consciousness of the fidi self will impücate the subjection, perhaps the 

destruction, of another. Ail recognition is agonistic. We name our own 

being, as the Angel did Jacob, after the diaiectic of mutual aggression. Nor 

is there anything in the anaiysis of human relations starker than the 

account of libido as narcissistic excess which Freud put forward in the 

pivotal year 19 14. Love is hindamentdiy self-love . . . . because love [of 

the other] is a forced remedy, because the primary thnia of the Iibido is 
toward ingestion of all realities into the self, there nins through human 
relations a dnve towards the pulverization of the rival persona.268 

StiL, this eariy subject of one muid, this Platonic Socrates, this so-cded feendly 

man, is satiated yet durnbfounded, pleased but suddenly at a loss, bewildered because he 

has wandered far a6eld and Iost the point of a i i  his questions - forgotten their telos as it 

were. As Foucault mites, 'To negate dialectically brings what one negates into the 

268 George Steiner* In Bluebeani's C'le: Somr Nom Towmd the DejWhn OfCidme (New Havex Yak Universiv 
Press. 197I), 5 2  



troubled interiority of the mind" ("Maurice Blanchot", 22). Socrates lives to negate the 

passion of a Thrasymachus, thinks to consume it, but the pleasure of his intellecnial feast, 

the feast provided by Bendis, proves troubling. If anything, it is a passing pleasure. 'But 1 

have no satisfaction in my feast. . . . 1 know nothing.' The nuaitionltuitionltruth contained 

in such excellent answers (as Thrasymachus is able to give) is wasted on a greedy man. 

Somehow, the wisest one of al1 doesn't know how to stomach the idea he has of his other, 

his dear friend. 

What is the cost of telling the wth of oneself in this mmner, in the genrdgender 

of irony? 

'I know nothing' - this is the tmth of what gets figured as Socrates- 

Thnsymachus, the alerheia of sophism 's hospitaIity towards itseif- that there is nothing 

to knowledge of oneself without the love of an other. Generally speaking, that the 

pieasure of one mind, the yearning one has to comprehend its other, is blind. such a noble 

lie. More paaiculatly, that Socntes' gaze is metaphysical and naive. '1 know nothing' 

betrays the w i t h e ~ g  glance of a later metaphysics - for instance, the one Plato 

propounds in Bks II-X of the Republic - beaays how its sentences effectively discipline 

and punish the free-flowing mith of an other. One cannot take in, whoIiy grasp, the 

pathetic tmth of a forriper, of a l l  that glhmers in the opemess of the Peiraeus, by 

interrogating it. On the one hanri, the answers of a Thrasymachus gives one nothing he 

can know, any way nothhg one in a Socratic b m e  of mind can possibly think of or re- 

present metaphysically, nothing one can see or conceive by way of the concept. On the 

other han& Thrasymachus tdy,  unwittingiy (he himself hates this possibility - that his 

words cary on without hirn), gives the gift of nothing, gives way to nothing, which 

Socrates knows perfectiy weii - but only mortaiiy, only in passing. The pathology of a 

Thrasymachus, the so-cded shameIessness of a wisdom that cannot be accosted, quickly 

peters out as Socrates gorges upon that part of Thrasymachus which can be scrutinked, 



his opinions. But what othenvise emerges here is of no consequence to the one who 

yeiiais to know, who presumes that the truth of what matten endures in the very Idea of 

it. "[Oloe rnust know how to Listen otherwise than in good form(s) in order to hear what it 

sajfs,'' Luce Irigaray writes. The essence of shameIessness is that it occurs and decays, 

advaces and withdraws interminably - rhat it speah 'fluid', the mechanics of a 

bathan." In other words, imagine that the 'gift of Thrasymachus' hints of a way that is 

co~tiguous to irony's point. 

You are sharneless. You are wise. I know nothing. I know shamelessness. 1 know 

oui friendship, Thrasymachus. - I know nothing. If anything, it is me, Socrates- 

ThFasymachus is a figuration of how one (cd1 him PIato) means to cope with the 

be*gdering expenence of absolute infinite negativity, a figuration of the development of 

or163 cight reasoning, of how the gift of death is to be received, pondered, and resolved: 

as Tt ir were just an inteliectual riddle. Socrates-Thrasymachus is a figuration of the 

dialectical envelopment of negativity. The logos of one who intends to measure and 

seciire what is outside of him by setting upon it, taking it up as an object that is more or 

les8 useful to him, better yet, to those who are fnendly and of one xnind. Platonism 

assluhes that one can adequately grasp a ThraSymachus by gathering up the jetsam of  his 

awhd desire, and carrying on. 

But perhaps this commonpIace, this mith of Platonism, works to eiide the truth of 

an~ther, say, an experience which might some day (it mi@ not; it ceaainly doesn't in the 

Repgblic) lead the one disguised as 'Socrates-Thraspachus' (roughly translate& 'what- 

copulates-with-its-other') to acknowledge the nanual fact of his own separateness, the 

fiaae logic and real limitations o f  his genrdgender. 

How does one such as  Socrates care to know nothbg? 

2 6 9 ~ c e  Irigitrayt l'hk Sa iYhich ir Nor Ont. tram. Catherine Pona (lti~aear Corneil University Ras. 1985). 11 1. 



Very simply, '1 know nothingT articulates a skepticai tnith. It marks a threshold 

for those who come to life in language. It is a gathering of words that sentences 

consciousness, reveals the myth of consciousness. I know nothing. Our words utter 

nothing. These words are the death of us, Thrasymachus. My fnend, your words have 

given me the gift of death. the pieasure of rny mortality. 

But, what tmth Lies in the passing plensure of one's own company? Say, the 

intensifed possession of oneself? 

Only the brute fact of our separateness, Thrasymachus might Say. Truly, we are 

sepanted. But not necessarily sepanted by something. For instance, we do not need 

(necessarily) the justice of a republic, Socrates, the mord and poiitical divisions it 

identifies. (Though we wiii have it in time. Tt is our present. As Caveil wrïtes, "If 

something separates us, cornes between us, that cm only be a partîcular aspect or stance 

of the rnind itself, a particuiar way in which we relate, or are related (by birth, by law, by 

force, in love) to one another - our positions, our attitudes, with reference to one another. 

Cail this our history. [Or, as Nietzsche and Heidegger do, the imposition of Platonism, 

the age of metaphysics] It is our present" (Claim of R e m ,  369)). But the sophist and 

foreigner cannot say this to Socrates at this thne because he cannot speak differently, has 

no words for such difference. the difference. that is. of carnaLities. And so. what 

Thrasymachus cannot Say. and what Socrates cannot know by way of the concept, is 

passed over in silence. Such is the brusque manner of their fnendship. The particular way 

of Platonism. 

StiU, the aporia is a figuration of what cannot pass this way, of what refuses to 

come to pass in this way, according to the philosophical style of the gaze. Luce Irigaray 

writes, "There is always a reminder. Up until now this remahder has been enmsted to 

or reserved for God. Sometimes a portion was incamated in the child. Or was thought of 

as being neuter. This neuter (in a different way, like the chiid or God?) suggests the 



possibility of an encounter but puts it off, deferring it und later. . . . It always stays at an 

insurmountable distance, a respecdul or deadly sort of no-man's-land: no alliance is 

forged; nothing is celebnted."7=0 

Thus: I know nothing. And, It is your pleasure, Socrates, not ours. It is not the 

jouissance of two who are capable of acknowledging their separateness, rnerely the 

gluttony of two who are of one rnind. 

Thus Luce Irigaray's strongest claim: "Sexuai difference is one of the major 

philosophical issues, if not the issue, of Our age. . . . The transition to a new age requises a 

change in our perception and conception of space-tirne, the hhabiting of places, and of 

containers, or envelopes of identity. it assumes and entails an evolution or a 

transformation of forms, of the relations of matter and fom and of the interval between: 

the ailogy of the constitution of place. 

For] "each age inscribes a iirnit to this mnitary configuration: matter, form, 

interval, or power, act, Nifennediary-intervar' (Ethics, 5,6-7). The age of metaphysics, 

which is our present, envelops matter in the forms of one and the same, inscribes power 

in terms of one's experience. This has been our history since the Greek Enlightenment. 

Bk I of the Republic is an arresting chronicle of that decision, I t W  During the instant 

of the aporia something occm to Socrates. At the behest of his god, having gained 

absolutely nothing fiom his encounter with Thrasymachus, he turns (reluctantly?) to PIato 

- in the guise of Glaucon-Adeimantus - and continues his ascent The aporetic truth 

Socrates uttea in that instance is thus dominated throughout by a deniai. An avoidance of 

the carnalities of love. In other words, Socrates tums against what he cannot stomach, 

then again, what has refused the logic of his questions, not because it loves to hide fiom 

the Iïkes of him so much as because it hides out of an abiding love. 

Luce kigamy,An Wricr of S d  Dwemnce. 14. 



"And you had al1 to lose sight of me so 1 could corne back. toward you. with an 

other gaze. 

And, certainly, the most arduous thing has been to seal my lips, out of love. To 

close off this mouth that always sought to 80w ftee."pi 

The question now is, could irony be disposed otherwise? 

In this chapter 1 have more or less trîed to work out a claim Heidegger rnakes in 

the Introduction to Metnphysics, "[Wle do not recapture a beginning by reducing it to 

something past and now known, which need merely be imitated; rather, the beginning 

must be begun again, more origioaiIy, with a l l  the strangeness, darkness, insecurity that 

attend a true beginning.""2 It is this daim concerning onginaiity which has guided my 

reading of the experience of ethicai difference evinced in Socrates', I don? know, of what 

comes to Life in these few words, of what comes to a ctueshold by way of his irony, but is 

not entered into or followed out. "A path of philosophy fades away, back into 

darkne~s."~~3 Heeding this claim led me to write in the Introduction that the image of 

Socrates stands betwixt and between Rorty and Egan and must be interpreted as an eariy 

sign of what cornes to pass in their writings, of what occurs to them when they take up 

the question of irony. In the image of Socrates-Thrasyrnachus the deinon tnith of our 

skepticism bursts forth, 'shining like shook f o r .  

Rorty, I wrote, runs against the experience of a Socrates. The praggmatist r e m ,  

that is, to this original threshold of thought oaly to ignore its strangeness, darkness, and 

iasecurity. He reacts to the tmth of his predecessor's skepticism essentially out of terror, 

the "incomipti'bIe ferocity" (to use John Bayley's phrase) of his romantic yearning. This 

is why 1 chose to begin Chapter Two with a reading of the enlightenment of science and 

l Luce higaray* Mariize Lover. 3. 
272 ~uoted  in John Saiiis. Deir'mitan'ons: Phmu10Iogy mtd the M ofMemphysics (Bloomington: indiana 
University Press, 1994), 90. 
273 Heidegger commmiorated ihe nidden death of Max Scheler wïth these word* Quoted in Sallis* Delimitmianr. 86. 



poeuy: because the sort of irony a liberal privileges can oniy be rightly undeatood if one 

first of al1 recognizes that our thought belongs to the European tradition of enlightenment; 

specifically, to its romantic cornpletion. Row's ironist is reactive, then, principally 

because he is terified of being subject to the claim of an other; 1 mean, the ironist is 

deeply romantic in his yearning to determine the use and value of an other's Me. 'You 

must be like that, for that is the way I love you.' Rortyan irony discloses the secret of its 

romantic education, the incorruptible ferociy of its will to self-preservation. 

In conuast, one finds Egan running toward the threshold frst revealed by 

Socrates-Thrasymachus. How so? As if he were akin to the narrator in Frost's poem, 

Mending Wall. As if he longed to touch upon the subject of an other but could not fmd 

the words (Le., knew full weU that the other would rernain ineffable), and so, continued to 

maintain the walls in the customary ways. On my reading, the truth of Egan's skepticism 

turns out in the end to be the truth of his own separateness. The other, so very near to him 

now, at the end of the 20th century, is thus ükened (and here 1 anticipate ail that I discuss 

in the next chapter) to an angel, then again, an "angelic consciousness," a wondrous and 

wholiy singular thing, unformed, Egan claims, by language, tradition, culture, our history. 

The ethical destination of irony gets disclosed, so to speak, in the notion of the freedom 

of angels. 



What does Egan's theory describe? 

Our language can be seen as an mcient city: a maze of Iiuie streets and 
squares, of old and new houses, and of houes with additions front various 
periods; and this sumunded by a multitude of new boroughs with smight 
regular streets and uniform houses. 

h g u a g e  is a Iabyrinth of paths. You approach from one side 
and know your way about; you approach the same place from another side 
and no longer know your way about, - Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigarions, Sections t 8,203 

How rnight one characterize the 'subject matter' or the 'what-is-said' of a 

curriculum such as Egan's by taking up the question of lanyage bermeneutically? In 

Light of Wi ttgensteh's rernarks, one mîght roughly begin by speaking of the matter of a 

curriculum in terms of its 'making sense' for those (deemed) most in need of it, i.e., the 

young and adolescent, as if its main purpose was to lead them to understandings that were 

eminentiy useful, at any rate, le& them km-hg their way about the city of language. To 

investigate a curriculum fiom this side of language, one needs to corne to a fider 

understanding of the point of the lives 'we' are leading. mat is to Say, thinking of Hegel's 

notion of the appearance of self-consciousness, be able to speak to what matters 'for (an) 

us', what we understand to be good and wnat we imagire is possible.n4 This is, again, to 

n 4 ~  is wbar Cora Diamond is argiting for in a recent paper. "Loshg Yom Concepts" inwirr, 98. No. 2 (Jaaua;y 
1988). 255-77, "Part o f  the difEcuIty here is that we think of hming to use a term as lesfning to foUow the d e s  for 
chat use; we think of language in tenns of des m g  what cm and cannot b e  done But the most essentiaï &g about 
language is chat it is not fTxed in that way- Leaming to use a term is coming into Life with that mm, whose possiiiIities 
are CO a great extent to be made" (268)- Leamihg ru thcorke Lr c&g ro prucsiie what numers to [anJ us. 



hold that any cumcul um theory must preservez7s. if it is to be seen as choiceworthy or as 

having its value and uses, somc o f  what Taylor c d s  the basic or constitutive noms of our 

practices, the web of commitments and identifications which inform the activities and 

institutions of Our culture, allow us to see the lives we lead, in both the public and pnvate 

sense, as distinctively human. So, when one seeks to formulate in a mode1 of cumcdum 

the point of Our acting in this rather than that way, one is in effect responding to or  

interpreting the condition of living in a space of questions, which is the inescapable 

predicament of those who corne to life in language. In Taylor's words, 

to be able to answer for oneself is to know where one stands, what one 
wants to answer. And that is why we naturally tend to t a k  of Our 

fundamental orientation in terms of who we are. To lose this orientation, 

or not to have found it, is not to know who one is. And this orientation, 

once attained, defines where you answer from, hence your identity. . . 
To undentand our predicament in terms of finding or losing 

orientation in moral space is to take the space which our frameworks seek 

to defuie as ontologicaiiy basic. The issue is, through what fimework- 

defuiition can I fmd my bearings in it? In other words, we take as basic 

that the human agent exists in a space of questions. And these are the 

questions to which our hework-definitions are answea, providing the 

horizon within which we know where we stand and what meanings things 
have for us. (29) 

- 

275 As I wmte in the introduction and fim chapter, the 'preservation' of a tradition is nota matter of 'oui naively 
reproducing it en bIoc, generation after generatioa of 'ouf labouring long and bard and sïavishly so as to keep it intüct, 
h m  showing my real wear and m- d e r  preservation is aiways and everywhere imperfectly (diverseiy) 
accomplished through what Gadamer caHs acts of apptied undestanding The applicatlcatlon o fa  tradition. in short, is yet 
another bermeneuticai term for describing the figurarive, no Iess ethicaL arc of taking something us sornething else, 
carryicg it over into another context, uacing its effieçts in rime, To recoîîect Is t h d o r e  not just to stoically repear what 
precedes and, as it were, founds you, to speak a€ or identify {with) tradition as Kit were one's fate- Thus, if we arrive at 
any undersranding of a tradition wbatsoever, we dways understand it d-erently; we go beyond it, even as we stay with 
it; we take it up in ways that others have not (and do not) or, becter stik we mice it up more or Iess imagÙiativeIy and 
inventively, and in dealing with it thus, m s s  adistance, ovcr tirne, pddy express how a hadition continues to cIaim 
us (mus be endureci if it is to be ovemme), As tbe later Heidegger might pur it. in recoffectinp a tradition, in thinking 
of what has gone on, we effectively distort what we amqt, we fïnd and expose the "eventual" or "epochai" character of 
our exkence, 



In Iight of this, to intend to teach another requires that you know where you stand, 

and how things stand with you. More specifically, for a cumculum theorist, the issue is, 

through what frarneworkdefinition ought students to be led, and, equdly important, at 

what pace? My thought in what follows is basically that such an evaluation entails, as a 

matter of course, recollecting the cast and scde of 'one's' experiences, or, better still, the 

standing shelters of one's culture within and across what Wittgenstein calls the districts 

comprising the "ancient city" of language. AU in di, then, this is to more or less take up 

what Gerald Bruns calls (mind you, for somewhat different reasons), a "normal theory of 

the city". 

Mour  basic polis-theory of the city: the founding of Athens, like 

Socrates' hypothetical construction of the Republic, is an allegory of 

reason against desire, the settling of the scattered into a single place. Gall 

it a logocentric theory where the city is an authored work, the building of a 
coherent structure in which authonty descends fiom above and is centred 

in such a way that the one holds together the many, doing so, however, by 

the force of reason rather than by the force of a m .  It is this mode1 which 

is behind the normal theory of the city as power-center, storagetontainer, 
masure-house, and public place where one goes to make one's name.276 

As 1 suggested in the last chapter, the city of the Republic is authored by Plato's 

Socrates, that is, by someone who is, to use Gregory Vlastos's Iist, a "moral philosopher 

and metaphysician and epistemologist und philosopher of science and philosopher of 

language and philosopher of reIigion and philosopher of educatîon and philosopher of 

art." In short, on my reading, Plato's Socrates is akin to what Hegel terms a "worid- 

historical individual" or "soul-leader" essentidy because he is calted to manage the 

GeraId L.. Bruns. "Ciun: Or. the Metaphonml Construction of litïesn inSolmagdF No- 74-75 (Sp~gSummer 
1987). 73-74, 



affairs of the Good.277 Thinking of another Socntes who is merely a brilliant rhetorician, 

Bruns contrats the vast holdings of Platonic theory to 

a metaphorics of the city which stresses wandering, vagrancy, anonymity, 

randornness, the underground, the outlaw, the fugitive, the slave, the alien, 

the streetwalker, the beggar, the trader. and the exile. Here the basic 

opposition would not be behveen the city and the country but between the 

polis and the i a b y ~ t h .  (74) 

The idea of a metaphorics of the city, of course, reminds me of Wittgenstein's 

other approach, a way into language that in the long run promises to lead you nowhere, at 

any rate, to a place where you no longer know your way about. Cal1 it the place of aporia, 

a threshold, the non-place of crossing-over, because here, the subject concems nothing, 

the what-is-said concerns the matter which Gadamer cails the "in-between" or Luce 

Irigaray imagines as the "interval", a 'place', that is, where one is lefi touched, suffers the 

bewildenng touch of an other. It is this notion of Me in a labyrinth, or coming 

metaphoricaliy to Me in language as opposed to normally, that 1 foliow out (or get carrîed 

away with) in my appraisal of the ethical motivations behind Egads idea that curriculum 

ought to more or less recapituiate the way of Socratic irony. 

To this end, it is worth enlarghg on the so-called antithesis between the 

languages of city and country in, Say, the 17th and 18th centuries, a penod which I earlier 

temed, afier Langbaum, the age of enlightened science and poetry. 

If normality is one's guiding thought here, then the 6nt great authored work of 

this age is a city of one mentalite, absurd as that may sound, in which authority originates 

in a single, solitary' perfectly willuig min& specincally, via the rnethod (and later on, the 

Spirit) of its reason, iis capacity to disassemble and refashion the superficial and 

customary, the errant and opine& One of the rnost innuentiai founders and bdders of 

G. W- F. Hegel, fmdrrcfiota ro ïïze Phiiosophy of HiFtory, üaas- ram.Lco Raach (Indianapolisr Hackett. 1988). 35.33- 
"worid-historicai individuals] ;ire great for having d e d  and a~complished someihhg great - not something basecf on 
conceit or presumpniousncss, but ratfier something üght and necesq" (34)- 



this city of language, you may have guessed, is narned 'Descartes' but, as 1 wrote in 

Chapter Two, he &tes under other pseudonyrns as weU, for instance, the equaily farnous 

namç of 'Locke'. 

The modem identity of the ideal citydweller, according to Descartes and Locke, 

must be authored from within rather than fiom above as Plato's Socrates claims in the 

Republic. The horizon of the modem subject is the inner horizon of the mind, which is 

rational and undoubtedly amined to God. But, and here what 1 eariier temed the Upnsing 

of Man gains theoretical legitimacy, men must choose to dwell in a highiy discipiined 

manner, methodicaily, upon this natural fact, their very attunement to God. As Taylor 

writes, 

it was not that the solitary state was seen as optional for men. On the 

contrary: God destines man for society. But this condition is a purpose, 

which like a l l  other purposes men have to discover in themselves and 

bring about. Thus society must be brought about by consent. The most 

basic function of man is discovering the purpose of Godhature in hirnselfi 

in this basic function, he acts as an individual. Hence the image of the 

state as the original condition."8 

Hence, too, Descartes's and Locke's revolutionary interpretations of the 

nominalist idea that there are no "reai essences of thuigs, or univers&. . . . The universal 

is not a feature of the world, but an effect of our Ianguage" (224). If God's will is auly 

absolute and innnite, then it can't be known whoily through the evidence of creation, at 

any rate, by studying, as the ancients and medievals beiieved, the Great Book (or telos) of 

Nature. It must aiso be reveaied in the new kity-state' by those best able and most 

willing to discern His tnith, for instance, by those whom Locke c d s  Master-Bdders and 

Under-Labourers. As Louis Dupre puts it, "if we can no longer take for granted that 

TayIor, uLegîàmatï~n CMsT in Philosophy und the K m m  Sciences (Cambridge: Cambridge Universîty 
Press, 1985), 264. 



God's decrees follow an intelligible pattern, then we also cease to trust that the etemal 

Logos secures the basic veracity of human speech. Henceforth words [are] to be used at 

man's risk and discretion without carrying the traditional guarantee that, if properly used, 

they touched the reai as it is in itself."279 The nominalist perspective marks the grounds, 

therefore, for a city of language which is "purely designative" in character, that is, o x  

which generates a 'normal' but inwardly-drawn polis-theory of meaning. 

Very simply, the Cartesian insight is that one obtains self-knowledge by rationally 

exarnining, identifying, and disciplining one's desires: God's sovereignty is disclosed by 

conducting oneself according to the instrument of a God-given reason. Given this idea of 

rationd self-dependence, I think that Locke's greatest achievement was to formulate a 

powerfd account of its politicai import: God wants men not only to find rational self- 

control privately, as Descartes suggests, but within society as weli. As Taylor writes, 

"'efficacy, one's ability to get thiogs done, is not vaiued only for the hilfdments of desire 

it makes possible. It is also valued as a sign of spirituaüty, of the correct stance of 

disenchantment to the world. . . . The prospering of one 's labours was the nuit of what 

was at base the rïght spintual stance. . . . Modem man accumulates through productive 

labour. And this labour is the result of discipline and conuol, the discipline of the 

insmunental stance towards the world. In produchg, we are not ordy meeMg our needs, 

but we are also realizing our status as atïtonomous, rational agents" ("Legitimation", 267- 

8)- 

Thus Locke's heightened sensitivity to how language is, and ought to be. 

demarcated and administered. ""Vulgar Notions7', he &tes in An Essay on Human 

Undersiandmg, "'suit vulgar discourses." m e  his conception of rational efficacy was 

spiritually profound and intended for the common good, others were producing and 

deploying terms for morally and politicaIly debased purposes, deceitfully, far too 

279 Louis Duprk Parsage ro Modemity (New Haven: Yale Uaiversicy Press- 1993). 104, See aIso the foUowing note 



rhetorically. On the Lockean view, words are temfic instruments of control - but only if 

they're used judiciously, in an utterly self-conscious and methodical way. Man rnust 

always strive to be fully aware of what it is that his utterances name, of how they can 

either serve to cast "things as they exist" in hurnanly intelligible relief, or, when naively 

or abusively handled, under shadow. In fine, the maze of an ancient city m u t  be 

sccnippulously malysed, then reconstructed and maintained according to the niles of a 

procedural reason, the crucial instrument of enlightenment science. Locke wodd have us 

build, I believe, a "multitude of new boroughs with straight regular streets and uniform 

houses". 

As I wrote in Chapter Two, in the eighteenth cenniry there arises another view of 

language, one that apparently (more on this below) puts into question the main virtue of 

the city Descartes and Locke sanction, that is, the vUnie of a disengaging reason. After 

Taylor, 1 have termed this the "expressivist" mode1 of language but, for now, 1 will caU it 

thc perspective of a solitary waker in the country because one of its earliest and most 

infiuential protagonists is Rousseau. 

Briefly, when a Descartes or Locke turns within, he finds to his great joy the 

choiceworthy nile of reason. When a Rousseau ninis within, he encounters the voice of 

Nature, discovers the excellence of his own true and noble sentiments. Human Ianguage 

has its roots there, Rousseau argues, in the tmth and energy of ordinary Me. More 

particdarly, man's speech resounds with the truth ci: nature's energy. To paraphrase 

Taylor, "it is defined through the effect [ n a d ]  phenornena have on @~im], in the 

reactions they awaken. The afnnity betwen nature and [Rousseau] is now mediated not by 

an objective rational order but by the way nature resonates in m]" (Tegitimation", 

299). Thus, Rousseau writes 

Speech distinguishes man among the animais; language 
distinguishes nations nom each other; one does not lmow where a man 



cornes from until he has spoken. Out of usage and necessity, each learns 
the language of his own country. But what determines that this language is 

that of his country and not of another? 

. . . m]oral needs, passions. . . . It is neither hunger nor thirst but 

love, hatred, pity, anger, which drew From them the fmt words. One can 

take nourishrnent without speaking. One stalks in silence the prey on 

which one would feast. But for moving a young heart, or repelling an 
unjust aggressor, nature dictates accents, cries, lamentations. There we 
have the invention of the most ancient words; and that is why the f i t  

languages were signable and passionate before they became simple and 

methodical.280 

Accordingly, because of their artificial uniformity, the urmatural extravagances of 

their institutions. Rousseau decnes the d i e s  of his day as %nt-hills". "Men are devoured 

by our towns. In a few generations the race dies out or becomes degenente; it needs 

renewal, and it is dways renewed fkom the country. Send your children to renew 

themselves, so to speak, send them to regain in the open fields the strength lost in the fou1 

air of our crowded cities."?al Taken figuratively, his words evoke the deep revulsion the 

expressivist feels for the machinations of a too enlightened civil reason. Because it is 

disengaged, such a reason fails to discriminate the qualities of what he temed "the k t  

impulses of nature" and thus, at times, ail too often in fact, proceeds to effect and 

multiply passions which have been medded with, spoilt, debased by the opinions and 

interests of others. "God rnakes al l  things good; man meddles with them and they becorne 

evil." AU in dl, if man were reay amined to the voice of nature, he would speak and 

write clairvoyantiy in light of the state of his sod, of what ordinarily matters to hun. 

Against the so-cded civilizing procedures of Locke's reason then. Rousseau sets 

the voice of conscience, for it alone "speaks to us in the language of nature" (304). Here, 

Jen-Jacques Rousseau, on the Ongin of Languagesn in On the Origut of Lmiguge, tramtrans John EL Moran 
and Alexander Gode (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966), 5,12 
28 I--Jacques Rousseau. Emile, trans. Barbara Fooxley (Loridonc L M, Dent, 1993). 30- 



in the unity of the will of conscience, Rousseau finds, as it were, the cornerstone of a new 

city, a way of speaking that coalesces reason and nature, derives the moral strictures of 

culture purely and simply from the sincerity of man's hem. "Every man is virtuous when 

his particular will is in dl things conformable to the general will, and we voluntarily will 

what is willed by those whoin we love . . . Pf men were aware] of their own existence 

merely as a part of that S tate, they might at length corne to idenm themselves in some 

degree with this greater whole, to feel themselves members of their country, and to love it 

with that exquisite feeling which no isolated person has Save for himself. . . ."?82 
Wrought from one's own noble and strong feeling, conscience is a kind of 'second 

nature'. Ideally, each person has this much in comrnon with 'his feIlow men'; and yet 

each would remain the because of it, that is, because they would follow its (fairly) 

impersonal dictates, what is wiiIed generally, and not the dictates of another individual. 

Rousseau's city is thus a moi commun, the vital decrees of one's conscience writ large. In 

Taylor's words, "Conscience is the voice of nature as it emerges in  a being who has 

entend society and is endowed with language and hence reason. The general wiU 

represents the demands of nature, free fiom a l l  distortion due to other-dependence or 

opinion, in the medium of publicly recognized 1aw."283 

Now, gii-en what I've sketched thus far, both models of language may be 

considered more or less normal theories of the city of man, in Bruns's sense. For both 

articulate a conception of inwardness, an arresting notion of the power of sense-making 

which is centered upon the capacities and interests of a subject: rnenning is necessarily 

obtained by turning within oneself, by hding  and refashioning, if you will, what is in 

store there, what exists within you. Briefly, the integrity of this kùid of subject, as the 

282 Quoted in Sheldon Woù'a PO& and V i h  371. 
283 Charies Taylor. Sotmes of the Se&! Ihc M i g  of the M& Idmriry(Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ-ty 
Press, 1989). 359- 



poet Holderlin writes, emerges "through the organization which we are able to give to 

omelves." 

To be sure, these are modern, not neoPlatonic, theones of the city of language. So 

authority now resides, as it never did before, in the moral sense, the perceptible identity, 

of an 'I', the '1' which is because it thînks or feels. Nonetheless, like PlatoTs account of 

the good Republic, both models serve to nonnaiize what appears scattered and highly- 

conflicted; both, that is, endeavour to clariw the one in the many, the univead f o m  and 

discipline of a gendered subjectivity, whether it is imagined to be simple and methodicd 

or, then again, sincere and passionate. 

But how do I suppose that these sketches relate to what Bruns calls the difference 

between the city as a polis and the city as labyrinth - which is not, as it is for many who 

take up the question of language (including, perhaps, later Wittgenstein), exactly the 

difference "between the city as a polis and the city as maze"? Very simply, both normal 

theories struggie to distinguish the organiung or sense-making principle of an ideal 

subject, to echo Holderh's idea, the organization they give to themselves. What is more, 

the organization they presume is the best for alI concemed, and this because it properly 

distinguishes the human from the natural, the individual nom the customary. In other 

words, they descnie new boroughs which are to be erected on the o u t s W  of an older 

city, and not within it - never that, for the older city is a maze, i.e., a perfect cheat, or 

unerly corrupt. (Think of how Locke speaks to the mother who grieves over her child or 

Rousseau thinks to take care of ErniIe and Sophie).2m 

284 T o  congin it and remin m~ you have to have a protenive enveiope Ihc suqlus over what you med m iïve 
becomes a shelter for your reserve The excess of your consumption btxiids up the solid walls of your home Sumtmded 
by walls which are che boundaries of your pmperty. . -. Proprïetor, your skin is hard A body becomes a prison when it 
contram into a whole, Wüen it procküm itseEmineor thine. M e n  a Lint is dram around it, its territory mp@ out, 
When the universe of its inner, or outer, possibk or pmissi'ble. movements is aZready traceci out. as is its Iife- W h  it 
is atready positioned as one, in a fieId of vision When it is thece, stays therie, is erect tbere, standing on and in a worici 
To which it is connecteci by a netwock OF -onsbips. but which it unifies," Luce ïrigarayT EIemenrai P~~sLON. trans- 
loame Collie and Judith Stül (London: Routledge, 1992). 17. 



In conmt,  what Bruns attempts is to reimagine what otherwise comes to iife in 

language, the Sache of language which eiudes or resists our efforts to make sense of it. To 

transpose Taylor's thought about having a moral orientation, Bruns supposes that the city 

of language, in its very heart, is constituted of a matter that doesn't stand for us. That, 

yes, we live in a space of questions - some of which are "wordless.'~85 These questions, 

he says, press upon us and bmsh us away without reason or warning. They effectively 

expose our best frarnework-definitions as mere problems or standing sheltea. Cd1 them, 

as I have called Socrates, deinon things, because they leave us at times on the outside of 

what shelters, beside ounelves, wandering the streets as if in a daze (or a labyrinth). 

"(What wodd [or city] is this? No longer ours; no longer answerable to Our concepts and 

intentions: cal1 it, after Heidegger, a world expaaiated.)"*86 For Bruns, the difference is 

between the city as a structure of governing institutions - court, temple, 

and school - where power flows u n i f o d y  fiom top to bottom, and the 

city as a network of hererogeneous relations through which power 

circulates uncontroilably in unpredictable and even indeterminate 

directions. It is the difference between the city as a well-ordered system, 

the so-cailed 'crucible for the generation of power' bat radiates outward 

285 'Hermeutics is made up of a f a d y  of questions about what happns in the understanding of anything. not just of 
te.xts but of how thin3 m. This is d i f f i  h m  the usud question ahut how CO make understanding happen, how to 
produce it the way you produce a meaning or a starement where one is mlssing, For henneneutics. understanding is not 
(or not just) ~Frneanings; rather, meaning is, metaphoricalIy, the Light that a text sheds on the subject (Sbcfxe) chat we 
seek to understand Think of Suck not as an abject of thought or as the product or god of conceptual determination but 
as a question bat comes up or confronts you - a question aot of your own devîsing and perhaps one you don't know 
how to put into words, like the questions of horror and death that hover and iwm h m  iife's onset, No one thinks up 
questions hie these; d e r  they encroach and bear dom, and we find ourselves exposed to thea  Erequentiy the Sche 
of thinking makes itseif felt as just this sort of question wirhout words: it is thai which resists conceptua1 fkaming and 
leaves one dumbfounded with its evasions. Henneneutics bas to do with these evasions-* Geraid L, Bruns, 
Henneneutics, Ancient and Moclent (New Haven: Yale University Ptess, 1992). 179- 
286 Geraid L B m ,  -On Diffidtyr Steiner, Heidegger. and Rul Celanw in Re&g George Steiner, eds. Nathan Scott 
and R Sharp (Baitimore: The John Hophns University b s .  1994). 144- Elsewhere, he &tes, "NaturaIiy, we want to 
know the point of such reading [the point of such leaming, if it can be even catled tùat, at any rate, the point of miskg 
these expen'ences in the context of a cmicuium study] whatjust5es it, what its cash-vaIue is: but the point of such 
reading is just to iree itself from the ' ~ ~ o n s  of memhg' aud the justificaiïons of ceason and expl--ou. Tbis 
meaas entering into the region of d e l a  which is Jean-lacpues LecesIe's wotd for 'a fom of discourse which 
questions our most coinmon conceptions of hgtuage (whetherexpressed by linguists or philosophers), where the oId 
pbilosophid question of the emergence of sense out of mmeme receives a new formulation, where the mamial side 
of Ianguage, its ongin in the h u m  body and are no longereclipsed by its abstract aspect (as an instrument of 
communication or expression). Lanpge. nonsense, desire: dellrè accounts for the relations between these cime 
tenns.'* Geraid L Bruns, The Otherness of Words: Joyce, Bakhtin, Heidegger" in Posbnodemtîsm - Philosophy and 
the Arts, ed Hugh J, Siiveman (London: Rontledge. 1990). 126- 



even into the countryside (Anthony Giddens), and the city as place of 

violence, stniggle, disruption, and crisis, that is, a sort of self-interfering 

system in which anything goes and nothing stays in place. It is the 

difference not so much between silence and speech as between monologue 

and dialogue, or (to borrow bom Mikhail Bakhtin) between 'unitary 

language' in which everything is lucid and on track and 'the diaiogized 

heteroglossia' in which everything is intersecting and confused 

("Othemess", 75-6; emphasis added). 

What is crucial here, if I undentand, is what Gadamer rather more discreetly calls 

the matter of the negative or the question of the *'structure of historically effected 

consciousness," which he claims mirrors "the structure of experience." This 

hermeneuticaf question is the very one 1 have discussed, at various times throughout this 

study, as the ethical experience of being caught in the drift, or the sway, of language. 

Thus, when Gadamer sets out to appraise the concept of experience in the 

epistemological tradition, a concept which seems to hirn "one of the most obscure we 

have," he hist of di wonders whether "the positive should always have priority in the 

mernory, or whether the tendency of He  to forget the negative is to be criticized in ail 

respects." Must we always evaluate the nature of experience, he asks, b'teleologicaiIy, by 

the degree to which it ends in kno~fedge?'"~" 

For Gadamer, the popular assumption that experience leads to knowledge is 

undoubtedly correct but dso quite partial, "since it recognizes only what is typicd and 

regular" (359). Aristotle, for instance, imagines that experience is akin to watching a 

fleeing army corne sfowly to a h d t  The sense one nnds in a swûl of perceptions 

corresponds to a g a t h e ~ g  of some of those countIess perceptions. Why do they gather? 

Certain perceptions acmte. Thus, according to Axhtotie, concepts appear to us because 

sorne perceptions have something in common; so, these perceptions fiil in together, corne 

*a7 HnnrGeorg Gadamer, Tmh Md MerhocL 2nb eh. nv. ûans. IoeI Weinsheimerand Dodd  G. Marshall (New 
York: Continuum. L989), 350- 



to stand fast before our very eyes. "mor km," Gadmer wntes, "the univenality of the 

concept is ontologicaily priof' (353). Here the essence of experience is discovered in 

what it provides for science, what it gives up that "eventuaiiy leads to the unity of the 

arche (which means both 'command' and 'p~ciple')" One might add, the unity of 'what 

stands fast' for us. 

Of course, what Gadarner fin& most remarkable in Aristotie's image of a fleeing 

army is the sense that concepts emerge and pass away. "What concems Aristotie about 

expenence is merely how it connibutes to the formation of concepts. . . . [But] in fact, 

this process is essentiaLiy negative. It cannot be described simply as the unbroken 

generation of typical univeaals" (353). 

So, it is the work of Hegei, particularly his Phenomenology, which bean witness 

to the real siDpZcance of negativity. In comÎng to know or in coming to understand 

something with cenainty, Hegel maintains that one experiences a "reversai of 

consciousness. Something new and unexpected befds you and leaves you beside 

yourself, as it were. "Thus the experiencing consciousness has reversed its direction - 
Le., it has tumed back on itself. The expenencer has become aware of his expenence; he 

is 'expenenced'. He has acquired a new horizon within which something can become an 

expenence for him" (354). 

In other words, consciousness cornes to know itself and the world of its objects 

(the meanings things have for it) better, the prejudices of its understanding are now mer. 

Of course, the 'new' experience is still of this or that object, those things one already 

knows or possesses (to a degree). 'We cannot, therefore, have a new experience of any 

object at random, but it must be of such a nature that we gain better knowledge through it, 

not only of itself, but of what we thought we knew before - ic., of a universal" (353). 

The process of experience, according to Hegel, is diaiectical: the negation of 

consciousness is "determinate." That is, it both dissolves and retains the truth of what was 



already there for us; more exactly, it intensifies the subject's possession of his objects, 

which are 'for him' -- this is, 1 mean, the fundamental romantic motivation behind 

Hegel's logic. 'What Hegel thus describes as expenence is the expenence that 

consciousness has of itself. . . . [And SO, too,] for Hegel, it is necessary . . . that conscious 

experience should lead to a self-knowledge that no longer has anything other than or dien 

to itself. For him, the consummation of experience is 'science', the certainv of itseif in 

know ledge" (355). 

Again, Hegel's speculations are akin to Aristotle's in that they undencore how 

knowledge is obtained through experience. The essential point is, one stands to gain 

knowledge through undergoing new expenences, But what is worse, according to 

Gadamer, is that Hegel argues that experience is uleimately to be gotten over or through. 

His idea of "being perfecdy experienced" descrites a pure consciousness that has utterly 

ceased to experience reversals. In other words, Hegel's diaiectic of experience ends in a 

'city-state' that ernbodies "the complete identity of consciousness and object. . . . The 

nature of experience is conceived in ternis of something that surpasses it; for enpenence 

itsercan never be science" (355). 

Here Gadamer rhetoncally inverts his predecessor's thought by claiming that "the 

perfection we call 'being expenenced"' descnies not the state of possessing definitive 

kmwledge but rather the condition of mortality, the 'Kindamental negativity of man's 

histoncal nature''. "Every expenence worthy of the name thwarts an expectation" (356)' 

genuinely pulls one up short or, better stilI, reins one's desiring (or fearing or expecting 

or doubting) in. By way of experience, one M e r s  an insight as to "what is. But 'what is,' 

here, is not this or that thing, but 'what cannot be done away with' (Ranke)." Thus, 

Gadamer's interpretation of Hegeiian dialectic, if you will, thwarts the post-romantic 

expectation that man can sumiount or do away with the coil of his mortaLity7 that Ïs to 



say, thinking of Cavell's reading of the truth of skepticism, culturally overcome the 

naturd fact of his separateness. 

Such an expectation, as 1 have 'essayed' it in the previous three chapters, is 

helied by the romantic myth of consciousn~~s. in particular, the version of it Caveii aptly 

narnes the fûntasy of the body as veil. What is more, the encounter between 

Thrasymachus and Socrates in the Republic may be read as an early figuration of this 

myth; in fine, an early and cornical figuration, because iheir agonistic meeting which 

might, in other circumstances, have ended tragicaliy instead gets satiricaiiy recounted by 

Plato's Socrates as, say, an impromptu, festive gathering of the Friends of Athenian 

Society. If anything, one might daim, as Bruns does, that Plato (Descartes, Locke, 

Rousseau) and Hegel seek to convince us that philosophy "could safeguard us against 

tragedy" or lead us "to imagine a life secured against disaster (beyond herrneneuticai 

experience)." Hence, "The difference between hermeneutical experience and logical 

forms of critique [of the ethical] . . . is just the difference between tragedy and comedy, 

between the cold shock of ~ c o ~ p i t i o n  and the joyful exuberance of liberation nom the 

constrrtints of historicality."~88 

So the 'point' of hermeneutical experience is found in tragedy: the pathos of 

h i @  is best imagined in tenns of tragic catharsis, according to Gadamer. "[Bleing 

overcome by misery and horror involves a painful division. There is a disjunction with 

what is happening, a refusal to accept that rebels against the agonizing events. But the 

effect of the tragic catastrophe is precisely to dissolve this disjunction with what îs. It 

effects the totai liberation of the constrained heart. We are k d  not only ftom the speU in 

which the rnisery and horror of the tragic fate had bound us, but at the same tirne we are 

fiee b m  everything that divides us fiom what is" (Truth nnd Method, 13 1). On the face 

of ït, what Gadamer says here concerning the tragic dissolution of the "refusal to accept" 



- that one is ireed from everything that divides Km from what is - appears to 

consumate Hegel's desire for the complete identity of human and naturd things. But 

the painfùl division Gadamer refers to here, which later Heidegger cdls the "rift of dif- 

ference," is what we, who are inescapably modem and thus, decidedly self-conscious or 

self-possessed in our thinking, tend to lantasize as the veii of bodies. Very sirnply, this is 

the prevailing romantic version of the myth that Cavell sauggles to reinterpret in The 

Ciaim of Reason. 1 mean that in our age, this still romantic epoch of metaphysics, 

"Something is veiled - the min& by itself. . . . The tmth here is that we are sepante, but 

not necessarily separated (by something)." Unless, of coune, we imagine it to be, and we 

are, I gather, predisposed to imagine these questions in this way - cail it "our history. It 

is our present," as Cavell says - something Me consciousness or mind, the WU to power 

or the will to know, the force of reason or the sincerity of heart, andfind it necessarfly so. 

Thus Nietzsche's cryptic rerninder of what ails 'us' now, those of us, 1 mean, who suffer 

the di effects of metaphysics, the imposition of Plaionism: "After you had discovered me, 

it was no mck to find me: the difficuity now is to lose me." "If something separates us, 

comes between us [now], that c m  oniy be a particular aspect or stance of [what we musr 

c d ,  how could it be otherwise?] the mind itself, a particular wrry in which we relate, or 

are related (by birth, by law, by force, in love) to one another" (Claim of Reuson, 369). 

The tnith of hermeneuticd £ieedom is that "we are endlessly separate, for no 

reason. But then we are answerable for everything that cornes between us; if not for 

causing it then for continuing it; if not for denying it then for afnrming it; if not for it then 

to it." But isn't this daim - we are answerable for everything - merely a repetition of 

Taylor's notion that answers dehne a mord orientation within the space of questions? 

Yes, in the hermeneuticd sense that it preserves this notion; and hence, not exactly, or, 

better yet, indirectly, because Cavell's thought follows Taylor's out ethicaily, in 

attempting to both lyrîcaiIy and argumentatively read what comes between us, 'what is 



said' by two, what moves in this interval. I mean, in hemeneuticaily following out the 

wordless question of separateness, 'what is said' rnultiplies.289 

So, what of the other approach to laquage, which Bruns calls the metaphoric? As 

he  says, it may be best if we proceed initiaily by way of the 'paradox of Socrates', that is, 

the Socrates of the early dialogues, the acciirsed gadfly and stingray, the one who 

epitomizes, to borrow Hannah Arendt's nice phrase, the "wind of thought." Above al1 

else, Bruns asserts, this Socrates is a streetwalker; his erotic Life of the rnind is realized 

there, in the confusion of the Agora, and so much so that he wili stubbornly refuse, even 

when condemned to death by his feiiow citizens, to live anywhere but his beloved 

Athens, because "it is ody in the city chat [the power of philosophy] can be put into play" 

("Cain", 78). 

It bears repeating, however, that the power of this style290 of truth-telling lies in 

what words do to Socrates, not in what Socrates manages to do with words, is to be 

discovered there in the course of a long üfe conducted and sustained by the fiequent and 

close conversations he has, at any rate, attempts to have, with others; whatever truth 

Socrates' "drastic interrogationsyT reveal, for the most part it is there in his raising or 

retrieving of the questions that mark as weli as mar his own and others' Lives. He is a 

remarkable fipuration of the "street side" of philosophy, a way of thllikùig which is 

perpetually on the move, or, as Bruns says, which lives by "its wîts, . . . its irony - its 
power of bewilderment, self-dienation, and unendurable enchantment" (7ï). Say, after 

Heidegger, that somethllig poetic circulates within the neighbourhoods of thought For 

the early Socrates is where rhetoric 'occurs'29~ ta philosophy, one of a few places in the 

ancient part of the city where thought remains somewhat conversant and magnanimous. 

289 %ut this ciifference creates an a b y s  And is there anyone who does not f a  the abyss? How can th- be mmctîoa 
betweea different beings in spite of the abyss? What nsk is there in attracîïon through dFffetence? , . . Not in me but in 
our difference lies the abyss- W e  wn never be sure of bridging the gap between as, But that is ouradventmz Wtthout 
ihis ped there is no us. if you aim it into a guarantee, you separate us," Luce Ingaray, Elemenral Parsiam, 3, 
290 R d .  too. thar in The Cottcepr of h n y ,  SorSn Kiakrgaard named the eariy Socrates, the greatest of aiI ropbisu 

1 ~ararerneani~~~of 'occui -  * ~ t o w a r d a u d ~ t *  



Of course, Socrates repeatedly withdrws to some street-corner or to the home of 

an acquaintance in Athens or to a place just outside the city walls, "but this is always with 

a view to a return to human affairs," Bruns wntes. By his way of thinking "'O confine 

oneseif to the divine redm makes no sense at al1 - anyhow, don't cal1 such a thing 

philosophy. There is rheoria and there is praxis, which in antiquity was the point where 

wisdom tums into politics. The philosopher must corne back to face the crowd and to 

learn to make his way in it; and he makes his way, not to the top of it in order to sway it 

this way or that; he makes his way inside of it, coilaring people one by one and 

interrogating them as to what they know and what they think they know, setting the one 

against the many" (78-79). 

In other words, irony never knowingiy approaches the city of language from 

outside, Say, in the style of a clever rhetonc or by the control of an analytical criticism; 

but neither is it, purely and simply, a matter of losing one's way about, plunging in and 

w a n d e ~ g  to and fro without reason, at any rate, without the reason of wondering or 

imagination, which is what Hans-Georg Gadamer means when he says that Socrates 

inhabits the cornmon good "sense of [the spaciousness of] questions" (345). Better yet, 

think of Socrates as Living in quest of the mith and aesthetics of a city.292 Think of irony 

as a way of letting-go the human, all too human notion that there is one way - as io the 

way of conceptualizing Ianguage. For Gadamer and Bruns, the Life of irony is an degory 

for the openness of ordinary experïence, because Socrates cornes to recognùe his 

moaaiity through suffering aporia and euporia, bewilderment and insight. In short, 

Socrates lives his skepticisrn by learning to folIow out the "Iogic of the question," a logic 

that m u t  appear pathetic to the more daring among us because it is not a mode of 

knowing. One does not d e  it present; rather one iives it out with another endlessly @y 

292 Ghrgio Agamben writcs:*Whiltz scientinc experiment is iadeed the consmietion of a sure mad (of a mechodos. a 
path) to ImowIedge. the quest [. Le, the medieval quest for the KoLy Gd,] instcad, is the recognitiantbat the absence 
of a road (the a-poria) is the only experienœ possiile for man, But by the same token, the qutst Ïs aiso the opponte of 
the adventure. wbich In the modem age emerges as tbe fiaaI refiige of expienceence" InfoncymrdHistory,- TIe 
Desrrucrion of Erpenince. tramtrans Liz Hemn (London= Verso, 1990). 29, 



birth, by law, by force, in love). Irony reveals, you might Say, a logic of the city that is 

Iabyrinthine, hints at the pathological conditions of its neighbourhoods.293 "On this view, 

the polis exists not above the labyrinth but inside of it. . . . Thus it May be that what a city 

wins for people is not power (or what we usualiy thinic o f  as powerj but freedom - 
freedorn, however, of an odd and untheorizable kind.. . . [Because this interpretation of] 

freedorn is nomadic rather than bucolic. It has to do with movement rather than with 

sovereignty over an open space" (79; 84-83? To be an ironist or (in Socrates' words) a 

clever speaker who speaks the truth, one must l e m  how to tacMy, phroneticaily, move 

within the "wind of thought." Which is why Socrates is moved to caution Phaedms after 

the latter has asked him to define the 'Idea of soui': one must accept, he says, that "to teil 

what [anything] realiy is wouid be a matter for utterly superhuman and long discome, 

but it is within human power to describe it briefly in a figure; let us therefore speuk in 

that way-" 

Now Socrates' remark brings me near, tinally, to what Herbert Kliebard claims in 

" C ~ c u l u r n  Theory: Give Me a 'For Instance'": "Since the central questions of 

cumculum are normative ones . . . the question of empUical verfication cornes uito play 

only in a peripheral sense." The matter of curriculum is "neither an empincaliy verif!iable 

genenlization nor an experimental fhding but a metaphor.'*s 

Kliebard elaborates on this statement by sketching out John Dewey's idea of 

experience, which the latter argued ought to be the locus cIarsiciu of any well-conceived 

cumcuium. Experience, 1 mean, was the Hegelian figure Dewey most often used when 

speaking of the means and goal of education. Reading Dewey on the usefulness of 

education is like reading Hegel on the spirit of philosophy. "The series of configurations 

292 Which is me Io@ of the human sciences." Gadamer. l m h  Md Mezhd 352 
294 "~erein lies the diabolid - in mimesis. The appropriation, the very constiiutionof the same. in which the iïving 
person is caught and deadend - - . The only ciifference between the Iove which  Eiows through the envelope-waüs of 
skin or mucous fluids and the Iove which appropriates for itselfin and by the same, lies in the 'through' whlch alows 
each one tbeir living ùec~ming-~ Luce In'garay, Elemuirai PaWiOru, 27. 
295 Herkr~ Kliebard, "Cttrndum Thotyt Give Me a Tor Instancet" in Forgiitg the Amerüm Curricuton (New 
York Routledge. L992). 176,178- 



which consciousness goes through dong this road [this "way of despair" or 

"thoroughgoing skepticism"] is, in redity, the detailed history of the edircation (Bildung) 

of consciousness itself to the standpoint of Science."" I think that Dewey acknowledges 

as much in his adage, 'education is philosophy,' for he means by it that education 

recapitulates the science of the experience of consciousness, that is, the phenomenology 

of spirit, 

In Realisrn and Imagination in Ethics, Sabina Lovibond vies to shed light upon 

Wittgenstein's picture of how you and I acquire a knack for getting on in the city, Le., 

l e m  to judge correctly both what needs saying and could be said in the neighbourhoods 

or boroughs of language? During the course of her discussion, she refers her readers to 

R. G. Coilingwood's notion of a "scale of semantic forms" (33). "[An] individual's 

induction into the form of life of his community," she wrîtes, "also partakes of the 

character of a scale of forms, each phase of which is a culmination: at each moment the 

individual wili be  a person who is inteiIectualIy complete as far as he goes. He will be a 

competent participant in various de-govemed prac tices, and wiU therefore possess an 

identity as a rational (social) being, even though other such practices exist in which he 

has not leamt to participate - perhaps because they have never impinged upon him" (34). 

Now I regard this idea of a scole of f o m ,  which Lovibond discusses as a steady 

ascension of available mord understandings, as a beguiling image of the course of 'what- 

is-said' in any nomial curriculum theory. It is a saiking metaphor for Ieading chilcire11 out 

beyond their familial neighbourhoods, a crucial figure in the political interpretation of 

educational practice. It is, moreover, essentially what Dewey argues for  in his various 

studies of curriculum: education is a careN accumulation, a fGly dehierate scaling, of 

avdable f o m  of experîence or, then again, what I've termed, the standing shelters 

discemile in the city of Ianguage. 



As Kiiebard notes, this is why Dewey was dnwn initially to speak to the 

Herbartian idea of historical recapinilation, though ever so bnefly. For Dewey quickly 

redized that their theory of culture epochs was "a far too literal interpretation of the 

genenl notion of recapitulation" ("Curriculum", 179). Thus, in retaining the metaphor of 

recapituiating cultural history, he attempted to cl- its "epistrmological as well as 

psychologicai grounds," mebard wntes. "The historical parailelisrn enunciated by the 

Herbartians, in effect, was immatenal. Even if there were some validity to the notion, 

there would be no reason to believe that appropriate materials for snidy would be found 

in each of the histoncal stages. What was important was the epistemologicai question of 

how knowledge came to reach its present abstracr and refmed forrn, " that is, the form of 

mature knowing, which he calied Science (180). 

Very simply, Dewey's insight preserves that of Hegel: "mhe way to Science is 

itself already Science, and hence, in v h e  of its content, is the Science of the experience 

of consciousness" (Phenomenology, 56). Such a premise stands at the back of his life- 

long conviction that a good curriculum would be composed of steadiiy expanding 

"occupations" or "practical social activities." More exactiy, Dewey's theory of 

c ~ c u l u m  would have as its starting-point, the child's "unity of expenence," the generic 

or primitive, relatively undisciplined and intuitive life of domestic 'in-fancy'. C d  it, after 

Hegel, the shape of nanual consciousness. Thereafter, the curriculum would serve to 

progressively enlarge "what is already expenenced into a M e r  and richer and aiso more 

organized form, a form that gradudly approximates that in which subject-matter is 

presented to the skilled, mature person."w8 

In Dewey's account of 'educationai development' or  what he cailed the 

"intelligently dùected judgement [Le., the  exploration^ "exploitation," and 

'6reconstniction"] of the possibilities inherent in ordinary experience," one has, if 1 read 

John Dewey, Erperknce and Educan'on (Loudoe- Collier-MacMillsn 1969). 73-74. 



hint fairly, nothing less than an educationally-useful ailegory of Hegel's chronicle of the 

Geist (89,86): "Mt can be regarded as the path of the natural consciousness which 

presses forward to tme knowledge; or as the way of the Soul which joumeys through the 

series of i ts  own configurations as though they were the stations appointed for it by its 

own nature, so that it may puri@ itself for the life of the Spirit, and achieve finally, 

through a completed expenence of itself, the awareness of what it reaiiy is in itself" 

(Phenomenology, 49). Here the Idea of Soul gets briefly described in the figure of 'one 

making a path out of itself', the sens of a willing Spirit.299 Of course, instead of a 

spintud reality rationaliy unfolding itseif within history, that is to say, vis-à-vis each and 

every one of our singular histories, Dewey describes and advocates the social 

development of a pragmatic spirit, in particular, ihrough the "systematic utüization of 

scientific method as the ideal and pattern" of our chüdrens' educational Lives 

(Experience, 86). Education serves to open and enlarge, he &tes elsewhere, "the ways of 

nature in man. A me wisdom, devoted to [this] task, discovers in thoughtful observation 

and experiment the method of administering the unfinished processes of existence so that 

frai1 goods shall be substantiated, secure goods be extended, and the precarious promises 

of good that haunt expenenced ihings be more liberaily fulnlled."300 

Undoubtedly, Dewey's thought addresses certain of the pressing coocems of our 

age, for instance, our desire for the dignity and kedorn which accrues through acts of 

seIf-responsibility and selfexpression. More specincaliy, 1 thuik his notion of the 

"exercise of intelligence" and the 'power" it wins for persons is a remarkable formulation 

of the modem urge to know and infonn the world as ceaainly as a sovereign grasps the 

dignity and keedom of his nibjects.301 The skiIled, manire person or man of science has 

3 9  1 use the Fkench t m  for 'sense' because it more obviously refas to 'meaning' as 'directiou.' 
3ûû 1ohn Dewey. @et-iincr and Nature (New Yodc Dow. 1958). 76-77. 
301 foc dynamic of bi t lhg is to be discovered if 1 understand, in w h  Hcgei dixrusa as -3 "acmal capaâry for 
change, and change for the better," his "drive for pafectabilitytYw The capaaty or power of (his) Spint b "drive 
co&oosness toward its m e  existence* Ïnto making perfm sense of itself cnlturally, ia the fiee amion of a city- 
State, The State a d i  freedoa See generaily Hegel, Inrroducnon to the Phibsophy of History, 



learned to purely and simply know where he stands - the organization he gives to 

himself, and the rneanings things have for him, within the space of questions. He 

recollects himself expressively, in the free "communion of meanings" that constitutes his 

city.302 As well, in Dewey's ciairn that educationa! experiences are those, and only those, 

which foilow the mlea of "continuity and interaction," we have one more philosophical 

assurance - Hegel's was another, after Kant's, after Locke's, after Descartes's - that a 

secular world, the world of enlightenment, can be a work in progress, not a matter of our 

shuffling aimiessly about, lost in whimsy, weak and ill because of an adolescent 

rhe toric.303 

At the same time, Dewey's studies redescribe, by raising the issue of 

psychological consaaints, the traditional idea of education as a child's initiation into the 

disciplinary, public world -- hence his or her exile from the domestic, pnvate one. Yet 

Dewey remains, a s  Kliebard acutely observes, largely concemed with epistemological 

matters. The educator asks, for instance: "'Where do these . . . subjects [Le., the 

traditional disciplines] corne from if they have been inuoduced bodily from without, 

already cut and dried and distinct?' Dewey insists that these studies, abstract and remote 

as they may appear, actuaiiy were arrived at through a gradual differentiation out of and 

within the 'iinity of the chüd's own expenence" (178): ' m e n  education is based in 

theory and practice upon expenence, it goes without saying that the organized subject- 

matter of the adult and the specialist cannot provide the starting point Nevertheless, it 

represents the goal toward which education should continuously rnove." CurrïcuIum 

depicts a progressive "modulation" of the chüd's familial world, a "movement from [that] 

social and human center toward a more objective inteliechid scheme of organization" 

that is centered scientifically (83). Dewey wrïtes, "The educational system must move 

302 S a  Dewey. Erperime mrd Nanve. Chapter Fivc 
303 Dewey wrilcs, for instance "ContinLuty and i n m o n  in th& active union Mth each other pro"& the measme of 
the educative sipificance and value of an expexfence? E;rpm-me mid M o n ,  44-45 



one way or another, either backward to the intellecnial and moral standards of a pre- 

scientific age or forward to ever greater utilization of scientific method in the 

development of the possibilities of growing, expanding experience" (89). 

So 'better' is a crucial term in Dewey's thought. A good cumculum must redeem, 

more purposefully deveiop and arrange, the ordinary üves of children. In effect, Dewey 

preserves Hegel's desire to scientificaüy ceconcile and surrnount what appears conflicted 

in expenence. He rarely questions the 'ideological' stams of the subjects themselves; 

more specificdy, the fact that the subjects we corne to know, what matters to us. take 

these forms, are framed and stnxctured in this manner. And not only is their significance 

presumed in addition, it seems to be a given that these subjects signify pretty much al1 

that matters. The child, in other words, only stands to gain the skilis and knowledge any 

'mature' 'adult', that is, any One possesses. 

1s there a hermeneutical sense of loss in this construai of experience? Barely. 

Again, in this respect, Dewey's mode1 of experirnental science closely parallels Hegel's 

version of didectical thought. The logic of discovery here is profoundly deliberate and 

systematic. What Gadarner writes of the Hegelian outlook serves to characterîze Dewey's 

as well, for both thinkea firmly believe that "conscious expenence should lead to a self- 

knowledge that no longer has anything other than or alien to itself . . . the consiimmation 

of experience is 'science."' The end of ail our experîencing is to become knowing as it 

were. 

Like most thinkers in the epistemological tradition then, Dewey fails to 

irnaginatively speak to the hermeneutîcal understanding that leamhg is essentially a 

matter of accepting the world's claim upon us, a matter of heeding the pcrthos, that is, the 

a-poria or waywardness of experience. In this respect, his theory stands as one in a long 

senes of pronouncements on the spirit and value of techne in our l ivedw 

3M This ir certaidy a tendentious claim. and 1 have doae üttle more than sketch it out herr But how eise do we 
interpret Dewey's firm belief that persons oniy &y ieam by troubIe-shooting or resotving the issues experience 



So Dewey's metaphor of histoncal recapituiation is couched. I suggest, in a 

normal theory of the ciiy as power-center. Dewey theorizes experience, invokes the 

historical pnnciple of its rationality, just as Hegel does. Unfortunately, in approaching it 

thus, he forgets or disowns what the culture of adolescence intimates so very well (is 

clearly just an intimation of), then again, what the labyrinthine path of an individual Me, 

at times tmgicaiiy, at other times cornicaüy, (but always unfaüingly) invites us to 

acknowledge - the openness and fragility of expenence. Cail it, thinking of Yeats's poem 

to Irish rebels, the "terrible beauty" of what runs Ioose in a city, refuses to corne under the 

standing shelters of sense iind sensibility. Of course, I am not claiming, and this needs to 

be emphasized, that Dewey's mode1 is untenable on this account. Rather, 1 am saying that 

it fils to corne to a sufficiently nuanced understanding of 'where we End ounelves in 

experience,' and this because it fails to heed the negativity which is, so to speak, always 

'in the way' of experience, its uncanniness or recalcitrance. 

In a paper entitled "On the Weakness of Language in the Human Sciences." Bruns 

writes that "the long answer to the problem of indetemiinacy [Le., 'If the city of language 

is a labyrinth, how do 1 traverse it with a child?'] . . . is thar indeterminacy is not a 

problem. On the contracy, it is a basic component and even a basic resource of thinking 

and discourse; without it there would be no discourse at all."305 The negativity of 

experience reveals - and Plato's dialogues of Socratic street-life serve in part as a 

figuration of this tmth - that the uncanny is not situated m certain locales which lie 

beyond or at the margins of ours. The uncanny saying circulates right within the polis; the 

confioats them with except as a description of the merits of teche? Fmm Dewey's perspective, the city is more or 
less a ciuster of "pmblem" areas. "Unless a given experïeace leab out into a freld previoudy clnfamiliar no problems 
atîse, while probIems are the stimulus to thinking. That the conditions fotmd in present exmence shotdd be used as 
sources of problems is a characteristic which differentiates &cation based upon experîence h m  traditional educacion. 
- - - growth depends upon the presence of dinicuity to be overcome by the exercise of intelligence'' Experience and 
Eüicufion, 79, What Bnins says of the tradition of pragmatlsm in generai pertak here: "It is no trouble to thinkof this 
reweavùig or recontextitalinng as problem-solvia& s e l f - c ~ ~ o n ,  or maintainhg tfie equilibrium or coherence of the 
system - this is the task oPalIegory, or of [anaiytkl phïiosophy - , , ," Henneneutics, 257, 
305 Geraid L Bruns. -Ou the Weakness of Language in the Human Sciences" i n lh r  Rhetonc of the Hwum ScLerices 
(Madlsoa: University of Wwonsin Press, 1987). 252 



unity of modem experience, to transpose a Deweyan phrase. is riddled and weak with 

it.306 

How might a theory of cumculum ever show the tmth of this way into language 

though? This is what 1 am left to wander on about: how can such an unusuai sense of 

difference ever be effectiveiy descnied?3w At any rate, it is at this junchlre that Egan's 

conception of irony occua to me, though dways accompanied by reminders of an other. 

Was it your tongue in my mouth which forced me into speech? Was it that 

blade between my iips which drew forth fioods of words to speak of you? 

And, as you wanted words other than those already uttered, words never 

yet imagined, unique in your tongue, to name you and you alone, you kept 

on prying me open, further and funher open. Honing and sharpening your 

instrument, tili it was ahost imperceptible, piercing further into my 

silence. Further into my Besh, were you not thus discovering the path of 

your being? Of its yet to come?308 

In Romantic Understanding, Egan argues that most curriculum theories have 

tended to emulate either the epistemologicai inquiries of the Platonic tradition or the 

psychologicai theones of the Rousseauian.3* Because these two principal focuses in 

pedagogical research have "each encouraged somewhat distinct approaches to dealing 

with educationai problems," those adherents of the philosophicai way often fail to 

306 1 Rull Clifforci G e r a  m-ting somewhere, in much stmnger terms mind you than I mnvey in this paraphraw. hm 
'the foreigner. the dien, is not living far across the channeL but right in uUs country, next to yoit' The riddie of modern 
tif% the dislocation and disorientmion of experience, the Ioss of reality that many persons feei today, is the condition of 
posmoâernity- 
jo7 1 allude here to Egan's -nt discussion of 'imaginaion.' "The flaiility that ir centrai to imaginaciveness seems 
to enable the imaginative person to conceive of a wider than normal range of states or actions that do not &t or that do 
not foliow by Literai exmpohtion h m  current smtes or actions or fiom conventionai representations of such States or 
actions- In cunceiving an indeterminate range of such s u e s  or actions the imaginative person can hoId them in the 
min4 consider potentid impiîcaiious, assess their appropciateness* or scan th& featurrs, selecthg whichever might be 
most unusuai and effeltive," Having rised, for the most part, writings which account for experÎence in "a ratfier 
Continental way," what I speak to may be unmal (plain silly and confiising) but not terribly useful, See Kieran Egan, 
I m g M o o n  Ur Teachüzg and iemning: The MWIe School Years (London= The Aithouse Ress- 1992). 37-29- 
308 tuce irigmlty, m m n ~  P-ORV* 9. 
309 Kieran E g a ~  R o m r i e  U . d g :  Thc Developmnr of Rarionaiity Md ImagUran'im. A g a  8-15 (New Y o k  
RoutIedge, 1990)- 



hitfully or thoughtfidly engage in close conversation those educators with an empirical 

bent of mind, and vice versa. The central problematic, he continues, lies precisely in the 

fact that each school of thought "presupposes that one can study knowledge 

independentiy oE what criin& do to i~ or that one cun study minds, or behaviors. 

independentiy of the caltural contexts and contents which give them form and meaning. 

Each tends to reib knowledge or mind/behavior" (188). 

In contrast, Egan provides us with what he believes is a radical, yet more balanced 

and usehil, view of the educational process, a mode1 of recapitulation that "gives due 

attention to both by focusing on the culturai development of the individual, by finding a 

way of characterizhg - to put it tendentiously - mind in society" (189). More exactly, 

meaningfil learning is a progressive movement toward irony. To his mind, that is, it aims 

to produce 'penons' who have uniqueiy "accumulated" or Iearned five sets of "sense- 

making capacities" - the somatic, mythic, romantic, philosophic, and ironic - forms of 

understanding which he daims correspond to the greatest cultural achievements of 

Western civilization: "The concepts 1 use tu chancterize students' inteilecnial lives are to 

be seen, then, as embodying - in no doubt often complex transformations - the history of 

which they are the outcome" (187). 

.U in dI, his theory of curriculum bbidentines the dynamic of education in the 

recapituiation of the cultural capacities that enhance our power to make sense of the 

world and of experience." 

1 am calling them sense making capacities because they are not simply 

mental characteristics nor shp ly  fomis of knowledge; they are capacities 

that are evoked, stimdated and developed as the student becomes initiated 

into the forms of sense-making available in a partinilar culture. 

Education in this scheme, then, is the sequentid accmnulation of the 
sense making capacities, and associated capacities to comrnunicate, 

available in our culture, (187) 



Now, I certainly agree with Egan. when he argues that preserving the mind- 

knowledge dichotomy in educational discourse is unmiitfùl, even disabling for theorists 

and practitionen alike. I follow him too in his attempt to straddle traditional approaches 

to philosophical and psychological researches by "identifying the dynamic of the 

educationai process in cultural recapitulation." What 1 query. however, is his beüef that 

the sense-making capacities c m  or ought to be distinguished from the associnted 

capacities to cornrnunicate. How do these capacities actually differ and, more importantly 

still, from whence do they come? What gets harboured, ethicaily speaking, in this 

distinction? 

in light of my reading of Heidegger and Gadarner on the nature of language, 

Egan's distinction can't be made, lacks explanatory force. AU of our understandings are 

symbolic performances of one kind or another. Conversely, dl of our utterances are 

diaiogical, a shmd gesesturing, ifyou will, towards an other, accomplislied in the rnidst of 

others. As 1 understand it, the abilily to make sense i. to behuve expressively, to be able to 

cornmunicate what is good and what is possible according to certain, agreed upon 

ways.31° It is these agreements or "routes of interest," as Wittgenstein caiied thern, which 

underfeed the prevailing framework-definitions, the organizing "techniques" or "bonnes à 

penser" or "culturai capacities" of our post-romantic age, to use three of Esan's tenos of 

art- 

In Being and The, 1 suggest, Heidegger discusses the latter a s  "the working-out 

of possibilities projected in understanding9'31 He means, we inescapably come to life in 

these time-bound ways of language. A child's set of expressive behaviors or sense- 

making capacities are £Üst acquUed (iaitiated and "accumulateci") and cuitivated 

Thar is. verbaily. orally. and kinesthetically; morally. practidy. xïentificaiiy, paticatiy erc. 
Math Heidegger. Behg d Tunc. 18889, Again, Heidegger writes: 'ln interpretation we do not, so to speak 

thn>w a 'signification' over some aaked thing which is present-at-hana we do not stick a value on it; but when 
something within-the-worId is encountered as such, the thing in question already has an invoIvement which is discIosed 
in our understanding of tbe worid and this invotvment is one which gets laid out by the -onw [L90-9 II. 



("evoked. stirnulated, and developed") in and through these relational scenarios, in his or 

her leaming 'forms of life' ("bonnes à penser" or "sets of techniques") which are 

nomatively drawn but originally ethical. This is what Lter Wittgenstein reminds us, that 

"it is Our acting which lies at the bottom of the language-game," and, what is more, that 

al1 such deeds are entre nous, for us. as Charles Taylor so nicely puts it. 

So the crucial point, I think, as I wrote in Chapter One, is a hermeneutical insight: 

this Iife world of intelligible contexts (this culture) is unchosen by us. It is an ontological, 

not a covenantal, maner at root. 'We' thereforefind our 'selvesT always and everywhere 

caught up in or "thrown" into a d m ,  a city of language, which is expressively rich, 

strangely familiar, a vast, intricate web of significant involvements. We find oursehes 

already acting or involved or routed in interests, on the Street as it were. As Heidegger 

might Say, the primitive, authentic sense of selfmides not in identifiable acts of 

consciousness, in the identity of a subject per se, but in what might be temed the 

historical integB9 of irs active caring.312 

The hermeneuticai image of acting brings us near, therefore, to what Egan terms 

the "creative dynamic" of recapinilation in a given individual or culture. 'niere is in it," 

he h t e s ,  "a creative, playhi, imaginative element, something that slides sideways ulong 

metaphors rather than ciimbs methodicdy and literaüy" lRomuntic Understanding, 192: 

emphasis added). This, 1 suggest, is akin to what Heidegger c d s ,  while thinking of the 

"dialogue of experience" entitled the Phenomenology of Spirit, the "reachîng and 

arriving'' of being-in-the-world. Better yet, one might think of the imaginative element in 

recapituiation as akin in respects to what Jean-Jacques Lecercle caüs the movement of 

delirè, "a form of discourse which questions our most common conceptions of language 

(whether expressed by linguists or by philosophers), where the old philosophical question 

of the emergence of sense out of nomense receives a new formulation, where the material 



side of language, its origin in the human body and desire, are no longer eclipsed by its 

abstract aspect (as an instrument of communication or expression). Langage, nonsense, 

desire: delirè accounts for the relations between these three terms."313 Speaking of its 

tmth slant, delirè is 'in the way' of sens-making. As Bruns writes, "the work of delirè . . . 
is language in its otherness, its heterogeneity, its irreducibility to consciousness and use, 

its uncontainability within any system or fiamework of signification, its resistance to 

analysis o r  grammatical description, its rnateriaiity, its collusion with the unsignable, its 

freedom. It is that which must be repressed if consciousness is to fonn" ("Otherness of 

Words", 127). 

To  be sure, Egan makes quite clear in his most recent work, The Educated Mfnd, 

that the dynamic lies at the bottom of language, in Wittgenstein's sense.314 And yet, 

human understanding is not, he insists, bbessentiaiiy Ianguaged understanding." Rather, it 

is "Iargely Linguistic." We have, he insists, a "prelinguistic consciousness . . . [wwhich] 

remains with us, as part of our understanding, throughout our lives." Something at work, 

someihing circulating, "beyond" language, as it were. "Beneath the layea of socialization 

we are each of us a unique individual consciousness.~T Again, "lmponant for my 

argument is the fact that very young, pre-language-using children have an understanding 

of the world. This is not an 'animal' perception; it is a distinctively h u m  'take' on the 

world. It is constituted of how we k t  make sense with our distinctive human 

perceptions, o u .  human brain and mind and heart and whatever else our bodies can 

deploy in onenting themselves" (1 66). 

Why is it important to hÏs argument though? I want to Say: because when a post- 

romantic is caiied to think of the truth and aesthetics of irony, the point of his style of 

sens-making, in ail Iikelihood he will be afnonted by the mith and power of its delire. A 

313 Quoad in Bruns. "ïhe Otherness of Words," 126. 
314 Kierau Egan, ï7ze Eiiucmed Mind- Hat Cogdiw Tw[s Shqe OUI- Uderstmtdljfg (Chicaagar The Uaiv-ty of 
Chicago Rss, 1997)- 



post-romantic coi1 of self-understandings struggies to cope with this condition (the 

pathetic condition of its own sens-making) by reaching a highly imaginative view of it, 

one that is perhaps unusual but nonetheless effective.3" 

In other words, the ''1 know nothing" uttered by an ironist is, at root, an ethical 

insight, and must be read as such. As if it were a brief or fleeting glimpse of 'what is said' 

by way of language; that is, a prophetic figure of speech, of what Lies at the bottom of our 

language-games and renders them buoyant, most especially, the language-game of irony. 

In sum, we must not take Socrates words too methodicaüy and iiterally (he is, after ai4 

the greatest of the Sophists). So when the ironist frankly admits in the Symposium that he 

"knows nothing and is ignorant of everything" we must, as Egan tries to do, Listen 

attentively to what he is saying (what words do to him) in order to corne to some 

understanding of what irony is living up to or trying to cope with, since at this juncbre, 

what is heard may not be usefil; it rnay be plain siUy and confûsing. 1 mean, it is well 

worth asking - what occurs to Socrates when he is caught, as Kierkegaard supposes he is, 

in "a divine madness which rages like a Tamerlane and Ieaves not one Stone standing 

upon another in its wake"?316 

And so, somewhat as an aside to Egan's line of inquiry, which closely foIiows 

Kierkegaard's reading of the "absolute infinite negativity" of Socrates' life, I want to ask 

as weii, why "irony estabiishes nothing"? Why, "if nothing eise, it signais knowledge of 

the unreliability of words and declares a kind of fkeedom" (144)? What is this 

knowledge? And how is nothing estabfished? 

l5 'mhe sophuticated ironist enjoys an abundant mm-ousness of vancd ways of undartaading, and caa appm-ate 
a vm-ed spectnirn of perspectives whiIe concluding that some are better or more vaiid or more heIpfiil or more beautihri 
than others in particdm circumstances and for partîcuiar purposes." Egan, The Eiitrcated M M  162 Compare this to 
what Rorty has to say about the 'gap between things and oar -ence of them', 'The Deweyan view [he is] 
recommending says that there is only acausai gap - not an epistemic one . , . Why, after alI, shouid we have to boister 
oursense that it's better to think of one's feliows as uis Murdoch ùiinks of them than as Skinner thbh of them with the 
claim that the one cerraioology expresses th& essence and the other not? Why not jus& say that ttiere are Iots of thïngs 
you can do with peopIe - for instance. dweihg with hem, Ioving hem, using them - and that you shouid employ 
diffecent vocabularies dependhg upoa what you want?" Richard Rorty, "A Reply to Dreyfbs and Tayior," R W  of 
Memphysics, 34 (September L980). 4244, More on thls bdow. 
l6 Quoted in Ep. ï k  ELikcated Mmd 142 



For Egan, curiously enough, we find that it declares a freedom of the real, of the 

phenomenal as opposed to the cultural: 

The reflexiveness of irony is focused on the shadow redm between idea 

and reality. . . . I rrcognize that the terms and categories I have used, the 

forms of construction I have dnwn on, are tied to a particular tradition and 
discourse, and that the language game I am playing, and the tribe I am 
playing it with, constrains the sense I can make (or fail to rnake). But 1 

remain ironicaily doubtful about whether diese constraints are as absolute 

as some assert. On the one hand 1 believe that my general scheme gives 

sorne useful purchase on the relevant phenomena in the world out there, 

while on the other hand 1 remain ironicalIy bernused about how such a 

crude scheme can represent the infinite complexity of that reality at ail, let 

alone adequately (157). 

This is, no less, a post-romantic response to the threat of a now thoroughgoing 

skepticism. As such it functions to preserve, what Caveil names as the romantic mythos 

of consciousness - 'What is interna1 is hidden fiom us' - through u mantefious 

inversion. Once again, it w W y  imagines that we are necessarily separated by 

something (within ourselves, from each other), something that needs at least to be 

disciplined and confined if it cannot, at this rime, acniaüy be surmounted. But now, 

ironicaiiy, what we cannot quite see and yet, must "strive to be honest" and "mie to," and 

"correspond with." is hidden not by the body, but mhd in sociey (169).317 One might 

Say, after Cavell, that this ironic reversal of the fantasy suggests that we are separated by 

the force or the law or out of an excessive love for the shapes"8 of our language. We are 

hxated on it. The pichire, drawn by Roay and Wittgenstein, among othen, that "there is 

317 'Whilc one can uaggerafe rhis unique 'take* on the world, one can eqnaUyT as is currenrly fashionabk exaggeratc 
the extent to which language mediates our understanding" Egan, Tlre Ehkoted M W  168- 
318 S e  EgaaTs rrmadu on Richaid Roity and orner pwünodcrnia thiaLcR in ibid.. 165-67- 



no assignable depth of us to which Ianguage reaches" is Our current doxa and implies "a 

kind of [spintual] illitency; a lack of [a kind of religious] education."319 

For his part, then, Egan imagines that a "knowledge from the body" is heaviiy 

veiled by our forms of speech: that language in and of itself operates to keep us from 

some aspect of ounelves, Say, h m  'reaching and arriving' at the tmth of our 

c'ultriilinguistic 'angelic' consciousness" (169). More generally, for Egan is not alone in 

this, the burgeoning sense of the unreliability of words, the renewal of the conviction that 

the acquisition of language does not signiSr, quite simply, a gain, i.e., a beautiful 

freedom, but quite possibly a significant Ioss of reality, leads to another epistemologicai 

crisis, which is addressed by a variant of the earlier romantic 'problem of other minds.' 

That is, the question of the weakness of language leads a growing number of those who 

are most clearly its subjects - its slaves or custodians, in Hegel's sense of the word - to 

reinterpret it as 'the problem of minci in society.' There is an assignable limit to where 

language can reach, Egan insists; and he names it, "Somatic Understanding." 

This is why, 1 suppose, Egan chooses to retain in his most recent work, The 

EducatedMind, a distinction he first made in a 1979 paper entitled b'Progress in 

Historiography," that between an "alienatUig7' and "sophisticated" irony.320 Alienating 

irony. he says. is drawn m e r  and M e r  into the security of knowing the uses and 

value of local particulars and cocsequentiy, retreats fiom the spectre of the generally 

~ i ~ c a n t .  This mode of irony is extremely wary of "anything that suggests plotting" or 

the possibility that some kind of panem or structure might be discovered in his wayward 

existence. Alienating irony is marred, you might Say, thinking of Hegel's crîtique of 

romantic irony. by its thoroughgoing skepticism. "It is a stage," &tes Egan, "at which a 

powerfid tension is felt between secuity and significance. The more generalIy sipnincant 

Caveii. The Ch& of Rnron, 369. My qwiificatioas of this phrase d e r  to Egau's daenption of the wangeiic 
consciousnesf in The Eiiucuted Miki. 167-68- 
320 K i m  Egan, bbPmgress in Hismriography," CLIO, 8, No- 2 (1979). 



conclusions are, the less secure they seem. The more secure the tniths that are 

established, the less generaily significant they are" (2 18). 

In contrast, because of his "abundant," "flexible," and "buoyant consciousness," a 

sophisticated ironist is able and willing to acknowledge the utility in producing a general 

scheme from the particular tmths that he has determined (Educated Minci7 162). Most 

importantly though, Egan says, is that such a thinker does not ; i f f i  the supenor import 

of such a 'metanarrative'; instead, he 'cdistinguishes between the kind of tnith contfliuted 

as a result of inquiry and logical induction and the gened assertions made as a result of 

the form imposed on the particuiars" ("Progress", 218). In other words, he accepts his 

roie as a noveiist, a literate weaver of fables, much as the Iater Nietzsche does, and thus, 

unflinchingly resists the ongoing temptation to believe that his version of things is 

essentially me: ''[Vhe sophisticated ironist enjoys an abundant consciousness of varied 

ways of understanding, and can appreciate a varied s p e c m  of perspectives while 

concluding that sorne are better or more valid or more helpful or more beautiful than 

othen in particular circumstances and for p;iaicular purposes" (Educated Mind, 162). 

What is most provocative for me in Egan's conception, however, is not o d y  that 

irony is a "highiy reflexive" form of self-understanding, but that it signals a debased self- 

consciousness. a self-consciousness, to use a term of Egan's, that is suRering fiom, or 

coping with, or, then again, trying to endure its own "decay," its own "corrosive" style. 

This is near, once again, to what later Nietzsche argues, that irony displays a moderate 

''will to self-overcoming," in part, a cheerful willingness to overcome itself. In Chapter 

Four, 1 discussed this notion in temis of what Gianni Vattimo c d s  "pietas," the "limited 

respect" one has for worIdly things and events. It needs emphasizing, though, that 

"overcoming" is not, on Nietzsche's view, a tenn of opposition, say, an act of 

surmounting something or someone, so much as it is a word whîch is meant to pictue 

how one bears an illness, better still, how one "gets ovei' what has long ailed or 



distressed them. In short, for Nietzsche, irony is a malaise of historical consciousness, a 

condition one develops through living a life of high reflexiveness. 

Now, in a way, I think that Egan preçerves the sense of what Nietzsche cded 

ironic cheefilness in his account of sophisticated irony. As he at one point in his 

discussion "incautiously" wntes, "sophisticated Ironic understanding might seem 

cheerfuliy open to selfcontradiction." At any rate, "this opennness to possibiüty" is not 

the "impotence," the way of utter and complete despair, of aüenating irony. 

"(S]ophisticated irony is Liberating and empowering" (159). This is because the latter 

modifies or corrodes those understandings which might throw it into, Say, thinking of 

Demda's famous, highly literate carrying-ons, an awful state of 'iindecidability." 

Take, for instance, what Egan cails, 

the capacity to form Romantic associations with transcendent human 
qualities. Irony will corrode the enthusiasm of the Romantic association 

that generates for its object the sense of transcendence, but what WU 
persist is the capacity to form associations. Whereas the commonest 
Romantic associations are fonned with the wonderful, the extreme, the 

transcendent, irony cm deploy this capacity to associate dso with one's 
stntggiing neighbour, the person on skid row, the builder on that site down 

the Street, or on mundane experiences." AU in ail. Romantic self- 
understandings cm be seen to conmbute the "energy, engagement, life, 
and affective rneaning associated with romance without which irony is 

soiipsistic and dryly aiienating. (159-60) 

Secondly, consider briefly how the Mythic capacity for oppositional thinking and 

poetic storytelling gets preserved in irony. 'The refiexiveness of kony ensures that when 

some feanires of the world are represented in story fonns or in tenns of oppositions we 

recognize these as imposed on the world by our min& we know that the wodd is not 

story shaped. This is what "modem and posmiodem ironists" snch as Nietzsche and 

Roay have clearly tüed to teach us, that ' k e  may consciousIy make up our own 



contingent stories, constructing meanings that are good to believe for living weli, but we 

must not suffer the confusion of thinking that these meanings derîve from the reality on 

which we impose them" ( i 60-6 i ). 

But even though îrony makes sense of, by way of amalgamaring, these and several 

other Mythic, Romantic, and Philosophic characteristics, it will remain, for Egan, nothing 

more than the dienating irony of "sorne postmodemists" if it does not also leam to retain, 

at the very lem, a "faint" sense of the Somatic, the "angelic" side of being-in-the-world. 

In other words, a curricuium must, on the one hand, allow the corrosion of these e d e r  

understandings, corrosions which wiU lead to abstraction -- Le., notions that one is a 

master-builder or creative genius or adept sense-maker - but it must not, on the other, let 

îrony go the way of narcissism, that is, let irony înduige itseif to the point of forgetting 

that it înescapably dwells in the element of imagination. Irony's fecundity is rooted there, 

in the imagination's metaphoric slipt, and not in its acts of speech, the technologies of 

self-expression. Sophisticated irony is not more or less reflexive than the alienating kind; 

it is, however, seIfconsciously potent321 

This notion of the potency of irony retums me finaUy to the ethical matter 1 raised 

in the previous chapter, that is, to the question of sexual ciifference. What follows is 

closely related as well to what I wite in Chapters Two and Three concerning the ethos of 

romantic poetry, especiaily one of its most ment formulations - Rortyan irony. You may 

r e c d  that readhg ROT convinced me of at least two things, if nothing more: one, 

imagination is the quintessential character of love; and two, imagination is obligatory if 

one wishes to Live weU, or merely without resentment, in the midst of others. Now, given 

what Cavell has to Say on knowing and acknowledging, and Bruns, Gadamer, and 

Heidegger have to say on the ethical experience of being in Ianguage, hiberal irony 

321 See genaally Egan'r dùounon of the ciifference h e m  orality and likracy in K i m  Egaa. Primary 
U , f s t d h g :  &&on iic M y  Childhaod (New York: Roudedge, 1988). 47-95. He &tes. for instançe+ "ft k not, 
to tepeat it yet again, abstraction that is the pmbIem, but dissat5ation h m  the LifeworId. Literacy enables and 
encourages this kiad of &associationw (75)- 





lies asleep. And one settles back into the pillow in the dark and retreats to 

one's own private world. (167-68) 

Consider as well a remark Bruns makes in the coune of an essay on the tmth and 

power of Socrates, a remark which Egan quotes in The Educated M i d  "Thrasymachus 

clearly believed that Socntes did have a preferred conception of justice, which he was 

keeping to himself even as he deconstmcted those of his cornpanion. But, as the argument 

continued, what infuriated Thrasymachus was 'not jwt [Socrates'] not saying what he 

means but his refusal to mean anything at all"' ( 140). 

As i wrote in the previous chapter, in Socrates' refisai to mean, and likewise, 

Thnsyrnachus' refusal to appear fnendly, we get a good glimpse of what is awful in the 

power and mth of negativity, that is to say, the terror a man feels about the possibility of 

Living in the midst of an other. In Socrates' case, a terror before that which cornes out of 

the harbour to p e t  him. In Thrasymachus' case, on the other hmd, a teror before that 

which seeks to domesticate his passion. We are bmshed oniy by terror, 1 t u  when we 

attempt to corne to an understanding of the glances of eyes and cunes. For these are 

unwitting and unsympathetic refusais. Neither sophist, 1 mean, is capable of heeding or 

acknowledging the others' claim. They are just fnendly men. 

So what occurs beween 'Socrates-Thrasymachus' is the brief, very early 

appearance of an ethical tnith: the fecund intenral of hm, of 'what-is-said' between, 

through the carnality of sexual clifference. The eroticism of their meeting is but a pathetic 

confusion of touch; in this respect, it roughly paraiIels what Luce Irigaray c d s  a "naive 

or native sense of touch, in which the subject does not yet exist. Subrnerged in pathos or 

aisthesis: astonishment, wonder, and sometimes terror before that which surrounds k " 3 2  

Figuratively speaking, what 'Socrates-Thrasymachus' delivers in terms of the ethical in 

322 Luce Irigaray& Erhics o f S d  Dgeremc. tram. Camlyn Burke and Gian C. Gin (iihagi ComeLI University 
Press, 1993)- 185- 



Bk 1 of the Reptiblic is stillborn, grounded more in the beast-iike perceptions of clever 

speakers than a distinctively or self-consciously human 'take' on the world (to echo 

Egan). if 1 undeetand Caveil and Bruns, we must await the movement of Romanticism, 

an eniightenment different in kind from that of Greek antiquity, to obtain such a marked 

sense of how we - that is to say, 'You and 1' - migfit ordinariiy inhabit or reinhabit a 

time-riddled world. "One cm think of romanticism," Cavell writes in The Claim of 

Reason, "as the discovery that the everyday is an exceptional achievement. Cd it the 

achievement of the human" (463). All in di, the '1 know nothing' of a Socrates hints of 

what cornes, only to pass away, between two, of what only begins to appear, and even 

then indirectiy, cenruries later, in the age of enlightened science and poetry, most 

apparently in its vast a m y  of literary and non-literary readings of skepticism.3" 

I would descnbe the 'imagination' of sophisticated irony as post-romantic, 

therefore, because its possibilities and Iimitations for the m a t  part hinge upon the type of 

'orgaaization one gives or c m  give to oneself,' that is, on the charactefil sense Egan's 

ironist has of "reality's autonomy, and consequently the reciprocd sense of [his] distinct 

and autonomous 'self"' (Romantic, 98).3*4 'The fundamental principle undergirding the 

development of [romantic and subsequent forms 04 self knowledge is that it comes 

through understanding bat wwhich is 'other', Merent  and autonomous fiom the self" 

(108). Findly, the power of romanticism "is to vivify whatever it touches; its weakness is 

that it Ieaves largely meaningless what it does not or carmot touch" (121). 

323 -in saying that we Live our skepdcism. 1 mean.. . h t  we are rather disappchted in our O--ans for knowiag as 
though we bave. or have tost, some picture of what knowing another, or king known by another, would &y come to 
- a hmony,  a concord, a union, a transparence, a governance, a power - agaÏnst wtncb our actual successes at 
knowing, and M g  known, are p o t  thiogs. To say tbat tbere is a skepticism wbich is prodaced not by a doubt about 
whether we caa know but by a disappointment over knowledge itseif, and to Say that this skepticïsm is iïved in our 
knowiedge of others. is to Say thar this diappointment has a histoq- To tnce the [iistory would presumabiy require 
tracing the hopes phced upon knowiedge in the Renaissance and by the Enlighîenxnent; and of the fears of knowldge 
ovetcome by those hopes; and of the despair of knowledge produced by the dashing oftûose hopes-" Cavell+ The CIaim 
of Remon, 440. Caveii begins to recount thir history in che k t  part of  Tht Clcmn of Remon and e i s e w h m  
324 ~ n c e  we stop judgiog by an extemal standard we stop understanding the character by what he d o a  and says. We 
start undersrandlng hlm h m  inside through sympathy- And once we start s y m p ~ g .  the centrai character is no 
longer the Aristoteh 'agent' of the action but the creator of its rnemhg," Robert hgbaam, The Poetry of 
Eaperimce: The D-'c Monologue rir Modenr k'temry Tmdirion (New YYork: Norton. 1957). 167- 



Thus, one reads, "[wle are born donc and we die done, and in the short interval 

between, underneath our Ianguages, histones, cultures, and socialued awareness, we live 

doue," as  if it expressed the profoundly romantic sense of an imagination conserved and 

mcured privately, in the heart of the mind's 1. To be sure, the sophisticated ironist fmds 

himself touched there: 'This unique and pnvate ment& worId is with us h m  the 

beginning; its hagistic, concnte, vivid forms of thought rernain throughout our lives, 

endlessly active without, or 'below' language" (Uucated Mhd, 168). It is his present and 

mortal condition. 

Nonetheless, sophisticated irony is at a dennite remove b m  the eaniestly hopefbi 

romanticism evident, for instance, in the writings of a young Wordsworth, because of its 

growing disappointment with knowing, at any rate, with what some of the more skepticai 

among us think of as knowing. CaII it, as Egan more or l e s  does, the pragmatic bent of 

'mind' in society, for "[tJhe trail of the human serpent [appears to bel over aü.'*325 Thus, 

Rorty's belief that people are "incarnateci vocabulariesn is judged by Egan to be less than 

enlivening, so very superficial, essentidy because it indicates a grave dissociation h m  

the mith and power of 'Chüdhood', h m  the potemy of that Eden. The pragmatism 

Rony espouses is spiritudy weak or indifferent, untouched now by what is beyond the 

psp  of its so-called mature reflection. In the mind of an alienating ironist, the terrible 

beauty of Chaos and Old Night, and the stiflng image of an "angelic consciousness," 

would in ail IikeIihood get plainly redescri i  as  the forces of causaiity, on the one hand, 
. 

and a more or less useful ''variation on the poems of Egan's Romantic] precursors," on 

the O ther.326 

In other words, 1 think that the late romantic in Egan now Looks. after 

Wordsworth, "hto our pragmatic Min&* into the Mind of a l i r a 1  and ironic Man," and 

sees only a seIfIfindulgent imaginativeness, the mirror play of a narüssist. What remains 



of a childhood nature, a Iiving orality, in those who, like Rorty, mrnble over themselves 

in haste to find new words, better words, words never uttered before? How cm "massive 

redescription for the hell of it," a kind of freedom that more or less exiles one to the city 

of language, r e m  us to that free-flowing element within ouaelves, the fust spring ofour 

fancy, the Imagination? It ~~uuiot.327 

Still, the faith running vivid through an earlier rornanticisrn is weaker now, 

tempered by the accumulating disappointrnents of the, the corrosiveness of irony. As 1 

wrote, in Tintern Abbey, Wordsworth stniggles not only to account for his own truth, but 

the truth and power of his "dear, dear" sister's present and hinire He. What is more, the 

poet longs to expenence, wants to be a part of or right within the body of this other life. 

Wordsworth is ingeniously composing a hiture for himself - 'More Iüce a man/ Seeking 

out the thing he loves than one/ Who Ees nom something that he dreads.' A Lord of 

Life. In contrat, the sophisticated ironist does not seek out the one he loves in this 

bold, imprudent manner, because he now knows that he cannot begin to guess what 

moves beneath that "smooth, uonifned Sea."3" But neither does he run from sornething 

he dreads. Wordsworth's remark reminds me nther more of the Nietzschean terror a 

Liberal ironist is supposed to endure. hstead, "Be] senles back into the pillow in the dark 

and retreats to mis] own private worfb' (Educated M i d .  168). The post-romantic thinker 

stüi declares hirnself unknown, in faithfulness to his desire, but aU his reaching and 

arriving leave hirn at a threshold he cannot cross over. How can he possibly accomplish 

this, waking in such a night, at the end of the 20th cenniry? That he awakens at ail is 

remarkable. 

327 [nstead it cepresents what Egan eisewhere u i i s  a wsuîaciai separaiion" 'Ibat k the new rhetonc of a Rorcy is 
getcing lost "because it is increasingly losing touch with its Living oral resaurcesW Ait more strongly, in Light of whar 
Egan now çalls the Somatic Understanding, pragmatism is serving 'To dcsû.oy Imagination, the Divine Body," as 
Wliam BIake saîd ceason would if it came to be separated h m  the body of the imagination. its infancyancy See Egan. 
R O ~ ~ ~ C  unde~stmtding. a0-840-84 
328 This is W o ~ o r t h ' s  image Sec my diwimion ofit in ChapterThree- 



In this respect, the ironist possesses the same skepticai reserve as Robert Frost's 

narrator in Mending Wall, for both fmd the task of erecting fences and of making sense in 

this custornary way, by measuring, dividing, allotting, and securing, annoyingly 

superficial. "just another kind of outdoor game/ It cornes to nothing more." in Frost's 

poem, despite his strong intuitive sense of "sornething there is that doesn't love a 

waUThat wants it down," a m m  chooses to excuse hirnself from the task of 

imaginatively meeting his neighbour to talk about how their fence-building works, what it 

serves to accomplish. In the end, he quickly mumbles, alrnost as an aside, 'Td ratherltre 

said it for hirnself." Said what?, 1 am left wondering. M a t  has the narrator rediy 

managed to get across to his neighbour? For everything he says is said privately. That is, 

everything he imagines he keeps to himself. 1s this the tmth of his skepticisrn, the uuth of 

a more thoroughgoing, a later, romanticism? 1 beiieve so. This is why, in my eariier 

sketch of Mending Wall, I remarked that it offered us an acute vision of the romantic 

paradox: to pnerously sympathise with another, to tnily inhabit their self-expenence, 

seems to entaLi ietting go one's own private way of life, if only for awhile. The romantic 

wants to know and be known. and yet =tain his singularïty. In Frost's words, 

romanticism teaches us that there is sornething worth walling in and out. How could 

individuality flourish if not for the array of walls and fences which demarcate a city's 

properties? Whence the romantic mth of sentences: they inteiligently formulate our 

c o ~ e m e n t s ,  effectively descnie the fact of our aioneness, yours and mine. 

Stiii, as Cavell writes, "Human beings do not n a d y  desire isolation and 

incomprehension, but union or reunion, c d  it community. It is in faithfulness to that 

desire that one declares oneself unlaiown" ( C l a h  of R e m n ,  463). Such a faiihfuliess 

and desire no doubt fieis the enüghtenment of poetry. And certainly? a similar desire 

animates Egan's ironist in the present day: cal1 it the wonder, the radiant darkness, of you 

and I, the enigmatic presence of each of us. It is the tnith and power of separateness, the 



sense of rhis knowledge, which daims the ironist and will, if noticed (dong the heart?), 

restore him to hirnself: "Waking at night, one may Rim and see the outline of one's 

spouse's head, and note the shadowed movement of an eye beneath the lid." Peenng into 

the Mind of a loved one is to guess sympatheticdy about the ghosts, "the hypnagogic 

hallucinations" which move within her. And yet, 'one cannot begin to guess" (Educated 

Mind, 168). One may certdnly "strive to be honest to, to refiect truly, to correspond 

with" this other, this angel, but one cannot actuaily pass there knowingly. 1 take Egan to 

mean that it would be bold and imprudent to pass there in that manner, nothing iess, 

perhaps, than a mgic endeavour. 

This, then, is what 1 believe a sophisticated irony gives way to, the place of non- 

passage. A growing irony draws one toward a threshold "of sleep" (of Lethe perhaps?329), 

spirits hirn dialec tically toward an aporetic truth, w hat Egan calls, "the sense of a 

knowledge from the body, beyond human words" (169). More precisely, a more supple 

and diffuse, fluid kind of understanding, circulating drarnaticdly in his own body, or 

her's. One W. say, to the shimmering of waves. But equally siWcant, the sense of a 

knowledge which appean either here, inside of me, or else, there, inside of her ("note the 

shadowed movernent of an eye beneath the lid"). Though never between, never rhat. At 

the threshold. one tums back. settles back dom, retreats. One is prevented somehow 

fiom crossing over, slipping sideways into an other. "I am not descnbing some 

pathological condition." "1 am simply pointing toTT or noting certain vital features of the 

topography of "the body" (mine and yours): Here 1 am. There you are. Or is it, 1 am here 

because you are there? Given his age, one can only guess. 

- Is this aii that an iroaist c m  know of the interval, of what cornes 

between 'us'? '1 know nothingl One can ody begin to guess - . .'? 

329 1 aüude here to what 1 said abait the river of Moemosym. Wordswortù's sylvan Wyg in Chapter Two: the waters 
of Lethe in aletheia are &in to the 'nothkg' which darkens the sparkluig 'why7- W e  both find and lose ourselves there, 
in delirè- 



- Think of these cornmonplaces as the "glimmers and twinkles"330 of a 
living, moving border, endlessly changing through contact with another's 

body. 

-- It is hard to imagine. 

- Try then to corne to an understanding of it as pathological in the sense I 
spoke of in Chapter One, as if what occurs to you when in the midst of an 
other is an interpretation of being experienced a bnef figuration of what 

can't be known, only acknowledged, in fine, of the pathos ton logon? In 
this way, irony rnight be indirectly thought of as a condition which rnoves 

one in darkness nearer to another, leaving him exposed and attentively 
listening (in Heidegger's sense) to what clairns him as the difference, the 

still wordless question, of another. Irony strands him (the one taking notes) 
at a threshold, to foliow out or live up to this fact of his separateness kom 

her, the truth of two. 

Certainly, the fantasy that this other sexuality defers to the touch of 
culnue needs to be let go oE "The educational scheme requires that we 

seek ways to rnake this kind of understanding nch and vivid to ward off 

the anesthetizing sociaüzation of the mie" (168; emphasis added). But 
who is this we? The one '1' nioving P shadow beneath the lid of its body 

and the other '1' who notes and withdraws? One plus one is a quantity 
which anyone can know. A cornmonplace of mathernatics. Something one 

can point a finger at. 

- 1s this the rich and vivid way of acknowledgement? 

- Not reaily. 
- Can you or 1 effectively aclmowledge how very unrisuai the truth of our 

separateness is? 
- Perhaps. Perhaps by thinking like angels, in the imagination of Love, the 
elemental passions.~~ 

x- - JO See the Wiilkirn James passage on the cornmonplaces of &-gious =@=ce quoted by Egan, Tite Eilrccared Miru% 



Aftenvord 
Conceming the fieedorn of angels 

And so, How might one describe the ethos or disposition of this form of 

consciousness Egan calls irony? 

Aii in ail, I tW of Egan's notion as a poignant image of what may occur to us if 

we seek to accomplish what Dewey thought of as "an expanding development of 

experience." If we decide, that is, to continue "push[hgJ forward to ever greater 

utilization of scientinc method in the development of the possibilities of growing," i.e., 

promotirzg the growrh of mind in s o c i e ~ ,  1 suspect that the end of ail our experimenting 

will be, more or less, the disenchanmient and dissolution of modern, city life, in 

Vattimo's words, the end of a "transparent society." More specifically, if Dewey believed 

that the point of a curriculum is to consciously expand the unity of a child's experience, 

Egan's theory of growing irony suggests that such a way leads of its own accord to an 

experience of seIf-shattering, at any rate, a dissolution of the integnty of those forms of 

consciousness "evoked, stimulatecl, and developed" by the sense-making techniques 

available in Western culture. Hence, the c ~ c u l u m  descnid by Egan produces a radical 



openness to expenence which cm be lived in one of two ways: on the one hand, as 

alienating irony, on the other, as sophisticated irony. 

This is why I've cailed irony as such, a giving way to aponas. For this style of 

coming to life in language is best thought of as the end Gr completion of a kind of 

consciousness that has long reached t~ward an intensified possession of itself, ody to 

find itself arriving at a threshold, a place that is a non-place, where it can know nothing. 

There its integrity is pretty well shattered. In the best of ail possible worids, irony would 

lead one to recapitulate the aferheia of the real, that is to say (these are Egan's words), the 

"sense of a knowledge from the body." The expenence of this tnith (this unconcealment 

and concealment) can be, for the most part, one of wonder and astonishment, which Egan 

sees as the motivation behind sophisticated irony, or else, mainly one of terror, which is 

Rorty's view, 1 beüeve, of living ironicdy. 

nius, in the end, what 1 am most c d e d  to think of, as 1 read Egan on the nature 

and development of sophisticated irony, is Luce IrigarayTs astounding c l ab  that "thk 

feeling of surprise, astonishment, and wonder in the face of the unknowable ought to be 

returned to its locus: that of sexuai difference. 

We rnust reexamine our own history thoroughiy to undentand why this 

sexual difierence has not had its chance to develop, either empiricdy or 

transcendentally. Why it has failed to have its own ethics, aesthetic, logic, 

religion, or the micro- and macrocosmic realization of its coming into 

being or its destiny. 

It is surely a question of the disassociation of the body and soul, of 

sexuality and spirituality, of the [uck of a passage for the spirit, for the 

go& between the inside and the outside, the outside and the inside, and of 

their distribution between the sexes in the sexual act- Everything is 
constmcted in such a way that these realires remain separate, even 
opposed to one an0ther.33~ 

332 Luce Ingaray,An Effiics c f S d  D#bmce, trans. Carolyn B u r k e  and Gûlian C GüI (Ithaca: Comell 
University Press, 1993), 13,1445. 



In other words, Irigaray cdls for us to lose, to loosen, to let go, (in Heidegger's 

sense of that word) the prevailing understandings of what she terms the economy of the 

interval. At the end of the age of metaphysics, the space of the interval or passage is 

denied or avoided by a subject, whether he is a master-builder or creative genius or adept 

sense-maker: ''The subject, the master of the ,  becomes the axis of the world's ordering, 

with its something beyond the moment and eternity: God. He effects the passage between 

tirne and space" (7). (1 drew out this motif in my sketch of the Uprising of Man, the Fall 

- or Exile - of God.) 

To lose a way of thinking, to overcome it, as 1 wrote eariier, is to stay with it; 

which is to say, as if it were a malaise. If we ever corne to iose the very idea and 

orientation of the subject, of a self that wills its own appeamce, that is, its own going 

and coming, its own reaching and arriving, this idea will be lost, I believe, imaginatively, 

in the very drift or deiire of what language gîves. In part, it will mean disclosing the 

secret of education that lies hidden in the way of recapitdation, the alluring notion or, 

better still, the archaic fable of a scale of forms - what later Heidegger c d s ,  afier 

Nietzsche, the steady willing of "the going and coming, this going and coming back, 

bringing back what is gone." More generally, it WU mean fincihg out and then Loskg 

how the subject effects his passage between time and space. 

This is what 1 have tried to begin disclosing in this rhetoncal investigation of the 

ethos of irony - the way irony serves to effect a subject's passage between tirne and 

space. On my reading, the completion of irony leaves him at, or rehinis him to, the 

threshold of 'a knowledge h m  the body.' ('And the end of all our expiorkg/ Will be to 

amive where we starteci/ And know the place for the k t  time.') I have spoken of the 

reaching and arrïving of sophisticated irony, after Hegel and Cavell, as one subject's 

response to the mth of a now thoroughgoÏng skepticism, The ironist will ideaity f31d 



himself at a place of non-passage ("One c m o t  begin to guess." Or, then again, "1 know 

nothing."), where he will admit, or find himself exposed, to an aporetic insight, an ethical 

truth ("We are bom done and we die done, and in the short interval between, . . . we live 

aione."), and then withdraw cheerfully, out of pietas, to his "~n private world." 

Quite Frankly, t5is is why I am, and have been ever since 1 fint read his account of 

ironic and somatic undentandings, surprised and fded with wonder at Egan's notion of 

"angels", more exactly, the fact, as he wntes, that "something goes wrong with angelic 

thoughts as they are converted into language" (169). Converted into language means here, 

1 suppose, converted into 'ethical sentences,' in other words, the story forms or 

frarnework-definitions which serve to address our fundamental concerns, render 

intelligible the place where we stand, and how things are for us. We are throm into a city 

of words, more or less sentenced to leading a Me by the language games we inhent or fall 

into the habit of playing. But something never fails to go wrong in the conversion: the 

thoughts of angels never get sensibly carried over or adequately translated into the forms 

of refiexive understanding available to Our culture. Why not? According to Egan, because 

they are fundamentaily "beyond human words." It's worth recalling here that what is Left 

"largely meaningless" by the post-romantic is what he does not or cannot touch, then 

again, what he fails to recognize is touching him, brushing his separateness away. 

Clearing a way so that certain realities might sorneday not remain separated as they are at 

present. 

Perhaps, the claim of angels, up to now, has only been comprehended in terms of 

what Luce irigaray calls "hom(mo)sexuaLity," that is, in temis of how one desires to 

effect the passage of his aloneness in thne and space, what compeis hùn to keep retaining 

w d s  in this style, building good fences and safe neighbourhoods in the city, according to 

the shapes or  designs of his form of consciousness, and no other. How else to secure 

one's pnvacy, the properties of one's Me, but in this trîed and tme way, in the sunüght of 



one's culture, the "daylight which divides"? But, perhaps "'the angel is that which 

unceasingly passes through the envelope(s) or containefls), goes from one side to the 

other, reworking every deadline, changing every decision, thwarting a i l  repetition. . . . 
Between God, as the perfectly immobile act, man, who is ~rrounded and enclosed by the 

worid of his work, and wornan, whose task wodd be to take care of nature and 

procreation, angels would circulate as mediators of that which has not yet happened, of 

what is stiil going to happen, of what is on the horizon. Endlessly reopening the enclosure 

of the universe, of universes, identities, the unfolding of actions, of history. . . . As if the 

angel were a representation of a sexuality that has never been incamated. A iight, divine 

gesnire (or tale) of fiesh that has not yet acted or flourished. Always faiien or still 

awaiting parousia. The fate of a love stdi tom berneen here and elsewhere" (15- 16). 

Perhaps irony leaves one more open and exposed than Egan has yet imagined. So 

much so that one may corne someday to thank (in Heidegger's sense) the hints and winks 

of angels which led him near to an other, out of iove: 'These swift angelic messengers, 

who transgress ail enclosures in their speed, tell of the passage between the envelope of 

God and that of the world of micro- or macrocosm. They proclah that such a joumey 

can be made by the body of man, and above dl the body of woman" (Ethics, 16). 

Perhaps. 
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